NOTE: The following two folders were added to the front of box M 842 at a later date.

Folder: Letters from M. Koffka

Several letters—all in German—during 1939 to Koffka from M. Koffka (Mira?). One letter includes a group photo—unidentified. (moved to V53)

Folder: E. Koffka Letters. 1939 and 1940.

Two telegrams (3/19/40 and 5/23/40) to Koffka from Elizabeth Koffka.

Personal letters of 1939 and 1940 from E. (presumably Elizabeth) Koffka. Most are in English, but a few are in German. Most are sent from Northampton MA to Koffka in England. Samples of envelopes have been saved.
COLLECTION NAME: Harrower (Molly) Papers
LOCATION: M842

Folder: 1960

Letters to Harrower from J.R. Sanders, 3/25/60, & 5/9/60, re: Sanders' report on the Board of Examiners' action on the Advisory Council's requests for minutes of the Board's meetings and for a statement on criteria etc., the Board has used in evaluating certification applicants' experience.


Letter to Gordon Derner from J.R. Sanders, 3/29/60, re: the lack of a definition of psychology in the psychology certification act and Killough's (Dept. of Educ.) feeling that this may lead to other legal suits questioning the constitutionality of the act, though the Appellate Division set aside the NPAP suit against the Dep't.

Copy of a letter to Frank Freeman from A.J. Bardo, dir. of Div. of Professional Conduct, 3/28/60, re: the jurisdiction of the Board of Examiners (which is, psychologists only) in cases of disciplinary action and as spelled out by Article XX of the Regents' Rules.

"Query" to Board members from F.S. Freeman, 5/6/60, re: whether or not the Commissioner (Mr. Brind and/or Miss Eastman) should be able to reverse the Board's decision in cases of appeals from applicants denied certification. Includes a handwritten note to Harrower from Freeman at the bottom, re: Board and AC matters and meetings.

Memo to AC members from Harrower & Sanders, 5/9/60, re: The Council's next meeting.

Letter to Harrower from Freeman, 5/16/60, re: clarification, by Freeman, of the amendment - statute concerning certification and how the Board has handled different groups (as social workers) & different types of work experiences with regard to applicant certification.

Memo to AC members from Board Secretary Sanders, 6/6/60, re: information concerning activities of the Board of Examiners.

Memo to AC & Board members from J.R. Sanders, 3/25/60, re: The March 9 AC meeting.

Minutes of AC meeting held on March 9, 1960.

Detailed Account of March 9, 1960 AC meeting.
Report on Recommendations made by the AC at its March 9, 1960 meeting, 5/9/60, by J.R. Sanders.

Procedures, Principles & Criteria governing the Board's evaluation of experience under waiver provisions. A summary of procedures etc. which the Board uses in evaluating the experiences of applicants for certification as psychologists under the waiver provisions of the Certification Law. Includes a definition of psychological practice used by the Board when evaluating the nature of an applicant's experience.

6 Pages of comments based on some of the arguments and contentions presented in the affidavits of the plaintiffs in the NPAP suit against the NY State Educ. Dep't. Prepared by Freeman.

Memo to Board members from Freeman, undated, re: some comments on recent developments, reports, meetings.

Folder: 1960 a

Letter to Gordon Derner from Killough (Ass't. Commissioner for Professional Education), 5/3/60, re: the AC has defined "unprofessional conduct" in psychology; Killough wants the NYSPA to pass a resolution supporting the AC's recommendations.

Letter to Sam Pearlman from Sanders, 9/7/60, re: Sanders' urging Pearlman to put Killough's May 3 letter on the agenda of the next NYSPA's Board meeting.

Letter to Killough from Max Siegal (replying to Killough's May 3 letter to Derner), 9/28/60, re: the NYSPA agrees with some of the AC recommendations regarding the definition of unprofessional conduct, but needs more time for discussion of the standards in connection with unprofessional conduct before making its recommendations.

Copy of a Letter to Daniel Lucas from Brind (counsel to NY State Educ. Dep't.), 5/23/60, re: whether or not a psychologist without certification from the Dep't. can work privately as a psychologist under the supervision of a certified psychologist.

Copy of a Dep't. of Education inter-departmental memo, 7/22/60, re: whether or not allowances to AC members are subject to income tax.
Letter to A.J. Bardo (Dir., Div. of Professional Conduct), from Sanders, 9/9/60, re: enforcement of the psychology certification act; and Sanders' question about what is happening to complaints relating to licensed psychologists forwarded to Bardo's Dep't.

Letter to Sanders from Killough, 11/3/60, re: changes made in the Board of Regents' Rules and the addition of Article XXI, "Professional Conduct in the Practice of Psychology."

Letter to Wallace Gobetz from a lawyer, 7/21/60, re: the court of Appeals' decision to uphold the Appellate Division's ruling that the certification statute is constitutional.

Copy of a letter to Pearlman from Derner, 8/11/60, re: Derner's summary of 4 pieces of legislation that the NYSPA will probably be concerned with during the year: The Jury Duty Bill, The Visiting Psychologists Bill, The Definition of Psychology, and The Definition of Psychiatric Clinic.

Letter to Harrower from A.S. Thompson, 9/9/60, re: Thompson's inability to attend AC meetings for the next year due to his leaving the country as an Exchange Professor.

Corr. between Harrower & L. Joseph Stone, Sept. - Nov., 1960, re: the scheduling of AC meetings; Stone's recommendations concerning the wording of the proposed professional conduct code; and the recent ruling requiring schools to release I.Q.'s to parents.

Letter to Harrower from Bernard Kalinkowitz, 10/3/60, re: Kalinkowitz's inability to attend the Oct. 12th AC meeting.

Memos to Board of Examiners' members from Freeman, 10/6/60 & 10/20/60, re: Freeman's statement regarding professional experience requirements and solicitation of Board members' views regarding the statement.

Memos to members of Board of Directors, NYSPA, from the organization's president, Max Siegel, 10/5/17/60, re: approval of the NYSPA revised draft of recommendations regarding unprofessional conduct by the NYSPA Board of Directors; and the AC's request that the NYSPA poll its total membership regarding the proposed "Definition of Psychological Practice."

Letter to "colleagues" from Siegel, 11/21/60, re: the APA's group major medical program, and the Educ. Dept.'s ruling concerning the release of school records to parents.
Folder: 1960a (cont.)

Correspondence concerning the NY State Educ. Dept.'s ruling to allow the release of I.Q.'s and other school records to parents, Nov. 1960. The correspondents are: Charles Brind (legal counsel), Max Siegel, Harrower, Austin Wood, Bernard Kalinkowitz, Emmanuel K. Schwartz, Louis Long, G.R. Wendt, L. Joseph Stone, & Alma Paulsen.

Letter to Harrower from J.R. Sanders, 12/15/60, re: the agenda and possible dates for a meeting between the AC and Brind.

Correspondence concerning the need for a full-time vs. part-time secretary to the Board of Examiners, 12/14, 20/60. The correspondents are: Harrower, Harry McNeill, and Harold Seashore.


Folder: 1960a continued

Report: of the Sub-committee on Legislation that Certifies Psychologists: David Aberle, Harold Wilensky, & Guy Swanson. Discusses legislation regarding licensing/certification of psychologists in other states, APA policy, and the committee's recommendations to the AC & NYSPA.

Handwritten notes: re choosing a day for meetings (probably AC meetings). 2 pages.

Article XX: (Regents' Rules) "Disciplinary proceedings in The Professions." Includes sections 260-265.

Legal Opinion by J. Froesael. Undated. Concerns the NY Court of Appeals -- the appellants, NPAP, vs. The University of the state of NY.

Minutes of the AC meeting of Oct. 12, 1960, re: a listing of actions on applications taken by The Board of Examiners from Feb. 1960 - Sept, 1960; a discussion of Appendix I -- the NYSPA's revised draft of the AC's recommendations concerning unprofessional conduct. Included is a copy of App. I; a proposed definition of psychology; and App. II, a statement on supervised experience.

Summary of the AC's Oct. 12, 1960 meeting.

Memorandum on a Proposed Statutory Definition of Psychology, written by John Mariano, the legal counsel of NYSPA. This appears to be a summary of the legal side of proposing and forming a definition of psychology. 17 pages, undated.
Folder: 1960 a continued (cont.)

Copy of a Letter to "colleagues" of the NYSPA, from the Medical Director of the NY clinic for Mental Health, 10/27/60, re: solicitation of opinions and information from persons in the mental health field concerning the advisability of state licensing of non-medical psychotherapists.

Copy of a Letter to Max Siegel (Pres., NYSPA) from the counsel to Gov. Rockefeller, 11/3/60, re: a reply to Max Siegel's offer of cooperation between the NYSPA and various government departments in parole and correction matters.

Minutes of meetings of the Board of Directors of the NYSPA, Oct. 31, 1960, Nov. 14, 1960, and Dec. 8, 1960, re: committees' reportings; and policies and proceedings of the organization.

Folder: 1961

Corr. concerning forming a subcommittee of the AC which will work with the Board of Examiners on the matter of registration of doctoral programs in psychology, Aug - Dec, 1961; the correspondents are: Molly Harrower, Austin Wood, Roger T. Lennon, Donald Baier, L. Joseph Stone, Richard Youtz, Gordon Derner, & James Gibson.

Letters to Harrower from J.R. Sanders, 1/4/61; 2/24/61, & 7/21/61, re: AC & Board matters.

Letter to Harrower from Frank Freeman, 3/24/61, re Freeman's suggestion that the Board of Examiners conduct a research project on the qualifications, experience and training of those who received certification as psychologists under the "grandfather clause."


Letter to J.R. Sanders from Richard P. Youtz, 8/2/61, re: Youtz's thanks for information and materials provided by Sanders.

Letters to Max Siegel from J.R. Sanders, 2/9, 20/60, re: medical organization's input concerning the definitions of psychology and professional conduct.

Letters to Frank Kille, (Assoc. Commissioner for Higher & Prof. Educ.), from Max Siegel (NYSPA Pres.), 2/21, 28/61, re: confirming a meeting of Kille & the Board of Directors, NYSPA; and Siegel's summary of the said meeting of Feb. 27, 1961.
Folder: 1961 (cont.)

Letter to Max Siegel from Frank Freeman, 1/12/61, re: some comments as to the inadequacy of training and background of "social psychologists" trying to get certification as psychologists; and the implications if this group is singled out and permitted to be certified.

Letter to Killough (Ass't Comm. for Prof. Educ.) from Harrower, Freeman & Siegel, 3/20/61 (draft), and 3/27/61, re: the reasons why the position of secretary of the Board Examiners should continue on a full time basis for the next two years.

Copy of a letter to S. Rains Wallace from E. Joseph Shoben, Jr., 1/31/61, re: the issue of whether insurance companies will pay benefits/claims for psychological treatment. Apparently, Shoben is a member of a NYSPA committee investigating this area.

Letters to AC members from Harrower, 1/5/61, and 11/17/61, re: reporting on 2 matters of interest to AC members: a meeting with Brind about the Educ. Dept's ruling regarding the release of I.Q's etc. to parents; & the committee's decision to continue full-time employment of the Board secretary. Also, notification of Killough's recent death.

Memos to AC & Board Members from Sanders, 3/27/61, & 6/1/61, re: Regulation of the commissioner on unprofessional conduct approved by the regents; and possible items for an AC meeting.


Folder: 1961 continued

List of psychologists, their addresses & telephone numbers. Handwritten.

Copy of the "Proposed New Section to the Commissioners Regulations for Implementing Article XXI of the Regents Rules entitled, 'Professional Conduct in the Practice of Psychology." Undated.


Copy of the "Regulation of the Commissioner of Educ. pertaining to the Registration of Doctoral Level Programs for Admission to the Certification Examination for Psychologists." 

Copy of the "Definition of the Practice of Psychology Excerpted from Section 98-A of the Commissioner's Regulations." Section 98-A on Unprofessional Conduct.
Folder: 1961 (Continued)

Copy of a letter to the chairman of the Board of Examiners from S.D.S. Spragg, Jan., 1961, re Spragg’s proposal that the Board put on record its thanks & commendation to Frank Freeman for his leadership and service to the Board as chairman from Nov. 1956 to Dec. 1960.

The East Meadow School Board Decision: a legal brief (?) explaining the decision of the Nassau County Supreme Court to allow a father to examine all school records pertaining to his son.

Summary: of the meeting of the Interim Executive Committee of the AM. Assoc. of State Psychology Boards held on March 18, 19, 1961. Discusses those states which have indicated a desire to affiliate with the AASPB; AASPB expenses & dues; committee appointments; and the relationship between the AASPB & APA by J.R. Sanders.

Copy of a roster of State Legislators & legislative committees in the NY state government; sent to NYSPA members from Wallace Gobetz, chairman of the Legal & Legislative Committee. Jan., 1961.

Memo to Senate, & Assembly, Education Committee members from the NYSPA, 2/1/61, re: expression of the NYSPA’s opposition to Senate Intro. No. 1530, & Assembly Intro. No. 2195; Print No. A 2113. These bills would restrict the practice of hypnosis to physicians & dentists.


Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors (NYSPA) of Jan 16, 1961. Includes various committee reports, and discusses; the "grandfather" procedures, undergrad practicum courses, the definition of psychology & unprofessional conduct, & confidentiality of school records.

Information Bulletins 12,13,14, & 17: Information for the benefit of the Board of Directors, NYSPA. Includes agendas, committee reports, excerpts from meetings, proposed amendments, legislation, etc.
Memoranda to AC & Board of Examiners members from J.R. Sanders, 1/28/59, & 3/11/59, re: study materials for the Feb 9 Meeting of AC & the Board; and the agenda of the AC’s March 18th meeting.

Letter to Harrower from Sanders, 5/6/59, re: some items Sanders believes should be added to the agenda of the next AC meeting (May 20).

Memo: "Comments on Administration of Article 153, Chapter 737. Dealing with Certification of Psychologists," by G.R. Wendt, 5/1/59, Discusses the relations between the agencies involved in the certification of psychologists as stipulated by law and by "custom," & in particular, illegal practices on the part of these agencies.

Letter to the Counsel of the Education Department from Sanders, 10/28/58 re: the Oct. 3 meeting between the chairmen of the AC & Board of Examiners, & the Pres. of the NYSBA. This is a cover letter for material sent by Sanders & which discusses psychologists’ conceptions of psychotherapy.

Table of Contents: for the material referred to (above) in Sanders’ 10/28/58 letter to the Education Department. This is the material presented at the Oct. 3, 1958 meeting also referred to previously, and includes these mini-manuscripts:


II. The Views of Psychologists Regarding Psychotherapy

III. Graduate Training in the Practice of Psychotherapy under Univ. Departments of Psychology

IV. References to Psychotherapy in State Psychologist Certification Laws

V. References to Psychotherapy in State School Psychologist and Guidance Counselor Certification Laws

VI. References to Psychotherapy in Job Descriptions or Announcements of Psychologist Positions

VII. Books or Chapters in Books on Psychotherapy written by Psychologists

VIII. Current Research Grants (by NIMH to psychologists for research in psychotherapy) 10/31/57.
Folder: Important Summaries (cont.)

IX. Psychologists Active in Psychotherapy

X. Psychotherapy in Certification

XI. Letter from A.B. Pomerantz concerning the social control of psychotherapy, 7/9/58.

XII. Memo from William Sivers to Francis Daly on the subject of psychotherapy, 10/14/58.

List: of those who attended the Oct. 3, 1958 meeting on psychotherapy between the chairmen of the AC & Board of Examiners, the Pres. of NYSPA, & the Education Department.

Cover letter & "memo" to Brind, legal counsel of the Educ. Department from a lawyer, 10/31/58, devoted to the question of whether the use of the title "psychotherapist" by a non-medical person constitutes a violation of the Medical Practices Act. The "memo" is a legal brief submitted on behalf of The American Association of Psychotherapists, The Individual Psychology Association, & The Students & Alumni Society of the Alfred Adler Institute for Individual Psychology.

Recommendations of the AC made at their Feb. 9, 1959 meeting.

Report: from The Legal & Legislative Committee (NYSPA), April 1959 re: a brief review of the status of the committee's legislative efforts during the past state legislative session.

Memo: to Board members from Frank Freeman, 5/5/59, re: the failure of the Education Department to consult with the AC & Board of Examiners regarding a meeting the department held on April 27 to discuss the evaluation of doctoral programs in psychology.

Folder: Psychotherapy & Brind's Decision (1959)

Letter to Harrower from J.R. Sanders, 1/26/59, re: the lack of minutes for the July 17th meeting of the AC & Regents Committee on Licenses.

Letter to Killough from Brind, 1/30/59, re: Brind's opinion with respect to the legality of the use of the title "psychotherapist" by persons not licensed to practice medicine.

Table: As of Feb. 10, 1959, the number of applicants for certification rejected because of insufficient experience, & on educational grounds; the number of persons who appealed their rejection; the no. of persons rejected for waiver but OK'd for exam, & the total no. of persons who took one or more of the exams.
COLLECTION NAME: Harrower (Molly) Papers

LOCATION: M842

Folder: Releases on Advisory Council and Board of Examiners

Publicity Releases: 8/20/56, re: The announcement of Sanders' appointment as Secretary to the Board of Examiners; and undated, re: the announcement of the first certificates for psychologists granted under the NY state's new Psychology Act.


Letter to Harrower from G.R. Wendt, 2/12/58, re: Wendt's request for a clarification of his sub-committee assignment.

Letter to Alma Paulsen from Sanders, 5/28/58, re: the problems of applicants for certification who cannot obtain the required number of affidavits from persons who were in school with them abroad and whether or not Paulsen's committee can help with such problems.

Schedule #1, Exhibit A & Schedule #2: undated; Meaning unclear.

A Note on the "Resolution on Relations of Medicine & Psychology" by A.B. Pomerantz, undated. Bibliography included.

List: Members of Board of Examiners of Psychologists, their addresses & phone numbers. Undated.

List: Members of the Advisory Council in Psychology, their addresses and phone numbers. Undated.


Amendment: to Article II of The Regulations of the Commissioner of Education. Medicine (including Osteopathy). A subdivision to be added to Section 30 of Article II re Unprofessional conduct in the practice of medicine. Approved by Board of Regents, Oct. 28, 1955.

Amendment: to Regulations of the Commissioner. Section 7605, subdivision 2 of Education law. Provision for the Board to evaluate the experience of persons seeking certification under the grandfather's clause. Approved by the Regents 6/27/57.

Memos to AC & Board Members from Sanders, March, 1957-April, 1958, re: Meetings, reimbursement for Board & Council work, progress reports, and a possible revision of the statement of Educational Preparation.

Summary of conference between Sanders & the Ass't Commissioner Killouth Held 1/3/57 to discuss the future roles of the AC in psychology, especially with regard to registration of psychology programs.

Minutes of the Board & AC meeting of 1/11/57. Discusses developing the examination for certification, and specific areas in psychology to be covered.
Folder: Releases on AC & Board of Examiners (cont.)

Minutes of The Board of Examiners meeting, 11/7,8/57.

Memo: to members of the Subject Matter Subcommittees from Sanders, 1/16/57 re: development of NY state's first certification examination in psychology. This lists the subcommittees and their members. Appendices include the test outlines for each area of psychology as developed by the individual subcommittees. Also includes a list of criticisms of examination outlines.

Form letters: re: for applicants filing for application.

Outline for the educational requirements for certification applicants filing before July 1, 1957.

Psychology Questionnaire: to applicants seeking certification, to determine when they would like to take their examinations, and over which areas. Undated.

Professional Experience Reference Form: to be filled out by the applicant's supervisor or colleague.

Form 6-Psy: (Tentative). Certification of supervised experience for candidates rendering psychological services. To be filled out by the applicant's supervisor.


List: Institutions in NY State which have reported to the Department of Education that they offer graduate courses in psychology for purposes of psychologist certification.

Summary: of Conference on objective examinations which met on 3/8/51 to discuss the pros and cons of objective-type examinations.

Letter to Harrower from Sanders, 12/20/56 re the examination questions subcommittees and the AC's role in developing the exams.

Folder: Articles and Reports

Minutes: of the meeting of the subcommittee on certification of psychologists, 3/1/48, which met to consider a bill introduced in the state legislature which authorizes the certification of professional psychologists. Drafted by E.H.L. Corwin.
Folder: Articles and Reports (cont.)

Letter to Harrower from G.R. Wendt, 1/10/49, re: a NY Academy of Medicine bill being introduced into legislature and some possible consequences of passage.

Appendix B: Material relating to the licensure or certification of psychologists. An exposition of the amendment to the education law introduced in the NY legislature in 1948.

An Act: providing for the regulation of the practice of psychology and licensing of qualified psychologists as enacted by the Senate and General Assembly of the State of New Jersey. Nov. 1949.

Abstract: of the revised draft of the proposed bill in psychology, NY Society of Clinical Psychologists, 12/20/49. Covers the Board & AC, the definition of psychological practice, and requirements for licensing.

Recent Developments in Licensing for Psychologists, NY Society of Clinical Psychologists, 1/3/50; Criticisms of a pending bill for licensing psychologists and the proposed revision presented at the Conroe Conference (12/16/49).

Minnesota State laws regulating psychologists -- Chapter 672 (1951). An explication of this state's certification regulations.

Letter to "fellow psychologists" from Arthur Combs and Louis Long, undated; A report of the proceedings of the Harriman Conference held on May 4th and 5th to discuss the problem of a unified psychological organization for NY State. Includes a list of the organizations represented and their delegates.

Notes: on a discussion held on 7/17/51 at Harrower's apartment, an informal get-together with an M.D. to discuss the relationship between psychology and medicine.

Letter to "fellow psychologists" from Arthur Combs & Louis Long, 8/10/51, re: a report on the Vassar Conference held on 7/7,8/51, to revise the NYSPA's by-laws. Includes a list of those attending.

Report: of the APA Ad Hoc Committee on Relations between Psychology to the Medical Profession, which was submitted to the Board of Directors on 8/29/51.
Folder: Articles & Reports (cont.)

Joint Report: of the Committee on Clinical Psychology, & Committee on the Legal Aspects of Psychiatry, dated Nov. 3, 1951. The two committees met to review recent developments in the relation of psychiatry to psychology, especially with regard to a report of The Committee on the Licensure or Certification of Clinical Psychologists (AMA).

Copies of Statements: by psychologists re certification bills and impressions of a joint conference of psychologists and psychiatrists held at Dr. Harrower's home on Dec. 21, 1951. The psychologists are: Louis Long, Hyman Chernow, Emanuel K. Schwartz, Florence Halpern, Frances Alexander, Albert Thompson, Herbert J. Zucker, Carleton Scofield, Clement Staff, Molly Harrower. Also includes minutes of the joint conference prepared by A.S. Thompson, Dec. 27, 1951.

Proposed Revision of By-Laws: of NYSPA. Revisions made in accordance with suggestions made at the Vassar Conference (7/7.8/51), and at a NYSPA directors meeting of 10/20/51.

"Information in Regard to the Proposed Amendment to the Medical Practice Act." 1/30/52. Summaries of interviews with medical personnel conducted by Harrower. Re: proposed changes in The Medical Practices Act.

"Exhibits": (mini-manuscripts on important topics related to certification, etc.)


II. Communication from Dr. Fillmore Sanford re APA attitude toward Legislation. 6/2/52.


V. Opinion of Academic Psychologists re Licensing vs. Certification. 6/16/52.

VI. Professions Licensed & Certificated in NY State: a list. 6/11/52.

VII. Excerpt from "Regulation of Psychological Counseling & Psychotherapy, Columbia Law Review, April, 1951."
VIII: Certification or Licensing? A summary of the attitude of NYSPA toward certification and licensing, 1945 to present, by Frank Freeman.

References: to published articles and reports concerning the general topic of legislation for psychologists. 3/25/53. 7 pages of references.

Folder: Articles & Reports (cont.)
(Exhibits cont.)

Advisory Questionnaire on Policy Aspects of a Certification Plan for the NYSPA. Questions and statements re: goals of a certification plan, level and areas of certification, specialty certificates, the grandfather clause, a certification board, and examinations, 8/5/53.

Copy of a letter to Dr. Herman, a psychiatrist, from Harrower, "Nov. 13", re: suggestions of the JC to be added to the licensing bill to meet the objections raised by the medical groups.

Table: Analysis of state laws regulating psychologists. The states covered include: Connecticut, Georgia, Kentucky, and Virginia. The analysis looks at: organization of the examining board, scope of practice, preliminary qualifications, examinations, exemptions, grounds for suspension/revocation/refusal, who must be licensed, and penalties. Undated.

Statement to JC members from Harrower, undated, re: American Psychiatric Associations position regarding licensing and certification of psychologists.

An Act: Article 153, Amendment to the Education Law. A copy of what the amendment entails; to be used only for discussion purposes within the JC. Undated.

"Various significant factors involved in certification of psychologists in NY State." Briefly discusses: Administration of the bill, payment of fee, eligibility for certification, requirements for certification, duties of clinical psychologists, and field of specialization. Comparison of what the proposed law says regarding these areas, and suggestions made by the NY Chapter of Clinical Psychologists, and the Legislative Sub-committee of the Academy of Medicine. undated.

Principles of conduct for psychologists in their relation with members of all other disciplines and professions. undated.

Adequate Psychiatric Safeguards: general principles and policies set forth by the committee on the relation of psychiatry with psychology. undated.
COLLECTION NAME: Harrower (Molly) Papers
LOCATION: M847

Folder: Articles & Reports continued (cont.)

Basic Principles and General Considerations concerning the problem of certification and licensure for psychotherapists. Undated.

"Pertinent Clauses from New Jersey's Licensing Bill." Undated.

Folder: Miscellaneous #1

Membership card: of Harrower, to the NY Society of Clinical Psychologists, Inc., for the year ending 6/30/52. #352 signed by Tatania Juzak, executive secretary.

Newspaper article: from Look, date and issue unknown. "Beware of the Psycho-Quacks" Developed by Jacques Racal, marriage counselor and lawyer, with the help of E.J. Shoben, Jr.

Newspaper clipping: Poster-size blow-up of an article-advertisement appearing in newspapers for the Woman's Home Companion, Nov. 1948. Entitled "Beware the Mind Meddler," this talks of psychologist-quacks and warns the "buyer to beware."

Copy of a letter to Doris Schulman from Emerson Coyle, 8/26/52, re: treasury business matters of the NY Society of Clinical Psychologists.

Letter to members of the Committee on Legislation (NYSPA), from Joseph McVicker Hunt, undated, re the time and place of a joint meeting between the NYSPA Committee and the Committee on Legislation of the NY Clinical Society.


Copy of a NY Society of Clinical Psychologists Expense Voucher.

The rest of this folder contains sundry handwritten notes (Harrower's handwriting).
COLLECTION NAME: Harrower (Molly) Papers

LOCATION: Most mail to m b 3 3 4 3

Folder: Miscellaneous #2

Letter to Harrower from Warner Muensterberger, undated, re: the latter's view on the "Greenberg-bill" and on licensing of psychologists in general.

Letter to Harrower from Arthur W. Combs, Undated, re: Combs' thanks for materials sent by Harrower; the liquidation of the clinical program at Syracuse; and Combs' commendations to Harrower for a job well done.

Letter to "Herb: from unknown author, undated, re: important information re pediatricians.

Minutes: of the Joint Legislative Committee Meeting of the NYSPA and the NY Society of Clinical Psychologists, 12/19/46 re: presenting a certification bill to the State legislature. Also, minutes for the 1/7/49 meeting of the same organizations.

Report: of the Budget Committee of the NY Soc. of Clinical Psychologists, 6/1/51.

Minutes of a meeting held on 6/30/52, re: Committee reports, and pros and cons of licensing vs certification. Those present were: Frances Alexander, Arthur Combs, Albert Ellis, Harrower, Solomon Machover, Harry McNeill, Jule Nydes, Harold Seashore, Arthur Teicher, Albert Thompson, Herbert Zucker, and Rollo May (presiding).

Note: to JC members from the Finance Committee, undated, re: a list of contributors to the Joint Council up to 1/20/53. Includes a copy of the list referred to.

Agenda: for Feb 11, 1953. Organization involved is unknown.

Memo: to members, NYSPA, from the Elections, Reorganizing, and Establishing Committees 10/30/52 re: Membership Lists, Divisional By-Laws, the matter of primary and secondary membership, and nomination of a president-elect.


Report: on a Survey of members of the Division of Clinical and Abnormal Psychology (NYSPA) who are presently engaged in paid private practice. Prepared by the Committee on Private Practice, Albert Ellis, Chairperson, Undated.

Data Collection began in April 1951.
ARCHIVES OF THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGY
REGISTER OF CONTENTS OF A COLLECTION

COLLECTION NAME: Harrower (Molly) Papers

LOCATION: M643 m024 to M3243

Folder: Miscellaneous #2 (cont.)

"The Need for an APA Div. of Medical Psychology": a report of statements favoring/opposing such a division, and relevant communications on this topic, undated.

Preliminary Report of the APA Committee on Relations with the Medical Profession re: Psychology's relation to medicine, Undated.


Report: of the Committee to Study the Structure and Function of the Proposed School of Professional Psychology. Undated, re: A proposal for an advanced school of professional psychology.


Association for the Advancement of Clinical Psychology: A listing of its aims and purposes. Undated.

Folder: NY Academy of Medicine.

Correspondence concerning the possibility of Harrower speaking at the NY Academy of Medicine's centennial celebration, specifically, for the Institute on Public Health. The correspondents are Harrower, H.S. Mustard, and E.H.L. Corwin. Feb-March, 1947


Folder: Minutes of Executive Committee Meetings

Minutes: of the Executive Committee Meetings (NY Soc. of Clinical Psychologists) of: 2/20/52, 4/15/52, 10/1/52, 2/11/53, 3/18/53, and 4/22/53

Announcement to members of the NY Soc. of Clinical Psychologists from Thomas E. Tierney (Education Committee) re: two upcoming seminars: Methods in Clinical and Personality Psych by Jacob Cohen; Graphological Techniques in Personality Evaluation by Klara G. Roman. Undated.

Folder: By-Laws NYSOA

ARCHIVES OF THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGY
REGISTER OF CONTENTS OF A COLLECTION

COLLECTION NAME: Harrower (Kolly) Papers

LOCATION: M373 r.e.w.d to M3243

Folder: Minutes of Joint Council Meetings.

Minutes of the Joint Council meetings for the following dates:

6/26/51 11/17/52
7/10/51 12/15/52
9/10/51 2/9/53
10/15/51 3/16/53
11/12/51 4/20/53
1/14/52 5/25/53
1/28/52 9/21/53
3/3/52 10/12/53
5/19/52 11/2/53
9/22/52


Report: of the subcommittee to study attitudes of various groups toward Psychology and psychologists (of the JC) 4/20/53. Addressed to Elementary psychology teachers of NY state, this is a survey of the impressions of elementary psych students (and adult acquaintances of these students) of what psychologists do, why people go to psychologists, etc.

By-Laws: NY Society of Clinical Psychologists, and suggested changes submitted for consideration of the executive committee by the committee on the by-laws and constitution. 9/30/53.

Folder: ADVISORY Council '59-'60

Copy of a letter to Gilbert M. Trachtman from Charles Brind (Legal Counsel, St. Educ Dept.), 1/21/60, re: confidentiality of school psychological reports.

Copy of a letter to Paul Conneyetz from Charles Brind, 1/22/60 re: Brind’s reply to Conneyetz’s letter concerning the draft of a definition of psychological practice prepared by the NYSPA.

Letter to Frank Kille (Educ Dept) from J.R. Sanders, 2/5/60, re: A March 9 meeting of the AC and the status of ongoing matters relating to the psychology certification act.

Letter to Harrower from J.R. Sanders, 3/4/60, re: an enclosed letter from Sanders to Frank Freeman about a meeting with Killough to discuss matters acted on by the AC: The rules on unprofessional conduct, and the registration of graduate programs. Included is a copy of the letter to Freeman referred to (also dated 3/4/60)

Letter to Frank Freeman from J.R. Sanders, 1/25/60, re: the NPAP suit against the Educ Dept; and Sanders’ notes from a conversation with Miss Eastman. The rules on unprofessional conduct, and the registration of graduate programs. The notes on the phone conversation are included and refer to a definition of psychological practice, and the constitutionality of the certification act. This letter is a reply to a memo sent out by Freeman on the matter on the NPAP suit. A copy of this memo is also included (undated)
Folder: Advisory Council '59-'60 (cont)

Letter to Roger T. Lennon from J.R. Sanders, 11/13/59, re: Commission in the minutes of the last AC meeting of Lennon's and Irving Lorge's appointment to a committee to study the Dept's Examination for psychologists.

Letter to Frank Freeman from Gordon F. Derner, 12/1/59, re: the NPAP suit, and the relations between the NPAP and NYSPA.

Letter to Albert Thompson from Gordon F. Derner, 11/12/59, re: the definition of psychological practice agreed upon by the NYSPA Board and The NYSPA Committee on Definition.

Letter to Wallace Gobetz from Louis Long, 11/13/59, re: The corporate practice of psychology, and two letters (dated May 27, 1959, and Sept. 21, 1959) from Charles Brind to J.R. Sanders which concern the topic of the practice of psychology by corporations. Copies of the 2 letters referred to are included.


Note to chairmen of the State Board of Examiners from J.R. Sanders, 12/10/59 re: the Conference on State Examination Procedures, and the Interim Committee on the Formation of an "Association of State Examining Boards." Includes a copy of a questionnaire to be answered by State Examining Boards. Also included are notes on the said Chicago conference sent to Frank Freeman by Florence Halpern.

Memo to the Board of Examiners from J.R. Sanders, 1/5/60, re: Material for consideration at the 1/15, 16/60 meeting.

Memo: to the Board of Examiners from J.R. Sanders, 1/5/60 re: certification applications awaiting Board consideration.

Memo to Board members from Frank Freeman, undated, re: two multiple-choice items which should be considered for inclusion in the June or December Examination.

Memo to AC members from Frank Freeman, 2/10/60, re: Applications rejected for certification; applications where final action was deferred.


Information Bulletin: to the Board of Directors, NYSPA, undated, re: a state assembly bill introduced by Samuel Berman.
**ARCHIVES OF THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGY**
**REGISTER OF CONTENTS OF A COLLECTION**

**COLLECTION NAME:** Harrower (Molly) Papers

**LOCATION:** MIW/YY, Folder: Advisory Council '59-'60

**Information Bulletin:** to the Board of Directors, NYSPA, 1/16/80, re: an article appearing in an issue of St. John's Law Review Entitled, "Statutory Regulation of Psychologists: Its Scope and constitutionality."

Board of Examiners of Psychologists' Criteria for Evaluating Experience requirements for certification.

Board of Examiners' working Definition of Psychological Practice.

Copy of Form I-Fsy: Evidence of Experience (Addendum); to be filled out by applicant for certification

**Folder: Advisory Council 1961**

**Letter** to Louis Long from Ass't Commissioner Killough, 6/19/61, re: Long's suggestion of his resignation from the AC due to his going to India for a year.

**Letter** to Richard Youtz from J.R. Sanders, 7/28/61, re: Sanders' congratulations on Youtz's appointment to the AC, and the Scheduling of meetings.

**Letters** to Sanders from Harrower, 7/19/61, and 9/6/61, re: whether or not Youtz has been appointed to the AC; and the Scheduling of an AC meeting.

**Letters** to Harrower from James J. Gibson, Dec, 1961, re: whether or not Gibson can make it to an AC meeting.

**Minutes:** of the AC meeting of Oct 11, 1961 Includes copies of 2 letters: Letter to Arthur P Jones from J.R. Sanders, 9/11/61, re: The policy on psychology 211 petitions for admission to the Examination of for psychologists; Letter to Harry McNell from William McGill, 10/2/61, re: McGill's feelings about whether the State should approve graduate curriculum in psychology or whether the state should merely register graduate programs.

**Letter** to the AC from Roger Lennon, L. Joseph Stone, Austin Wood, and Richard Youtz, re: The certification examinations discussed at a meeting on Oct. 6, 1961 by the Committee on Examinations (AC)

**History and Implications of the State Regulation for Registration of Graduate Curriculums in Psychology for Admission to the Examination for certificate as Psychologist.** Prepared by Sanders, 12/6/61.

**Folder: Advisory Council '62-'65**

**Letter** to Richard Youtz from J.R. Sanders, 3/5/62, re: The latter's thanks to the former for the return of copies of the Board's previous examinations that Youtz was using with regard to his work on the Examination Committee.

**Corr** between Harrower and Sanders, July, 1962, and May, 1964, re: Harrower's request for a leave of absense due to illness in the family; and Sanders' replacement as secretary of the Board of Examiners.

THE UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
COLLECTION NAME: Harrower (Molly) Papers

LOCATION: M643-004d m3243

Folder: Advisory Council '62-'65

Correspondence between J.R. Sanders and Solomon Machover, June, 1962, re: Machover's views concerning subdivision one of section 7609 of the certification law, and his views on a rule of the State Board of Examiners regarding supervised experience.

Letter to Bernard F. Riess from J.R. Sanders, 6/17/62, re: Riess' appointment to the Advisory Council and materials he will need for this role.

Letter to Donald S. Milman from Sanders, 3/13/64, re: the suit brought against the Adelphi University Psychoanalytic Service by the Nassau Neuropsychiatric Society, and its relationship to the issue of whether or not psychotherapy is practicing medicine.

Letter to AC members from Harrower, 2/2/63, re: Harrower's opinion of some actions of the Secretary of the Board of Examiners, Joe Sanders.

Correspondence concerning the regulations of the Educ. Dept pertaining to registration of graduate level programs in psychology (which are acceptable for certification) and problems thereof. Jan-June, 1962. The correspondents are: W.J. McGill, Harrower J.R. Sanders, Gordon F. Derner, and James J. Gibson.


Letter to Harrower from Bernard N. Kalinkowitz, 2/14/62, re: Kalinkowitz's congratulations to Harrower for a job well done.

Correspondence between Harrower and James Allen, Commissioner of Educ. June 1962 re: Harrower's reappointment to the Advisory Council in Psychology for a 3 yr. term beginning 7/1/61.

Correspondence between Harrower and Arthur Jones, Acting Asst Commissioner for Prof. Educ., July, 1962 re: Congratulations on Harrower's reappointment to the AC.

Letter to Harrower from Emory L. Cowen, 2/18/64, re: an informal party planned in Sanders' honor.

Correspondence between Harrower and Neville Bennington, Asst Commissioner for Prof. Educ. March, 1965, re: Bennington's appreciation for Harrower's service and efforts as chairperson of the AC.


Minutes: of the AC meeting of 3/20/62.
Folder: Advisory Council '62-'65 (cont.)

Memos for J.R. Sanders, undated; 2/28/62, and 5/14/64; re: The first Psychology Handbook published by the NY State Educ Dept; agenda etc. of next AC meeting; and the appointment of a new Board Secretary.

List: Council of Representatives for the coming year 1965-66 with each members' term of office.

Resolution: prepared by the Technical Committee for the Psychological and Physiological Acoustics of the Acoustical Society of America, March 1964 Entitled: "A Resolution Opposing Laws to Require Licensing or Certification for Research in Psychoacoustics and Related Areas of Psychology/"

Letter to "Colleagues" from Allen V. Williams, Exec. Dir of NYSFA, 3/7/64, re: the legal suit of the Nassau Neuropsychiatric Soc. against Adelphi University.
Collected Name: Harrower Papers  
Location: Box M1629

COLLECTION NAME: Harrower (Molly) Papers

LOCATION: M344 moved to M3245

Transcription of:

Projective Use of Wechsler - Bellevue Test by M. Harrower, Sound Seminars Recorded Lectures, 75811. No date.

(Tape in Harrower Papers A15)

2 Sets of Harrower Diagnostic Inkblots, 1945.
Folder 1: Letters That Have Crossed A Psychologists' Desk (AHAP) – undated

- A short paper by Molly Harrower examining some of her correspondence in order to show “how the emerging concept of clinical psychology was reacted to by an interchange of letters in the various time spans.” The correspondence she was examining are in the following folders.

Folder 2: Am Psychopathological Association (1943)

- Correspondence asking Harrower to speak before the American Psychopathological Association in 1943.

**Correspondents Include:**

Frederic L. Wells
Samuel Hamilton

Folder 3: Appreciations (1943-48)

- Correspondence thanking Molly Harrower for writing articles, speaking to groups, etc.

**Correspondents Include:**

National Probation Association
National Committee for Mental Hygiene
Marjorie Bell
Frank Fremont-Smith

George S. Stevenson
Seward Hillner
Piero Milani

Folder 4: Sarah Brown Letters of Appreciation (1930-37)

- Correspondence from Sarah H. Brown. Among the topics discussed: political conditions in Europe, Christian Ethics Material, career & vacation plans.

Folder 5: Gustav Bychowski (1947)

- Correspondence with Bychowski discussing Harrower’s poetry and the topic of “graphological principles”.

Folder 6: Canada (1943-49)

- Correspondence asking Harrower to contribute to the Canadian Psychological Association Bulletin & asking her to conduct the Rorschach test on students at McGill University. Program for the 1949 Annual meeting of the Canadian Psychological Association.

**Correspondents Include:**

John A. Long
J. F. McIntosh
Colin K. Russell

Folder 7 Certification – Problems With (1948)

- Correspondence with J. McVicker Hunt, urging Harrower to join the New York State Psychological Association and to serve on the Certification Committee – and her agreement to do so.

Folder 8: Clergy (1942-43)

- Correspondence regarding a class and personality test that Harrower conducted at a “Summer Short Course for Rural Clergy”. Many of these letters are from clergymen asking Harrower for the results and analysis of their personality tests.
Folder 9: England (1945-49)
- Correspondence with professionals in England regarding Rorschach Tests.

  Correspondents Include:
  
  C. J. C. Earl  
  J. R. Rees  
  A. Kaldegg  
  A. T. Alcock

  Mrs. Halpern  
  Mrs. Bartlett  
  E. A. Buttell

Folder 10: H. J. Eysenck (1945-46)
- Correspondence with H. J. regarding possible Rorschach studies on which Eysenck and Harrower could collaborate

Folder 11: Foundations (1943-51)
- Correspondence regarding work for the NDRC, Clinical Psychology Training Programs and Conference, Rorschach Testing, and Integrated Education.

  Correspondents Include:
  
  Edwin G. Boring  
  NDRC (National Defense Research Council)  
  Arthur Hardy  
  Dean Wittemore  
  Helen Peak

  Margaret Brenman  
  Henry Morgenau  
  F. S. C. Northrop  
  F. C. Kunz  
  Foundation for Integrated Education

Folder 12: Graphology (1944-49)
- Correspondence, mostly discussing Rorschach and Graphology Tests.
- Correspondence with Black Star Publishing Co. regarding a proposed story on graphology. A page providing current information on the Black Star Publishing Co. has been added as of 6-25-01.

  Correspondents Include:
  
  Eva Ruth Balken  
  Meta H. Steiner

  Ralph F. Turner  
  K. S. Safranski

  Dr. Frank Victor

Folder 13: Stoughton Holburne Graphology (1932)
- Correspondence to Harrower from Ian Stoughton Holburne mostly discussing his lectures at various Universities and her poetry.

Folder 14: Connie Guion (1947)
- Correspondence regarding testing of patients

  Correspondents Include:
  
  Connie M. Guion  

  Dr. Kubie

Folder 15: Instructional Letters (1943-49)
- Correspondence containing information regarding Rorschach Testing and research.

  Correspondents Include:
  
  Dorothy Archibald  
  W. V. Kalish

  Carl Binger  
  Frank Victor
Folder 16: Institute for Psychoanalysis (1943-44)
- Correspondence relating to a presentation made by Harrower at the Institute for Psychoanalysis “Brief Psychotherapy Council”.

Correspondents Include:
- Helen Ross
- Franz Alexander
- Thomas M. French

Folder 17: Invitations to Speak and Write (1943-59)
- Correspondence, mostly relating to presentations, articles, etc. conducted by Harrower for various organizations

Correspondents Include:
- Alpha Epsilon Iota
- The American Scholar
- Du Pont
- American Psychiatric Association
- Committee on Psychological Methods & Concepts
- Psychiatric Forum Group Symposium
- Ann Bardeen
- William Skinner
- Don Ross
- J. M. Messick
- Harold Harris
- Bela Mittelmann
- Victor W. Eiseinstein
- Leo Alexander
- Phyllis Rabinowitz
- Barbara Kunz

Folder 18: Journals/Yearbooks (1934-49)
- Correspondence with various journals regarding articles written by Harrower.

Correspondents Include:
- The British Journal of Educational Psychology
- Journal of Consulting Psychology
- American Journal of Psychology
- George L. Kreezer
- Bruno Klopfer
- Mental Measurements Yearbook
- Luella Buros
- Henry W. Woltman

Folder 19: Kubie – Rappaport Rorschach Experiment (1943)
- Correspondence and Harrower’s report regarding the Rorschach Tests of a patient referred to a “C. W.” There was a disagreement in diagnosis of a patient by Molly Harrower and David Rapaport based on a Rorschach Test.

Correspondents Include:
- Lawrence S. Kubie
- David Rapaport

Folder 20: Learned Societies (1949)
- Invitation to teach a workshop for the New York Society of Clinical Psychologists
- Correspondence with Sadi Oppenheim working out the details of the workshop

Folder 21: Lindner Controversy (1941-50)
- Correspondence regarding an incident in which Harrower felt that her research should have been cited in Robert Lindner’s paper on group Rorschach.

Correspondents Include:
- Robert M. Lindner
- Frank Freemont-Smith
Folder 22: Marriage Counseling (1944)

- Correspondence regarding a presentation made by Harrower to the Marriage Counsel of Philadelphia

**Correspondents Include:**

- Emily H. Mudd
- Frederick H. Allen

Folder 23: Medical Schools / Clinics (1943-1949)

- Among the topics discussed: requests for Rorschach Tests; testing of incoming freshmen at various medical schools; requests for reprints; invitations to speak / serve on committees; requests for advice on Rorschach research

**Correspondents Include:**

- Donal Sheehan
- Edward Weiss
- Donald Slaughter
- Helen Shacter
- Howard W. Paider
- Lewis R. Wohlberg
- Gevena L. Brown
- Benjamin Spock
- Maurice H. Krout
- Alvin Victor Pensler
- Herman S. Wigodsky
- Theodore Lidz
- I. Arthur Mirsky
- Harry B. Friedgood
- Margaret Thaler
- Karl Stern
- Herman Kabat
- F. Levin

Folder 24: Meninger & Rapaport (1943-53)

- Discussion of such topics as: personal opinion of Life Magazine, working on the Rorschach Research Committee, difficulties Harrower & David Rapaport were having with the Rorschach Institute, & the possibility of a new edition of “The Psychologist at Work”.

**Correspondents Include:**

- Bruno Klopfer
- David Rapaport
- Gardner Murphy

Folder 25: Mental Health Depts / Public Health (1943-51)

- Copy of an application by Dr. Anne Roe for a research grant & Harrower’s review of the proposal
- Requests for reprints
- Solicitation of Saul Rosenzweig to contribute to the American Lecture Series
- Use of Rorschach Tests as a means of screening alcoholic cases – determining possible benefit of therapy
- Invitation to a dinner honoring Dr. John R. Rees

**Correspondents Include:**

- Lawrence Kolb
- Saul Rosenzweig
- Marie W. Peters
- Dorothy Van Alstyne
- John N. Buck
- Raymond J. Corsini

Folder 26: Military – All Branches (1941-48)

- Use of Group Rorschach for the selection of naval aviators
- Initial uses of the Group Rorschach for selecting men for skilled units in the Army
- Requests for Group Rorschach information & materials
- Use of Group Rorschach in identifying recruits in need of psychiatric consultation or observation
- Modifications Multiple Choice Rorschach
- Use of Rorschach to identify homosexuals & to determine possible level of recovery
- Requests for Harrower to examine Rorschach test results
Collection Name: Harrower Papers
Location: M3190

Correspondents Include:

John R. Rees
John G. Jenkins
Kenneth S. Hitch
William S. Kogan
Dwight W. Miles
Francis M. Wickersham
Willard Machle
P. C. Talkington
Walter St. Clair

Correspondents Include:

Morton A. Seidenfeld
Eugene G. Reimartz
M. W. Miller
Lewis L. Robbins
Doris L. Hassell
J. P. Guilford
Henry Nelson Pratt
Allan Roos
Hildegard Durfee

Folder 27: Most Unpleasant Concept (1949)
- Requests for more information re Harrower’s “Unpleasant Concepts Test”

Correspondents Include:

Joseph M. Wepman
Hulsey Cason
Isabelle V. Kendig

Folder 28: Re Multiple Choice Test (1939-49)
- Requests for Reprints
- Information regarding the Group Rorschach and the Harrower-Erickson Multiple Choice Test
- Rorschach demonstration for the Eastern Psychological Association
- Requests for Rorschach materials
- Invitation to speak and conduct the Rorschach Test

Correspondents Include:

Rose G. Anderson
Gotthard Booth
Theodora M. Abel
Bela Mittelmann
Joseph Rich
Lawrence S. Kubie
Detlev W. Bronk
Bruno Klopf

Correspondents Include:

Katherine Kao
Maryline Barnard
Jeanne R. Butler
Bernard R. Ackerman
C. H. Lawshe
George K. Bennett
Harold Seashore
Kate Levine Kogan
M. Bassett
Fannie D. Montalto
C. W. Stephenson
Kenneth E. Ware
Robert Roy Wilson
Thomas S. Langner

Folder 29: N. Y. Academy of Sciences (1943)
- Correspondence re a paper presented by Harrower at the New York Academy of Sciences Conference: “Psychosomatic Disturbances in Relation to Personnel Selection”

Correspondents Include:

Eunice Thomas Miner
Anne Roe
Ethel J. Timonier

Folder 30: Overseas (1939-1949)
- Discussion of work with Rorschach Test
- Requests and letters of thanks for reprints
- Requests for Rorschach slides.

Correspondents Include:

Sylvia Anthony
R. V. Pridmore
Donald Buckle

Correspondents Include:

Anibal Silreira
C. J. Adcock
D. J. van Lennep
Pierre Berndtson
Folder 31: Personal (1943-1947)
- Personal correspondence re a variety of topics
  Correspondents Include:
  Carl Binger  Dorothy H. Archibald  Hans Reese  Denny Smith  Harry Alder

Folder 32: Prisons: Sing Sing, San Quentin (1942-1946)
- Correspondence re Harrower’s work with the Group Rorschach in prisons.
  Correspondents Include:
  Ralph S. Banay  National Probation Association  Marjorie Bell

Folder 33: Professional Assoc. (1949)
- Correspondence re publication of an article written by Harrower.
  Correspondents Include:
  Mortimer M. Meyer

Folder 34: American Society for Research in Psychosomatic Problems (1943-1944)
- Correspondence re paper presentations and publications
- Program of meetings for the American Society for Research in Psychosomatic Problems
- Program for the 45th Meeting of The American Psychoanalytic Association
- Invitation to serve on committee on projective techniques
- Copy of the Constitution and By – Laws of the American Society for Research in Psychosomatic Problems
  Correspondents Include:
  Ruth Potter  Edwin G. Zabriskie

Folder 35: Publishers / Recorded Lectures (1944-1948)
- Correspondence with publishers, mostly re work with Rorschach testing.
  Correspondents Include:
  Henry M. Stratton  Robert Brunner  Henry Geiger

Folder 36: Radio – WMCA (1948)
- Correspondence re Harrower’s suggestion of a good psychologist to work for the Radio Station.
  Correspondents Include:
  Mrs. Nathan Strauss  Jess Zizmor  Nathan Leites

Folder 37: Rockefeller Foundation (Lambert) (1943-1944)
- Correspondence with Robert A. Lambert re Harrower’s desire to work in England, Lambert’s retirement from the Rockefeller Foundation.

Folder 38: Theodor Reik (1948)
- Correspondence in which Harrower attempts to get Theodor Reik to contribute to the American Lecture Series.
Folder 39: Schools (1949-1954)
- Correspondence with Private Grammar Schools regarding using the Rorschach test to screen students for emotional disturbances

Correspondents Include:
Mitchell Gratwick
Jean J. Jarvison
Frank Freemont Smith

Folder 40: State Dept. – Farley on Alger Hiss (1948)
- Correspondence regarding attempts to obtain funding from the Carnegie Foundation

Correspondents Include:
Hugh Farley
Frank Fremont-Smith
Alger Hiss

Folder 41: State Hospitals (1943-1949)
- Requests for reprints
- Arranging Group Rorschach Testing of patients
- Proposed roundtable discussion evaluating the limitations of the Rorschach Method
- Discussion of a patient & possibility of publishing an article on the case
- Confirmation of a seminar entitled “Introduction to Projective Techniques” to be taught by Harrower on behalf of the Connecticut Postgraduate Seminar in Neurology, Psychiatry, and Related Fields of Medicine

Correspondents Include:
Marie C. Morgan
L. Clovis Hirning
J. Klepfer
Elmer L. Sevringham
Arthur H. Reinitz

Folder 42: Stress Tolerance (1949)
- Request for reprints of Harrower’s article on the Stress Tolerance Test
- Letter thanking Harrower for her presentation of the Stress Tolerance Test to the Lobotomy Group at Yale University

Correspondents Include:
Harry B. Friedgood
Burness E. Moore

Folder 43: Universities (1943-1949)
- Request for Rorschach slides & reprints of articles written by Harrower.
- Invitations to speak / teach
- Discussions of Rorschach Scoring & Research
- Outline & Program of Conferences on Industrial Medical Relations: Group I – Human Problems in Industrial Employment
- Paper titled “An Outline of a Conception of the Organization of Activities in the Field of Occupational Health & Medicine” by Raymond Hursey
Folder 43 Continued:

**Correspondents Include:**
- P. L. Harriman
- Blake Crider
- Alice Philip Breslow
- Donald Marquis
- Thelina Hunt
- John R. Barton
- Donald A. Ramsdell
- Anne Roe
- Ann Lawton
- Harriet E. O'Shea
- George W. Kisker
- Marjorie Pfeffer
- Jules H. Masserman
- Raymond Hussey
- F. C. Redlich
- Anna Spiesman Starr
- H. H. Giles
- C. H. Lawshe
- Herman W. Martin
- Donald W. MacKinnon
- Ross L. Mooney
- Bryn J. Hovde
- James Savage
- Livingstone Welch
- Lillian Portenier
- I. A. Fosberg
- Donald W. Hastings
- Frederick Schmidt
- L. Joseph Stone
- George W. Kisker
- Warren C. Bower
- Frank S. Freeman
- Frederic Cornell

**Folder 44: Unusual Conditions (1948-1951)**
- Correspondence re a situation in which a blind student wished to pursue a career in Psycho-analysis but was concerned as to whether he would be accepted into medical school and thus asks Harrower for advice
- **Correspondents Include:**
  - George Jackson
  - Dr. Wertham

**Folder 45: VA (1946-1949)**
Correspondence regarding the following topics:
- The Stress-Tolerance Test
- Distribution of a booklet “Training in Clinical Psychology”
- A colleague’s defense against accusations of communism
- Study of the time required to conduct Rorschach Examinations
- Invitation to conduct lectures at the Veteran’s Administration Hospital in Staten Island, NY
- **Correspondents Include:**
  - James G. Miller
  - Benjamin Winsten
  - John W. Walsh
  - Sidney D. Prince
  - Joseph B. Davis
  - A. P. Upshur
  - Verlin Spencer
  - Wendell S. Phillips
  - H. R. Weiss
  - Morris Roseman
  - Charles L. Odom
  - Frank S. Freeman
  - W. S. Roeder
  - Murray Krim
  - Frederic Cornell
Folder 1: Verses (1943-1947)
- This folder contains four poems written by Molly Harrower

Folder 2: Well Known Names '40's (1933-1951)
- Correspondence re Harrower's poems
- Request for Group Rorschach Materials
- Discussion of the use of Harrower's test by the military
- Seminars to be conducted at the State Department

Correspondents Include:
Emma Goldman
D. Katz
E. D. Adrian
Sandor Rado

Folder 3: Work Towards PH.D. (1929)
- Two bound notebooks, one titled "Mental Development" and one titled "Gestalt Psychology"

Folder 4: World Federation of Mental Health – WFMA (1948)
- Inquiry from the editor of the Bulletin of the American Psychoanalytic Association as to projects on which Harrower is currently working.
- Letter regarding suggestions of good audio-visual aids

Correspondents Include:
Milton R. Sapirstein
Nathaniel Warner

Folder 5: ABEPP (1952)
- Correspondence with Noble H. Kelley regarding Harrower's participation in evaluating the performance of the examinees for the American Board of Examiners in Professional Psychology

Folder 6: American Lecture Series (1951)
- Correspondence regarding items published in the American Lecture Series
- Application for a research project on the subject of "the Psychological and Sociological Aspects of Facial Deformities and Plastic Surgery" coordinated by Frances Macgregor

Correspondents Include:
Wilfred C. Hulse
Frances C. Macgregor

Folder 7: American Psychosomatic Society (1950)
- Invitation from Joan K. Erpf for Harrower to discuss a paper being presented at the Psychosomatic Forum Program.

Folder 8: Appreciations (1952-1955)
- Correspondence thanking Harrower for participating in symposiums, presentations, etc.
- Letters of appreciation of Harrower's poetry and her professional work

Correspondents Include:
C. Ward Crampton
Emmanuel K. Schwartz
Frederick Reis
Wilburt C. Davison
Samuel B. Kutash
Emerson Coyle
Folder 9: Professional Associations (1951)
- Correspondence from Kenneth E. Appel regarding the American Psychiatric Association's Conference on Psychiatric Education: Preparatory commission on community needs.

Folder 10: Canada (1950-1956)
- Comments on Harrower's work with patients with Multiple Sclerosis
- Invitation to speak at the University of Western Ontario
- Correspondence thanking Harrower for reprints
  
*Correspondents Include:*
Colin K. Russel  R. B. Liddy  Fern J. Kramer

Folder 11: Certification – Therapy Issue (1950)
- Correspondence regarding the issue of certification with respect to legislation being pushed for by the New York Society of Clinical Psychologists

*Correspondents Include:*
G. R. Wendt  Arthur Teicher  J. McVicker Hunt

Charles Moller

Folder 12: Children's Bureau (1952)
- Correspondence with Helen Witmer of the Children’s Bureau regarding current research.

Folder 13: Clergy (1950-1954)
- Correspondence re Harrower's review of a book
- Memo of a meeting at Riverside Church called by Dr. McCracken
- Correspondence re a meeting on the topic of psychological examination of candidates for the ministry
- Correspondence re the Committee of Consultants on Artificial Insemination
- Request for reprints

*Correspondents Include:*
Seward Hiltner  Almon R. Pepper  Kurt William Simon
Robert J. McCracken  Joseph Fletcher

Folder 14: England (1951-1956)
- This folder contains correspondence mostly relating to reprints

*Correspondents Include:*
Tim Kaldegg  Charles A. J. Taylor  D. M. Zausmer
Jack Rees

Folder 15: Framed Letters (1970)
- This folder contains correspondence that is complementary to Molly Harrower

*Correspondents Include:*
Nina Ridenour  Lawrence S. Kubie
Folder 16: Graphology (1951-1959)
- Research proposal to investigate the use of graphology to screen admission candidates at Bennington College
- Invitation to attend the Second Conference on Graphology by the American Graphological Society and a copy of the conference program
- June 1954 Bulletin of the American Graphological Society

**Correspondents Include:**
- Naiya Olyanova
- Helen King
- Dorothy Y. Goebel
- Meta H. Steiner
- Samuel Standard

Folder 17: Harrower Blots (1950)
- Request for information on the Harrower blots

**Correspondents Include:**
- William H. Helme

Folder 18: Industry & Technology (Program) (1954)
- Correspondence with a colleague re advice concerning new directions in career
- Correspondence regarding reprinting of conference presentations
- Program for the Third Annual Management Conference

**Correspondents Include:**
- C. M. Lamond
- G. Maltman Miller
- Eugene S. Marble

Folder 19: Colleagues/ Instructional Summary Letters/Letters (1949-1956)
- Correspondence regarding ethical standards
- Correspondence regarding current work projects & interests
- Description of a research project on the topic of experimentation on group tensions
- Correspondence relating to Harrower’s participation in a dissertation study that compares the inferences about patients drawn from the Szondi test with those drawn from clinical observation and from a full battery of psychological tests
- Letter regarding topic of education for clinical psychologists and medical students
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s work in court cases

**Correspondents Include:**
- Committee on Ethical Standards for Psychology
- Nicholas Hobbs
- Walt A. Luszki
- Karl Stern
- John Millet
- Arthur L. Kobler
- Camilla Kemple
- Kenneth E. Appel
- Theodore J. C. von Storch
- Solomon S. Lieberman

- Correspondence re: Harrower’s manuscript “Psychological Studies on Patients with Multiple Sclerosis”
- Letter renewing Harrower’s Position as Editor of the journal *Psychosomatic Medicine*
- Invitation to contribute to books and journals
COLLECTION NAME: HARROWER PAPERS
LOCATION: M3191

Correspondents Include:
Tracy J. Putnam                  Arthur Weider                  H. A. Robinson
Carl Binger                    A. A. Roback                   Shirley L. Alford
Sigmund Peller                  Theodore M. Newcomb

**Folder 21: Lawyers (1951-1957)**
- Correspondence with lawyers regarding various issues
- Invitation to chair a seminar for APA Division 14

Correspondents Include:
Myer D. Mermin                  Morris L. Ernst                W. J. Humber

**Folder 22: Learned Societies (1953)**
- Correspondence from John E. Bell and the Society for Projective Techniques regarding plans for a Policy and Planning Conference.

**Folder 23: Marriage Council (1953)**
- Correspondence with Emily H. Mudd regarding books that Harrower donated to the Marriage Council of Philadelphia

**Folder 24: Medical Schools and Clinics (1950-1964)**
- Correspondence regarding licensing bills for psychologists
- Correspondence regarding work with the Szondi test
- Correspondence asking Harrower for assistance with research
- Invitation to attend a staff conference at the New York State Psychiatric Institute
- Letters asking Harrower for assistance with research projects
- Requests for reprints and additional information on Harrower’s studies
- Invitations to speak
- Application for a research grant from the U.S. Department of Health, Education, & Welfare – the Principal investigator listed as Hans H. Strupp

Correspondents Include:
Esther Mullen                  Lois B. Murphy                Viktor W. Nowinski
Jules D. Holzberg              Heinz Lehmann                  Thomas Hale Ham
Betsy G. Wootten               Herbert Dorken, Jr.            Emmanuel F. Hammer
Charles R. Roberts             Harry Goolishian               Harold Cummins
Paul H. Hoch                   David P. Barr                  Ralph M. Reitan
Lillian J. Rach                George Packer Berry            James H. Ferguson
E. Wittkower                   Leonard Diller                  Hans H. Strupp
Prescott Vernon                G. Kasten Tallmadge            Martin Wallach
Janet Travell                  Joan Morris
Walter Bauer                   Hamilton Ford

**Folder 25: Military – All Branches (1949-1950)**
- Letter regarding possible research opportunities
- Request for information on the Drawing of the Human Figure

Correspondents Include:
John M. Murray                 Gerald K. Mathis
Folder 26: Most Unpleasant Concept (1950-1957)
- Requests for reprints of the article “The Most Unpleasant Concept Test”
- Request for advice re a proposed study using the Most Unpleasant Concept Test

Correspondents Include:
Norman Garmezy
Stanley J. Blackledge

Folder 27: Ashley Montagu (1953)
- Correspondence with Ashley Montagu regarding Harrower’s work and a possible visit
- Copy of a Paper titled “The Sensory Influences of the Skin” – originally a paper presented at a symposium for the University of Texas Medical Branch, the original title was – “The Mind of the Skin”

Folder 28: Multiple Choice / Group Rorschach (1950-1959)
- Requests for Group Rorschach & Multiple Choice Test Materials
- Descriptions of research projects using the Multiple Choice Test and the Group Rorschach
- Case record of a patient in which the Multiple Choice Test was administered (Original has been removed – this photocopy has the names of the patient & family obliterated)

Correspondents Include:
Kenneth M. Peterson
Carl J. Nitsche
Chas. W. Stephenson
Betsy G. Wootten
Stan B. Zuckerman
Victor Samua
Louis L. McQuitty
Warren Young
B. A. Wysocki
Mieczyslaw Chojnowski
Jane Kraus
W. Fletcher Tarr
John Mallet
Mary Cohart
Bernard Roth
Robert W. Ellis
Norman Ellis
John H. Johns

- Discussion of the importance of employing psychological methods in international affairs
- Invitation to and program for The Second National Conference on the Occupied Countries
- Correspondence re the topic of developing a method for screening government employees
- Correspondence re the psychological testing performed at the Foreign Operations Administration

Correspondents Include:
C. H. Zondag
B. L. Frank
Albert A. Gallo
Harold E. Snyder
Hugh Farley

Folder 30: Nat Research Council (1949)
- Correspondence with Theodore S. Moise re Harrower’s review of a Research Project proposed by Harry J. Older
- Research proposal written by Harry J. Older with additional information by John N. Patterson

Folder 31: New York Academy of Sciences (1951)
- Letter from Newman L. Hoopingarner inviting Harrower to a dinner being held for Leonard Carmichael before his presentation to the New York Academy of Sciences

Folder 32: NY Psychoanalytic Institute (1952)
- Correspondence with Emeline Place Hayward regarding a forthcoming meeting of the Committee on Creative Activity
Folder 33: Office Charges (1950-1951)
- Correspondence regarding the charge for a patient’s visit
- Referral for someone doing work on Speech Research

Correspondents Include:
Lois Montgomery
C. R. Myers

Folder 34: Overseas (1950-1962)
- Correspondence regarding possible job and educational opportunities
- Requests for reprints and testing materials

Correspondents Include:
Herlinde Oswald
J. W. R. Thompson
James R. Graham
Mieczyslaw Chojnowski
Emil Gruetter
Hildegard Hiltmann
J. D. Keelun
J. Sibeijn

Folder 35: Other Projectives (1954)
- Correspondence regarding the Mosaic Test

Folder 36: Prisons (1950-1959)
- Correspondence regarding questions about the Harrower-Erickson Rorschach Test
- Correspondence regarding a presentation by Harrower for the Family Service Association of America at the National Conference of Social Work, Cleveland, June 4
- Request for permission to use parts of the Multiple Choice Test in a journal article

Correspondents Include:
M. J. Koloski
Will C. Turnblad
J. Z. Csarik

Folder 37: Publishing / Recorded Lectures (1952-1959)
- Correspondence regarding a recorded lecture conducted by Harrower that could be rented or sold to universities

Correspondence regarding:
- The issue of what information should be included in psychological reports on patients
- A woman who’s son has been taken from her by authorities in Italy
- Harrower’s study on the development of medical students
- General discussion of work issues

Correspondents Include:
Wilhelmina Schmolkova
Harry Rand
Morris Storer
Frank Freemont-Smith
Robert W. Dishman

Folder 39: Radio / TV (1953-1959)
- Correspondence regarding various television and Radio appearances made by Harrower

Correspondents Include:
Berthe Horton
Marian Young Taylor (Martha Deane)
Herbert Fensterheim
Folder 40: Requests (For Reprints) (1949-1955)

- Request for contribution to Samiksa – the quarterly journal of the Indian Psychoanalytical Society
- Letter asking Harrower to be a sponsor for his membership in the British Psychological Society
- Requests for reprints and information in regard to research

Correspondents Include:

C. V. Ramana
Alphonso J. Orrico
Cesaro D. Pena
Ruth A. Neu
Frances A. Mullen

Folder 41: Request to Speak & Publish (1950-1957)

- Invitation to preside as toastmaster at the Society for Projective Techniques annual meeting dinner
- Correspondence re Harrower’s participation in the Psychiatric Forum-Group’s 1953-54 Symposia
- Correspondence re Harrower’s participation at the Mental Health Association of Essex County annual meeting
- Correspondence re Harrower speaking at the Greenport Rotary Club
- Invitation to publish in an anthology on Rorschach

Correspondents Include:

Esther Katz Rosen
Victor W. Eisenstein
Ephraim H. Royfe
Reinhold J. Tapper
Murray H. Sherman


- This folder contains a report from the New York State Psychiatric Institution on Rorschach

Folder 43: State Agencies & Hospitals (1952-1954)

- Letter of reference for Benjamin Winsten’s application for certification as a clinical psychologist in the Commonwealth of Virginia
- Request for a copy of a presentation made by Harrower at Rutgers

Correspondents Include:

E. H. Williams, Jr.
Henry Lenz

Folder 44: Szondi / Stress Tolerance (1949-1956)

- Review of Michael Balint’s: “On Szondi’s ‘Schicsalsanalyse’ and ‘Triebdiagnostik’”
- Requests for information and materials on the Szondi Test
- Outline of a proposed PhD Dissertation involving the Szondi Test
- Digest of a dissertation titled “Relationship of Szondi Picture Preferences to Personality” by Henry P. David
- Correspondence regarding research studies using the Szondi Test

Correspondents Include:

Jo Coudert
Frederick Schnadt
William W. Fox
Olov Gardebring
Henry P. David
Jules D. Holzberg
Laurence Shaffer
Donald A. Ransdell
Helen M. Richardson
H. Ellenberger
Irving Dlugacz
Geraldine F. Seiler

The University of Akron
Folder 45: United Nations / UNESCO (1952)
- Inquiry regarding Harrower’s research project on delinquency

Correspondents Include:
J. W. R. Thompson
Kenneth Johnston

Folder 46: Universalist – Unitarian Project (1953)
- Correspondence regarding personality testing of students attending theological school

Correspondents Include:
Wallace W. Robbins
Edythe Haber

Folder 47: Universities & Colleges (1950-1959)
- Requests for reprints and testing materials
- Correspondence regarding various research efforts, asking for Harrower’s advice
- Invitations to teach and to speak to various groups
- Invitation to attend a Round Table Discussion at APA regarding “Psychological Aspects of Physical Disabilities”

Among the Correspondents:
Irving Maltzman
E. Lowell Kelly
Roland C. McKee
Goldie Kaback
R. Travis Osborne
Lawrence Z. Freedman
Joyce Trasoff
William P. Layton
Saleem Alam Shah
Pastor
John W. Dayton
Richard L. Plaut
Oliver J. B. Kerner
Jim Durkin
Carl Rogers
Fred Burkhardt
Sibylle Escalona
Wardell B. Pomeroy
B. V. Moore
LeRoy H. Rook
Dorothy A. Cole
Louis Long
Max Siegel
Anne M. Ritter
David Simonds
Beatrix Cobb
Irving L. Janis
Percival M. Symonds
Arthur J. Bachrach
Milton Wexler

Folder 48: University of Florida Medical Center (1953–1954)
- Correspondence regarding a possible conference at the University of Florida

Correspondents Include:
Edward Rusk
Edward M. Penson
Darrel J. Mase

Folder 49: VA (Hospitals) (1950-1958)
- Invitations to speak
- Request for testing materials
- Correspondence discussing works in progress

Correspondents Include:
Harold Hildreth
F. W. Clayton
Alvin L. Barach
Irvin J. Cohen
Lewis G. Beardsley
P. J. Sparer
A. P. Upshur
Frederick Wyatt
Jay Haley
Samuel B. Kutash
Cesareo D. Pena

The University of Akron
**Folder 50: Well Known Names 50's (1950-1958)**
- Correspondence regarding work with the Journal of Pastoral Psychology
- Curriculum Vitae for Jahoda Hedwig
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s “Mental Health and MS” booklet

**Correspondents Include:**
- Sandor Rado
- Hedwig Jahoda
- Alexander Forbes
- Ralph M. Reitan
- Santha Rama Rau
- I. A. Richard

**Folder 51: Council of Women Psychologists (1951-1952)**
- Program and information regarding the Third National Conference of the U. S. National Commission for UNESCO, 1952
- Correspondence regarding a possible conference on the topic of: “The Problem of Human Life, Conduct, and Guidance in our Time”

**Correspondents Include:**
- Mildred Brody
- George D. Stoddard
- Gladys C. Schwesinger
- Charlotte Buhler

**Folder 52: World Federation - Mental Health (1951)**
- Program, brochure, and various information regarding the Fourth International Congress on Mental Health, correspondence with A. Morali-Daninos
COLLECTION NAME: HARROWER PAPERS
LOCATION: M3192

Folder 1: Lists of Reviews of MH’s Books (No Date)
- This folder contains lists of the various reviews of Molly Harrower’s books that appeared in various journals or in letters to Harrower.

Folder 2: MH: Sample Book Jackets of MH’s Books (No Date)
- Copy of Molly Harrower’s introduction at a lecture in North Dakota
- Samples of book jackets
- Brochures announcing various books by Molly Harrower

Folder 3: Appraising Personality – Letters (1953)
- This folder contains letters from various people regarding Molly Harrower’s book Appraising Personality
- List of people titled “Hixon Fund Book Gifts”
- List of people titled “List of People who should receive Appraising Personality”
- List from the publisher of journals and people who were sent copies of Appraising Personality

Correspondents Include:

- Rex Knight
- Edwin G. Boring
- Leonard G. Rowntree
- Norman Cameron
- Alan Gregg
- Florence S. Edsall
- Hans H. Reese
- George Packer Berry
- Granville C. Fisher
- Robert M. Allen
- Lucy Freeman Becker
- Roy R. Grinker
- David Wechsler
- Chauncey D. Leake
- M. F. Ashley Montagu
- I. Arthur Mirsky
- Robert P. Knight
- Maxwell Hahn
- Lawrence A. Kohn
- Kurt Goldstein
- C. R. Ash
- F. C. Redlich
- R. W. Gerard
- Edward Weiss
- Wilder Penfield
- John Lamb McIntire
- Alexander Forbes
- Carlos C. Alden, Jr.
- Howard A. Rusk
- Max Marsh
- Teodora Alcock
- G. N. Raines
- John M. Murray
- John C. Whitehorn
- Robert Ellis
- Henry A. Murray
- Luise Zucker
- Franklin G. Ebanagh
- Kenneth E. Appel
- Walter Bauer
- John M. Caldwell
- David Barr
- S. Bernard Wortis
- Edward D. Greenwood
- Albert Deutsch

Folder 4: Appraising Personality – Reviews (1953-1965)
- This folder contains reviews of Harrower’s Appraising Personality which appeared in various journals and were written by various people
- Dust cover for Harrower’s Appraising Personality

Reviewers Include:

- Karl Menninger
- Albert Deutsch
- H. H. Reese
- Frances Cooke Macgregor
- Samuel B. Kutash
- Henry P. David
- Lawrence A. Kohn
- Lawrence Edwin Abt
- Lawrence S. Rogers
- Dan L. Adler
- Seward Hiltner
- Sidney Berengarten
- Mary Reiter
- R. R. Clampitt

- This folder contains reviews of Harrower’s Creative Variations in the Projective Techniques which were written by various people and appeared in various journals

Reviewers Include:

- Bruno Klopfer
- Gertrud M. Kurth
- John Arsenian
- J. Hoskovec
- H. P. David
Folder 6: Harrower Psychodiagnostic Inkblots – Reviews (1946-1947)
- Reviews of Harrower’s Psychodiagnostic Inkblots by various authors from various journals
  
  **Reviewers Include:**
  - William F. Murphy
  - G. A. Kimble

- Reviews of Harrower’s The Inside Story: Self-Evaluations Reflecting Basic Rorschach Types
  
  **Reviewers Include:**
  - Miller Garrison
  - Jesse G. Harris, Jr.

Folder 8: Koffka: Correspondence Re Book (1974-1984)
- This folder contains correspondence regarding Harrower’s book: Kurt Koffka: An Unwitting Self-Portrait
  
  **Correspondents Include:**
  - Margaret Green
  - John A. Popplestone
  - Alistair Duckworth
  - Luciano Mecacci
  - Alice White
  - K. P. Immler
  - Judy Goffman
  - Fredrik Lindholm
  - Bernie Paris

Folder 9: Koffka: Correspondence with Publishers (1984-1986)
- This folder contains correspondence with publishers regarding Harrower’s book: Kurt Koffka: An Unwitting Self-Portrait
- List of addresses sent review copies of Kurt Koffka
  
  **Correspondents Include:**
  - W. G. Cronan-Hillix

- This folder contains several reviews of Harrower’s Kurt Koffka book from various sources
  
  **Reviewers Include:**
  - William F. Stone
  - Michael Stadler
  - Helen Smith
  - E. Mark Stern
  - Roger Smith

Folder 11: Large Scale Rorschach Techniques – Reviews (1945-1947)
- This folder contains several reviews of Harrower’s Large Scale Rorschach Techniques from various journals
  
  **Reviewers Include:**
  - Robert C. Challman
  - Louis A. Lurie
  - Bruno Klopfer
  - E. M. L. Burchard
  - Donald E. Super
  - Joy Arruda

Folder 12: Medical & Psychological Teamwork in the Care of the Chronically Ill – Reviews (1956)
- This folder contains several reviews of Harrower’s Medical and Psychological Teamwork in the Care of the Chronically Ill from various journals
  
  **Reviewers Include:**
  - Robert B. Hunter
  - T. W. Richards
  - Margaret Little
Folder 13: Mental Health and MS (1952-1953)
- Press release from the National Multiple Sclerosis Society regarding Harrower’s book Mental Health and MS
- Review of Harrower’s Mental Health and MS by O. R. Langworthy

Folder 14: Mentors and Milestones (Foundations of Psychology) (1985)
- This folder contains several reviews of Harrower’s chapter in Foundations of Psychology: Some Personal Views

  Reviewers Include:
  David Price Rogers
  Robert B. Mautz
  Leona E. Tyler

Folder 15: Models of Achievement: Reflections of Eminent Women in Psychology (1985)
- Review of Models of Achievement: Reflections of Eminent Women in Psychology that appeared in Contemporary Psychology by Barbara Ross

Folder 16: A New Pattern for Mental Health Services – Reviews (1959-1960)
- This folder contains various reviews of Harrower’s book A New Pattern for Mental Health Services in a Children’s Court

  Reviewers Include:
  Margaret M. Heyman

Folder 17: Personality Change and Development – Letters (1956-1960)
- This folder contains correspondence regarding Harrower’s book Personality Change and Development

  Correspondence Includes:
  Karl Heinrich Gillman
  Henry Stratton
  Chauncey D. Leake
  Albert E. Schefflen
  Murray Levine
  Payne Thomas
  Kurt Goldstein
  O. Spurgeon English
  Roy R. Grinker
  Leopold Bellak
  Milton Plotz

- This folder contains reviews of Harrower’s book Personality Change and Development

  Reviewers Includes:
  Alexander Levine
  Ivan N. Mensh
  Daniel G. Brown
  Frederick A. Zehrer
  Helen E. Peixotto
  H. P. David
  Frederick L. Wells
  Arthur Lerner
  D. A. Van Krevelen
  D. J. van Lennep
  Claire M. Vernier
  Elmore A. Martin
  Kathleen Simnett
  Sheldon J. Korchin
  Jerome L. Singer

Folder 19: Plain Jane Coward McCann and Eyre and Spottisweeds (1928-1937)
- This folder contains correspondence with publishers regarding royalties earned on Harrower’s book Plain Jane
Folder 20: Poems, reactions to (1925-1957)
- This folder contains correspondence regarding reactions to Harrower's poetry

Correspondents Include:
- Edna Lerner
- C. M. Hartnell
- I. A. Richards
- James Harrower (father)
- Jesse White
- Pierre Legros
- Gerald Wendt
- Brock Chisholm
- Alice MacDonnell
- Jack Millet
- W. J. de Burgh
- Edwin G. Boring
- Phil Gray
- M. Ralph Kaufman
- Gladys Ficks
- William Ellery Leonard
- Hugh D. Farley
- Dorothy Ott
- Alison Cook
- Donald Brace
- Eugenia Rees
- Joost A. M. Meerloo
- Van Wyck Brooks
- Max Wylie
- Max Eastman
- Thomas R. Coward
- Granville C. Fisher
- Virginia Kirkus
- David Shakow

- This folder contains correspondence regarding Harrower's book The Practice of Clinical Psychology

Correspondents Include:
- David Shakow
- Chauncey D. Leake
- Payne Thomas
- Charles C. Thomas
- Nina Ridenour
- Howard L. Siple
- Bernard N. Kalinkowitz
- Frank R. Kille
- Paul H. Hoch
- Florence Halpern
- John Bauer
- Lewis Robert Wolberg
- Lawrence S. Kubie
- O. Spurgeon English
- Frank Freeman

- This folder contains reviews of Harrower's book The Practice of Clinical Psychology

Reviewers Include:
- Winfield H. Scott
- Emanuel K. Schwartz
- Arthur L. Kovacs
- Frank S. Freeman
- Howard L. Siple
- Theodora M. Abel
- W. R. Mann

- This folder contains correspondence regarding Harrower's book Psychodiagnostic Testing

Correspondents Include:
- Wilder Penfield
- Louis Linn
- Susan Deri
- David Wechsler
- Mary G. Clarke
- Seymour Wapner
- Joseph B. Margolin
- Hans H. Strupp
- Lawrence S. Kubie
- Gordon W. Allport
- Jane Loevinger
- Frank Fremont-Smith
- Burness E. Moore
- Leonard Carmichael
- Bruno Klopfer
- Bernard C. Glueck, Jr.
- Robert C. Ascher
- Daniel I. Malamud
- Gardner Murphy
- Reuben Fine
- Anne Roe
- Lawrence K. Frank

- This folder contains reviews of Harrower's book Psychodiagnostic Testing
- Announcements, flyers, and order forms for Harrower's Psychodiagnostic Testing

Reviewers Include:
- Lawrence K. Frank
- Richard R. Peebles
- H. Klonoff
- Walter G. Klopfer
- Richard Markin
- A. W. Heim
- This folder contains correspondence regarding Harrower’s book *The Psychologist at Work*

  **Correspondents Include:**
  - M. Rickers-Ovsiankina
  - Harry Nelson
  - Dorothy Canfield Fisher
  - Max Eastman
  - Sidonie M. Gruenberg
  - E. Heidbreder
  - Nelson Hanawalt
  - George Hartmann
  - Lyman Bryson
  - Leonard Carmichael
  - Bob MacCleod
  - James Van Toor
  - R. H. Wheeler
  - William Stern
  - James Van Toor
  - Donald Brace
  - Fredric Warburg
  - Lillian Kudner
  - F. S. Crofts
  - M. E. Speare
  - Sir William Fyfe
  - J. M. Bulloch

Folder 26: The Psychologist At Work – Reviews (1937-1973)
- This folder contains reviews of Harrower’s book *The Psychologist At Work*

  **Reviewers Include:**
  - Herbert Jasper
  - F. E. England
  - J. M. Bulloch
  - H. S. Pennypacker
  - John White

Folder 27: Short Term Psychotherapy – Reviews (1965)
- This folder contains two reviews of the book *Short Term Psychotherapy* in which Harrower was a contributor. One reviewer is unknown, the other is Herbert Boehm

Folder 28: Time to Squander, Time to Reap reviewed by Sir Herbert Grierson (undated)
- This folder contains a six page review of Harrower’s *Time to Squander, Time to Reap* by Sir Herbert Grierson.

- This folder contains reviews of Harrower’s book *The Therapy of Poetry*

  **Reviewers Include:**
  - Sharon Henderson Sclabassi
  - Vin Rosenthal
  - Alice Glarden Brand
  - J. J. Leedy
  - James Mackie
  - Carol Ammons
  - Morris R. Morrison
  - Lawrence S. Kubie

Folder 30: Training in Clinical Psychology – Review (1948)
- This folder contains a review of Harrower’s book *Training in Clinical Psychology: Transactions of the First Conference* reviewed by William A. Hunt

Folder 31: The Use of Written Communications in Psychotherapy – Reviews (1966-1967)
- This folder contains reviews of the book *The Use of Written Communications in Psychotherapy* in which Harrower was a contributor

  **Reviewers Include:**
  - K. Hock
  - Louis L. Lunskey
  - F. Theodore Reid
  - Harry A. Grater
  - Leonard Pearson
** Folders 1-23 are reviews written by Molly Harrower for various books.

**Folder 1: List of Reviews Written by MH (undated)**
- This folder contains a list of various books of which Molly Harrower wrote reviews

- This folder contains a copy of the review written by Harrower of The Rorschach in Practice, the review appeared in the Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease

**Folder 3: Rorschach’s Test; I. Basic Processes, Beck 1944**
- Review written by Harrower of the book Rorschach’s Test I. Basic Processes by Samuel J. Beck

**Folder 4: The Clinical Application of the Rorschach Test, Bochner & Halpern 1942**
- Review written by Harrower of the book The Clinical Application of the Rorschach Test by Bochner and Halpern

**Folder 5: Conflicts of the Clergy, Bowers (1958+) (typed ms.)**
- Six page typed review written by Harrower of the book Conflicts of the Clergy by Bowers

**Folder 6: Therapeutic Psychology, Brammer & Shostrom 1960, JNMD 8/61**
- Review written by Harrower of the book Therapeutic Psychology, appearing in the August 1961 issue of the Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, p. 181-184

**Folder 7: Enjoyment of Laughter, Eastman 1937 Character and Personality**
- Review written by Harrower of the book Enjoyment of Laughter by Eastman appearing in the June 1937 issue of Character and Personality

**Folder 8: The Analysis of Fantasy, Henry 1956 (typed ms.)**
- Typed 3-page review written by Harrower of The Analysis of Fantasy by William E. Henry

**Folder 9: Inkblot Perception & Personality, Holtzman et al., 1962; NJMD**
- Typed 3-page review by Harrower of Inkblot Perception & Personality by Wayne H. Holtzman, et. al. which appeared in the Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease

**Folder 10: The Rorschach Technique, Klopfer 1942 (typed ms)**
- Typed 4-page review by Harrower of The Rorschach Technique by Bruno Klopfer

**Folder 11: “Mescal”, Dr. H. Kluver, 1928**
- Review written by Harrower of “Mescal” written by H. Kluver

**Folder 12: Poetry Therapy, Leedy 1969 (JNMD)**
- Review written by Harrower on the book Poetry Therapy edited by J. J. Leedy
Folder 13: The Projective Use of the Bender Gestalt, Lerner 1972, MD News

Folder 14: Maccurdy, Common Principles in Psychology and Physiology, 1928
- Review by Harrower on the book *Common Principles in Psychology and Physiology* by J. T. Maccurdy

Folder 15: Psychoanalytic Contributions to Community Psychology, Milman & Goldman (Eds) 1971
- Typed review by Harrower of the book *Psychoanalytic Contributions to Community Psychology* edited by Donald S. Milman and George D. Goldman

Folder 16: The Renewal of the Ministry, Mullen, 1963, J. Religion & Health
- Letter from Harry C. Meserve asking Harrower to review the book *The Renewal of the Ministry* by Thomas J. Mullen for the Journal of Religion and Health, and the subsequent review that Harrower wrote

Folder 17: Popular Conceptions of Mental Health, Nunnally (typed ms)
- Typed review by Harrower with annotations of the book *Popular Conceptions of Mental Health: Their Development and Change* by Jum C. Nunnally, Jr.

Folder 18: The Gestalt Theory, Peterman (No Date)
- Review by Harrower of the book *The Gestalt Theory* by Bruno Petermann

Folder 19: Mental Health Education, Ridenour 1969, Amer. J. Psychiat. 11/69

Folder 20: Essai Sur La Creation Artistique, Rusu 1935 (typed ms)
- Typed review with annotations by Harrower of the book *Essai Sur La Creation Artistique* by Liviu Rusu

Folder 21: Analytic Group Psychotherapy with Children, Adolescents, & Adults Slvson, 1950
- Review by Harrower of the book *Analytic Group Psychotherapy with Children, Adolescents, and Adults* by S. R. Slavson

Folder 22: Neuropsychodiagnosis in Psychotherapy, Small 1973, Macmillan
- Review by Harrower of the book *Neuropsychodiagnosis in Psychotherapy* by Leonard Small and correspondence regarding her review of this work. Correspondence is with: Doug Ramsdell & Leonard Small

Folder 23: Personality and Its Deviations, Stevenson & Neal, 1948
- Review by Harrower of the book *Personality and its Deviations* by Stevenson and Neal along with correspondence with G. H. Stevenson regarding the review
**The following folders contain reviews for books included in the American Lecture Series, which were edited by Molly Harrower**

- Reviews of the book *Psychological Evaluation of the Cerebral Palsied Person* by Allen & Jefferson
  - Reviewers Include: B. S. Aaronson, J. William Oberman

**Folder 25: Jack Block: The Q-Sort Method in Personality Assessment & Psychiatric Research (1962-63)**
- Reviews of the book *The Q-Sort Method* by Jack Block
  - Reviewers Include: Harold Borko, Morris Eagle, Samuel J. Beck

- Reviews of the book *Early Identification of Emotionally Handicapped Children in School* by Eli Bower

- Reviews of the book *The Hand Test* by Barry Bricklin, Zygmunt Piotrowski, & Edwin Wagner

  - Reviewers Include: R. B. Hines, R. W. Payne, R. W. Wallen


- Reviews of the book *Artistic Productivity and Mental Health* by Edrita Fried
  - Reviewers Include: Robert D. Gillman, Margaret Mercer, Clifford Scott, Bernard Wilkens, Harry J. Hess

- Reviews of the book *The Grassi Block Substitution Test* by Joseph R. Grassi

**Folder 32: Richard Jones: An Application of Psychoanalysis to Education (1962)**
- Review written by Curt Boenheim of the book *An Application of Psychoanalysis to Education* by Richard M. Jones

Folder 34: Levine & Spivack: The Rorschach Index of Repressive Style (1966)
- Reviews of the book The Rorschach Index of Repressive Style by Murray Levine and George Spivack

Reviewers Include:
Bruce Quarrington  Cherry Ann Clark  K. H. Mandel

Folder 35: Malamud & Machover: Toward Self-Understanding: Group Techniques (1966)
- Reviews of the book Toward Self-Understanding: Group Techniques by Daniel I. Malamud and Solomon Machover

Reviewers Include:
William E. Powles  Lucy Jane King

- Reviews of the book Transference and Trial Adaptation by Joost A. M. Meerloo and Marie Nelson

Reviewers Include:
Herman M. Serota  Max Hertzman  Emmanuel F. Hammer
Gerard Chrzanowski  Bruno Klopfer  Samuel L. Safirstein

Folder 37: Melvin Roman: Reaching Delinquents Through Reading (1962)
- Review written by Bruce Balow of the book Reaching Delinquents Through Reading by Melvin Roman.

Folder 38: Albert Scheflen: A Psychotherapy of Schizophrenia: Direct Analysis (1960-1962)
- Reviews of the book A Psychotherapy of Schizophrenia: Direct Analysis by Albert Scheflen. Among the reviewers are: Bertram D. Lewin & Louis L. Lunsky.

Folder 39: M. E. Steiner: The Psychologist in Industry (1950)


Folder 41: Academy of Medicine, Notes for Speech Given at the NY Academy of Medicine (1950-1953)
- Correspondence with members of the New York Academy of Medicine mostly regarding speaking engagements. Notes regarding some of the speeches given by Molly Harrower. Among the correspondents: Iago Galdston, Mahlon Ashford, Robert L. Craig, Nora Glynn, and H. D. Kruse.

Folder 42: Adolescence: London Lectures on Adolescence in 1932
- Handwritten notes of lectures on adolescence, sections are numbered I-IX
- Seven typed poems dated 1921-1922
Folder 43: Problems of Adolescence – Address to Montclair High School (undated)
- Three versions of a lecture titled “Problems of Adolescence” written by Molly Harrower with annotations.

Folder 44: American Civ. Seminar – MH’s MS. (Undated)
- This folder had the following description: “American Civilization Seminar: Handouts in lecture given by MH entitled “Mentors and Milestones”; and lecture notes. Contains several pages of handwritten notes.

Folder 45: Anesthesia Project with UF Dept. of Anesthesia (1984)
- 45 page manuscript for Anesthesia Project. Research done in collaboration with the Department of Anesthesiology, University of Florida Medical School. Full report titled “Origin and Purpose of the Projective Testing Program” – unpublished.

Folder 46: The Application of Clinical Psychological Tests To A Fuller Understanding of Somatic Disease (1952)
- Two typed copies of the manuscript with handwritten annotations.

Folder 47: Transcript of Applications of Psychology to Short Term Approaches, Post Graduate Center (1963)
- 43 page transcript of a recording titled “Techniques of Short-Term Psychotherapy Applications of Psychology to Short Term Approaches” for the Postgraduate Center For Mental Health, March 28, 1963.
Folder 1: Army Teaching Program (1948)
- Correspondence regarding the teaching of 2-week training programs for medical corps officers
- Molly Harrower's completed application for Federal Employment
- 4 page paper titled "Suggested History Outline" regarding obtaining histories from patients with "psychoneurotic" problems
- Paper titled "Proposed Content of Instruction for Army Teaching Program" by Franklin G. Ebaugh
- 22 page typewritten annotated manuscript regarding the Army Teaching Program — untitled & undated
- General information sheets about the students of the Army Teaching Program

Among the Correspondents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>John M. Caldwell, Jr.</th>
<th>James E. Graham</th>
<th>Urquhart L. Meeter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James E. Flanner</td>
<td>James D. Green</td>
<td>Harold E. Ratcliffe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence S. Kubie</td>
<td>Gladen R. Hamilton</td>
<td>Thomas Robbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin G. Ebaugh</td>
<td>A. M. Hurley</td>
<td>Paul J. Schrader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. W. Bliss</td>
<td>R. W. Kalmansohn</td>
<td>Alvin L. Robbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul E. Bishop</td>
<td>D. L. Kyer</td>
<td>M. J. Schumacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Calaway</td>
<td>John R. Loughead</td>
<td>Daniel J. Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert L. Christensen</td>
<td>Allan R. McClary</td>
<td>Jay Shorr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustus M. Davison</td>
<td>G. E. McCormick</td>
<td>G. Tobias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Gittelson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 2: Brain Lesions and Mental Functions (undated)
- This folder contains an undated 9-page paper titled "Brain Lesions and Mental Functions"

Folder 3: Talk to British War Relief 2-2-41
- Contains a typed copy of a presentation made to the British War Relief organization in December of 1941. There are handwritten annotations throughout the document.

Folder 4: Canadian Broadcasting Co. A Series of Lectures (1939)
- This folder contains typed copies of six lectures conducted by Harrower for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. Also included is correspondence and copyright agreement regarding the lectures. There is also a document providing tips on conducting a successful broadcasted lecture.

Folder 5: Can Psychology Be Independent of Philosophy (undated)
- This folder contains a rough draft & finished version of a paper titled "Can Psychology Be Independent of Philosophy"

Folder 6: Changing Roles and Changing Responsibilities (undated)
- Seven page paper by Molly Harrower titled "Changing Roles and Changing Responsibilities"

Folder 7: Cleveland Lecture (undated)
- 12 page typed lecture with handwritten annotations. The lecture is undated and untitled and is on the Rorschach test.

Folder 8: Clinical Aspects of Failures in the Projective Techniques (undated)
- This folder contains one rough draft and one finished copy of a paper titled "Clinical Aspects of Failures in the Projective Techniques." The rough draft is heavily annotated, and both are undated.
- This folder contains two different versions of a paper titled “The Clinical Psychologist in Industry.” One of these versions was delivered at the Gulf Oil Company in Beaumont Texas on March 18, 1954.

Folder 10: A Clinical Psychologist Looks at Brief Therapy (1964)
- Two versions of a paper titled “A Clinical Psychologist Looks at Brief Therapy.” One version is a rough draft with handwritten annotations.

Folder 11: Clinical Use of Psychological Tests (undated)
- Five page paper titled “Clinical Use of Psychological Tests.”

Folder 12: MH Version of the Elliott Cocktail Party (undated)
- This folder contains a 13 page paper titled “Sir Harcourt Riley Sees Another Patient”

Folder 13: College and Wider Horizons (undated)
- Two versions of a paper titled “College and Wider Horizons” one version contains some handwritten annotations.

Folder 14: Common Gods in Religion and Psychiatry (undated)
- Paper titled “Concerning Religion and Psychiatry” written by Sol Wiener Ginsburg, M.D.
- Two notebooks containing a handwritten paper titled “Common Gods in Religion and Psychiatry” by Harrower, as well as a typed version of the paper.

Folder 15: The Contributions of Clinical Psychology (State Dept.) (1952)
- Thirty-Four page typed paper by Molly Harrower titled “The Contributions of Clinical Psychology” delivered to the State Department in 1952.

Folder 16: Contribution of Projective Techniques to the Problem of Diagnosis (undated)
- Thirteen page typed paper titled “The Contribution of The Projective Techniques to the Problem of Diagnosis”

Folder 17: Cooper Union (1947-1948)
- Three page typed description of the research project conducted at the Cooper Union.
- Test results for various groups of students at the Cooper Union
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s testing conducted at Cooper Union
- Program for the 1949-1950 Cooper Union Forum

Among the Correspondents:
Wayne L. Hodges                      Garth A. Howland                      Irving L. Feinstein
Walter S. Watson

Folder 18: Lecture at Cornell (undated)
- Note-cards containing notes regarding a lecture that was delivered at Cornell University. There is also a personal letter to Harrower from Mrs. Irwin P. Strauss in which the lecture at Cornell is mentioned.
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Folder 19: Short Court Article (1956)
- Correspondence regarding details of work on a manuscript regarding mental health services in children’s courts. Also included in this folder is the 62 page manuscript.

Among the Correspondents:
Honorable Justine Wise Polier
John J. Horowitz
Harris B. Peck

Folder 20: Typescript of Article Dealing With the Court Intake Material Published in Ortho-Psychiatry. (1953)
- This folder contains a typescript of a manuscript on Court Intake Material which was published in Ortho-Psychiatry. The ms is dated 1953. There are some handwritten annotations on the ms.

Folder 21: Lecture To Custer Institute (undated)
- Contains handwritten notes for a lecture on clinical psychology delivered at the Custer Institute.

- Thirty-Six page paper titled “Integration of Recent Developments and Hypotheses In the Sciences of Physics, Biology, and Psychology” dated January 1946.
- Correspondence regarding scheduling a date for Harrower to visit the Dartmouth Eye Institute.
- Criticisms of the research being conducted at the Dartmouth Eye Institute.

Among the Correspondents:
John Pearson
Lawrence S. Kubie
Adelbert Ames, Jr.
Frank Freemont-Smith

Folder 23: Desirable & Undesirable Aspects of Large Scale Projective Evaluation (1960)
- Rough notes, diagrams from which slides were made, and text of the speech delivered in Bonn in 1960.
- Correspondence with Lois Ballenger regarding various topics including Harrower’s chapter on “The Most Unpleasant Concept”
Folder 1: Detecting and Evaluating Positive Mental Health Resources in the Test Protocols of Adult Patients (1960)

Folder 2: Determination of the Intellectual Level – Montreal 1941
- Seventeen page annotated typed lecture titled “The Determination of the Intellectual Level” delivered in Montreal in 1941.

Folder 3: Diagnosis of Psychogenic Factors in Disease By Means of the Rorschach Method (undated)
- 11 page typed paper titled “Diagnosis of Psychogenic Factors in Disease By Means of the Rorschach Method”

Folder 4: Notes Relating to Differential Diagnosis (undated)
- Six pages, some typed and some handwritten, regarding the topic of Differential Diagnosis

Folder 5: Dissolving Threads in the Tapestry of the Family Scene (1988)
- Introduction for Molly Harrower written by John Culdau
- Copy of Harrower’s discussion of Shainess’ “Dissolving Threads in the Tapestry....”
- Correspondence from John E. Adams thanking Harrower for participating in the Maskin Memorial Lecture

Folder 6: Remarks on Education and Mental Health (undated)
- 31 page typed paper titled “Remarks on Education and Mental Health”

Folder 7: English Students Attitude Towards Peace and War (undated)
- Several handwritten notes on the subject of Peace and War, also includes some relevant clippings from newspapers.

Folder 8: The Evolution of a Clinical Psychologist (undated)
- Nine page typed paper titled “The Evolution of a Clinical Psychologist”

Folder 9: Diagnosis Experiment (1951)
- An experiment in which a patient’s Rorschach test was sent to seven colleagues who were asked to choose one of six diagnoses provided. Includes the Rorschach test and the responses from the colleagues.

Folder 10: Experimental Studies With the Szondi Test, 1953 (with Jane Kraus)
- 36 page typed document titled “Experimental Studies With the Szondi Test” in collaboration with Jane Kraus and the assistance of: M. E. Steiner, A. Kraus, and Jo Coudert.
Folder 11: Notes on Failures in the Projectives (undated)
- Four small handwritten pages of notes on “Failures in the Projectives”

Folder 12: Figure Ground Perception in Patients with Cortical Lesions (undated)
- 7 page paper titled “Figure Ground Perception in Patients With Cortical Lesions” – contains handwritten annotations.

Folder 13: Frank Freemont Smith Memorial Speech (1973)
- A typed three page paper recounting some of Harrower’s personal memories of Frank Freemont Smith.

Folder 14: Lecture in Georgia 1947-1948
- Folder contains correspondence with W. S. Phillips, R. T. Osborne, and M. C. Langhorne regarding The University of Georgia Rorschach Seminar in which Harrower participated.

Folder 15: Maintaining Vigor in Old Age (1985)
- Five page paper written by Harrower regarding her lifestyle and efforts to maintain a high level of vigor, interest, and activity in response to correspondence from George J. Caranasos, M.D.

Folder 16: Some Recent Experiments in the Light of Gestalt Theory (undated)
- Twenty page typed undated paper titled “Some Recent Experiments in the Light of Gestalt Theory”, with some handwritten annotations.

Folder 17: A Glimpse of Koffka Through His Letters (1978)
- Program for the Nebraska Wesleyan University Symposium “Gestalt Psychology: Germany to America” as well as descriptions of the participants in the symposium.
- Molly Harrower’s paper presented at the symposium – “A Glimpse of Koffka Through His Letters” as well as a copy of the handouts that she used.
- Correspondence regarding the Symposium.

Among the Correspondents:

Clifford L. Fawl  Michael Acree  Michael M. Sokal
John A. Popplestone

Folder 18: Short Story: “God and the Pink Drawers” (undated)
- A typed 8 page short story titled “God and the Pink Drawers” written by Harrower.

Folder 19: Godolphin Bicentenary Play (1926)
- Reprint of the play “Godolphin Bicentenary Play” written by Harrower.

Folder 20: The Range of Applicability of the Group Method, APA 1942
- Five page paper presented at the 1942 APA annual meeting by Molly Harrower. The paper is titled “The Range of Applicability of the Group Method of the Rorschach Test”

Folder 21: Lecture on the Group Rorschach (undated)
- Thirteen page, undated lecture regarding the Group Rorschach.
Folder 22: The Harrower Tests Used on Schizophrenic and Manic Depressive Patients (1938)
- 11 page paper titled “Results of the Harrower Test Used on Schizophrenic and Manic Depressive Patients” written by Aline Cohn in 1938.

Folder 23: Organization in Higher Mental Processes, Draft of Thesis for Ph.D. (1934)
- Five page paper titled “Outline of Experiments, and jokes and diagrams used in Organization In Higher Mental Processes.

Folder 24: Ideas – Formation of the Homogenous and Heterogeneous Scale (undated)
- A small collection of handwritten notes.

Folder 25: Inside the Inside Story (1988)

Folder 26: To Investigate After Images of a 3-Dimensional Object (undated)
- Four page report of a research project investigating the after-images of a three dimensional object. The report is heavily annotated.

Folder 27: The Interrelation of Psychology and Medicine (undated)
- 15 page typed paper titled “The Interrelation of Psychology and Medicine”
- 13 page typed paper titled “The Interrelation of Psychology with Psychiatry and Medicine”

Folder 28: “It Ain’t Necessarily So”(undated)
- Seven paged typed paper titled “It Ain’t Necessarily So, A Reply To I Married an American” regarding the procedures involved in obtaining a VISA to live permanently in the United States after marrying an American.

Folder 29: Report to Ittelson Foundation (1961)
- Contains a highly detailed report on research that was supported by the Ittelson Foundation. There are some handwritten annotations on parts of the report.

Folder 30: Report to Ittelson Foundation: Counterpart by Nina Ridenour (1961)
- 12 page proposal for a follow-up study of the “Effectiveness of Psychotherapy and the Predictive Value of Psychodiagnostic Testing” conducted by Harrower. Contains also a memo from Nina Ridenour to the Ittelson Foundation trustees urging support for the follow-up study. There is also a letter from Lawrence Kubie urging support for the research.

Folder 31: The Difficulties Met in Dealing With The Problem of Juvenile Delinquency (undated)
- 14 page paper titled “The Difficulties Met in Dealing With The Problem of Juvenile Delinquency”, the paper is undated but there are indications that the paper was delivered in Galveston, Texas.
Folder 32: Law Science Institute (1957)

- Program for the First American Congress on Legal Medicine and Law-Science Problems conducted by the Law-Science Institute of the Schools of Law and Medicine at The University of Texas at Austin.
- Handwritten notes regarding Harrower's participation in the First American Congress on Legal Medicine and Law-Science Problems.
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**Folder 1: International Rorschach Congress in Barcelona (1982-1984)**

- Correspondence between Harrower, Montserrat Ros, Arthur C. Carr, and Vera Campo regarding the 11th International Rorschach Congress to be held in Barcelona.
- Rough Draft of Harrower’s paper for the Rorschach Congress that was presented in absentia.

**Folder 2: Lecture to Medical Chi 1941**

- 12 page paper on the topic of psychological testing that was presented by Molly Harrower in 1941.

**Folder 3: Mexico, Inter-American Society 1954**

- Correspondence regarding the 1954 Inter-American Congress of Medical Education held in Mexico.
- Programs for the 1954 Inter-American Congress
- Abstract of the paper written by Harrower for the Congress titled “Toward Self-Knowledge: A Psychological Testing Program for Medical Students”
- 4 page paper by Werner Wolff titled: “The Inter-American Society of Psychology Report of the Secretary General and Plans For the Next Congress”
- Abstract of a paper by A. Palacios written for the Inter-American Congress titled “Americans of Mexican Parentage: Some Psychiatric Implications”

**Correspondents Include:**

A. Palacios

Werner Wolff

**Folder 4: Cerebral Lesion Lecture (undated)**

- Eight page undated untitled lecture regarding cerebral lesions with some handwritten annotations.
- Nine page undated untitled paper regarding psychological testing with some handwritten annotations.

**Folder 5: A Psychologist Looks at Literature (1941)**

- Contains a typewritten copy of an address titled “A Psychologist Looks at Literature”, delivered to the Women’s Art Society in Montreal in 1941. There are some handwritten annotations on the paper.

**Folder 6: MH Lyrics (undated)**

- Contains two typed pages of poetry / lyrics written by Molly Harrower

**Folder 7: MS Lecture – New Haven (1954)**

- 3” x 5” notecards used for Harrower’s presentation
- Agenda for the Annual Meeting of the Connecticut Chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society
- Copy of the February 1954 Multiple Sclerosis Patients’ Club, Fairfield County, Connecticut Newsletter providing a description of Molly Harrower’s presentation at the Annual Meeting

**Folder 8: New Directions in Psychology (undated)**

- Contains a paper titled “New Directions in Psychology” written by Molly Harrower.

**Folder 9: On Normality (undated)**

Folder 10: Lecture Notebooks (undated)
- Five notebooks containing handwritten notes on various topics such as: “Society’s Changing Concept of Psychology”; importance of psychologist collaboration with pediatrician; “Pediatrics Seminar”; “Practical Value of Projectives as an aid to Public School Teachers in their Understanding of Personality Growth”; & Clinical Psychology in Industry.

Folder 11: Lecture to Registered Nurses (1940)
- Twenty Nine page paper presented to the 20th annual meeting of the Association of Registered Nurses of the Province of Quebec regarding “what a psychologist does”

Folder 12: Statement of Project for Work in Ovarian Hormonal Functions to be Done in Conjunction with Dr. Ephram Shorr (undated)
- Four page research proposal titled “The Projective Techniques as an Objective Means of Recording the Emotional and Behavioral Variations Accompanying Spontaneous Or Induced Alterations in the Ovarian Hormonal Functions in Women.”

Folder 13: On Testing, Counseling (Pastoral & Projective) Psychotherapy (undated)
- Eight page paper titled “On Testing, Counseling (Pastoral & Projective) and Psychotherapy.”
- Three page paper on the topic of Projective Counseling.

Folder 14: Lecture to Pediatrics Med. Chi. 1941
- Eight page lecture regarding the Rorschach test with handwritten annotations.

Folder 15: The Person Behind the Scientist Practitioner (1984)
- Twelve page paper titled “The Person Behind the Scientist Practitioner” presented to the Georgia Psychological Association’s annual meeting in 1984. Contains handwritten annotations.

Folder 16: Determining Personality Patterns (undated)
- Short paper titled “Determining Personality Patterns Which Relate To The Outcome Of Therapy”

Folder 17: A Phenomenal Analysis of the Sense of Touch (undated)
- Nine page paper with handwritten annotations titled “A Phenomenal Analysis of the Sense of Touch”

Folder 18: Notes on Piaget (undated)
- Six pages of handwritten notes compiled by Harrower on Piaget.

Folder 19: Interpolated Script for Recitation of Plain Jane Poems (undated)
- Ten page paper titled “Interpolated Script for Recitation of Poems by Plain Jane” – includes handwritten annotations.

Folder 20: Is Poetry Therapy New? (undated)
- Several handwritten pages written by Harrower answering the question – Is Poetry Therapy New?

Folder 21: Poetry Therapy – Talk to Women’s Club (undated)
- Handwritten notes for a discussion on the topic of Poetry Therapy delivered at a Women’s Club.

Folder 23: Town-Country Leadership Summer School (1942)
- Program for the “Problems of Personality with Reference to the Family” portion of the Summer School.
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s participation in the Town-Country Leadership Summer School
  Correspondents Include:
  - William H. Pardee
  - Philip L. Shutt
  - Ralph J. Kendall
  - Robert G. Geiger
  - Charles F. Bole
  - Alberta Booth
  - Leonard H. Flisher

Folder 24: Problems in the Study of Personality (undated)
- Seven page paper titled “Problems in the Study of Personality” – includes some handwritten annotations.

Folder 25: “Problems of Psychology in an Organic Stronghold” (undated)
- A ten-page paper regarding the work of a psychologist at a Neurological Institute. Includes some handwritten annotations.

Folder 26: “Projection, Play, and Poetry” Hawaii 1972
- Thirty-one page paper titled “Projection, Play and Poetry”
- Four-page introduction regarding “The Educated Woman in Modern Society”

Folder 27: Middleton State Hospital, Some Reminiscences – An Introduction to the Projective Techniques (undated)
- Two version of a paper (one is 14 pages and the other is 30 pages long) regarding some of her reminiscences in regard to her work in the projective techniques

Folder 28: The 90 Days of Summer (undated)
- Two notebooks that provide a day by day account of the attempt to write *Psychodiagnostic Testing: An Empirical Approach*. The notebooks were started as a test-tube study of the emergence of ideas.
Folder 1: Psychological Factors in Aviation (undated)
- Eighteen page typed paper titled “Psychological Factors in Aviation (Lecture in Recent Advances in Medicine Series)” – includes some handwritten annotations.

Folder 2: The Psychologist and the Community (1940)
- Two drafts of a lecture titled “The Psychologist and the Community” one is 13 pages and one is 15 pages. The lecture was delivered to a Rotary Club Meeting.
- Seven pages of handwritten notes.

Folder 3: A Psychologist Looks at Creativity & Aging (1989)
- Twenty Four page paper titled “A Psychologist Looks at Creativity and Aging”
- Program for a conference titled “Writing in the Upward Years” held in 1990 and presented by the Santa Fe Community College and The Florida Endowment for the Humanities.

Folder 4: The Psychologist at Work (undated)
- 5” x 8” cards - notes for a lecture titled “The Psychologist at Work” with some handwritten annotations.

Folder 5: Psychology – Its Place in Our Schools (undated)
- Eleven page paper titled “Psychology – It’s Place in our Schools” by Harrower and Lawrence Goldstein.

Folder 6: Psychology Leaves the Ivory Tower (undated)
- Seven pages of handwritten notes for a lecture titled “Psychology Leaves the Ivory Tower”

Folder 7: Psychotherapy and Projective Counseling (1956)
- Lecture notes and two reprints on the subject of Psychotherapy and Projective Counseling

Folder 8: The Clinical Psychologist in Psychotherapy (1954)
- Several drafts of a lecture titled “The Clinical Psychologist in Psychotherapy” delivered in Newark in 1954. Some of the drafts are heavily annotated.

Folder 9: Material Relating to Various PTA Speeches (1953-1956)
- Handwritten note-cards for a lecture titled “Helping Children to Well Adjusted Life
- Thirty-One page paper titled “Guiding Children And Youth Toward A Well Adjusted Life”
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s presentations to various Parent-Teacher Groups
- Various pamphlets & programs for PTA groups and conferences

Correspondents Include:
Amelia Rothschild        Eunice Christensen        Eva Grant

Folder 10: The Psychologist in Industry (1953-1954)
- Correspondence regarding speaking engagements at The Pure Oil Company, Child Development Center, The University of Texas – Medical Branch, and Lamar State College of Technology.
- A few cards with handwritten questions about Harrower’s presentation.

Correspondents Include:
C. W. Cooper           Titus H. Harris          E. S. Marble
Sam C. Scher
Folder 11: Lecture to Psychologists of Quebec (1964)
- Program for the Corporation of Psychologists of the Province of Quebec’s Workshop on Interview Techniques, in which Harrower participated.
- Abstract and copy of paper delivered by Harrower titled “The Role of Psychodiagnoses in Psychotherapy”
- Correspondence with S. Z. Dudek regarding Harrower’s participation in the Quebec Workshop
- Paper titled “Discussion: Conference Dr. Molly Harrower Journees d’études Corporation des psychologies”

Folder 12: Research On The Patient (undated)
- Paper containing some annotations titled “Research On The Patient”

Folder 13: Research Notes Circa Mid 1950’s
- Handwritten notes planning upcoming research

Folder 14: Some Variations on the Theme of Rorschach Diagnosis (undated)
- Two drafts of a paper titled “Some Variations on the Theme of Rorschach Diagnosis” – one version is heavily annotated.

Folder 15: The Rorschach As A Diagnostic and Prognostic Aid In Neurological Cases (undated)
- Six page paper titled “The Rorschach as a Diagnostic and Prognostic Aid in Neurological Cases” – Heavily annotated.
- Several pages of handwritten notes in outline form with the title “Rorschach and Psychotherapy”

Folder 16: Talks on Rorschach Neuroanatomy Class – 1941
- Seven pages of notes on the topic of Rorschach delivered to a Neuroanatomy class in 1941

Folder 17: Lecture to Rotary (possibly Vero Beach) (undated)
- Contains notes for a lecture to the Vero Beach Rotary Club on the topic of Education and Mental Health.

Folder 18: Rough Drafts (undated)
- Several pages of handwritten rough drafts regarding “Personal Patterns”

Folder 19: Patient, Psychologist, Psychotherapist (undated)
- Thirty pages of notes for a lecture delivered at a Rutgers Workshop titled “Patient, Psychologist, Psychotherapist”
Folder 20: The Projective Techniques in the Assessment of Man (1954)
- Correspondence regarding The Symposium Honoring Henry Starr & the 25th anniversary of the Rutgers Psychological Clinic.
- Two drafts of a paper titled "The Projective Techniques In The Assessment Of Man – Lecture given at Rutgers University in 1954 in a symposium in honor of Henry Starr" These drafts contain handwritten annotations throughout.
- Stenographic Transcript of the 25th anniversary of The Rutgers Psychological Clinic

Correspondents Include:
Ernest E. McMahon
Anna Spiesman Starr
Belna Perry

Folder 21: Remarks on Education and Mental Health: World Federation for Mental Health, 1948
- Thirty-one page paper titled "Remarks on Education and Mental Health"
Folder 1: Scarsdale High School Lecture, 1958
- Correspondence with Virginia Marx regarding a lecture by Harrower for the Family Service of Scarsdale, October 15, 1958. There are also programs for the Family Services Speaker Series.
- Various notes for Harrower's lecture on the topic of "The Family in Growth and in Conflict" – some pages are handwritten.
- Correspondence with Phyllis Schwartz regarding a speaking engagement at the Women's Guild of the Free Synagogue of Westchester.

Folder 2: Social and Group Behavior (Early References) – undated
- 12 pages of handwritten notes on the subject of Social and Group Behavior

Folder 3: Some Common Themes Written by Persons in Therapy 1975
- References to various poems written about therapy.

Folder 4: Recommendation to State Department Notes (undated)
- Series of note-cards with the title "What is a Clinical Psychologist"
- Series of handwritten notes with the heading "Recommendation to State Department"

Folder 5: Stress Tolerance Test (undated)
- Various Materials & Notes regarding the Stress Tolerance Test

Folder 6: Tension – Lecture delivered in Nutley, New Jersey on 3/16/54
- Two drafts of a paper titled "Tension" – each containing handwritten corrections and several pages of handwritten notes.

Folder 7: Texas Lectures (undated)
- A one-page handwritten chart planning seven lectures to be delivered in Texas. The chart includes who the lecture is for, time and topic.

Folder 8: Therapeutic Communications by Letter and Recorded Material (undated)
- Paper titled "Therapeutic Communications by Letter and Recorded Material" for a symposium called "The Use of Written Communications in Counseling and Psychotherapy."

Folder 9: Time to Squander, Time to Reap (undated)
- Numerous handwritten rough drafts of poems subsequently published in "Time to Squander, Time to Reap"

- Correspondence with Henry P. David regarding Harrower speaking at the Department of Institutions and Agencies at Trenton, NJ State Prison.

Folder 11: Tweedsmuir Funeral Address (undated)
- Several copies of a poem Harrower wrote for the memorial service for Lord Tweedsmuir
Folder 12: Unitarian Lecture (undated)
- Six-page paper titled “On Testing, Counseling, and Psychotherapy”
- Seven-page paper titled “Why Reports Should Not Be Read To The Student In Pastoral Counseling”
- Three-page paper titled “Some General Remarks on Counseling”
- Five-page paper titled “Plan for Follow-Up Study”

Folder 13: Untitled Lecture Regarding Working in a Laboratory (undated)
- 19 typed pages regarding Harrower’s experiences working in a laboratory.

Folder 14: Lecture Explaining the Field of Psychology (undated)
- Lecture that discusses psychology as a field / profession. The first two pages of the paper are missing.

Folder 15: Lecture: “Psychodiagnostic Examination of Both Marital Partners (undated)
- Handwritten lecture titled “Psychodiagnostic Examination of Both Marital Partners”
- Reprint titled “The Measurement of Psychological Factors in Marital Maladjustment”

Folder 16: Lecture: “What Does Your Neighbor Do?” (undated)
- Handwritten lecture notes titled “What does your neighbor do?”

Folder 17: Lecture: “What is Psychology?” (undated)
- Handwritten lecture notes beginning – What is Psychology?

Folder 18: Lecture: “Hesitations in Defining Psychology” (undated)
- Handwritten lecture notes beginning – Hesitation in Defining Psychology . . .”

Folder 19: Lecture: Psychologists Should Be Actively Used By Internists . . . (undated)
- Handwritten lecture notes beginning – Psychologists should be actively used by internists and pediatricians

Folder 20: Multiple Choice in Clinical Medicine (NY May 1943)
- 11 page paper titled “The Use of the Multiple Choice Rorschach in Clinical Medicine”

Folder 21: Multiple Choice in Military Service (undated)
- Two drafts of a ten page paper titled “The Use of the Multiple Choice Test (Rorschach) in the Military Services” with handwritten annotations.

Folder 22: Psychological Tests in the Unitarian Ministry (1961)

Folder 23: Visual Acuity As A Problem Of Organization (1930)
Folder 24: Who Can Minister to a Mind Diseased? (1954)
- Draft of "Who Can Minister to a Mind Diseased" edited by Chauncey Leake
- Draft of "Who Can Minister to a Mind Diseased" with notes by Lawrence Kubie
- Shorter draft of "Who Can Minister to a Mind Diseased" with no annotations
- Page detailing corrections to be made on a paper titled "Who Can Minister to a Man's Diseases"

Folder 25: Lecture to Women's Medical Association Dinner (1940)
- Ten page paper on the topic of possible contributions that can be made by psychology to the science of medicine. Includes handwritten annotations.

Folder 26: WEVD Program 1948
- Four page paper read by Harrower on a radio broadcast regarding the 1948 International Congress on Mental Health

Folder 27: Yale Lecture: The Clinical Psychologist in Mental Health (undated)
- 22 page paper titled "The Role of the Clinical Psychologist in Mental Health" with handwritten annotations.

Folder 28: Military Tribunal, Captain Michael A. Musmanno (undated)
Folder 1: Borofsky & Brand (1978-1979)
- Correspondence with Barry A. Ritzler and Gerald L. Borofsky discussing such topics as permissions and research in relation to Borofsky’s paper on the Nuremberg War Criminals.
- Two drafts of a paper titled “Personality Organization and Psychological Functioning of the Nuremberg War Criminals: The Rorschach Data” by Gerald L. Borofsky and Don J. Brand.

Folder 2: Complete Nazi, No Controls (1945-1946)
- Rorschach results for Von Shirach, Adolf Eichman, Von Neurath, Ribbentrop, Schacht, Goering, Hess, and Speer. Also contains a short four-page biographical note on Herman Goering.

Folder 3: Completed Mss. For Zillmer (undated)
- Ten-page paper titled “Modern Nazi Rorschach Studies”

Folder 4: Complete Set #2 (undated)
- Summary of Nazi Rorschach Scores
- Sixteen Rorschach Results

Folder 5: Doenitz’s Rorschach Record (undated)
- The Rorschach responses for Doenitz

Folder 6: Seyss-Inquart Rorschach Records (1945)
- The Rorschach results for Seyss-Inquart.

Folder 7: Extra Nazi Material (1982-1986)
- Correspondence with Ronald Smelser and David Seifert regarding continuing research of the Nazi Rorschachs.

Folder 8: Nazi Current 1989-1992
- Correspondence with Eric Zillmer regarding current work on the Nazi Rorschachs
- Paper titled “A Modern Analysis of the Rorschach Records of Nazi War Criminals” by Zillmer & Archer
- Paper titled “Danish Collaborators and German Occupation Personnel: A New Sample” by Barry Ritzler

Correspondents Include:
- Eric Zillmer
- Barry Ritzler
- Robert P. Archer
- Jacqueline Belevich
- Charles D. Spielberger

Folder 9: Nazi Charts (undated)
- Contains charts of the summary of the test findings of the Nazi Rorschach tests. Among those whose results are listed are: Joachim von Ribbentrop, Hjalmer Schacht, Speer, and Von Shirach.
Folder 10: Nazi Personality Prospectus 1993
- Contains a prospectus for a book titled “A Psychological Study of Nazi War Criminals” written by Zillmer, Harrower, Ritzler, and Archer. The prospectus is five pages long.

Folder 11: Psychology Today Nazi Article (1975)
- Correspondence between Harrower and Paul Chance regarding the possibility of Harrower writing an article for Psychology Today on the topic of “the mental health of war criminals”

Folder 12: Reneau Kennedy (Nazis) 1992
- Correspondence regarding Reneau Kennedy’s work with the Nazi War Criminals Rorschach tests and her gaining access to Dr. Samuel Beck’s papers at the Institute for Psychoanalysis

Correspondents Include:
Reneau Kennedy    James C. Beck    Arnold Goldberg

Folder 13: Reprints Concerning Nazis (1973-1977)
- 1973 Directory of members of The Society For Personality Assessment
- 1976 Psychology Today article titled “Were Hitler's Henchmen Mad?” expressing Harrower’s belief that the behavior of the Nazi War Criminals cannot be blamed on a psychological illness.
- Reprint of an article titled “Rorschach Records of the Nazi War Criminals: An Experimental Study after Thirty Years”

Folder 14: Description of Sentences (undated)
- Contains the sentence, Wechsler Bellevue intelligence scores, and personality assessments of the following 21 Nazi War Criminals: Schacht, Seyss-Inquart, Goering, Döenitz, Papen, Raeder, Frank, Frütsche, Schirach, Ribbentrop, Keitel, Speer, Jodl, Rosenberg, Neurath, Funk, Frick, Hess, Saukel, Kaltenbrunner, and Streicher.

Folder 15: Copies of Various Versions of Talk and Report (undated)
- Contains various drafts of the paper “Rorschach Records of the Nazi War Criminals: An Experimental Study After Thirty Years.”

Folder 16: Complete Set #3 (undated)
- Contains set of 16 Rorschach records as well as some pages summarizing the overall results of the testing.

Folder 17: Complete Set #4 (undated)
- Contains set of 16 Rorschach records, 8 Nazis and 8 controls.

Folder 18: The Birth of Neuropsychology (undated)
- 11 page paper titled “The Birth of Neuropsychology: The Influence of Kurt Goldstein and Wilder Penfield.”
Folder 19: A Note on the Problems of “Feedback” (1978)
- 14 page paper titled “A Note on the Problems of “Feedback” Following a Psychodiagnostic Examination with the Projective Techniques.” This paper also has a note on it calling it: “A Preparatory Statement for the Authorities of the Episcopal Church of North Florida, Prior to Undertaking the Task of Examining Candidates for the Episcopal Ministry.”

Folder 20: A Psychologist Looks at Creativity & Aging (1989)
- Two drafts of a paper titled “A Psychologist Looks at Creativity and Aging”

Folder 21: Women in Psychology, APA 1980
- Two different versions of a paper titled “Women in Psychology: A Historical and Personal Perspective”

Folder 22: Koffka & Gestalt Theory (undated)
- Nine page paper titled “Kurt Koffka and Gestalt Theory”

Folder 23: Gestalt Psychology: Coming To America (1978)
- Four page introduction presented by Clifford L. Fawl for the symposium “Gestalt Psychology: Coming to America” held at Nebraska Wesleyan University in 1978.
- Twenty-four page paper titled “A Glimpse of Koffka Through His Letters” presented by Harrower at the symposium “Gestalt Psychology: Coming to America”

Folder 24: Koffka’s Values & Beliefs, APA 1979
- Twenty-one page paper titled “Koffka’s Values and Beliefs, As Reflected In His Personal Letters”

- Correspondence and program regarding the International Congress of Rorschach and Projective Methods held in Barcelona, Spain in 1984.
- Twelve page paper presented at the International Congress of Rorschach and Projective Techniques titled “Some Thoughts On The Concept of Levels”

Folder 26: Talks to Laymen, Gainesville 1970
- Eight pages of handwritten notes for lectures to laymen on the Projective Techniques.
Folder 1: 7th International Congress of Rorschach and Other Projective Techniques (1968)
- Correspondence with Beatrice Scott regarding Harrower’s presentation at the Congress and producing translations of the paper into French and German.
- Copies of Harrower’s paper in French and German
- Lists of the participants in the 7th International Congress
- Paper titled “Mental Health Potential, As Measured By The Projectives, In Relation To Therapeutic Outcome” with handwritten annotations.

Folder 2: Dissolving Threads in the Tapestry of the Family Scene (Natalie Shainess) 1988
- Ten-page discussion written by Harrower of a paper titled “Dissolving Threads in the Tapestry of the Family Scene” by Natalie Shainess.

Folder 3: American Civilization Series 1980-1984
- Copy of a paper titled “Mentors and Milestones” by Harrower. Paper was initially a lecture for the American Civilization Series and later published in the book Foundation of Psychology. There is also hand out material that accompanied the lecture.

Folder 4: Transactive Theory of Reading and the Projective Methods, 1986
- Fourteen page paper titled “The Transactive Theory of Reading and the Projective Methods: The Miller’s Wife and the Inkblots”

Folder 5: Talk & Chart (undated)
- Contains several pages of various notes regarding topics such as Penfield and Goldstein.

Folder 6: Original Proposal (Patten’s Letter) 1934-1958
- Research proposal written to the Rockefeller Foundation for research concerning “localization of function” in human subjects. There is also an excerpt from the assistant director of the foundation warning Harrower to be cautious in her research.
- Correspondence regarding such topics as: research projects, reprints, invitation to Wilder Penfield’s 60th birthday party, and the 25th Anniversary of the Montreal Neurological Institute

Correspondents Include:
Bradley Patten
Wilder Penfield
Francis McNaughton
Lawrence Kubie

Folder 7: Oddments Describing Psychologist’s Task – 1938
- Contains various notes and drafts of papers that describe the different tasks performed by a psychologist.

Folder 8: Growth of Penfield’s Interest – 1938
- Contains excerpts from letters and papers regarding Penfield’s attitude and acceptance of psychologists and regarding Canada’s entrance into World War II.

Folder 9: Discussions with Penfield – 1939
- Correspondence with Penfield and Koffka regarding Harrower and Penfield’s work with “diffuse cerebral dysfunction” patients.
Folder 10: Discussions with Penfield – 1940
- Excerpts from correspondence with Koffka and Penfield regarding such topics as Penfield’s book on Epilepsy and his Doestovesky reference as well as his feelings on the profession of psychology.

Folder 11: Tweedsmuir’s Death & Poem – 1940-1959
- Correspondence with Wilder Penfield, Helen Penfield, and J. F. Tocher regarding Harrower’s poem written on the occasion of Lord Tweedsmuir’s death and asking her to write a poem for the 25th anniversary of the Montreal Neurological Institute.
- Book of poems written by John Buchan (Lord Tweedsmuir) given to Harrower by Susan Tweedsmuir in appreciation for her poem in honor of Lord Tweedsmuir.

Folder 12: Correspondence with Wilder Penfield 1943-1965
- Discussions regarding whether external stimulation evokes a stronger, more vivid experience than “ordinary” memories.
- Correspondence regarding various books sent to Penfield from Harrower

Folder 13: MNI Quarter Century Research 1959
- Contains annotated reprints by Penfield and Herbert Jasper, handwritten notes and drafts of the poem written for the 25th anniversary of the Montreal Neurological Institute

Folder 14: MNI Quarter Century Celebration 1959
- Copy of the poem written by Harrower for the 25th anniversary of the Montreal Neurological Institute
- Photocopy of the program for the 25th anniversary
- Letters from Chauncey D. Leake and Preston Robb complimenting Harrower for her 25th anniversary poem

Folder 15: Penfield Obituary 1976-1979
- Contains two-page typewritten obituary for Wilder Penfield
- Correspondence with Donald O. Hebb regarding the focus of his work while he was at the Montreal Neurological Institute

Folder 16: Wilder Penfield 1970-1976
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s move from New York to Florida, personal greetings, current work, death of Wilder Penfield
- Reprints of articles written about Wilder Penfield and photocopy of the New York Times obituary

Correspondents Include:
- Wilder Penfield
- Lawrence Josephus
- Akhter Ahsen

Folder 17: Harrower on Goldstein (1937-1938)
- Excerpts from letters to Kurt Koffka in which Harrower discusses Goldstein
- Paper titled “The Birth of Neuropsychology: The Influence of Kurt Goldstein and Wilder Penfield”, with some annotations
Folder 18: Harold Abramson (1958-1959)
- Correspondence between Harrower and Harold A. Abramson regarding experiments with LSD.

Folder 19: Academy of Psychoanalysis 1966
- Correspondence regarding Harrower's participation in the Tenth Annual meeting of The American Academy of Psychoanalysis in 1966.
- Program for the Tenth Anniversary Meeting of The American Academy of Psychoanalysis
- Tenth anniversary issue of the Newsletter for the American Academy of Psychoanalysis

Folder 20: Academy of Religion and Mental Health (1959-1969)
- Forty page paper titled "Religion and Psychological Health: An Exploratory Review" by Dr. Russell J. Becker with annotations by Harrower.
- Correspondence regarding various annual meetings of the Academy of Religion and Mental Health
- Twelve page paper titled "Religion and Mental Disorder" written by Bernard Spilka and Paul H. Werme
- Minutes of various Board Meetings of the Academy of Religion and Mental Health
- Proposal written by the Board of the Academy of Religion and Mental Health for a series of conferences and work on the topic of "Racial Reconciliation"

Correspondents Include:
- Douglas Heath
- George Christian Anderson
- Harry C. Meserve
- Harvey J. Tompkins
- Charles C. Bergman
- William C. Bier
- Leslie W. Dunbar
- Frank Freemont Smith
- Ernest Brooks
- Edward S. Golden
- Samuel Z. Klauser
- James R. MacColl
- Joseph Barth

Folder 21: The Fifth Academy Symposium 1961
- Correspondence with Gotthard Booth and Harry C. Meserve inviting Harrower to participate in the annual symposium of the Academy of Religion and Mental Health
- Program and list of participants in the Fifth Annual symposium of the Academy of Religion and Mental Health. The theme of the symposium was "Significant Areas of Research in Religion and Health"
Folder 1: Advisory Council 1956
The Department of Education of the State of New York, Minutes of the Advisory Council in Psychology held at the State Education Department Office on September 22, 1956. Among the topics discussed:
- Certification and licensing laws for psychologists
- Training programs in psychology
- Relationship between psychology and psychiatry – particularly in the areas of diagnosis and treatment
- Molly Harrower’s nomination as vice chairman of the group
- Discussion of a subcommittee’s report on “supervised experience”
- Discussion of school psychologists and mental certification

List of participants in the meeting:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. D. S. Spragg</th>
<th>Emanuel K. Schwartz</th>
<th>Joseph R. Sanders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harry Bone</td>
<td>Harold G. Seashore</td>
<td>J. Albert Holbritter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. J. E. Crissy</td>
<td>Austin Wood</td>
<td>John W. Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin J. Feldman</td>
<td>Jesse Zizmore</td>
<td>James Greenough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence Halpern</td>
<td>George Lawton</td>
<td>Walter Anderton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert B. Macleod</td>
<td>Jules Nydes</td>
<td>Theodore Kurvey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry V. McNeill</td>
<td>Robert Killough</td>
<td>J. Prout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alma Paulsen</td>
<td>August J. Bardo</td>
<td>Matthew Brody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Roe</td>
<td>Stiles D. Ezell</td>
<td>Henry L. Fineberg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 2: Air Force 1948-1955
Contains correspondence from 1948 to 1955 in relation to Harrower’s work with the Air Force. Among the topics discussed:
- Agendas and summaries of three conference held regarding Development of Psychiatric Screening Tests for Flying Personnel, held at the Pentagon in 1948, 1949, and 1950
- 15 page paper titled “Leadership Research in the Air Force” by Saul B. Sells
- Applications and contracts regarding Harrower’s work for the Air Force
- Gehl-Kutash graphometer projection test
- Research proposal by Morris I. Stein regarding Further Investigation of the Problems in the Area of Personality and Perception
- Composite psychological profiles of group Rorschach subjects – profile written by Joan Fisher
- Four one-hour lectures on the topic of “Psychology as it Pertains to Flying Safety” by John A. Booth
- Report written by Harrower appraising the status of various research projects at Randolph Field – 1951

Among the Correspondents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>John Hargreaves</th>
<th>Harry G. Armstrong</th>
<th>Lynn E. Garner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J. A. Bruner</td>
<td>Walter A. Carlson</td>
<td>Frederick J. Frese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malcolm C. Grow</td>
<td>Saul B. Sells</td>
<td>Joseph F. McDonough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M. Murray</td>
<td>Dan C. Ogle</td>
<td>E. Fay White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Freemont-Smith</td>
<td>Max W. Wilemon</td>
<td>John A. Booth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth B. Johnson</td>
<td>Thomas Mosseley</td>
<td>William H. Lancaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert B. Payne</td>
<td>Robert H. Blount</td>
<td>Henry G. Wise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Y. Kent</td>
<td>Morris L. Stein</td>
<td>William Doidge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John A. Johnson</td>
<td>Ruth L. Monroe</td>
<td>Robert Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William H. Powell</td>
<td>John R. McGraw</td>
<td>The University of Akron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Folder 3: Air Force Progress Report (1948)
- Progress Report written by Harrower in which she discusses the Szondi test.

Folder 4: Air Force Seminar 1958
- Correspondence and notes regarding Harrower’s participation in the 9215th Air Reserve Squadron’s 4th Annual Information Seminar on 11/6/58. She served on a Women’s Panel titled “Two Sexes Are Better Than One.”

Among the Correspondents:
- Daniel H. Woodward, Jr.
- Eileen Ellis
- Thor H. Smith
- Arno H. Luehman

Folder 5: Air Force (Colonel Walter Carlson) 1949-1950
- Correspondence with Colonel Carlson regarding Harrower’s work with the Szondi Test and meetings of the Neuropsychiatric Screening Committee.

Folder 6: Air Force (Navel – Bigelow) 1940-1941
- Correspondence with R. Barry Bigelow regarding using the Rorschach for evaluating aptitude for flight training for Navy aviation training

Folder 7: Air Force – Holtzman Project 1951
- Correspondence and an outline regarding Wayne H. Holtzman’s project with the Air Force at Randolph Air Force Base. The project consists of conducting projective tests on successful and unsuccessful cadets and examining the differences.

Folder 8: Air Force Contracts – 1951
- Correspondence with Harry G. Armstrong, Surgeon General, regarding the discontinuation of the Air Force Psychiatric Screening Committee and termination of Harrower’s appointment as a Special Consultant to the Office of the Surgeon General.

Folder 9: Allport, Gordon – 1963
- Correspondence with Gordon Allport regarding Harrower’s follow up study on the testing for clergy selection.

Folder 10: American Men of Science 1956
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s inclusion in the Social and Behavioral Sciences Volume of the American Men of Science.

Folder 11: American Psychiatric Association 1951-1958
- Correspondence with David A. Young and Leon L. Racknow regarding Harrower participating in a discussion of a paper titled “A Group Method for the Rapid Screening of Chronic Psychiatric Patients” by Rackow, Napoli, Klobanoff, and Schillinger
- Copy of the paper “A Group Method for the Rapid Screening of Chronic Psychiatric Patients” and a copy of Harrower’s discussion of the paper.
- Correspondence with Lewis R. Wolberg and John Donnelly regarding a roundtable on “Can Psychiatric Diagnosis Be Made More Meaningful For Prognosis And Therapy?” to be held at the American Psychiatric Association 1959 Meeting.
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Folder 12: The American Scholar (1941-1942)
- Correspondence with Ruth E. Campbell regarding an article that Harrower was asked to write for The American Scholar on the topic of "The Psychological Work that Often Follows Brain Surgery"

Folder 13: Appraising Personality 1948-1967
- Press release regarding a two week course for the Army in psychotherapeutic medicine
- Memo describing various activities of the Neuropsychiatric Consultants Division of the Army
- Correspondence regarding the cancellation of psychotherapeutic courses and a conference due to the conflict in Korea
- Announcement of extension of the Army Senior Psychology Program
- Announcement of the establishment of the Air Force Psychiatric Screening Program
- Correspondence and royalty statements regarding Harrower's book Appraising Personality

Correspondents Include:
John M. Caldwell, Jr. E. W. LaCross Cecil Franklin
Robert F. Casey Donald B. Peterson Lester M. Tourk
Harry G. Armstrong

Folder 14: Artificial Insemination 1953-1955
- Correspondence with Almon R. Pepper regarding the Advisory Group on Artificial Insemination for the National Council – Protestant Episcopal Church
- Minutes of meetings of the Artificial Insemination Advisory Group
- Paper titled "Some Notes on Artificial Human Insemination Based on Literature and Interviews"
- Paper titled "The Legal Aspect of Artificial Insemination" by Sidney B. Sehatkin and read before the First International Congress of Fertility and Sterility, May 29, 1953
- Paper titled "Artificial Insemination - Homologous and Heterologous" by Abraham Stone
- Paper titled "Therapeutic Donor Insemination" by Sophia J. Kleegman – presented at the First International Congress of Fertility and Sterility

Folder 15: Association of American Medical Colleges 1956
- Preliminary program for the 67th Annual Meeting of the Association of American Medical Colleges

Folder 16: Australian Air Force 1942
- Correspondence with the Royal Australian Air Force regarding results of examinations with the Rorschach Group Method & the possibility of obtaining Rorschach supplies.
- Correspondence regarding Dr. R. Barry Bigelow sharing the results of 183 Rorschach examinations that he obtained with Bruno Klopfer and Molly Harrower.

Correspondents Include:
Donald F. Buckle Ross T. McIntyre S. M. Morson
Frank Fremont-Smith

Folder 17: Australian Council For Educational Research 1950-1951
- Correspondence with S. Dunn of the Australian Council for Educational Research regarding the reproduction of the Rorschach slides in Australia with royalties going to Harrower.
Folder 18: APA 1957: Discussion – Results with Psychotherapy
- Paper titled “Assessing the Results of Outpatient Psychotherapy” by Eli A. Rubinstein. This is a draft of a paper for a symposium at the 1957 APA Convention titled “Evaluation of the Process and Results of Therapies”
- Paper with the heading “APA Discussion”. Heavily annotated.
- Paper titled “Personality Changes Reflected in Re-Tests

Folder 19: APA 1960
- Correspondence with John G. Darley regarding the American Psychological Association’s award to Molly Harrower for her travel expenses to the 1960 International Congress of Psychology at Bonn.

Folder 20: Paper on Written Communication 1961-1962
- Correspondence with Leonard Pearson regarding the 1962 APA Convention Symposium on the topic: “The Use of Written Communications in Psychotherapy”
- Fourteen page paper titled: “Therapeutic Communication by Letter – Notebooks and Recorded Transcriptions”
- Twenty Six page paper titled “Written Communications”

- Correspondence regarding an APA Symposium on “The Use of Written Communications in Psychotherapy”
- Correspondence regarding Albert Ellis nominating Harrower for fellow status in the Consulting Psychology Division
- Correspondence regarding disparaging remarks made about psychologists by Barry Goldwater
- Transcript titled “Protocol of a Session Illustrating Paradigmatic Psychology” used at the 1965 PIAP Workshop on the topic of “Continuing Self-Awareness and Personal Growth of the Psychotherapist” with handwritten annotations made on the back of the pages.

Correspondents Include:
Leonard Pearson
Ruth Bishop Heiser
James B. Utt
Dean Burch
Arthur H. Brayfield
H. M. Hildreth
Marie Coleman Nelson
Mrs. Winthrop Rockefeller

Folder 22: APA 1966-1967
- Handwritten introduction to an APA Symposium
- 12 page paper titled “Personnel Attitudes and Patients’ Emotional Response to Hospitalization for Physical Illness” by Alan S. DeWolfe with handwritten annotations
- 9 page paper titled “Physician Characteristics and Patient Attitudes” with handwritten annotations

Correspondents Include:
Robert P. Barrell
Alan S. DeWolfe
Sidney M. Greenberg
Folder 23: APA Appointments – Executive Committee, Division 12 1964-1966
Contains correspondence regarding such topics as:

- Harrower’s appointment as Program Chairman for Division 12
- Combining panel discussions and symposia of divisions 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, & 17 for the 1965 APA Convention
- Harrower withdrawing from the position of Division 12 Program Chairman
- Complaints with the Division 12 Executive Committee

Correspondents Include:

- Sol L. Garfield
- Winifred S. Scott
- Florence Halpern
- Arthur L. Kovacs
- Roger Bibace
- Theodore H. Blau
- Ivan N. Mensh
- Carl N. Zimet
- Stuart Cook
- Donald K. Freedheim

Folder 24: Baltimore Psychoanalytic Institute (1954)

- Correspondence with Jerome Hartz and Chauncey D. Leake regarding a series of lectures conducted by Harrower at the Baltimore Psychoanalytic Institute on the topic of “How analytic thinking has influenced psychological testing”
- Handwritten notes for the lectures conducted at the Baltimore Psychoanalytic Institute in 1954
Folder 1: Baird, Robert (1947)
- Correspondence with Robert Baird regarding “doodle book” on which he was working
- Short paper regarding analyzing a person’s doodles as insight into their personality

Folder 2: Ralph Banay (1942)
- Contains brief correspondence between Harrower and Ralph Banay regarding Rorschach testing of inmates at Sing Sing Prison

Folder 3: Sir Frederick Banting (1939-1940)
- Correspondence with Sir Frederick Banting regarding Harrower’s research on the topic: “The Personality Structure of the Incipient Psychoneurotic”

Folder 4: Joseph Barth (1952-1955)
- Correspondence between Harrower and Joseph Barth regarding various research projects and conferences.

Folder 5: Basic Books (1956)
- Correspondence with Arthur Rosenthal of Basic Books containing a review of a manuscript written by Eric Wellisch on the group Rorschach

Folder 6: Bateson Article by Heims (1971)
- Correspondence between Harrower and Steve P. Heims regarding the “Macy Conferences on Feedback”
- Article written by Heims titled “Gregory Bateson and the Mathematicians: From Interdisciplinary Interaction to Societal Functions”

Folder 7: Beck, S. J. (1939-1948)
- Correspondence between Harrower and Beck regarding meetings of the Brief Psychotherapy Council, the International Congress of Psychology in Edinburgh, and Beck’s work on the interpretation of the Nuremberg Rorschachs

Folder 8: Bellak, Dr. Leopold (1950-1960)
- Paper titled “Toward an Ego Psychology of Projective Techniques – A Study of Limitations and ‘Failures’” by Leopold Bellak, MD
- Correspondence with Dr. Leopold Bellak regarding such topics as: publications on projective methods; invitation for Harrower to speak on the Rorschach and Bellevue-Wechsler at Bellak’s City College classes; Bellak’s training and experience, and Harrower’s letter endorsing Bellak to the Committee for the Certification of Psychologists in New York State

Folder 9: Berkman, A. S. Original Letters (1926-1933)
- Contains letters from Alexander Sasha Berkman, noted anarchist, to Molly Harrower mostly discussing Harrower’s poetry.

Folder 10: Berkman (1926-1933)
- Contains transcripts of the original letters from Berkman, and includes a couple of letters from Harrower to Berkman and examples of Harrower’s writing upon which Berkman comments.
Folder 11: Koffka & Roys re: Berkman 1933
- Contains excerpts of letters from Kurt Koffka and Dean Roys in which they discuss comments made by Alexander Sasha Berkman on Molly Harrower’s writing.

Folder 12: Blain, Dr. Daniel (1951-1953)
- Correspondence with Dr. Daniel Blain regarding Harrower’s handbook regarding Multiple Sclerosis and her book “Appraising Personality” as well as some discussion of speaking engagements.

Folder 13: Bollingen Foundation (1951-1964)
Contains correspondence with members of the Bollingen Foundation re:
- Receipt of a grant to finish the book “Appraising Personality”
- Taxation on the receipt of Fellowship awards
Correspondents Include:
- Ernest Brooks, Jr
- William McGuire
- Richard G. Anderson
- Kenneth W. Moe
- Mary C. Ritter

Folder 14: Bonn International Conference 1959-1960
- Invitation for Harrower to participate in a symposium on “Theory & Critique of Projective Techniques” at the 1960 International Congress of Psychology
- Paper titled “Prediction of Overt Behavior from Projective Test Data” by Zygmunt A. Piotrowski, Ph.D.
- Correspondence regarding travel grants and other forms of travel assistance for participants in the International Congress of Psychology in Bonn
- Requests for reprints and various testing materials
- A copy of the “Fu-Ro” test & Harrower’s responses to the test
Correspondents Include:
- Henry P. David
- Zygmunt A. Piotrowski
- John G. Darley
- Bernard F. Riess
- Hans Thomae
- Constance Berry
- O. Martensen-Larsen
- David H. Mills
- Renate G. Armstrong
- Jose Germaine
- Christel Drey-Fuchs
- Edoardo Abbele
- K. M. Miller
- H. Hector

Folder 15: Book Brochures 1945-1965
- Contains brochures for various book written by Harrower or with contributions from Harrower

Folder 16: Bordin, Edward S. 1964
- Correspondence regarding similar research interests between Bordin and Harrower
- Copy of Bordin’s “Proposal for Research on Personality Influences on Response to the Task of Free Association”
Correspondents include:
- Edward S. Bordin
- John Brigham
- Victor H. Rosen
- Robert C. Ascher
- Max Schur

Folder 17: Borgese, G. A. (1939-1947)
- Correspondence with G. A. Borgese regarding Harrower’s poetry
Folder 18: Bowers, Margareta K. (1957)
- Twenty-Seven page paper by Margareta K. Bowers titled “The Cross As A Command To Suffer” – this paper was presented at the Fourteenth Meeting of the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion, 1957.
- Review written by Harrower on the book “Conflicts of the Clergy” by Margareta K. Bowers

Folder 19: British Journal of Medical Psychology 1956
- Correspondence with John D. Sutherland and Joseph Sandler regarding an article submitted to the British Journal of Medical Psychology by Molly Harrower
- Article titled “Screening ... For What? – The Relevant Use of Psychological Tests in Medical Education” written by Harrower and submitted to the British Journal of Medical Psychology

Folder 20: Brown, Derek Denny (1942)
- Correspondence between Harrower and Derek Denny Brown regarding Koffka’s death and the possibility of publishing two chapters of the book he was working on at the time of his death.

Folder 21: Buhler, Charlotte (1944-1949)
- Correspondence between Buhler and Harrower regarding Buhler’s research with the Rorschach and the possible publication of articles and books by Buhler

Folder 22: Burton, Arthur 1957-1963
- Invitation from Arthur Burton to contribute a case study chapter to his book: “Case Studies of Counseling & Psychotherapy”
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s work on a chapter for “Case Studies of Counseling & Psychotherapy” & her eventual exclusion from the book
- Invitation from Arthur Burton to contribute a chapter to his book: “Modern Psychotherapeutic Practice”

Folder 23: Sir Hugh Cairns (neurosurgeon) 1937
- Letter from Cairns to Harrower regarding collaboration of Cairns, Koffka, and Harrower on the examination of a patient.

Folder 24: Mary Whiton Calkins 1928
- Letter from Calkins to Harrower asking if Harrower would be interested in attending Wellesley, and explaining the circumstances of financial assistance that would be available.

Folder 25: D. Y. Cameron 1926
- Letter from Cameron to Harrower regarding Harrower’s “The Perfect Art”

Folder 26: Canadian Medical Association 1940
- Letter from A. G. Nicholls, editor of the Canadian Medical Association Journal, offering to publish Harrower’s lecture titled “Psychological Factors in Aviation”

Folder 27: Leonard Carmichael 1939
- Correspondence regarding publishing various un-named articles written by Harrower.
Collection Name: Harrower Papers
Location: M3202

- Correspondence between Caveness and Harrower regarding individual research as well as work conducted together

Folder 29: Charles University 1962
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s donation of testing material to the archives of the Institute of Psychology at Charles University in Czechoslovakia

Folder 30: Mary Ellen Chase (undated)
- Contains personal correspondence from Chase to Harrower

Folder 31: Child Study Association 1958-1959
- Letter from Lawrence Goldstein containing a detailed review/corrections to the rough draft of Harrower’s article titled “Psychology – Its Place in Our Schools”
- Draft of the article “Psychology – Its Place in Our Schools” with extensive annotations.

Correspondents Include:
Margaret C. Dawson
Lawrence Goldstein
Ruth R. Ohman

Folder 32: Children’s Bureau – 2nd Conference 1952-1953
- Correspondence with Edward D. Greenwood and Frank Fremont-Smith regarding the Children’s Bureau Conference and the report regarding the conference that was written afterward.

Folder 33: Children’s Bureau Conference Report (undated)
- Lengthy report describing the conference and the various group discussions that occurred in the course of the conference.

Among the contributors & correspondents:
Martha Eliot
Frank Fremont-Smith
Sibyle Escalona
Katharine Bain
Folder 1: Department of Civil Service, New York State 1951
- Correspondence with Carl E. Tremer asking Harrower to serve on the Board of Examiners for the positions Clinical Psychologist & Senior Clinical Psychologist for the State of New York.
- Pamphlet announcing positions in New York State for Clinical Psychologists

Folder 2: Post Graduate Seminar for Clergy 1954
- Correspondence with Chauncey D. Leake regarding the idea of holding a post graduate seminar on clinical psychology and pastoral care.

Folder 3: Stanley Cobb 1937-1940
- Correspondence with Stanley Cobb regarding surgical shock and the psychological effects of surgery

Folder 4: Columbia University 1960-1963
- Announcement of Harrower’s appointment as Associate in the University Seminar on the Role of the Health Professions at Columbia University
- Correspondence regarding various seminars held at Columbia
- Program & student roster for a course on Governmental Hospital Administration held at Columbia in September of 1962

Correspondents Include:
- Sally E. Knapp
- Isabel P. Robinault
- Frank Tannenbaum
- Violet E. Denison
- Jonas Kaye

Folder 5: Contemporary Psychology 1956-1959
- Harrower’s review of Sandor Rado & George E. Daniels’ “Changing Concepts of Psychoanalytic Medicine” for the journal Contemporary Psychology
- Correspondence with Edith L. Annin & Edwin G. Boring regarding Harrower’s review of the Rado & Daniels book as well as a forthcoming review of Harrower’s book “Personality Change & Development”

Folder 6: Court Intake Project 1953
- Transcript of the June 5th 1953 meeting regarding the Court Intake Project. Those present at the meeting include: Leo Bartemeier, Marion E. Kenworthy, Harris Peck, & Justine Wise Polier as well as various persons from the press. This is a lengthy, 40 page transcript of the meeting.

Folder 7: Credentials 1957
- This folder contains copies of all of the documents that Harrower had to submit regarding her education & professional credentials in order to obtain her license to practice as a psychologist in New York

Correspondents Include:
- Joseph R. Sanders
- George Humphrey
- Morris Ginsberg
- I. A. Richards
- Robert C. Killough, Jr.
- Victor Bridel
- Frederic Charles Bartlett
- Helen B. McDermott

Folder 8: Curriculum Vitae 1928-1951
- Various drafts of curriculum vitae for Molly Harrower, the most recent date covered in any of the drafts is 1951
Folder 9: Dartmouth College 1955
- Correspondence with John B. McKenna discussing the possibility of examining students at Dartmouth
- Correspondence with Irving E. Bender regarding replacement of slide 10 of the Harrower Group Method Rorschach

Folder 10: Juvenile Delinquency Conference 1959
- Proposals, programs, and general correspondence regarding The Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy's Juvenile Delinquency Conference. The correspondence is with Arlene R. Wolberg

Folder 11: John Drevdahl 1960
- Correspondence with John Drevdahl regarding his investigation of psychologists with creative contributions

Folder 12: Alvan L. Barach 1945-1976
- Correspondence regarding Harrower's search for training in psychoanalysis
- Discussion of various writing projects and work in general through the years
- Samples of Barach's creative writing under the pen name "John Coignard"
- Barach's review of Menninger's book "What Ever Happened to Sin?"
- Various original poems and excerpts from published works written between Barach & Harrower

Folder 13: Barach Manuscripts (undated)
This folder contains various manuscripts written by Alvan L. Barach and sent to Harrower. Among the titles included: "Incidental Learning and the Irreplaceable Moment"; "Oxygen Inhalation: An Aid To Senile Minds"; "In Defense of Promethean Anxieties: An Exploration of the Hazards of Creativity"; "Masculine Will and Feminine Response: A Consideration of Petruchio-ism"; "The Impulse to Yield"; "Why Women Must Think"; "Feminine Submission"; & "The Feminine Impulse to Surrender"

Folder 14: Edwin G. Boring 1941-1954
- Page indicating dates of Koffka letters in which Boring is mentioned
- Correspondence regarding Harrower writing Koffka's Necrology for the American Journal of Psychology
- Correspondence regarding Boring's views on the Fifth Amendment and McCarthyism
- Advice to Harrower regarding republishing "The Psychologist at Work"

Folder 15: Lawrence Kubie 1948-1953
- Comments from Kubie regarding a manuscript by Harrower on the Psychiatric & Psychological concept of normality
- Application for a grant to support psychoanalytic studies of the creative process in artists
- Manuscript titled "Death of a Salesman or What Price Insight" by Kubie
- A question & answer sheet on the topic of "Shall Physicians Alone Be Licensed to Diagnose and to Treat Psychological Disabilities?"
- Correspondents regarding the development of classes/conferences that combine psychology and psychiatry
- Discussion by Kubie of Wilder Penfield's presidential address for the American Neurological Association
Folder 15 Continued

Correspondents Include:

Frank Fremont-Smith  
Margaret Brenman  
Franklyn H. Westcott  
John C. Whitehorn  
John M. Caldwell, Jr.

Donald L. Kyer  
Charles Moller  
Donald Urquhart  
Wilder Penfield  
Emanuel K. Schwartz

Ruth Lloyd  
Thomas Collier  
Chauncey D. Leake  
Paul Mellon

Folder 16: Lawrence Kubie 1943-1946

- Fifty page manuscript regarding training of the young scientist – with handwritten annotations
- Five page paper titled “Clinical Psychology & Psychotherapy” – author unknown
- Review of the book “Psychology for the Armed Services” edited by E. G. Boring
- Series of letters from Lawrence Kubie during WWII while he was in Germany
- Correspondence regarding a possible conference on the Training of Clinical Psychologists
- Rough draft of a report by a Preparatory Commission on Individual Aggression and World Peace
- Correspondence regarding a condition called “aniseikonia”

Correspondents Include:

David Rapaport  
Albert Q Maisel  
Frank Fremont-Smith

John G. Lynn  
Nina Ridenour  
Seth Dennis

Heinz Hartmann  
Jonas Friedenwald

Folder 17: Kubie: Report on Teaching Team, 1948

- Report of the Teaching Team in Psychosomatic Medicine at Letterman General Hospital, August 29 to September 11, 1948. This includes a detailed schedule of the curriculum presented each day.

Members of the Teaching Team Include:

Lawrence S. Kubie  
Sidney Berengarten  
Charles Brenner

Molly Harrower  
L. A. Kohn  
Theodore Lidz

A. O. Ludwig  
F. C. Redlich  
H. A. Wiggers

The University of Akron
Folder 1: Lawrence Kubie 1954-1958
- Paper titled “Hyperventilation Syndrome – Psychological Considerations” by Alvan L. Barach
- 15 page draft of a paper titled “Problems of Sex at the George Junior Republic”
- Correspondence regarding plans for a conference to be called “The Role of Self-Knowledge in the Educational Process”
- 4 page outline titled “Program for the Study of the Central Respiratory Mechanism: More Particularly with Respect to its Ascending Influence on Central Nervous Mechanisms”
- Summaries of interviews and discussion with various persons regarding educational issues such as failure in both undergraduate and graduate schools

Correspondents Include:
Alvan L. Barach
Edwin G. Boring
F. G. Brickwedde
Max Siegel
Beatrix Cobb
Milburn Russell
Chauncey Leake
Robert F. Bacher
Lee A. DuBridge
A. Van Harreveld
Linus C. Pauling
Jesse L. Greenstein
E. C. Watson

Folder 2: Lawrence Kubie 1954-1957
- 16 page paper titled “The Financial Problems of the Academic Life: Two Possible Solutions”
- Correspondence regarding the need for the study of psychopathology at Harvard
- Correspondence with Kubie regarding various research projects
- 4 page speech written by Kubie on the occasion of the Harvard Class of 1916’s 1956 reunion
- Correspondence from Kubie regarding a suggested outline for psychological and psychiatric reports

Correspondents Include:
C. W. Sheppard
Robert White
Frank Fremont-Smith
Warner G. Fletcher
Archibald Alexander
Bernard Rabinowitz
Bernard Ackerman
Chauncey Leake
Milton Raisbeck
Carl Whitaker
Titus H. Harris
Lewis R. Wolberg
Raymond Gesselin
Alice Walter
Rollen Watson

Folder 3: Lawrence Kubie 1958-1959
- Correspondence regarding the University of Chicago Medical School’s interest in making a pilot test of Kubie’s plan for a doctorate in Medical Psychology
- 14 page transcript of an interview between Drs. Kubie, Smith, & Weir regarding research in Psychology at the California Institute of Technology
- Correspondence regarding how to assemble a panel of top-notch independent clinical psychologists to conduct blind examinations for a NY court
- Correspondence regarding the teaching techniques of Sarah Sidis
- 4 page critique of a ms titled “On the Psychotherapy of Schizophrenia: A Study of Direct Analysis.” Ms written by Albert E. Scheflen & rough draft of Kubie’s preface to Albert Scheflen’s book
- Kubie’s review of the book “The Cave” by Robert Penn Warren
- 8 page paper titled “Comments on Shapiro’s Memorandum to Bob Knight About My Questions About Psychological Tests”

Correspondents Include:
Meyer Shapiro
F. A. Weiss
Canby Robinson
Marion B. Robinson
Milton J. Raisbeck
Charles T. Howard
Clifton Fadirnan
Albert E. Scheflen
Robert Penn Warren
Saul Korey
Mary D. Ainsworth
Marion B. Robinson

Folder 4: Lawrence Kubie 1960-1967
- Discussion of the merits & contributions made by psychological testing to therapy
- Invitation to Kubie to appear as a discussant for an APA Symposium on the role of ward psychologists
- Correspondence regarding Eli Goldenson’s multidisciplinary team studying manifestations of temporal lobe pathology (both before & after operation) in patients who have psychomotor epilepsy
- 12 page ms titled “The Spiritual Challenge of Medicine to Human Culture” by Kubie
- Outline of writing worked on by Kubie during the years 1960-1964
- General correspondence between Kubie & Harrower regarding vacations, plans to visit each other, and current work projects

Correspondents Include:
- David Shapiro
- Walter E. O’Connell
- Asenath Petrie
- Victor Rosen
- Marita Viglione
- H. M. Murdock
- Leo Bartemeier
- Ruth Feis
- Herbert Feis

Folder 5: Lawrence Kubie 1968-1974
- General correspondence between Kubie & Harrower regarding vacation plans, plans to visit each other, updates on the conditions of mutual friends
- Correspondence regarding Personality typing
- Newsclipping of Kubie’s obituary
- Letters of condolence to the Kubie family & friends

Correspondents Include:
- Chauncey D. Leake
- Ralph Phrauer
- Jacob Arlow
- Frederick A. King
- John Kubie
- Joseph P. Lash
- Robert S. Wallerstein
- Anne Rabinowitz
- Alma T. Lane
- Frances Wister

Folder 6: Miscellaneous Rorschach Materials (undated)
- Correspondence with Frank Fremont Smith regarding concept of creating a pool of Rorschach records of outstanding persons to use as a basis of comparison from which serious students could study & learn
- 2 page paper titled “A Brief Report on the Development of the Large Scale Rorschach Techniques” – two drafts, one containing handwritten annotations
- Short letter regarding use of projective techniques in Industry

Folder 7: Hiltmann, Dr. Hildegarde – Undated
- 7 page paper written in German for a class taught by Hiltmann. Titled appears to be: “Der Sogenannte Gruppen-Szondi – Kuriosum oder Argernis
- 8 pages of a table outlining various published interview studies
Folder 8: Personality Assessment 1980
- Address delivered by Karen Machover upon receipt of Distinguished Psychologist Award for 1980 during the APA convention in Montreal. The Address is titled “Reflections of a Pioneer: A Personal Diary of Over Fifty Years in Clinical Psychology”
- Paper titled “Brief Projective Methods in Personality Assessment” written by Henry P. David and William Rabinowitz
- Copy of a Rorschach Analysis presented by Sydney J. Blatt at the 11th International Congress on Projective Techniques, along with an introductory letter discussing the analysis
- Paper titled “Progress in the Development of a Science of Persons” written by Ted Landsman

Folder 9: Henle 1968-1975
- 19 page undated, untitled paper by Mary Henle on Kurt Koffka
- 19 page paper titled “Adventures in Archives: How Gestalt Psychology Came to America” by Mary Henle
- Mary Henle’s presidential address to Division 24 at APA 1975. The address is titled “Gestalt Psychology and Gestalt Therapy”
- Correspondence between Harrower and Paul Satz regarding Henle’s paper on Gestalt Psychology and Gestalt Therapy
- Paper presented at the APA Division of the History of Psychology 1968 meeting. Paper is titled “Why Did Their Precursors Fail and the Gestalt Psychologists Succeed? Reflections on Theories and Theorists” by Harry Helson

Folder 10: Holt 1963-1965
- Memo to participants in the conference on an Idealized Training Program for Psychotherapists from Robert R. Holt regarding present status of plans for the conference
- Memo dated November 1963 to participants in the Gould House Conference from Holt regarding news & developments relating to “an ideal training program for psychotherapists”
- Memo dated June 19, 1964 to participants in Gould House Conference from Holt regarding developments pertaining to new directions in training psychotherapists
- Memo dated June 1, 1965 to participants in Gould House Conference from Holt regarding developments pertaining to new directions in training psychotherapists

Folder 11: Santa Fe Presentation – Undated
- Materials for a presentation made by Harrower. The presentation is broken down into 7 sections with the following headings: Introduction: The Therapy of Poetry; The Poet-Self Discovered; The You-Directed Poems; The How of Writing; Poems Shared Directly with Others; Portraits of Persons; & the Self-Sustaining Poems

Folder 12: Important Notes Re: Creativity - undated
- Contains handwritten & typed notes regarding the creative process and the steps involved in writing a poem.
Folder 13: Additional Research for Creativity and Aging – undated
- Handwritten & typed notes on creativity and aging
- Paper titled “A Psychologist Looks at Creativity and Aging” by Harrower
- Reprint of “Creativity in the Later Years: Optimistic Prospects for Achievement” by Dean Keith Simonton. Heavily annotated by Harrower
- Copy of an article titled “Neurology and the Soul” by Oliver Sacks. Annotated by Harrower

Folder 14: Agenda for Film: Writing in Upward Years 1989-1990
- Contains a table of contents & conference agenda for “Writing in the Upward Years”

Folder 15: Architects – undated
- 37 page paper titled “Consistency and Change: The IPAR Architects 25 Years Later” by Stephanie Z. Dudek & Wallace B. Hall. Heavily annotated by Harrower
- 2 page paper titled “Creative Architects Age 70+” by Stephanie Z. Dudek, with portions highlighted by Harrower
- Handwritten notes
Folder 1: Comments on Creativity and Aging 1989-1990
- Letters from various persons commenting on Harrower’s paper “Creativity and Aging” most are signed with first names only

Folder 2: Sept. 13 Speech to the Colloquium 1990
- Correspondence from Donald A. Dewsbury to Harrower confirming the date of Harrower’s colloquium which was titled “A Psychologist Looks at Creativity and Aging”

Folder 3: Other Correspondence Re: Creativity & Aging 1989
- Handwritten biographical sketch of Harrower including information on personal background, interests, education, & professional contributions
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s paper on creativity & Aging. Correspondents include Bernie (last name unknown) and Otto von Mering

Folder 4: Rough Draft: Creativity and Aging - undated
- Contains typed paragraphs & handwritten pages from a note book – rough draft of “Creativity & Aging”

Folder 5: Gerontologist Correspondence 1989
- Correspondence with George J. Caranasos and Rosalie A. Kane regarding Harrower’s submission of “Creativity and Aging” to The Gerontologist

Folder 6: Graph of Harrower’s Publications – undated
- List of Harrower’s publications covering the years 1928-1989
- Graph of Harrower’s publications broken down by years, age, & number of publications

Folder 7: Donald Hebb 1978
- Correspondence regarding Hebb’s article “On Watching Myself Get Old”
- Reprint of “On Watching Myself Get Old” with annotations by Harrower

Folder 8: Papers by Lordahl, Gubrium from “Writing in the Upward Years” 1990
- Panel paper on Harrower by Jo Ann Lordahl
- Paper titled “New Thoughts on Identity in the Upward Years” by Jaber F. Gubrium
- Paper for “Writing in the Upward Years” by Anne G. Jones
- Paper titled “Richard Eberhart’s Writing in His Upward Years” by Carolyn H. Smith

Folder 9: Plain Jane 1990
- Correspondence from people ordering copies of Plain Jane and commenting on Harrower’s presentations at various conferences

Folder 10: Robitaille Discussion Group 1990
- Letter from Harrower to Anne Jones, Jaber Gubrium, & Jo Ann Lordahl (all members of the “Writing in the Upward Years” Discussion Group) sending them copies of some of her work & arranging a time to meet & discuss the material
- Part of a grant proposal written by Steve Robitaille describing Harrower’s work
Folder 11: Robitaille 1991-1992
- Correspondence between Harrower & Steve Robitaille regarding the production of Harrower’s videotape in the “Writing in the Upward Years” series

Folder 12: May Sarton 1954
- Correspondence between Harrower & Sarton in which they exchange books & comment on each others work

Folder 13: Carolyn Smith on Eberhart 1989
- Reprint of an article by Carolyn H. Smith titled “Richard Eberhart’s Poems on Aging” with annotations by Harrower

Folder 14: Skinner – undated
- Rough draft of a paper on the topic of Skinner, Hebb, and aging

Folder 15: Sternberg Correspondence & Article 1989
- Draft of a paper on creativity – undated, untitled, with numerous annotations

Folder 16: Talk – undated
- Contains a version of “A Psychologist Looks at Creativity & Aging” modified to be read aloud at a conference

Folder 17: Thomas – Therapy of Poetry 1989
- Correspondence with Charles C. Thomas – Publisher regarding stock & copyright of Harrower’s book “The Therapy of Poetry”

Folder 18: Robin West 1986-1989
- Research Summary paper titled “Self-efficacy and Performance Differences on Laboratory and Everyday Memory Tasks” by Jane M. Berry, Robin L. West, & Kim Powlishta
- Manuscript titled “Reliability & Validity of the Memory Self Efficacy Questionnaire (MSEQ)” by Jane Berry, Robin West, & Dierdre Dennehey
- Correspondence between Harrower & Robin West regarding Harrower including some of West’s findings in a presentation

Folder 19: C. J. C. Earl – Manuscript 1938-1942
- Paper by C. J. C. Earl titled “The Verbal and Performance Abilities of Moron Adults”
- Correspondence between Harrower and C. J. C. Earl regarding use of the Rorschach
Folder 20: George Eastman House 1944-1966
- Correspondence with Max Eastman regarding summer rental of the house
- Correspondence with Robert Bretz regarding photographs taken by Harrower’s grandfather John Forbes White

Folder 21: Max Eastman 1934-1944
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s poetry & personality testing of Max Eastman

Folder 22: Beatrice Edgell 1980-1996
- Detailed outline of Beatrice Edgell’s academic career
- Correspondence from David A. H. Wilson regarding questions about Beatrice Edgell

Folder 23: Albert Einstein Medical School 1956-1959
- Correspondence with Herbert Weiner regarding test retest scores with the Group Rorschach tests

- Correspondence regarding the inclusion of Harrower’s article “The Measurement of Psychological Factors in Marital Maladjustment” as a chapter in the book *Neurotic Interaction in Marriage*
- 7 typed pages that were added to Harrower’s article from the book *Neurotic Interaction in Marriage*

Folder 25: Encyclopedia of Mental Health 1961
- 16 page paper titled “Intelligence Testing” written by Frank S. Freeman
- 13 page paper titled “Aptitude & Vocational Testing” written by Steiner
- Correspondence with Franklin Watts inviting Harrower to contribute to the Encyclopedia of Mental Health on the subjects of Intelligence Tests, Psychological Testing, & Intelligence
- List of subjects to be covered in the Encyclopedia
- Questions on psychological testing & Harrower’s responses

Folder 26: Encyclopedia Judaica 1971
- Correspondence regarding use of a photo of Kurt Koffka in the Encyclopedia

Folder 27: O Spurgeon English 1955-1965
- Correspondence mostly regarding English’s “Love” project
- 21 page paper titled “The Second Vocation” by O. Spurgeon English
- Correspondence regarding use of Group Rorschach Testing at Temple University Medical School
- Correspondence with Nina Ridenour & Henry Ittleson regarding Ittleson Family Foundation grant for Harrower’s “A Follow-Up Study of the Effectiveness of Psychotherapy and the Predictive Value of Psychodiagnostic Testing”

Folder 28: Epi-Hab, Inc. 1958
- Correspondence between Harrower, Frank Risch, & Michael Lechner regarding Harrower’s acceptance of the invitation to serve on the Epi-Hab (epilepsy rehabilitation) Project Advisory Committee
Folder 29: Epileptic Seizure Clinic 1958
- Correspondence with Anne M. Lubrecht regarding Harrower's lecture on "The Challenge of Growing Up" delivered to the Seizure Clinic Parents' Association

- Correspondence with Ellen Winston regarding Harrower's participation on Epilepsy Advisory Committees and meetings

Folder 31: ESP 1965
- Invitation to attend an ESP Forum sponsored by The American Society for Psychical Research & program for the Forum

Folder 32: NY Clinical Ethics Committee 1951-1952
- Complaint to the NY Society of Clinical Psychologists raised by a patient about a psychologist

Folder 33: H. J. Eysenck 1941-1944
- Correspondence from Eysenck requesting a reprint & Rorschach testing materials
Folder 1: Eric Farmer 1941
- Correspondence with Eric Farmer and Dr. Edgell regarding Harrower’s work with the Group Rorschach

Folder 2: Herbert Feis 1918-1973
- Personal correspondence between Herbert Feis, Mortimer Lahm, Ruth Feis, Lawrence Kubie, and Harrower
- Typescript of a memorial service for Herbert Feis by Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. dated 9-28-72
- Paper titled “Introduction to Robert Nathan’s Tribute to Herbert Feis” by Lawrence Kubie
- Copy of Robert Nathan’s tribute to Herbert Feis

Folder 3: Frank Fremont-Smith 1957-1974
- Copy of an address delivered at the American Orthopsychiatric Association meeting - 1958, titled “The Mental Health Aspects of the Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy”
- Correspondence between Harrower & Fremont-Smith regarding various work projects
- Correspondence regarding Frank Fremont-Smith’s 70th birthday party
- Invitation to a Memorial Tribute to Frank Fremont-Smith held 5-13-74
- Speech written by Harrower of some personal memories of Frank Fremont-Smith

Correspondents Include:
Paul Gyorgy
Margaret Brenman
Elizabeth Purcell
Elaine Ralli
Catharine Calabretta
Victor Soriano

Folder 4: William Hamilton Fyfe 1970
- Copies of newspaper obituaries for William Hamilton Fyfe
- Reprint of an obituary of William Hamilton Fyfe by Claude E. Dolman from the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Canada

Folder 5: Sir Francis Galton October 19, 1885
- Letter from Sir Francis Galton regarding “the fisher folk”. It is unknown to whom this letter is addressed.

Folder 6: Arnold Gesell 1940-1943
- Correspondence regarding developmental examination of infants and preschool children

Folder 7: James Gibson 1969
- A commemorative address for Division 3 of the APA, delivered at Washington, DC in September 1963. The address is titled “The Legacies of Koffka’s Principles” by James Gibson

Folder 8: Goddard College 1954-1964
- Correspondence and conference materials for the 1955 Conference on the Role of Self Knowledge in the Educative Process, as well as the subsequent conferences which later became known as the Annual Conference on Education and the Behavioral Sciences

Correspondents Include:
Royce S. Pitkin
Robert Mattuck
Herbert I. Harris
Folder 9: Donald R. Gorham 1947-1948
- Correspondence regarding Group Rorschach Tests conducted at Keuka College

Folder 10: Grant Foundation 1963-1964
- Correspondence with Adele Morrison of The Grant Foundation, Inc. regarding a request from Harrower for support for one of her research projects
- An anonymous, short review of a manuscript by Harrower titled “Personality Endowment and Psychotherapy”
- Various comments on a manuscript by Harrower titled “Towards a Projective Topology” stating the need for it to appear in monograph form. Among those whose comments are provided are: Frank Fremont-Smith; Gordon W. Allport; Jane Loevinger; Hans H. Strupp; Lawrence S. Kubie; Joseph B. Margolin; Seymour Wapner; David Wechsler; Mary G. Clarke; Louis Linn; & Susan Deri

Folder 11: Alan Gregg 1948-1954
- Correspondence regarding Alan Gregg writing an introduction for Harrower’s book “Appraising Personality” – including a copy of the introduction

Folder 12: Roy R. Grinker 1944-1994
- Correspondence regarding Harrower developing tests for the Don Ce-Sar Convalescent Hospital
- Correspondence between Frank Fremont-Smith & Roy Grinker regarding the Stress Tolerance Test
- Correspondence regarding corrections to be made to Grinker’s manuscript “Men Under Stress”
- Discussion of work with Multiple Sclerosis patients

Folder 13: Multiple Choice Modification – 1949
- Contains draft of an agreement between Harrower and Samuel Kellman regarding his modification of Harrower’s Multiple Choice Rorschach test. This folder also contains samples of the modifications

Folder 14: Group Rorschach Miscellaneous Requests 1939-1944
- Correspondence requesting Group Rorschach information, reprints, and materials

Correspondents Include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>J. I. Rodale</th>
<th>Roy D. Halloran</th>
<th>Elizabeth Broomhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donald W. Fiske</td>
<td>Frank Fremont-Smith</td>
<td>A. A. Goldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Balinsky</td>
<td>Barbara Whittredge</td>
<td>John W. Appel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Hertzman</td>
<td>J. M. Messick</td>
<td>Winifred S. Graves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie W. Barkman</td>
<td>Durward H. Bailey</td>
<td>Solomon Aaron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James D. Jackson</td>
<td>Francis J. Braceland</td>
<td>Vera French</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 15: Group Rorschach Requests 1941-1944
- 34 page list of persons requesting copies of the Group Rorschach during the years 1941-1944

Folder 16: Harrower’s First Group Sessions As A Patient 1964
- A summarizing account of Harrower’s impressions of several sessions. Also includes spontaneous rhymes by Harrower relating to group members – with some hand-drawn illustrations
Folder 17: Grune & Stratton 1949-1969
- Correspondence with publisher regarding such topics as royalty statements, printing, and promotions of various books.
- Contract for “Personality Change as Reflected in the Projective Techniques”

Folder 18: Dr. James Halliday, Scottish Psychiatrist 1947-1948
- General personal correspondence between Harrower and the Scottish psychiatrist James Halliday

Folder 19: Ward C. Halstead 1938
- Letter from Ward Halstead regarding Harrower’s request for information on his frontal lobe work and extending an open invitation for Harrower to visit his laboratory

Folder 20: Handbook of Clinical Psychology 1964
- Draft of the Preface for the Handbook of Clinical Psychology by Benjamin Wolman
- Table of Contents for the Handbook of Clinical Psychology
- Bibliography for the Handbook of Clinical Psychology

Folder 21: Mrs. Stan Harding 1980
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s inquiry for information on Mrs. Stan Harding, author of the book The Underworld of State

Folder 22: Harrisburg State Hospital 1965-1966
- Correspondence regarding an invitation to Harrower to conduct a seminar at the Harrisburg State Hospital, requests for reprints on the Szondi and Most Unpleasant Concept tests, and correspondence regarding paying Harrower for the Seminar

Correspondents Include:
A. B. Horlacher
Ann Mohr Brewen
James W. Hamilton
Martha A. Fisher
Carrie Miller

Folder 23: Dr. Thomas J. Harris 1934-1936
- Letter of recommendation written for Harrower by Thomas J. Harris to Thornton W. Merriam
- Personal correspondence between Harrower and her physician Thomas J. Harris

Folder 24: Harrower Inkblots 1945
- Originals of what became the Harrower Inkblot Series. Also included are some inkblots that were not used and a sample of the published set, as well as a copy of the self-recording set of blots.

Folder 25: George Harrower (undated)
- Paper titled “Rorschach Personality Diagnosis and the Medical Technician” by George J. Harrower with numerous penciled annotations
- Letter to Harrower from George Harrower regarding a broken slide that needs replaced

Folder 26: Douglas Heath 1967
- Correspondence regarding some of Harrower’s research data
Folder 27: Donald Hebb 1939
- Correspondence with Donald Hebb requesting reprints and discussing needed corrections to one of Harrower’s manuscripts

Folder 28: Order of St. Helena (undated)
- Correspondence with the Order of St. Helena regarding the possible use of group therapy with their novitiate

Folder 29: Harry Helson 1968-1969
- Correspondence with Harry Helson requesting reprints of his article on the Gestalt psychologists

Folder 30: Charles Hendel 1940
- Second half of a letter from Charles Hendel discussing current work situation and seasons greetings to Harrower

Folder 31: Mary Henle 1969
- Mary Henle’s advice for a Swedish friend of Harrower’s who is interested in making contacts with persons in the United States who are doing work on motivation
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s collection of Koffka letters
Folder 1: Marguerite Hertz 1941-1950
- Letter from Harrower in which she answers objections raised by Marguerite Hertz regarding Rorschach Testing
- Correspondence regarding the "Specific Factor Inquiry" and the "minimum prodding" techniques
- Correspondence regarding organization of an International Rorschach Society at the International Rorschach Conference held in Zurich, Switzerland in 1949

Folder 2: Adolf Hitler Study by Waite 1969
- Correspondence regarding Waite's search for a graphologist to analyze a large sample of Adolf Hitler's handwriting

Folder 3: Paul Holbrook 1949-1955
- Correspondence regarding Paul Holbrook's plans to undergo analysis
- Correspondence regarding plans to conduct a study of chronic patients with arthritis at Holbrook's hospital in Tuscon, AZ.
- Invitation to and correspondence about a Conference on Connective Tissue Disease sponsored by the Macy Foundation

Folder 4: Milton G. Holmen 1967
- Correspondence between Harrower & Milton G. Holmen regarding the development of public policy on Psychological Testing
- Booklet titled "Testing & Public Policy: Issues of Concern to the Industry" by Milton G. Holmen & Richard F. Docter

Folder 5: Robert R. Holt 1956
- Correspondence regarding materials sent to Robert R. Holt by Harrower & discussion of how Harrower administered the Wechsler-Bellevue

Folder 6: Johns Hopkins 1957-1962
- Application for a research grant for a study on "Selection of Patients for Elective Plastic Surgery". Principal Investigator – Eugene Meyer, Co-investigator – Milton T. Edgerton
- Paper titled "Psychology of Certain Patients Seeking Plastic Surgery"
- The Henry Phipps Psychiatric Clinic's Research Conference Schedule, listing discussant names and topics to be discussed...year unknown
- Invitation for Harrower to participate in the Henry Phipps Psychiatric Clinic's Research Conference and her acceptance of the invitation

Correspondents Include:
Eugene Meyer
Russell A. Nelson
Wayne E. Jacobson
Joan G. Hampson
Ghislaine D. Godenne
Lawrence S. Kubie
Charles F. Reese
Folder 7: Johns Hopkins Rorschach Study (Caroline Thomas) 1953-1954
- Letter requesting follow-up information from former students who participated in a study on possible precursors of hypertension and coronary artery disease
- Correspondence with Harrower regarding study done on students at Johns Hopkins University Medical School

Folder 8: Hospital (offers & requests) 1955
- Letter from Herman B. Molish asking Harrower to evaluate the Rorschach Test as to the applicability of published test standards
- Letter inviting Harrower to accept a job as Director of Psychology for the Bronx Municipal Hospital Center in conjunction with the Albert Einstein College of Medicine

Folder 9: Psychological Problems in General Hospitals 1958-1959
- Correspondence with Mottram Torre & Margaret F. Carroll regarding the International Study of Psychological Problems in General Hospitals
- Materials regarding the study, description of the project, guideline for participants' papers, mailing list of participants, and bibliographies

Folder 10: George Humphrey 1982
- Correspondence with James Inglis regarding Harrower’s inquiry for information on George Humphrey
- Copy of Inglis’ chapter on “Psychology at Queen’s” appearing in History of Academic Psychology in Canada in which he includes information on George Humphrey

Folder 11: I. Huang 1929
- Contains a handwritten letter from I. Huang (A Chinese student with Koffka's lab) in which he discusses Gestalt Theory and Behaviorism

Folder 12: Hunter College 1958
- Invitation to speak at the Hunter College Psychology Club
- Harrower’s notes regarding what to speak about at Hunter College
- Correspondence with Marilyn B. Rosanes regarding when Harrower should speak

Folder 13: Evelyn Hutchinson 1979
- Letter from Evelyn Hutchinson thanking Harrower for an autobiographical piece

Folder 14: Dr. Robert H. Felix 1950-1965
- Correspondence regarding the possibility of receiving funding from NIMH for a research project with the chronically ill
- Program for the Samuel Rubin Foundation Award dinner in honor of Robert H. Felix – the recipient of the award

Folder 15: Stanton B. Felzer 1959-1965
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s plans to speak to the Philadelphia Chapter of the Society for Projective Techniques
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s presentation at a 1965 Psychotherapy conference in Philadelphia
Folder 16: J. D. Ferguson 1928-1980
- Personal correspondence from the artist J. D. Ferguson, one letter provides some biographical information on Ferguson

Folder 17: Ficke Foundation 1949-1950
- Summary of the Conference on the Scientific Investigation of the Creative Process in Art & the Agenda for the meeting as well as correspondence regarding the topic.
- Transcript of a meeting relating to the Investigation of the Creative Process in Art

Folder 18: Jay Fish 1954-1958
- Correspondence between Harrower and Jay Fish regarding his participation as a subject in one of Harrower's studies

Folder 19: Dorothy Canfield Fisher 1938
- Personal correspondence from Dorothy Canfield Fisher

Folder 20: Florida Trip Lecturing 1951-1952
- Correspondence regarding invitations for Harrower to speak at various universities and hospitals in the Southeastern United States

Correspondents Include:

- Bailey M. Wade
- Alice Leigh Fisher
- Lew Fisher
- Elmer D. Hinckley
- W. N. Kellogg
- Irving A. Fosberg
- William P. Layton

Folder 21: University of Florida – Gainesville, Hillis Miller Health Center 1952-1959
- Letter asking Harrower to review & provide feedback on the final draft of the report for the development of the University of Florida’s prospective medical school and center & a copy of the report.
- Correspondence regarding Harrower speaking at the University of Florida & requests for materials from Harrower

Correspondents Include:

- Edward M. Pensen
- Darrel J. Mase
- Audrey Schumacher
- Sidney Jourard
- Wilse B. Webb

- Invitation for Harrower to contribute a chapter on private practice to a book which Wilse Webb is compiling
- Correspondence regarding editorial changes to Harrower’s chapter on private practice for Wilse Webb’s book

Folder 23: Florida Letters 1967
- Correspondence between Harrower and various persons regarding her desire to work half-years in Florida while working the other half in New York

Correspondents Include:

- Syvil Marquit
- Robert Allen
- Wilse Webb
- Jerome Rosenblum
- Andrey Schumacher
- Sidney Jourard
Folder 24: Fordham University 1963-1964
- Correspondence with William C. Bier regarding Harrower’s presentation of a paper on “The Influence of Neurotic Trends” at the 1963 Pastoral Psychology Institute
- Draft of the paper “The Influence of Neurotic Trends” – with some annotations

- Proof copy of an article for the “Foreman’s Letter” about Harrower
- Letter from Martin W. Schaul inviting Harrower to contribute a signed column for the Foreman’s Letter

Folder 26: Renee Fox 1959-1961
- Correspondence between Harrower & Renee Fox regarding current work and Harrower’s visit & lecture to Fox’s class

Folder 27: Framingham Heart Disease Study 1954
- Correspondence between Harrower and Thomas R. Dawber regarding his study and scheduling a day for Harrower to visit

Folder 28: Lawrence Kelso Frank 1965
- Collection of letters about Lawrence Kelso Frank, prepared for his 75th birthday.
  Correspondents Include:
  - Theodora Abel
  - John Anderson
  - Ruth Andrus
  - Gregory Bateson
  - Leona Baumgartner
  - Viola Bernard
  - Barbara Biber
  - Carl Binger
  - Peter Blos
  - Samuel Braun
  - Anton Brenner
  - Edith Cobb
  - James Conner
  - Bingham Dai
  - John Dorsey
  - Abigail Eliot
  - Martha Eliot
  - Erik Erikson
  - Mary Essex
  - Frank Fremont-Smith
  - Roswell Gallagher
  - William Gruebich
  - Sidonie Gruenberg
  - Molly Harrower
  - Ruth Hartley
  - Henry Haskell
  - Robert Havighurst
  - Anne Hoppock
  - Amy Hostler
  - James Hymes
  - Edith Jackson
  - Joseph Johnston
  - Mary Jones
  - Alice Keliher
  - Pauline Knapp
  - Mary Lyne
  - Ronald Lippitt
  - Helen Lynd
  - Jean Macfarlane
  - Rollo May
  - Esther McGinnis
  - Myrtle McGraw
  - Margaret Mead
  - Rhoda Metraux
  - Gardner Murphy
  - Lois Murphy
  - Harry Murray
  - Peter Neubauer
  - John Niemeyer
  - F. S. C. Northrop
  - Willard Olson
  - Evelyn Pitcher
  - John Proctor
  - Molly Putnam
  - Idell Pyle
  - Margaret Rasmussen
  - Flora Rhind
  - Julius Richmond
  - Nina Ridenour
  - Milton Senn
  - Nathan Shock
  - Agnes Snyder
  - Benjamin Spock
  - George Stevenson
  - L. Joseph Stone
  - Katherine Taylor
  - Helen Thompson
  - Ruth Washburn
  - Warren Weaver
  - Charlotte Winsor
  - Laura Zirbes
Folder 29: Lawrence Frank (2) 1960-1965
- Correspondence regarding an introduction Frank had written for one of the books in the American Lecture Series
- Correspondence regarding the collection of letters for Frank’s 75th birthday and his reaction to Harrower’s poem

Folder 30: Herbert Freed 1964-1965
- Correspondence with Herbert Freed regarding a conference at Temple University called “The Results of Psychotherapy” at which Harrower was a discussant

Folder 31: Walter Freeman 1940
- Letter from Walter Freeman expressing interest in comparing Rorschach results of lobotomy patients

Folder 32: Flanders Dunbar 1990
- Correspondence with Donald S. Kornfeld regarding Harrower’s personal memories of Dr. Helen Flanders Dunbar

Folder 33: Fremont-Smith Volume I & II 1971-1974
- Contains Frank Fremont-Smith’s Report on Interdisciplinary Conferences (with handwritten annotations) addressed to M. C. Shelesnyak of the Smithsonian, volumes 1 & 2.
- Letter to Harrower from Fremont-Smith’s wife containing additional information on these two volumes
Folder 1: Frank Fremont-Smith Correspondence 1938-1970
- Correspondence between Harrower and Fremont-Smith regarding various research studies sponsored by the Macy Foundation
- Referrals of projects to each other
- Correspondence discussing the use of projective techniques in industry
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s project testing students in Galveston and the eventual termination of the project

Correspondents Include:
- Hans H. Reese
- Adelbert Ames, Jr.
- Samuel Gertman
- W. W. Kellett
- Sidney S. Saltzman
- John B. Truslow
- Eugene G. Reinartz
- Samuel R. Aspinall
- O. Spurgeon English
- James S. Plant
- Chauncey D. Leake

Folder 2: Correspondence regarding Frank Fremont-Smith 1970-1974
- Correspondence between Harrower & Frank Fremont-Smith & his wife during the final stages of his terminal illness regarding general topics and Fremont-Smith’s Report on Interdisciplinary Conferences
- Letter from Victor Soriano asking Harrower for personal memories of Frank Fremont-Smith for a necrology
- Copy of Charles C. Bergman’s memorial tribute to Frank Fremont Smith

Folder 3: Transcript of Case 004 Project MH-213 (1950)
- Contains a lengthy interview with a Holocaust survivor taken in 1950. Part of the interview contains TAT testing of the interviewee

Folder 4: Correspondence pertaining to Kelley-Gilbert Controversy 1939-1976
- The bulk of this folder contains correspondence between Harrower, Gus Gilbert, and Douglas Kelley regarding a monograph that was going to be published in the American Lecture Series (edited by Harrower) on the Rorschach records of the Nuremberg Nazis.
- There is also correspondence between Harrower, Gilbert and various psychologists asked to examine the Rorschach records

Correspondents Include:
- S. J. Beck
- H. Lehmann
- Douglas M. Kelley
- Gus Gilbert
- William Dunn
- Storer B. Lunt
- David Rapaport
- Ernest G. Schachtel
- Allen V. Williams
- Bruno Klopfer
- Standing Committee
- H. Lehmann
- Storer B. Lunt
- Allen V. Williams

Folder 5: 8 Nazi Rorschach Records & 8 Controls (undated)
- This folder contains Sixteen Rorschach records labeled A1-4, B1-4, C1-4, & D1-4. Eight of these are Nazi records and eight are controls. These were apparently for a study conducted by Harrower.

Folder 6: Answer Sheets to Experiment 1976
- Contains multiple answer sheets used in Harrower’s experiment with the Nazi Rorschach records
Folder 7: Brief Scoring For All Cases (undated)
- Contains summarized scores for all of the cases used in Harrower’s study of the Nazi Rorschachs. These are labeled: A1-4, B1-4, C1-4, & D1-4
- Some handwritten summarized scores on which the subject is identified

Folder 8: Correspondence regarding Harrower’s Experimental Project 1975-1976
- Correspondence between Harrower and Paul Chance of Psychology Today regarding an article on the Nazi war criminals
- Correspondence with various persons regarding research with the Nazi war criminal Rorschach records
  Correspondents Include:
  Paul Chance
  Zygmunt A. Piotrowski
  Samuel J. Beck

Folder 9: Robert Ley 1945-1986
- Correspondence pertaining to Nazi leader Robert Ley
  Correspondents Include:
  Ronald Smelser
  Douglas M. Kelley
  Webb Haymaker

Folder 10: Rorschach Records 1945
- Contains Rorschach records for six Nazi war criminals: Kaltenbrunner, Von Papen, Keitel, Sauckel, Funk, and Fritzsche

Folder 11: Seminar on Testing of Nazi War Prisoners 1975
- Talk to the American Civilization Seminar, 4/2/75, titled “Psychological Testing of the Nazi War Prisoners”

Folder 12: Notes for Lecture on Nazi Material (undated)
- Contains Harrower’s notes regarding her study of the Nazi Rorschach records for a lecture to a class

Folder 13: Rorschach Records of the Nazi War Criminals – original ms (undated)
- Contains a draft of a 24 page ms titled “Rorschach Records of the Nazi War Criminals: An Experimental Study After 30 Years”

Folder 14: Reactions to Harrower’s Articles 1976-1980
- Correspondence regarding various persons responses to Harrower’s article on the Nazi Rorschachs
- Copy of a paper titled “It Can Happen Here!” by Theodore R. Reiff
- Correspondence regarding an APA Symposium titled “The Rorschachs of Nazi War Criminals at Nuremberg” in which Harrower was a participant
- Correspondence from individuals purporting a revisionist attitude toward the Holocaust, ie: “It was a hoax”
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s attempts to re-test Albert Speer
- Paper titled “The Nuremberg Mind Revisited: A Quantitative Approach to Nazi Rorschachs” – author unknown
  Correspondents Include:
  Walter Kass
  Nathan Greenberg
  Theodore R. Reiff
  George M. Kren
  Barry A. Ritzler
  Evelyn Samras
  Ruth Formanek
  David Lindsay

The University of Akron
Folder 15: Review of the Nuremberg Mind (undated)
- Contains a review of Miale & Selzer’s “The Nuremberg Mind” – the review is written by Jacquelin Goldman

Folder 16: Nazis: Dimsdale 1976-1978
- Invitation to speak at the Massachusetts General Hospital at “Grand Rounds”
- Correspondence with Joel E. Dimsdale and Gerald Borofsky regarding Harrower’s visit to speak at Massachusetts General Hospital and a schedule for her visit
- Transcript of Harrower’s Grand Rounds presentation on the Nazi Rorschachs at Massachusetts General Hospital

Folder 17: H. Barry Molish 1989
- Correspondence with H. Barry Molish regarding the Nazi Rorschach test materials

- Extensive correspondence with Mandel and others regarding the Nuremberg Nazi Rorschach material

Correspondents Include:

| John A. Popplestone | Otto Klineberg | Michael Shimkin |
| Richard C. Hunter   | Paul J. Palmbaum | Suzanne H. Harris |
| Shmuel Krakowski    |                |                 |

Folder 19: Douglas M. Kelley 1947
- Correspondence between Harrower and Douglas Kelley regarding publishing difficulties between Kelley and Gilbert over the Nazi Rorschach material
Folder 1: Theodora Abel 1971-1986
- Correspondence between Harrower and Abel of a very general nature regarding current projects on which they are working

Folder 2: Academy of Religion and Mental Health 1969-1970
- Copy of a paper by G. E. W. Scobie titled “Personality Factors in Religious Belief”
- Memo from Harry C. Meserve regarding a proposal for a special issue of the Journal for the Academy of Religion and Mental Health on the theme: “What Can Man Believe In?”
- Correspondence regarding possible participants in the special journal issue
- Correspondence with Douglas Heath regarding participants in a research conference

- Letter from Russell T. Jones expressing regret that Harrower could not attend the ceremony honoring her and her colleagues - includes her responses to some questions about her career

Folder 4: Salute to Founders of Clinical Psychology 1989
- Reprint of article by Russell T. Jones titled “A Salute to the Founding Mothers and Fathers of Clinical Psychology” in which Harrower has marked those portions that pertain to her

Folder 5: APA Women’s Heritage Exhibit 1992
- Correspondence with Louise Vetter & Agnes N. O’Connell regarding Harrower’s inclusion in the Women’s Heritage Exhibit
- Harrower’s completed O’Connell Biographical Information Form
- Copy of Harrower’s Vita
- Copy of the summarized biographical sheet used for the Exhibit poster

Folder 6: Appreciations 1965-1989
- Correspondence to Harrower from various people expressing their appreciation for such things as: participating in studies, loaning material, presentations/lectures, and reprints

Correspondents Include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correspondent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William E. Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franz R. Epting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Renner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. K. Suzuki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elli Keinanen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polly Paul McMahon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis D. Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred H. Cantrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Steven Wilkerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis J. Braceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph L. Lowenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernice Maskin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert V. Heckel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth C. Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faye Gary-Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan B. Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Mortimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia Lawry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Shubert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Widak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Chalmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy C. Kempf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 7: Australian Psychologists 1973-1977
- Correspondence from Alan Condie and Rolf A. Peterson requesting reprints

Folder 8: Bibliography to 1990
- Contains a bibliography of Harrower’s published materials through 1990
Folder 9: Distinguished Contribution 1972
- Photocopy of an article announcing Harrower as the recipient of the Distinguished Contribution Award for the Society for Personality Assessment, written by Arthur C. Carr

Folder 10: The Women of Psychology 1983
- Correspondence with Gwendolyn Stevens regarding Harrower’s influences (persons & books) to be included in Women of Psychology

Folder 11: Ivan Brown 1990
- Correspondence between Harrower and Brown regarding Wilder Penfield and reprints

- Copies of the Christmas Letters Harrower sent out for the years 1989 and 1990

Folder 13: Birthday Letters 1986
- Letters and poems to Harrower regarding her 80th birthday

Correspondents Include:

Anne-Lise Lovlie Schibbye
Edith Bry
Mary Henle
Petre Vickers
Mosco Vickers
Mary Shaw
Deirdre V. Lovecky
Richard Eberhart

Philip Zimmerman
Sylvia Lawry
Norm Holland
Jane Holland
Margaret Green
Polly Paul McMahon
Doris K. Miller
Joel Seldin

John Harrower
Edna O’Dea
Jo Coudert
Mary Webb
Bernie Webb
Anne Wyatt-Brown
Judy Lahn
David Lahn

- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s appointment as Visiting Professor at the University of Florida
- Review of Proposed Doctoral Program in Counseling Psychology at the University of Florida written by Julius Seeman
- Unsigned letter addressed to Louis D. Cohen discussing current problems and possible solutions in the Clinical Psychology Doctoral program at the University of Florida
- Draft of a paper titled “Professional Psychology (Accredited programs in clinical psychology and counseling psychology, a revitalized program in school psychology and an emerging program in community psychology)”, no author provided

Correspondents Include:

G. Morris Carstairs
Lawrence S. Kubie

Merle E. Meyer
Andrew C. DelGaudio

Barry A. Ritzler

Folder 15: Edward A. Doskey 1992
- Letter to Harrower from Doskey, an undergraduate student, asking her for information about Koffka. Some brief handwritten notes on the letter listing some of the material she sent him

Folder 16: Larry Dossey 1984
- Correspondence regarding mutual interest in Sir Arthur Eddington & complimenting each other’s books
Folder 17: Richard Eberhardt 1978-1989
- General personal correspondence with Richard Eberhardt

Folder 18: Eisenhower Citizen Ambassador Program 1985
- Correspondence from Carl N. Zimet & K. Raymond Schoedel inviting Harrower to participate in the People to People Citizen Ambassador Program to visit the People's Republic of China and providing information on the program
- Letter from Harrower declining the invitation due to other commitments

Folder 19: John E. Exner, Jr. 1941-1988
- Photocopy of a letter listing all of the persons invited to the 1941 Rorschach Conference
- Request for a reprint
- Correspondence regarding various Rorschach conferences and workshops
- Correspondence regarding planning the 1989 Midwinter meeting of the Society for Personality Assessment – its 50th anniversary meeting

Correspondents Include:
Kurt Koffka
Lawrence Frank
Constance T. Fischer
John E. Exner, Jr
Charles D. Spielberger
Marguerite Hertz

Folder 20: David L. Fedders 1987
- Correspondence with Fedders regarding the use of poetry in therapy

- Extensive correspondence between Harrower and Fischer regarding an autobiography of Harrower which Fischer urged Harrower to undertake, and upon which they worked together – the book was never published. Harrower signed the rights of the book over to Fischer in the event of her death.

Folder 22: Georgia Psychological Association 1984
- Correspondence with Charles Nord and Joan Read regarding an invitation for Harrower to speak at the Georgia Psychological Association Annual Meeting
- Handwritten notes regarding Harrower’s presentation

Folder 23: Geriatric Education Center 1989
- Correspondence with George J. Caranasos & Mary Anne Hilker regarding Harrower’s presentation on “Creativity and Aging” at the University of Florida Geriatric Education Center’s Summer Faculty Development Program

Folder 24: James Gibson 1969-1974
- Correspondence between Harrower and James Gibson regarding Kurt Koffka

Folder 25: Kurt Goldstein 1939-1990
- Correspondence regarding referrals of patients
- Discussion of manuscripts and of Harrower correcting Goldstein’s article on brain injured soldiers
- General personal correspondence
- Correspondence with Gerald Goldstein regarding his article on Kurt Goldstein
Folder 26: Correspondence Regarding Lord Haw Haw 1987-1988
- Correspondence asking Harrower to review J. A. Cole’s *Lord Haw-Haw: The Full Story of William Joyce*
- Copy of Harrower’s seven page review of the book

Folder 27: Mary Henle 1974-1990
Correspondence between Molly Harrower and Mary Henle, among the topics discussed:
- Gestalt therapy vs. gestalt theory
- Making Harrower’s collection of Koffka letters easier to research
- Discussion of their cats, and some correspondence is written as though it were their cats corresponding
- Discussion of Ogden-Koffka correspondence
- Short paper on Kurt Koffka and Gestalt Psychology written by Mary Henle

Folder 28: Distinguished Psychologist Award 1988-1992
- Correspondence regarding Harrower being awarded a “Distinguished Psychologist Award” at Santa Fe Community College in Gainesville, Florida

Correspondents Include:
- Stephan Sussman
- Charles D. Spielberger
- John A. Popplestone
- Richard R. Gutekunst
- Sharon Bordeaux

- Invitation from C. Eugene Walker to Harrower asking her to contribute a chapter to a book titled *A History of Clinical Psychology in Autobiography*
- Correspondence regarding corrections to be made to Harrower’s chapter in the *History of Clinical Psychology in Autobiography*
Folder 1: Norman N. Holland 1990
- Correspondence from Norm & Jane Holland regarding their reactions to a brief autobiographical chapter about Harrower

Folder 2: Max L. Hutt 1944-1947
- Correspondence regarding Harrower sending Hutt Rorschach testing material
- Hutt's analysis of Harrower’s book of poetry *Time to Squander, Time to Reap*

Folder 3: G. Evelyn Hutchinson 1979
- Correspondence regarding Hutchinson’s receipt of the Franklin Medal of the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia for the Development of the Scientific Basis of Ecology
- Correspondence regarding Cambridge University, Noel Teulon Porter, and “The Half Moon”

Folder 4: Edward Valenstein 1982
- Discussion of a patient’s description of a temporal lobe seizure

Folder 5: Interactions with Students (U. of Fla) 1972-1992
- Requests for references
- Letters inviting Harrower to participate in various research ventures
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s training as a Psychotherapist
- General updates on what former students are doing

Correspondents Include:
- Susan Isaacson
- Douglas Heath
- Dee Lovecky
- Karen Swander
- Jonas Kay
- Kathleen Wilkins
- Hugh Davis
- Greg Wilkins
- Nancy Dunlap
- Betsy A. Sukowicz
- Joel H. Rachelson
- Deborah Depper
- Richard Kainz
- Sally Glaze
- Janet L. Eaton
- Gerald L. Borofsky
- Gary K. VanNostrand
- Emily Hoon

Folder 6: Interaction With The University of Florida 1972-1989
- Correspondence & newspaper article regarding the firing of a University of Florida professor and his later murder
- Correspondence regarding conference on “Recombinant DNA Genetic Engineering Research”

Correspondents Include:
- Robert A. Bryan
- Robert Q. Marston
- Cullen W. Banks
- E. A. Cosby
- Michael Garmon
- Hal G. Lewis
- Ruth McQuown
- Aubrey Williams
- Margaret Mead
- Barbara Gallant
- Kenneth I. Burns
- Nathan W. Perry
- Martha Hardman-de-Bautista
- James R. Simpson
- Kenneth M. Heilman
- Natalie Small

Folder 7: Invitations to Speak, Publish, Positions Offered 1972-1989
- Correspondence from various persons and organizations asking Harrower to speak to their group, publish in their journal, or offering her positions within their organizations
- Correspondence in which Harrower attempts to gain access to the projective tests that were taken of Patty Hearst
Folder 7 Continued

Correspondents Include:

Bernard G. Rosenthal
Daniel Sinick
Vernon Van De Riet
Marsha Addis
Louis Jolyon West

Correspondents Include:

Robert D. Weitz
John E. Muthard
Michael Baron
Norman Abeles
Charles Nord

Penelope H. Brooks
Mary Ann Hilker
George J. Caranasos
Sarah M. Eldred

Folder 8: Correspondence with Japanese Students 1967-1970

- Contains correspondence between Harrower and Japanese students and psychology professors regarding drawing personality tests and the possibility of Harrower coming to Japan to lecture

Correspondents Include:

Naohiko Fukada
Akira Hakamata

Emmanuel F. Hammer
Masaharu Takahashi

Folder 9: Julian Jaynes 1969

- Correspondence from Julian Jaynes regarding Harrower’s Koffka reprint

Folder 10: Kegan Paul Correspondence 1981-1984

- Correspondence regarding publishing various manuscripts written by Harrower

Folder 11: Walter Klopfer – As Editor 1970-1986

- Correspondence regarding publishing the following: “Koffka’s Rorschach Experiment”; Rorschach Records of the Nazi War Criminals”; and a series of articles regarding teaching student by way of their own protocols titled “The Rorschach and Self Understanding, The Instruction – Insight Method”

Folder 12: Koffka Book 1982-1983

- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s book “Kurt Koffka: An Unwitting Self Portrait”
- Reviews of Harrower’s book – reviewers unknown

Correspondents Include:

Phillip L. Martin
Mary Henle
John A. Popplestone
Ludy T. Benjamin, Jr.

Judy Goffinan
Carl E. Ott
George W. Albee
William B. Barr

Susan Koscielniak
Donna G. Fricke
Bonnie Jo DeCourcey

Folder 13: Medical Schools / Clinics 1972-1985

- Correspondence with people working in medical schools/clinics. General topic is the possibility of Harrower speaking at their various institutions

Correspondents Include:

Sydney B. Denman
Gerald L. Borofsky

Hugh John Cairns
Jaquie Resnick

Folder 14: Most Unpleasant Concept, Samples of Correspondence 1979-1985

- Correspondence from graduate students asking Harrower’s advice & information about the test in regard to their dissertations

Correspondents Include:

Debbie Brenner

Eleanor Daubek Hamilton
Folder 15: Multiple Choice Requests & Comments 1975-1983
- Harrower Multiple Choice Test Answer Sheet
- Requests for materials

**Correspondents Include:**
- John H. Fryer
- David L. Sall
- Robert M. Allen
- Nissim Levy
- Virginia Werthman

Folder 16: Multiple Choice and other tests - student samples 1970
- Contains five anonymous completed answer sheets

Folder 17: Letters of Appreciation Re: Poetry 1946-1947
- Correspondence from various persons congratulating and complimenting Harrower on her poetry in her book “Time to Squander, Time to Reap”

**Correspondents Include:**
- Charles D. Lieman
- William A. Orton
- Helen Penfield
- Jane Stern
- Ludwig Eidelberg

Folder 18: Correspondence w/Leedy Re: His Book Poetry Therapy 1967-1968
- Invitation for Harrower to write a chapter for a book titled “Poetry and the Therapeutic Experience” which Jack Leedy is editing & correspondence regarding delays in the publication of Leedy’s Poetry Therapy

- Correspondence with Vin Rosenthal and Jack Leedy regarding seminars and workshops held to train poetry therapists
- Copy of an article by Arthur Lerner titled “Poetry Therapy: From Sad to Verse” with penciled annotations

**Correspondents Include:**
- Claudia L'E. Stein
- Vin Rosenthal
- Esther Lucile Brown
- David R. Rebmann
- Claudette Finley
- Mary H. McCaulley
- Marvette Carter
- Fletcher McCord
- Ken Edgar
- Lois Sargent
- Karen L. Johns
- Nicholas Mazza
- Vada L. Tuttle
- Lisa Renner

Folder 20: Letters on Book Therapy of Poetry 1972-1987
- Correspondence from various persons complimenting Harrower on her book Therapy of Poetry
- Invitations to speak to various groups

**Correspondents Include:**
- Jules H. Masserman
- Gilbert A. Schloss
- Caryl Snapperman

Folder 21: Poetry Therapy Article 1973-1974
- Invitation for Harrower to write an article on poetry therapy for the journal Current Psychiatric Therapies
- Correspondence regarding editing Harrower’s article on poetry therapy
- Draft of Harrower’s article titled “The Therapy of Poetry” with handwritten annotations in pencil

**Correspondents Include:**
- Karen L. Johns
- Nicholas Mazza
- Vada L. Tuttle
- Lisa Renner
- Caryl Snapperman
Folder 22: Poetry Therapy Institute 1973-1979
- General correspondence with Arthur Lerner regarding the Poetry Therapy Institute and each others publications on the topic of poetry therapy
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s participation in the workshop “Poetry in the Therapeutic Environment: A Weekend Demonstration Workshop” with the subject of her address being: “The Poet as Psychotherapist”; and then her apologetic withdrawal from the workshop
- General correspondence regarding Harrower’s membership on the advisory board of the Poetry Therapy Institute

Correspondents Include:
Arthur Lerner
James S. Hartzell
Anne Ross Silver

Folder 23: Verses by Others 1916-1983
- Contains several poems & limericks by various persons. Among the authors included: Waldo Pierce, H. D. Hale, and Emily Ring

Folder 24: Reactions to Archives Summary 1991
- Correspondence from Ludy T. Benjamin, Jr. and Samuel I. Greenberg regarding their reactions to Harrower’s summary of the items she has donated to AHAP

Folder 25: Popplestone & Barr re: Koffka 1990
- Correspondence regarding gaining Harrower’s consent for William Barr to see & photocopy items from the Koffka Papers at AHAP

Folder 26: Popplestone (undated)
- Draft & completed paper by Harrower titled “Experiences of a Donor” regarding depositing her papers at AHAP
- Description of contents of papers donated to AHAP – written by Harrower

Folder 27: Best of Psychology Today 1989
- Correspondence with Paul Chance regarding the nomination of Harrower’s article “Were Hitler’s Henchmen Mad?” for inclusion in “The Best of Psychology Today”
- Letter from T. George Harris announcing that Harrower’s article is cut from the volume.

Folder 28: Requests for Information 1969-1989
- Correspondence requesting information on various subjects among which include: Rorschach testing; counseling MS patients; & poetry therapy.

Correspondents Include:
Sharda Sinha
Vera Campo
Paul S. Rappaport
Van Roussos
Andrew L. Comrey
Harvey Schlossberg
Mary Lou Carpenter
R. L. Wetzel
E. Conrad
Richard Steinberg
Debbie Leon
Joan Branton
David M. Wulff
Brenda D. Townes
Joseph N. Agostino
Martin A. Shaw
Z. A. Ansari
Stanley Stark

The University of Akron
Folder 29: Requests for Reprints 1969-1987
- Requests for various reprints of Harrower’s papers & manuscripts

**Correspondents Include:**
Alan A. Mark  Carolyn S. Clement  Marie M. Gross  Harry Hom
Mieczyslaw Choynowski  Peter Glanzmann  Edwin S. Zolik  Israel W. Charny
Carmen M. Michael  William S. McCausland  Paul E. Thetford  Ronnie Braun
John Brent Musgrave  Rafic S. Habib  Abraham M. Jegar  Robert Gilreath
Robert F. Cahill  Don Pittman  Joel M. Savell  Algis Norvilas
Ronald E. Smith  Abraham M. Jegar  Alfred Cohn  Bong-Keon Lee
Elmer E. Green  M. Roch Meynard  H. Granville  Suresh Majmudar
Ronald W. Mayer  Leona E. Tyler  Edward Rappaport
Suresh Majmudar

Folder 30: Early Rorschach Material 1942-1971
- Correspondence regarding an article on the Rorschach Method that appeared in Time magazine
- Copies of the Executive Meeting of the Rorschach Institute for the following dates: 12/12/42; 3/27/43; 4/29/43; 7/2/43; 10/30/43
- Copy of an article titled: “The 1941 Macy Conference: Rorschach Discussions Attended by Academic & Clinically-Oriented Psychologists” written by Harrower

**Correspondents Include:**
Bruno Klopfer  Maria Rickers-Ovsiankina  Sadie Sender
Helen H. Davidson  Florence Miale  Marguerite R. Hertz

Folder 31: Rorschach Materials 1961-1990
- Lists providing details on the Director, President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer of the Society for Projective Techniques for the years 1939-1959
- List of founder of the Society for Personality Assessment
- Invitations to the 1961 & the 1968 International Rorschach Congress
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s participation in a research project on the Rorschach
- Correspondence asking Harrower to review the Rorschach and TAT records of a colleague’s patient

**Correspondents Include:**
A. Spitznagel  Marvin W. Kahn  Kenneth Herman
G. B. Barker  Boleslaw A. Wysocki  Patricia Rolle
Samuel Albert  Leonard Handler
Folder 1: Experimental Cooperation – undated
- Document written in outline format titled “Areas of Possible Experimental Cooperation from the Rorschach Point of View” – author unknown

Folder 2: Inquiry Re Rorschach Conference 1941-1987
- Letter listing persons invited to a Rorschach Conference in 1941
- Harrower’s letter to the Macy Foundation asking if they have any records regarding this 1941 conference
- Excerpts of Macy Foundation President’s Reports from 1942-1943 in which Harrower’s work with the projective techniques is discussed

Correspondents Include:
- Lawrence Frank
- Kurt Koffka
- Maxine Bleich
- Dionne Jefferson

Folder 3: Correspondence Re Rorschach Slides 1980-1982
- Orders from various persons for copies of Harrower’s Rorschach slides

Correspondents Include:
- Arduina Calcinai
- Allan Lerner
- Laura L. Lerner
- Herbert Potash

Folder 4: Sacks, Oliver 1986
- Correspondence to Oliver Sacks regarding his book The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and discussing Harrower’s acquaintance with Ruth & Henry Head

Folder 5: Leon Salzman 1961-1962
- Correspondence with Leon Salzman regarding Harrower’s participation in a roundtable discussion at the 1962 American Psychiatric Association Meeting. The theme of the discussion – “Appraisal of Prognosis in Psychotherapy”

Folder 6: Scientific American: Escher Article 1974
- Reprint of the article “Sources of Ambiguity in the Prints of Maurits C. Escher” by Marianne Teuber, in which it mentions one of Harrower’s studies as an influence to Escher

Folder 7: Simon & Schuster 1963-1968
- Contract & correspondence regarding the paperback edition of Harrower’s Appraising Personality.

Correspondents Include: Michael Fine and Howard Gruber

Folder 8: Smith College Correspondence 1973-1987
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s donation to the Smith library, including a letter that lists all of the items donated

Correspondents Include:
- J. Diedrick Snoek
- Thomas C. Mendenhall
- Billie Bozone
Folder 9: Society for Projective Techniques and Rorschach Institute 1940-1959
- Letter from Douglas M. Kelley notifying Harrower of her acceptance as a Charter Fellow of the Rorschach Institute
- 1959 annual report of the Society for Projective Techniques and Rorschach Institute

Folder 10: Society for Personality Assessment 1971-1991
- Letter announcing Harrower’s nomination by the Society for Personality Assessment as the recipient of the 1971-1972 award for outstanding contributions, also known as the: “great person award”
- Correspondence congratulating Harrower on receiving the award
- Correspondence regarding publishing Harrower’s address delivered on the occasion in the Journal of Personality Assessment
- Notification of Harrower as a Life Member of the Society for Personality Assessment

Correspondents Include:
Arthur C. Carr
Norman L. Farberow
Theodore H. Blau
Joseph Sheehan
Walter G. Klopfer
Paul M. Lerner
Ann M. O’Roark
Charles D. Spielberger
Philip Erdberg
John E. Exner, Jr.

Folder 11: Southeastern American Academy of Psychotherapists 1982-1983
- Correspondence regarding a 1982 Workshop “Psychotherapy and the Arts” including a schedule and descriptions of the various workshops offered
- Correspondence regarding Harrower conducting a workshop at the 1983 meeting “Sharing – Our Lives and Our Work”

Correspondents Include:
Lee Kyser
Polly McMahon

Folder 12: Stress Tolerance – undated
- Manuscript for Harrower’s article “The Stress Tolerance Test” to appear in the Journal of Personality Assessment

- Request for reprints of Harrower’s article “The Stress Tolerance Test”

Correspondents Include:
Gerald A. Hudgens
Charles D. Spielberger
R. J. Hawley
Rocio Hernandez Pozo

Folder 14: Tape for the AAP Tape Library 1972-1974
- Correspondence with Frances D. Rothman regarding an autobiographical tape Harrower made titled “Projection, Play, and Poetry” for the American Academy of Psychotherapists

Folder 15: Universities / Colleges 1962-1983
Correspondence with persons at various colleges and universities, among the topics discussed:
- Request for a copy of a paper by Harrower called “Stock Taking in Psychodiagnostic Practice After Fifteen Years” presented at EPA
- General personal correspondence
- Request to see Koffka’s papers
Folder 15 Continued

Correspondents Include:
Jerome D. Schein
Gene Gendlin
Hans H. Reese

Correspondents Include:
Michael M. Sokal
William McGuire
Joseph de Rivera
Robert L. Isaacson

Folder 16: University of Florida Departmental Questionnaire Material 1973-1974
- Self evaluation forms for faculty at the University of Florida, Clinical Psychology Department. These forms have been completed by Harrower

Folder 17: Voices – Poetry Editor 1974-1990
- List of common themes of poetry written by persons in therapy
- Trimester report for 1988 of the Voices Editorial Board
- Correspondence regarding E. Mark Stern’s retirement as editor of Voices
- A certificate to Molly Harrower for serving on the Editorial Board of Voices from 1976 to 1989
- Correspondence regarding the 100th issue of Voices

Correspondents Include:
Vin Rosenthal
E. Mark Stern
Yin Rosenthal
Herb Roth
David M. Hawkins
Edward Tick

- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s inclusion in the book Models in Achievement: Reflections of Eminent Women in Psychology

Correspondents Include:
Gwendolyn Stevens
Sheldon Gardner
Agnes N. O’Connell
Nancy Felipe Russo

Folder 19: Women’s Issues 1972-1977
- Correspondence regarding Harrower speaking at a meeting of the Gainesville chapter of the American Business Women’s Association
- Draft of the speech Harrower delivered to the American Business Women’s Association on how to deal properly with emotions and tensions in the business world
- Correspondence with a graduate student asking Harrower about her experiences as a woman psychologist

Correspondents Include:
Jan Bivins
Jacqueline Anderson

Folder 20: Wozniak, Bryn Mawr 1985
- Correspondence from Robert H. Wozniak asking Harrower for a complete bibliography and one reprint of each of her publications for use for research on his history of psychology in the 20th century

Folder 21: Frederick Wyatt 1985
- Correspondence with Frederick Wyatt regarding Harrower’s extensive correspondence with Koffka
Folder 22: IBM 1962-1964
- Correspondence with Robert S. Lee at IBM regarding research on which Harrower was commissioned to analyze cartoons. Contains a copy of a paper titled “Social Attitudes and the Technological Revolution” which was based on this research and delivered by Robert S. Lee at the American Association for Public Opinion.

Folder 23: Innovative Practices Questionnaire 1969
- Copy of a questionnaire sent to psychologists by the APA Committee on the Practice of Clinical Psychology to gather information regarding new concepts and procedures in Clinical Psychology. The questionnaire contains Harrower’s answers to the questions.

Correspondents Include:
- Ted Landsmen
- Cecil P. Peck
- Julius Seeman
- Harold J. Smolinsky
- Leonard Small

Folder 24: Institute for Direct Analysis 1957-1960
- Correspondence regarding Harrower serving as a consultant to the Department of Psychiatry at Temple University Medical Center – Institute for Direct Analysis on various research projects.
- Correspondence regarding obtaining funds from the Macy Foundation
- Outline of tests to be administered to patients upon admission and on follow-up for the purposes of research
- 10 page paper describing the goals and mission of the Institute for Direct Analysis
- 9 page paper titled “An Analysis of Film Recordings of Direct Analysis” – author unknown
- 111 page Report to the Rockefeller Brothers’ Fund from the Institute for Direct Analysis

Correspondents Include:
- Albert E. Sheflen
- O. Spurgeon English
- Angela Stampone
- Irving Lorge
- Jeanne B. Speiser

Folder 25: International Colleagues 1948-1969
- Correspondence with Kyllikki Palmquist regarding her visit to the United States
- Copy of a test called “The Psychological Diagram” with a description by P. F. van Solt, dated 1948
- Copy of a test called “The Medallion Test” with a description by P. Franc. van Solt, dated 1949

Folder 26: International Council of Psychologists 1953-1969
- Correspondence asking Harrower to serve as chairman of the Committee on Women in the Armed Forces for the International Council of Women Psychologists
- Correspondence from the World Federation of Mental Health regarding the “World Mental Health Year”
- Paper by Asenath Petrie titled “Holes in the Head Make Holes in the Mind – Some Thoughts on Deprivation, Hallucinations, Pain, and Brain Lesions”
- Correspondence regarding Harrower being elected to Board Member of the International Council of Psychologists
- Correspondence regarding obtaining funding / grants for ICP
Folder 26 Continued

Correspondents Include:

Harriet E. O'Shea
Dorothea Ewers
E. M. Thornton
J. R. Rees
Asenath Petrie

Harriot E. O'Shea
Sarah Splaver
Carol C. Bowie
Josephine H. Ross
Emma M. Layman

Virginia Lee Block
Olive J. Morgan
Marne L. Groff
Frances A. Mullen

Folder 27: 12th International Congress of Psychology 1947-1948

- Invitation to Harrower to participate in the 12th International Congress of Psychology
- General correspondence regarding the Congress
- Program for the Congress

Correspondents Include:

James Drever
Charlotte Buhler
Frank Fremont-Smith
Frederick Thome

Godfrey H. Thomson

Folder 28: International Seminars on Mental Health 1961

- Letter from Lewis R. Wolberg to P. K. Anokhin regarding Anokhin's visit to the United States and a weekend meeting and banquet to be held in his honor by the Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy

Folder 29: Interprofessional Relationships 1945

- Two page paper written by Harrower titled "Some Observations Concerning the Working Relationship of Psychiatrists and Psychologists"

Folder 30: Ittleson Family Foundation 1958-1972

- Correspondence with persons at the Ittleson Family Foundation regarding funding for a research project with Harrower at Temple University
- Correspondence regarding the grant awarded to Harrower & O. Spurgeon English for a research proposal titled "A Follow-Up Study of the Effectiveness of Psychotherapy and the Predictive value of Psychodiagnostic Testing"
- Budget outlines & progress reports regarding the research
- Correspondence regarding request for renewal of the grant in order to extend the research
- Correspondence regarding getting a grant from the Ittleson Foundation to analyze data collected from a 20 year study conducted with the Unitarian Church

Correspondents Include:

Max Boll
Nina Ridenour
Albert E. Schefflen
Lawrence S. Kubie

Henry Ittleson, Jr.
O. Spurgeon English
Stella Leche Deignan
James C. Crumbaugh

Dora Rizzardi
Frank Fremont-Smith
Robert A. Harris
Alexander C. Rosen

Folder 31: Ittleson Reports 1958-1966

- Proposal for funding for a research project on "A Follow-Up Study of the Effectiveness of Psychotherapy and the Predictive value of Psychodiagnostic Testing"
- Various progress reports on the study
- Proposal for renewal of the grant
Folder 1: Carlyle F. Jacobsen 1942
- Letter from Carlyle Jacobsen to Harrower regarding administering the Group Rorschach to students at Washington University School of Medicine

Folder 2: Herbert Jasper 1942-1952
- Correspondence with Herbert Jasper regarding obtaining Rorschach materials and updating Harrower on EEG studies being conducted at the Montreal Neurological Institute
- Advice from Herbert Jasper regarding whether Harrower should attend medical school

Folder 3: Masters and Johnson 1962-1966
- General personal correspondence with Virginia E. Johnson and W. H. Masters. Some discussion from Masters and Johnson regarding difficulties in receiving grants for their research

Folder 4: Joint Council of New York State Psychologists on Legislation 1951-1955
- Correspondence regarding legislation to pass a bill to license psychologists
- Harrower’s description of a telephone interview with Senator McNeil Mitchell regarding opposition of the Greenberg amendment to the Medical Practice Act
- Correspondence regarding legislation against the Greenberg Amendment to the Medical Practice Act that would be restrictive towards psychologists
- Informational memos regarding issues involved in legislation
- Minutes of various meetings of the Joint Council
- Correspondence regarding establishment of an independent professional board to certify psychologists
- Copy of the By-Laws of the New York Board of Examiners in Psychology, Inc.
- Update on the progress of the campaign to defeat the Greenberg Amendment to the Medical Practice Act
- Unpublished letter to the editor of the New York Times written by Edward M. L. Burchard, Robert R. Holt, and Alma A. Paulsen regarding the Amendment of the Medical Practice Act

Correspondents Include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Henry W. Kaessler</th>
<th>Lawrence Q. Crawley</th>
<th>Robert R. Holt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orlo Brees</td>
<td>Lawrence S. Kubie</td>
<td>Alma A. Paulsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry A. Bunker</td>
<td>Jule Nydes</td>
<td>Albert S. Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart Cook</td>
<td>Max Siegel</td>
<td>Raymond A. Katzell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert J. Zucker</td>
<td>Harry McNeill</td>
<td>Alan Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas J. Bigham</td>
<td>Edward M. L. Burchard</td>
<td>Rollo May</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 5: Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease 1961-1969
- Correspondence regarding various book reviews Harrower has written for the Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease
- Correspondence regarding a Festschrift issue to be arranged in honor of Lawrence Kubie

Correspondents Include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H. A. Robinson</th>
<th>Eugene B. Brody</th>
<th>James B. Mackie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winfield H. Scott</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The University of Akron
Folder 6: Asya Kadis 1964-1971
- Correspondence regarding group therapy in which Harrower participated
- Correspondence from Harrower expressing the wish to move the research she conducted at Temple University to the Postgraduate Center for Mental Health
- Correspondence regarding testing and analysis of test results Harrower conducted for Asya Kadis
- Correspondence regarding Harrower serving on the Executive Advisory Board of the Kadis Learning Center
- Copies of obituaries for Asya L. Kadis

Correspondents Include:
Asya Kadis
Marvin L. Aronson
David A. Stein
Ann Bjoze

Folder 7: Horace Kallen 1931
- Letter from Horace Kallen in which he discusses Harrower’s poetry

Folder 8: Bert Kaplan 1958
- Correspondence with Bert Kaplan regarding development of a Microcard publication for raw materials
- Table of contents for volume II – Primary Records in Culture and Personality
- Review of Bert Kaplan’s Primary Records in Culture and Personality, volume I – review is written by Alex Inkeles
- Copy of the first draft of a proposal to the Small Grants Program of NIMH for support of the microcard series

Folder 9: Edith Wynn Kennedy and Charles Kennedy 1935
- General personal correspondence between Harrower and Edith Wynn Kennedy
- Autographed dedications to Harrower from Charles Rann Kennedy which she could insert into her copies of his books

Folder 10: Bruno Klopfer 1941-1963
- Correspondence regarding Harrower evaluating group Rorschach records
- Correspondence regarding controversy in which Klopfer accuses Florence Halpern and Ruth Bachner of not citing his work that was used in their book
- Harrower’s review of Klopfer’s book Developments in the Rorschach Technique
- Correspondence regarding the debate over writing popular articles on the Rorschach Technique
- Letter (name illegible) giving an account of the history of the Rorschach
- Paper titled “The Self-Recording Technique” written by Walter F. St. Clair
- Correspondence regarding Klopfer writing a forward for the book Creative Variations in Projective Techniques

Correspondents Include:
Bruno Klopfer
David Wechsler
Gina Philipsborn
Folder 11: George W. Kisker 1952-1961
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s participation in Kisker’s Sound Seminar Series
- Signed contract for Harrower’s sound recordings on “A Projective Use of the Wechsler-Bellevue Test” and “The Evolution of a Clinical Psychologist”
- Correspondence with Elizabeth R. Miller regarding Harrower conducting a lecture on “Projective Testing and the Outcome of Therapy” at Longview State Hospital in Cincinnati, OH

Folder 12: Robert Knight 1959-1961
- Correspondence regarding the question of why psychological tests fail to spot conflict or the level at which it operates when the patient is calm
- Correspondence regarding a follow-up on patients Harrower tested prior to their admittance to the Austen Riggs Center

Correspondents Include:
Robert Knight
Lawrence Kubie
Stanley Stern
Edgerton McC. Howard

Folder 13: Wolfgang Kohler 1951
- Correspondence between Harrower and Kohler regarding a book titled “Gestalt Psychology” and also about music therapy

Folder 14: Laboratory of Child Research 1954
- Invitation from D. Wells Goodrich for Harrower to visit the laboratory and discuss her work with testing

Folder 15: Robert Laidlaw 1963
- Correspondence from Robert Laidlaw discussing Harrower’s decision to turn down an offer to serve as head of the Department of Psychology at Roosevelt Hospital

Folder 16: Lamar State College of Technology 1954
- Correspondence with Eugene S. Marble regarding Harrower’s participation in a management conference at Lamar State College of Technology, her presentation was titled: “The Psychologist in Industry”
- Announcement for the management conference

Folder 17: Isen LaFollette 1942
- Letter from Isen LaFollette (wife of a Wisconsin senator) to Harrower expressing her regret at not being able to attend an unnamed function

Folder 18: Langfeld 1942
- Letter from Herbert S. Langfeld expressing his appreciation of Harrower’s obituary on Kurt Koffka
Folder 19: Lay Analysis Survey 1947-1948
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s research regarding the status of lay analysts
- Correspondence regarding the question of whether it is necessary to be a physician to practice psychoanalysis
- Questionnaire to be used in Harrower’s study of lay analysts. This one has been completed by an unknown person
- Discussion of some lay analysts who are referred to as being unfit to conduct analysis

Correspondents Include:
Janet Frey
M. H. Witney
Adolph Stern
Janet Freed
Lawrence S. Kubie
Claire Keary Grauel
Anne Roe
Lenore Chafetz Seltzer
Clara Thompson

Folder 20: Russel Lee 1954-1955
- Correspondence regarding graphology and graphologists
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s trip to California to conduct testing for the Unitarians

Correspondents Include:
Russel Lee
Chauncey D. Leake

Folder 21: Jack Leedy 1969
- Correspondence from Jack Leedy regarding Harrower’s chapter in a book titled *Poetry the Healer*

Folder 22: Lutheran Conference 1962
- Correspondence regarding Lutheran Church Conference on Psychological Research
- Press releases discussing the Conference on Psychological Research from the News Bureau of the Lutheran Church in America

Correspondents Include:
J. Victor Benson
Arthur M. Tingue

Folder 23: Alexander Luria 1960-1978
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s latest books and a friend who will be visiting Russia
- Christmas cards sent to Harrower from Luria – all are undated
- Copy of the NY Times obituary on Luria, and Harrower’s write up on Luria
- Correspondence from persons with questions regarding Luria’s work

Correspondents Include:
Alexander Luria
Charles Keisler
Wilse B. Webb
Mary Beyda
Theodore W. Hurst
Jacob W. Getzels

Folder 24: Machover 1949-1965
- Correspondence regarding a symposium on “The Clinical Psychologist in Private Practice”
- Correspondence regarding psychological testing & study of pregnant women
- Letter from Solomon Machover to the president of the New York Society of Clinical Psychologists in which he resigns as president-elect & as a member and lists some of his reasons for doing so.
- Letter from S. Machover to the director of Psychiatry at King’s County Hospital supporting psychotherapy as a service function of psychologists at the hospital
Folder 24 continued

Correspondents Include:
Solomon Machover
Karen Machover

Correspondents Include:
Thomas M. Johnson
L. Charles Kaufman
Harry V. McNeill

Folder 25: Macy Foundation 1939-1942
- Correspondence regarding funding from the Macy Foundation for Harrower’s work on the Group Rorschach
- Correspondence regarding people who have been invited to a Rorschach Conference on April 19 & 20, 1941
- Correspondence regarding various research projects being conducted using the Group Rorschach

Correspondents Include:
Lawrence K. Frank
F. Cyril James
Kurt Koffka
Frank Fremont-Smith
C. J. C. Earl
Fred L. Wells

Folder 26: Macy Foundation Reports written by Harrower 1946-1956
- Various reports written by Harrower as a consultant for the Macy Foundation. Among the subjects of these reports are: The Dartmouth Clinic of Dr. Ames; The Boston Induction Center for Recruits; and The Report on the Status of the Texas Screening Project

Folder 27: Macy Foundation 1942-1944
- Correspondence regarding Macy Foundation Grant supporting Harrower’s work on the Rorschach
- Requests for reprints and materials
- Invitation to make an hour long presentation on the Rorschach Method at the New York Academy of Sciences, Psychology Section conference on 2/5/43
- 7 page paper, undated, titled “Rorschach Test with Medical Students”
- Correspondence regarding people expressing early interest in incorporating Harrower’s Multiple Choice Rorschach into their current work

Correspondents Include:
E. B. Fred
Frank Fremont-Smith
Donald W. Fiske
Frank P. Guidotti
W. J. Meck
Marion Font
Marion Kenworthy

Folder 28: Heims Article 1981
- Photocopy of an article by Steve Heims titled “Encounter of Behavioral Sciences with New Machine-Organism Analogies in the 1940’s” – with numerous annotations

Folder 29: Feedback Conference 1946-1947
- Correspondence regarding a Macy Foundation Conference on Feedback Mechanisms and Circular Causal Systems in Biology and the Social Sciences on March 8 & 9, 1946
- Collection of preprinted abstracts for the New York Academy of Sciences’ Conference on “Teleological Mechanisms”
- Correspondence regarding Harrower speaking at New York University in 1947
Folder 29, continued

Correspondents Include:

Frank Fremont-Smith
Norbert Wiener
G. E. Hutchinson


- Correspondence regarding suggestions for agendas of future conferences on clinical psychology
- 1 page paper titled “The Control of Movements of Animal Organisms” by Arturo Rosenbleuth

Correspondents Include:

Lawrence S. Kubie
Frank Fremont-Smith

Folder 31: Macy Foundation Feedback Conference 1948-1959

- Series of short notes written in pencil between Harrower and Frank Fremont-Smith
- Correspondence regarding Feedback Conference on Teleological Mechanisms, April 29 & 30, 1948
- List of grants from the Macy Foundation to Harrower from 1940-1958 – includes name of the institution through which she was working, date the grant was made, amount, period the grant covered, and a brief project description.
- Letter from Harrower to Frank Fremont-Smith describing various research projects that have stemmed from the Macy Foundation’s initial support of her work on the Group Rorschach in 1939

Correspondents Include:

Frank Fremont-Smith
Warren S. McCulloch

Folder 32: Macy Conference: Professional developments in education, psychiatry, psychology, and social sciences (undated)

- Thirty-One page report of Group II on Professional Developments in Education, Psychiatry, Psychology, and Social Sciences, no author listed and no date provided.

Folder 33: Summary of Conference on Teleological Mechanisms 1947

- Contains two copies of a summary of the Conference on Teleological Mechanisms held by the Macy Foundation. The summary is written by Warren McCullough, the conference chairman.

Folder 34: Conference on Problems of Health & Human Relations in Germany 1950

- Correspondence with Frank Fremont-Smith regarding the Macy Foundation Conference on Problems of Health & Human Relations in Germany
- Includes lists of participants as well as the proceedings of the conference.
Folder 1: Macy Foundation Conference on Healthy Personality Development in Children 1951
- Contains a list of all of the participants in conference which was held in Princeton, NJ, September 21-25, 1951

Folder 2: Alvin Mahrer 1965-1966
- Correspondence with Alvin R. Mahrer regarding Harrower writing a chapter for a book titled *New Approaches to Psychodiagnostic Systems*.

Folder 3: Manhattan Society for Mental Health 1956-1958
- Correspondence regarding Harrower's position on the Professional Advisory Board of the Manhattan Society for Mental Health

Correspondents Include:
H. E. Batchelder
Victor Balaban
Sylvan S. Furman

Folder 4: Marital Problems Research 1952
- Letter from Victor W. Eisenstein asking Harrower to participate in a Symposia on the Psychiatric aspects of marital problems for the Psychiatric Forum-Group

Folder 5: Geoffrey Marks 1928-1937
- General personal correspondence with Geoffrey Marks, a London Businessman and friend of Harrower’s family.

Folder 6: Association of Marriage Counselors 1960
- Memo outlining the program for the 1960 annual meeting of the American Association of Marriage Counselors
- Copy of Harrower’s presentation titled “The Use of Projective Techniques in Marriage Counseling” presented at the 1960 Association of Marriage Counselors meeting (much of it handwritten)

Folder 7: Abraham Maslow 1953-1970
- General correspondence with Maslow regarding each other’s work
- Copy of Maslow’s Preface to *Motivation & Personality* with a short note to Harrower written on it.

Folder 8: Jules H. Masserman & J. L. Moreno 1959-1960
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s chapter in the book *Progress of Psychotherapy*

Folder 9: Rollo May 1952-1970
- Correspondence between Harrower & Rollo May regarding each other’s work

Folder 10: Meadville Theological Seminary 1954-1956
- Correspondence regarding Harrower screening students at the Meadville Theological Seminary
- Copy of a report on the Meadville Study, dated 1952-1953 – author unknown

Correspondents Include:
Wallace W. Robbins
Carl E. Wennerstrom
Folder 11: Dean Meakins 1941
- Short note to Harrower from Meakins regarding Harrower leaving McGill University in Montreal, Canada

Folder 12: Association of American Medical Colleges 1943
- Correspondence between Harrower and Fred C. Zapffe, M.D. regarding the possibility of Harrower speaking at the annual meeting of the Association of American Medical Colleges

- General correspondence with Paul Mellon regarding his interest in Psychology and the Projective Techniques

Folder 14: Thomas Mendenhall (President of Smith College) 1964
- Correspondence with Thomas Mendenhall regarding Harrower’s donation to Smith College as well as discussing Mendenhall’s mother, whom Harrower knew in Madison, Wisconsin

Folder 15: Menninger Clinic 1956-1967
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s work in projective counseling & a possible visit to the Menninger Clinic
- Invitation to Rudolph Ekstein to participate in an APA Division 12 Symposium at the annual meeting in New York
- Invitation for Harrower to participate in a conference on diagnostic testing to be held at the Menninger Clinic
- Untitled, undated paper regarding the Menninger Clinic and a conference on training, research, and practice. Author is unknown.

Correspondents Include:
- Gardner Murphy
- Edward D. Greenwood
- Martin Maymen
- Stephen A. Appelbaum
- Rudolph Ekstein

Folder 16: Mental Health Potential (undated)
- Nine page paper explaining Harrower’s Homogenous & Heterogeneous Scales, the paper is undated and presumably written by Harrower

Folder 17: Mental Measurements Yearbook 1961-1964
- Correspondence between Harrower and persons with the Mental Measurements Yearbook regarding requests for copies of Harrower’s testing materials

Correspondents Include:
- William Matts
- Barbara A. Peace

Folder 18: Harry Meserve 1962
- Letter from Harry C. Meserve asking Harrower to contribute articles to the Journal of Religion and Health

Folder 19: Julian Messner Publications 1957
- Correspondence from Howard L. Goodkind asking Harrower to review Learning to Live as a Widow by Marion Langer, includes Harrower’s brief review of the book
Folder 20: Eugene Meyer 1954-1958
• Correspondence regarding Harrower’s work on a research project at Johns Hopkins University in which psychological tests are administered to cosmetic surgery patients before & after surgery

Folder 21: Russell Meyers 1955
• Letter from Russell Meyers complimenting Harrower on her editorship of the book Medical and Psychological Care of the Chronic Patient

Folder 22: Mill Hill Hospital 1944
• Letter from Walter Maclay to Harrower’s mother describing how Harrower is doing
• Telegram from Harrower declining an invitation to spend a year in London promoting group testing

Folder 23: Jack Millet 1943-1949
• Correspondence with Millet regarding testing Harrower conducted on some of his patients

Folder 24: Conference on Ministry and Medicine 1950
• Program and list of participants for the New York Academy of Medicine Conference on Ministry and Medicine in Human Relationships. Handwritten notes in pencil on the back of the list of participants

Folder 25: Elizabeth E. Mintz (undated)
• Letter from Elizabeth Mintz regarding her thoughts on Harrower’s work

Folder 26: I. Arthur Mirsky 1949-1967
• Letter from Mirsky requesting a copy of Harrower’s manuscript on Multiple Sclerosis
• Correspondence regarding Harrower’s desire to take some physiological courses

Folder 27: University of Mississippi 1965
• Letter to Harrower from the University of Mississippi thanking her for speaking to their group. A typed 3x5 index card explains that Harrower was lecturing at a civil rights program titled “Wednesdays in Mississippi”

Folder 28: Bela Mittelmann 1946
• Invitation for Harrower to attend a conference of the Committee on Psychological Methods and Concepts of the American Society for Research in Psychosomatic Medicine

Folder 29: Montreal Neurological Institute (undated)
• Raw data from a word association test that Harrower used to successfully identify the culprit of a theft from the library at the Institute
Folder 30: Monmouth Medical Center 1959-1965
- Outline of a proposed study titled “Projective Counseling and Student Retention in Nursing Education”
- Application for a grant from NIMH for a research project titled “Selection and Retention of Student Nurses”
- Correspondence regarding attempts to bring Szondi to lecture in the Henry Pollak Memorial Lecture Series
- Progress report on the testing project held at Monmouth Medical Center
  
  Correspondents Include:
  Milton E. Kirkpatrick  
  Sidney M. Jourard  
  Henry P. David  
  Maurice Pollak  
  Alvin Krass  
  Edward S. Butler  
  Anne Roebuck  
  Franz Husser!  

Folder 31: Morali-Daninos 1965
- Correspondence between Harrower and A. Morali-Daninos regarding Harrower presenting a paper at the 6th International Congress of the Rorschach and Projective Method in Paris
- Program for the 6th International Congress - the program is in French

Folder 32: Margaret Morris 1954-1956
- General personal correspondence with Margaret Morris (a professional dancer) and J. D. Ferguson (a painter)

Folder 33: Robert S. Morison 1960
- Letter from Robert S. Morison commenting on a poem Harrower wrote regarding the Montreal Neurological Institute

Folder 34: Most Unpleasant Concept (undated)
- Five page paper titled “The Most Unpleasant Concept in Psychotherapy”, presumably written by Harrower

Folder 35: O. Hobart Mowrer 1952
- Invitation from O. Hobart Mowrer for Harrower to chair a Division 12 session on “The Rorschach Test – Theory and Research” at the 1952 APA annual meeting
- Two page paper titled “The Need for an APA Division of Medical Psychology”, undated and author unknown

Folder 36: Emily H. Mudd 1944
- Correspondence with Emily H. Mudd regarding Mudd’s possible use of the Multiple Choice test at the Marriage Counsel of Philadelphia

Folder 37: National Multiple Sclerosis Society 1951-1957
- Correspondence regarding published works on the psychological aspect of Multiple Sclerosis
- Requests for reprints of Harrower’s “Mental Health and Multiple Sclerosis” and asking advice regarding studies of MS patients
- Press Release regarding a heredity study to be conducted on twins by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society
Folder 37: continued
- Invitations to speak at various chapters of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society
- Press release announcing the appointment of Frederick L. Stone as Director of the Multiple Sclerosis Society's Medical & Scientific Department
- Memo to the Medical Advisory Board of the National MS Society regarding the use of isoniazid in MS

**Correspondents Include:**

Aaron H. Canter  
Stanley Moldawsky  
Alice Friedman  
Georgina B. Davids  
Harold R. Wainerdi  
Mary V. Barnett  
Sylvia Lawry  
Guido Majno  
Augusta Mayer  
Thomas Dunworth  
Ralph C. Glock  
Isabel L. Koch  
E. W. I. Mason  
Roland P. Mackay  
Frederick L. Stone  
Ake Janson  
Thelma Bricker  
Thomas L. Willmon

Folder 38: National Multiple Sclerosis Society 1957-1965
- Press release announcing a study that may have discovered the cause of MS
- Letters from persons with MS thanking Harrower for her booklet “Mental Health and Multiple Sclerosis”
- Correspondence regarding Harrower receiving a gold key for 5 years of service to the National MS Society
- Twelve page paper titled “We're Fighting MS Together” by Virginia Pounds Brown, an MS patient’s wife
- Invitations to speak to various MS Society chapter meetings & at various annual meetings

**Correspondents Include:**

Thomas L. Willmon  
Louise Humbracht  
Sylvia Lawry  
Charles W. V. Meares  
G. A. Haskell  
Ralph C. Glock  
Arlene Feinberg  
M. Bortner  
Ray Naar  
D. Robert Parman  
Edgar T. Britton  
Harold W. Comfort

Folder 39: Mumps 1953
- Correspondence with Chauncey D. Leake & Lawrence Kubie regarding Harrower having the mumps and being stuck in a hospital in Georgia
Folder 1: Ruth Munroe 1941-1955
Correspondence with Ruth Munroe. Among the topics discussed:
- Request for test forms for the testing of freshmen at Sarah Lawrence College
- Techniques for scoring Rorschach tests

Folder 2: Elsie Murray 1963
- Correspondence between Harrower and Elsie Murray regarding color blindness

Folder 3: Henry A. Murray 1946-1973
- Correspondence between Harrower and Murray requesting assistance from each other in regard to their work

Folder 4: Muscular Dystrophy 1953
- Correspondence with H. Jack Roe, Executive Director of the National Muscular Dystrophy Research Foundation regarding Harrower's booklets on Multiple Sclerosis

Folder 5: Charles S. Myers 1936
- Letter from Charles S. Myers complimenting Harrower on her book The Psychologist at Work

Folder 6: James McBey 1930
- Letter from James McBey regarding Harrower's invitation to celebrate the New Year and regarding the possibility of McBey lecturing to a group

Folder 7: Warren S. McCulloch 1943
Correspondence with Warren S. McCulloch, among the topics discussed:
- Statistical scoring of tests
- Harrower visiting the University of Illinois College of Medicine and demonstrating her method & use of the Rorschach
- Scoring procedure for the Rorschachs administered at the University of Illinois College of Medicine, as well as discussion of the results of the testing
- Invitation for Harrower to work at the University of Illinois College of Medicine – in charge of Clinical Psychological Investigation

Folder 8: Warren McCulloch Sonnets 1943-1986
- Correspondence regarding publishing McCulloch's "Finality of Form in Nervous Activity"
- Various sonnets written by Warren McCulloch and sent to Harrower

Folder 9: Eugene McDanald 1954-1964
- Correspondence regarding presentations at various meetings
- Correspondence regarding Harrower's Texas Medical Screening Project, including an eleven page report written by Harrower on the project

Folder 10: McGill Medical Students Study 1940-1942
- Correspondence with Arthur McFarlane and J. F. McIntosh regarding psychological tests performed on medical students at McGill University, Montreal
Folder 11: McGill Medical Students Study 1955-1961
- Correspondence regarding a questionnaire follow-up on the medical students tested in 1941 at McGill University

Folder 12: Robert MacLeod 1934
- Letter from MacLeod regarding writing a letter of recommendation for Harrower in her attempt to get a fellowship

Folder 13: Maria Nagy 1954-1955
- Correspondence with Maria Nagy regarding Harrower helping her find a job and establish her career. Includes a copy of Nagy's curriculum Vitae

Folder 14: Alan M. Nahum 1962-1963
- Correspondence regarding published work on the topic of the influence of disfiguring surgery on body image

Folder 15: NBC Appearance on Home Program 1954-1957
- Correspondence regarding Harrower's appearance on a television program called "Home" – the Subject of the show being Tensions
- Some notes on tension – short paper called "Answer to: A Life Must Have Tensions"
- Copy of the booklet that was discussed on the show as well as a letter complimenting Harrower on her handling of the subject

Folder 16: National Council – Protestant Episcopal Church 1957
- Letter from Ellen B. Gammalck commenting on Harrower's work in testing medical students

Folder 17: National Institute of Mental Health 1962
- Letter from Haitung King requesting any information Harrower may have on the topic of mortality among ministers
- Letter from Joseph B. Margolin offering advice for a grant application on which Harrower is working

Folder 18: National Research Bureau 1944
- Letter from Raymond Bailey of the National Research Bureau asking if Harrower had any experience in using the Rorschach in terms of industrial selection or the selection of salesmen

Folder 19: National Research Council 1948
- Letter from William F. Madden asking Harrower to participate in a study hoping to result in the improved selection of naval aviators

Folder 20: Margaret Naumburg 1954
- Correspondence between Harrower & Naumburg regarding a proposed book to be called "People & Psychotherapy" in which Harrower was to contribute a chapter. Includes an outline of the book with brief abstracts of each chapter
Folder 21: Neurotic Interaction in Marriage 1953
- Correspondence with Victor W. Eisenstein regarding a Symposium on Neurotic Interaction in Marriage: Psychiatric Diagnosis and Treatment of Marital Discord Problems, held by the Psychiatric Forum-Group
- Copy of the introductory remarks to the Symposium made by I. Peter Glauber, as well as a copy of comments made by Harrower after her presentation

Folder 22: New Jersey College for Women 1934-1937
- Correspondence regarding Harrower's appointment as Director of Resident Students at the New Jersey College for Women
- Thirteen page report written by Harrower regarding her work at the New Jersey College for Women for the year 1936-1936

Correspondents Include:
Margaret T. Corwin
Robert C. Clothier
Marjorie Nield

- Reports of the Pre-Parole Evaluation Project meetings
- Correspondence requesting advice on conducting group screenings
- Invitation to speak at the Marlboro State Hospital
- Invitation to deliver a lecture as part of the state of New Jersey Department of Institutions and Agencies' Junior Fellowship in Psychology Pre-Doctoral Internship Training Program – includes a brochure about the program
- Schedule for the 1967 New Jersey Psychology Intern Training Program

Correspondents Include:
Ann F. Neal
George Gabriel King
Ernest T. Mann

- Copy of an exam for Harrower's course on the Rorschach held at the New School for Social Research
- Letter from Ronni B. Smith expressing an interest in working in clinical psychology and includes a copy of Smith's curriculum vitae
- Press release announcing the appointment of John R. Everett as president of the New School for Social Research
- Requests from various persons for letters of reference
- Announcements from various years of Harrower's appointment as Visiting Professor at the New School for Social Research

Correspondents Include:
Howard B. White
Mae T. Sperber
Howard E. Gruber
Judy Garrell
Nathan Brody
Edward Batista
Joseph J. Greenbaum

Folder 25: New World Foundation 1956-1958
- Letter written by Katharine Taylor outlining the goals of the New World Foundation
- Correspondence with Vernon Eagle & Katharine Taylor regarding the future of the New World Foundation and any possible interest they may have in Harrower's work
Folder 26: New York Society of Clinical Psychology 1948-1968
- Correspondence regarding a legislative committee on which Harrower served
- Invitation to participate in a symposium on “The Clinical Psychologist in Private Practice”
- Draft of “Psychology Act” prepared by Wendt & Conroe Committee, 1949
- Various annual reports from several committees of the New York Society of Clinical Psychologists
- Memo regarding revision of membership requirements dated 1953
- Copy of a poem written by Harrower for the 20th anniversary of the New York Society of Clinical Psychologists

Correspondents Include:
Arthur Treicher
G. R. Wendt
Florence Halpern
Solomon Machover
Donald E. Super
Sylvia Brecher

Gerald S. Wieder
Jean W. Cole
Samuel Pearlman
Max Siegel
Emerson Coyle

Jack Z. Elias
Harry Sands
Herbert Fensterheim
Wallace Gobetz
Jacob Chwast

Folder 27: New York Hospital 1957-1959
- Correspondence regarding an opening for a clinical psychologist at the New York Hospital
- Correspondence discussing whether the Westchester County Psychological Association should provide a list of psychologists qualified to perform psychotherapy.

Correspondents Include:
Mary Alice White
Joan Unger

Norman Handelman

Abe Luchins

Folder 28: New York Medical College 1957
- Correspondence with Nathan Roth regarding Harrower’s testing of candidates for their Comprehensive Course in Psychoanalysis

Folder 29: New York State Psychological Association (NYSPA) 1958-1963
- Correspondence regarding the issue of whether psychologists should practice psychotherapy
- Correspondence regarding the NYSPA’s 1963 annual meeting, as well as of Harrower’s chairmanship of a symposium at the meeting
- 2-page paper titled “The Utility of Psychological Tests, Information in Psychotherapy”, with handwritten annotations
- Correspondence regarding articles in the NYSPA Newsletter regarding the annual meeting
- Program for the NYSPA 26th annual meeting, 1963

Correspondents Include:
Samuel Pearlman
Sydney A. Orgel

Bertram Pollens
Allen V. Williams

Solomon Machover
Adelaide Jablonsky

- Correspondence with the New York Times regarding their plans to write an article about psychological testing
- 3-page paper that Harrower provided the New York Times, the paper begins: “The danger of psychological testing by amateurs”
Folder 31: Kenneth Wickerson 1963
- Correspondence discussing Harrower's testing programs in Texas & with the Unitarians

Folder 32: North Carolina Memorial Hospital 1963-1965
- Correspondence with Martin Wallach regarding Harrower speaking to The University of North Carolina clinical psychology internship training program
- Some personal correspondence with Martin Wallach's wife, some of it regarding Martin Wallach's death

Folder 33: North Dakota Visit 1961
- Correspondence regarding Harrower speaking at the State Hospital in Jamestown, North Dakota
- Copy of the proceedings of the annual meeting of the North Dakota Psychological Association
- Correspondence regarding numerous open position at the State Hospital in Jamestown

Correspondents Include:
- Henry A. Lohaug
- Anne H. Carlsen
- Soon D. Koh

Folder 34: Norton Publishing Company 1946-1958
- Correspondence regarding the first edition of Appraising Personality
- Correspondence regarding manuscripts on which Norton requested Harrower's opinion
- Royalty statements for Appraising Personality for 1954 through 1956

Correspondents Include:
- Eli A. Rubinstein
- Katharine Barnard

Folder 35: Oberholtzer 1939
- 9-page paper titled "Rorschach's Experiment in Traumatic Mental Disorders" – presented at the 1939 meeting of the American Psychiatric Association

Folder 36: Elizabeth Ogg 1955-1962
- Correspondence regarding Elizabeth Ogg's pamphlet "Psychotherapy – A Helping Process"

Folder 37: Journal of Orthopsychiatry 1954-1955
- 12-page paper titled "Who Comes to Court" presented at the annual conference of the American Orthopsychiatric Association
- Correspondence with Gladys Litter and George E. Gardner regarding publishing Harrower's paper "Who Comes to Court" in the American Journal of Orthopsychiatry

Folder 38: Marietta Sackler 1969
- Correspondence from Marietta Sackler regarding nominating Harower as an outstanding member in psychology for the American Women's Medical Association
Folder 39: Cicely Saunders 1964-1981
- Correspondence regarding Cicely Saunders’ visit to the United States and receiving the Templeton Foundation Award
- Paper presented by Cicely Saunders titled “The Dying Patient: Approaches to Psychological Management”
- Copy of Harrower’s introduction of Cicely Saunders at the Post Graduate Center for Mental Health
- 3-page abstract of a manuscript by Cicely Saunders titled “Some Problems in the Care of the Dying”

**Correspondents Include:**
- Frances Reiter
- Esther Lucile Brown
- Lewis R. Walberg
- Anne Roebuck

Folder 40: St. James Literary Society 1940
- Invitation to address the St. James Literary Society on the topic of “The Psychologist in the Community”

Folder 41: St. Mary’s School 1949-1958
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s work as a consultant to the school. On several occasions Harrower conducted testing on students having difficulty at the school

Folder 42: Sister Mary Sheehan 1969
- Correspondence discussing use of the Sentence Completion Test by Sister Mary Sheehan

Folder 43: St. Vincent’s Hospital 1962-1963
- Correspondence with Walter J. Coville & Frank Catalano regarding Harrower guest lecturing at the hospital

Folder 44: W. T. Sanger 1955
- Correspondence between Harrower, W. T. Sanger, Chauncey D. Leake, and Frank Fremont-Smith regarding a follow-up conference

Folder 45: Ernest Schachtel 1942
- Correspondence between Harrower and Schachtel regarding the use of the Group Rorschach
Folder 1: Roy Schafer 1954-1957
- Correspondence between Harrower & Roy Schafer regarding Schafer’s work on a book, his opinion of Harrower’s paper on Projective Counseling, and invitation for Harrower to participate in an APA Symposium titled “Evaluation of Process and Results of Therapies II”

Folder 2: Albert Schelen 1961-1962
- Correspondence between Harrower and Albert Scheflen regarding Harrower giving a lecture at the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute, as well as discussion of grants for prospective projects

Folder 3: Ed Shneidman 1962
- Correspondence with Shneidman regarding a paper Harrower presented at a Symposium and an invitation for Harrower to accept a position at the Suicide Prevention Center in Los Angeles

Folder 4: Saul Scheidlinger 1957
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s review of William E. Henry’s book *The Analysis of Fantasy* a copy of the review is included in the folder

Folder 5: Martha Schon 1953
- Correspondence with Schon and Chauncey D. Leake regarding attempts to help Martha Schon obtain admittance to medical school

Folder 6: Emanuel K. Schwartz 1959-1960
- General correspondence with Emanuel K. Schwartz thanking Harrower for a copy of the book *Creative Variations*

Folder 7: Science Information Exchange 1961-1966
- Description of Harrower’s study – “A follow-up study of the effectiveness of psychotherapy and the predictive value of psychodiagnostic testing based on data from some 2,000 psychiatric cases and controls” for the Science Information Exchange
- Information describing the Science Information program

Folder 8: Scientific Resources Incorporated (SRI) 1966
- Letter from Neale W. Clapp of SRI thanking Harrower for helping them develop a means of testing corpsmen at job corps centers

Folder 9: Morton A. Seidenfeld 1953-1956
Correspondence with Morton A. Seidenfeld and Lawrence S. Kubie, among the topics discussed:
- The problem of the relationship of the clinical psychologist to the psychiatrist and internist
- An American Orthopsychiatric Association panel discussion on “The Evaluation of Rehabilitation in the Individual”
Folder 10: Saul B. Sells 1949-1957
- Correspondence regarding various tests in connection with the “SAM Research Program on Development of Psychiatric Screening of Flying Personnel”
- 6-page letter from Ruth Monroe providing a rough analysis of a group of 55 Rorschachs provided to her by Saul Sells
- Copy of an “Information Bulletin to Members of the Advisory Committee on Psychiatric Screening of Flying Personnel”

Correspondents Include:
- Saul B. Sells
- Ruth Monroe
- Geraldine Pederson-King

Folder 11: Dr. Milton Senn 1947-1948
- Correspondence regarding Senn’s need for an assistant to do psychometric testing of children and a person to administer and interpret Rorschach testing

Folder 12: Roger Sessions (undated)
- Personal letter from the composer Roger Sessions

Folder 13: David Shakow 1948-1962
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s participation in Lawrence Kubie’s multi-discipline teaching team based on the Minnesota Experiment
- Letter from Shakow asking Harrower to participate in a survey he is conducting on “Psychoanalytic Training for Non-Medical Persons”
- Copy of the paper for which Shakow conducted the survey. The title of the paper is “Psychoanalytic Education of Behavioral and Social Scientists for Research”
- 3-page letter from Lawrence Kubie to Shakow in which he discusses his reaction to Shakow’s paper

Folder 14: Murray H. Sherman 1953-1960
- General correspondence from Murray Sherman regarding a book Sherman was editing from which Harrower’s chapter was dropped

Folder 15: John Shlien 1964-1965
- Correspondence regarding each other’s work on follow-up material. There is also discussion of an unnamed conference

Folder 16: Ephraim Shorr 1948-1957
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s testing of some of Shorr’s patients
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s desire to make a counterpart to the Szondi using pictures of persons with organic rather than psychological disorders
- Report written by Harrower on one of Shorr’s patients – the patient is not named
- Copy of a memorial to Ephraim Shorr which was read by David Barr
- General personal correspondence between Harrower and Mrs. E. Shorr
Folder 17: Max Siegel 1959
- Correspondence regarding involvement in an organization whose name is not mentioned. Discusses the issue of whether this organization should include affiliate members (such as social workers)

Folder 18: Lee Simonton 1957
- Correspondence with Lee Simonton regarding his questions regarding a test which Harrower administered to him

Folder 19: Sing Sing Testing 1941-1964
Correspondence with Bernard Glueck, among the topics discussed:
- Rorschach testing of inmates at Sing Sing
- Glueck’s “Clinical Personality Assessment Project”, includes a 6-page general review of the project

Folder 20: Margaret Thaler Singer 1959
- Correspondence regarding work that each has done on the interrelatedness of personality characteristics of small groups (i.e. families and gangs)

Folder 21: Elsa Sipola 1950-1962
- General personal correspondence with Elsa Sipola
- Announcement of the death of Harold Israel

Folder 22: Smith College Ph.D. Material 1931-1933
- Letters of recommendation and evaluations of Harrower’s work
- Description of the requirements Harrower needed to fulfill before she could receive her Ph.D.

Correspondents Include:
- H. P. Weld
- Mabel M. Roys
- Kurt Koffka
- Marjorie Nicolson

Folder 23: Smith, Kline, & French Laboratories 1956
- Memo regarding “The Benzedrex Study” – Psychological testing phase
- Memo regarding “Study of the Effects of Normal Therapeutic Doses of Amphetamines”
- Outline titled “List of topics to be considered in the study of the influence of tranquilizers in the neurotic process”
- Correspondence thanking Harrower for her advice regarding testing procedures that could be used to examine the effects of amphetamines for the Smith, Kline, & French Laboratories

Correspondents Include:
- M. Guthrie
- J. F. Balthaser
- Frank Honicker

Folder 24: William Snyder 1963
- Letter asking Harrower if she might know of anyone interested in three positions open at Ohio University

Folder 25: Social Science Research Council 1959
- Correspondence with the Social Science Research Council regarding Harrower applying for a travel grant to attend the International Congress of Psychology in Bonn. The title of the paper she is to present being “Desirable and Dangerous Aspects of Large Scale Projective Evaluations”
Folder 26: Sound Seminars 1964-1967
- Royalty statements for two seminars, “Projective Use of the Wechsler-Bellevue Test” and “The Evaluation of a Clinical Psychologist” which Harrower produced for Sound Seminars
- Letter announcing that McGraw-Hill is taking over the distribution of the Sound Seminar Library

Folder 27: Verlin Spencer 1946-1977
- Correspondence with Verlin Spencer, an inmate at San Quentin, regarding his psychological testing of fellow inmates
- Copy of Verlin Spencer’s test results on 100 homosexuals and 100 armed robbers
- General personal correspondence with Verlin Spencer subsequent to his release from prison

Folder 28: Rene Spitz 1947-1961
- Letter in which Harrower asks Spitz’s advice regarding publishing some of her poetry
- A letter in which Spitz explains the proper way to address French royalty
- Correspondence regarding exchanges of reprints
- Correspondence regarding Spitz’s wife’s death

Folder 29: Edward Stainbrook 1939
- Correspondence regarding the possibility of Stainbrook obtaining a grant to go to Montreal and work with Harrower & Wilder Penfield

Folder 30: Samuel Standard 1959-1965
- General personal correspondence from Samuel Standard, M.D.

Folder 31: Starvation Experiments and Results 1946
- Correspondence with Josef Brozek and Harold Guetzkow regarding sending Rorschach records from the Starvation experiment for Harrower to examine
- 5-page report on the Rorschachs from the starvation experiment
- Data collected from the starvation experiment

Folder 32: State Department 1946-1947
- Copy of a paper written by Harrower and delivered at the State Department’s Conferences on Problems in Human Relations. The title of the paper is: “The Contribution of Clinical Psychology”
- Correspondence regarding Harrower observing Joseph Green’s committee interviewing candidates & offering suggestions on how he could improve his interviewing technique
- 12-page paper titled “Psychological Tensions in the Foreign Service” by Frank S. Hopkins
- Correspondence regarding requests for payment of travel expenses incurred on State Department business

Correspondents Include:
- Robert Redfield
- Carle H. Wedell
- Willard C. Rappleye
- Seldin Chapin
- Frank Fremont-Smith
- John Miles
- L. C. McCutcheon
- Frank S. Hopkins

The University of Akron
Folder 33: Staten Island Mental Health Society 1960
  • Correspondence with Selma Landisberg regarding the possibility of Harrower visiting as a consultant

Folder 34: Susan Stebbing 1925-1944
  • General personal correspondence from Susan Stebbing

Folder 35: Valeda von Steinberg 1955
  • Correspondence with Valeda von Steinberg regarding her writing a general, popular interest article on Harrower’s work

Folder 36: Meta Steiner 1948-1964
  • 5-page document written by Meta Steiner analyzing the handwriting of two subjects of the Harrower Group Rorschach Test
  • Correspondence regarding Meta Steiner conducting graphology reports on various Rorschach records that were conducted by Harrower
  • Correspondence regarding possible job opportunities for Meta Steiner
  • Letters of recommendation from Harrower on behalf of Meta Steiner

Correspondents Include:
  Frederick Wyatt
  Hanna Marlin
  John G. Darley
  Florence Halpern

Folder 37: L. Joseph Stone 1960-1965
  • Correspondence regarding a book on the practice of clinical psychology

Folder 38: Harold S. Streitfeld 1962
  • Correspondence with Harold S. Streitfeld regarding Harrower’s participation in a symposium titled “The Contribution of the Projective Technique to the Question of Basic Personality Change Resulting from Psychotherapy”

  • Correspondence regarding studies of personality changes resulting from psychotherapy and studies of therapist-patient compatibility
  • Letter informing Harrower of the death of Marty Wallach
  • Correspondence regarding the world Federation of Mental Health

Folder 40: Mrs. Percival Symonds 1961
  • Correspondence regarding Harrower’s membership on the Percival Symonds Advisory Committee and the plans for an exhibit honoring Symonds to be placed in the Rotunda of Columbia University’s Low Memorial Library

Folder 41: Symposium at Silver Hill 1967
  • Correspondence regarding Harrower’s participation in a symposium at Silver Hill. Includes a copy of a poem titled “Last Hour” written by one of Harrower’s patients on the occasion of their last session
Folder 42: Mary Taylor 1952-1953
- Correspondence with Mary Taylor of the Children’s Bureau regarding a pamphlet on which they were collaborating

Folder 43: Masaharu Takahashi 1956-1962
Correspondence with Masaharu Takahashi, among the topics discussed:
- A study being conducted in Japan using the Group Rorschach
- Possibility of Takahashi coming to the United States to study
- Takahashi’s acceptance to the Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy

Folder 44: Temple University 1957-1959
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s appointment as Associate Research Professor at Temple University
- Correspondence regarding a program in which Harrower would conduct psychological evaluations on medical students who may be in academic or personal difficulties
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s research project “A Follow-up Study of the Effectiveness of Psychotherapy and the Predictive Value of Psychodiagnostic Testing”

Correspondents Include:
- Angela Stampone
- O. Spurgeon English
- Albert E. Scheflen
- William N. Parkinson
- Helen S. Wagenheim
- Patricia M. Bricklin
- Robert M. Bucher

Folder 45: Temple University 1960-1966
- Correspondence regarding Harrower speaking at a Psychiatric Staff Meeting at Temple University
- Copy of a research proposal titled “An Assessment of the Effectiveness of Psychotherapy and the Predictive Value of Psychodiagnostic Testing in a Follow-up Study of Some 2,000 Cases”
- Correspondence regarding Dr. O. Spurgeon English’s resignation as chair of the Department of Psychiatry at Temple University
- Copy of a short tentative proposal for the testing of the 1964 freshmen medical class at Temple University and correspondence outlining methods for carrying out this project
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s resignation from her appointment at Temple University

Correspondents Include:
- H. Keith Fischer
- Stanton B. Felzer
- Robert W. Payne
- Francis Hoffman
- Harold Winn
- R. Bruce Sloane
- Albert E. Scheflen
Folder 1: Temple Reports (undated)
- 7-page paper titled “Direct Analysis and Psychoanalysis Compared in Terms of Creative Process” – author unknown
- Paper titled “The Preparedness of High School and College Seniors for Parenthood” includes a description of the methodology used for the paper and a copy of the questionnaire used – author unknown
- Paper titled “A Study of the Effectiveness of Teaching Psychodynamic Principles” – author unknown

Folder 2: Tendler 1930
- Description of the Tendler Emotional Insight Test and a copy of the test itself
- Excerpt from an article by Joel Shor on “Roles of the Clinical Psychologist in an Army N. P. Setting” – the excerpt describes the Rorschach Inkblot Test
- Paper titled “Notes on the Use of the S. I. C. (Self-Idea-Completion) Blank” by Joel Shor

Folder 3: William B. Terhune 1946-1955
- Correspondence regarding Terhune’s need for a clinical psychologist to conduct psychological testing on his patients
- Correspondence regarding some of Terhune’s patients on which Harrower conducted tests

Folder 4: Texas Trip 1950-1953
- Correspondence regarding various speaking engagements arranged for Harrower throughout Texas and also in Florida and Tuscon, AZ

Correspondents Include:
- Glenn V. Ramsey
- J. L. McCary
- Chauncey D. Leake
- Wayne H. Holtzman
- K. M. Dallenbach
- Richard L. Kaiser
- Alan Krasnoff
- Laurence S. McLaughran
- Elmer D. Hinckley
- Howard A. Rusk
- C. Christopher Morris
- W. Paul Holbrook
- Willie M. Verniaud
- Norman R. Ellis
- L. T. Callicutt

Folder 5: Texas Conference on the Care of the Chronically Ill (1953-1955)
- Correspondence regarding the preparation and planning of the Texas Conference on “The Psychological Problems of Chronic Illness”
- Correspondence regarding publishing the presentation made at the conference on “The Psychological Problems of Chronic Illness”
- Program for the conference
- 18-page transcript of a discussion which followed Russell Myers’ lecture on “Selective Responses to Intra and Extra Organic Environment”
- Correspondence from conferees commenting on the outcome of the conference

Correspondents Include:
- W. Paul Holbrook
- Chauncey D. Leake
- Frank Fremont-Smith
- Harris B. Peck
- Wilbur C. Davison
- Russell Myers
- Beatrice Cobb
- Lawrence S. Kubie
- William Rottersman
- W. T. Sanger
- George C. Ham
- William T. Lhamon
- Rollo May
- Fillmore Sanford
- Lawrence A. Kohn
- James Quinter Holsopple
- Morton A. Seidenfeld
- Paul E. Huston
- Eugene McDaniel
- Ephraim Shorr
- Thomas McP. Brown
- Carlyle Jacobsen
- Alton Ochsner
- William C. Kuzzell
- The University of Akron
Folder 6: University of Texas Medical Screening Program 1953-1956
- Correspondence regarding development of a program to orient clinical psychologists in medical affairs
- Correspondence regarding conference on “Psychological Aspects of Chronic Disability”
- Correspondence regarding submissions to *Texas Reports on Biology and Medicine* by Harrower
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s screening program of medical students at the University of Texas at Galveston
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s testing of candidates for the ministry in the Unitarian Church
- 7-page paper titled “The Figure Drawing Test as an Adjunct in the Selection of Medical Students” by Hanna F. Faterson
- 7-page paper describing the screening program used at the St. Lawrence Hospital School of Nursing by Frederick C. Rockett
- Transcript of a discussion on Psychological Testing

Correspondents Include:
Chauncey D. Leake
Leona Baumgartner
Harry Goolishian
Beatrix Cobb
Wayne Holtzman
W. Paul Holbrook
Robert L. Sutherland
William Rottersman
John Johnson

Correspondents Include:
Austen Foster
F. C. Redlich
Willard Rappleye
Lawrence S. Kubie
Henry Van Dusen
Lewis Barbato
J. Allen Scott
W. L. Barnette, Jr.
D. Bailey Calvin

Earl H. Furgeson
E. R. Marzullo
Henry P. David
Darrel J. Mase
Virginia Huffer
Hanna F. Faterson
Frederick C. Rockett
John C. Finerty

Folder 7: Caroline Thomas – Johns Hopkins Study 1949-1967
- Correspondence with Caroline B. Thomas regarding Rorschach testing of Johns Hopkins Medical Students in order to study physiological and psychological factors preceding the development of hypertension and coronary artery disease
- Reports written by Hanna Marlens of 9 unnamed subjects of the Group Rorschach

Folder 8: C. C. Thomas 1969
- Correspondence from the publisher C. C. Thomas to various authors regarding plans for books to be published in the American Lectures in Psychology Series
- Correspondence with Helen E. Durkin regarding issuing a second printing of her book – *Analytic Group Psychotherapy with Mothers*

Correspondents Include:
Emanuel S. Hammer
Karen Machover
M. E. Steiner
Helen E. Durkin

Folder 9: Dorothy Thompson 1944
- Letter to Harrower from Dorothy Thompson regarding one of Harrower’s poems

Folder 10: Robert Thouless 1937
- Letter from Robert Thouless regarding a book written by Harrower

Folder 11: Geoffrey Tilletson and John Butt 1933-1934
- General personal correspondence from Geoffrey Tilletson and John Butt
Folder 12: Mottram Torre 1958-1962
- Correspondence regarding Harrower getting support from an unnamed steering committee for a research project
- Correspondence regarding using Harrower's screening program in connection with a Peace Corps project

Folder 13: Janet Travell 1952
- Letter to Harrower from Janet Travell regarding a psychological history form which Travell developed to be used with patients Harrower is testing

Folder 14: George Trevelyn (undated)
- General personal correspondence from George Trevelyn

Folder 15: Simon Tulchin 1948
- Correspondence discussing the need to establish tasks and objectives of the Committee on Private Practice in Clinical Psychology

Folder 16: Harrower Autobiography Chapters 1-7 (undated)
Contains chapters 1-7 of Molly Harrower's autobiography. Chapter titles are:
- British Beginnings
- Independence and Intriguing Role Models
- America the Beautiful
- Detour with Enjoyment
- Becoming a Clinician in Slow Motion
- Initial Period: Goldstein and the Montefiore Hospital
- Second Initiation: Penfield and the Montreal Neurological Institute

Folder 17: Harrower Autobiography Chapters 8-14 (undated)
Contains chapters 8-14 of Molly Harrower's autobiography. Chapter titles are:
- Learning to Speak with Authority
- Inner Stress and the Stress Tolerance Test
- The Hyphen Between Two "Lives"
- Hanging Up a Shingle
- Consulting Away from Home Base
- New Marriage, New Patterns of Living
- Modification and Innovations
Folder 18: Harrower Autobiography Chapters 15-21 (undated)
Contains chapters 15-21 of Molly Harrower’s autobiography. Chapter titles are:
- The Emergence of the International, Interdisciplinary Concept
- Psychoanalysis, What Insights Did it Provide?
- Don’t Knock Your Idiosyncrasies, They Can Work For You
- Major Crisis
- Rebuilding, Finding a Home
- “Retirement” and the Koffka Letters
- Questions and Answers

Folder 19: Harrower Autobiography Endnotes (undated)
Contains final section of the Harrower autobiography, a section of notes on important persons who appear in the autobiography
Folder 1: Requests 1940-1942
- Letter requesting more information based on an article Harrower wrote entitled “Psychologist Explains Role in Community”
- Letter thanking Harrower for sharing Rorschach material of some of her patients

Correspondents Include:
J. C. Desautels
Harold G. Wolff

Folder 2: Requests 1943-1947
- Requests for reprints of various articles, Rorschach materials, advice, etc.

Correspondents Include:
Andre A. Weil
Ira S. Wile
M. M. White
Frances Wathall
Brenda B. Wilson
Paul C. Whyte
Benjamin Weinstein
Raymond W. Waggoner
Arthur Weider
Frederick Wyatt
F. C. R. Chalke
Martha G. Colby
J. E. Miller
R. Burke Suttit
Harold L. Snow
Donald Slaughter
Saul Rosenzweig
William A. Schonfeld
H. J. Eysenck
Reginald J. Young
Edward J. Kempf
Walter Freeman
Abe Pepsinsky
Gertrude Schlessinger
George S. Stevenson
Anthony J. Graffeo
Lee J. Cronbach
Daniel Casner
Katharine Luberger
Jules H. Last
May V. Seagoe
L. C. Steckle
Paul Torrence
Liselotte K. Fischer
T. Ernest Newland
James B. Funkhouser
F. C. Redlich
John V. Gilmore
Heinz Lehmann
Jerome M. Schneck
Ruth Potter
Ralph W. Wager
Reubin W. Horlick
Marie Means
Cecil Mann
Armand E. DeCesare
John M. Dorsey
Solomon Machover
Elizabeth Hellersberg
Torn B. Blackwell
John G. Darley
Robert C. Butz
Lydia Levy Bredig
Charlotte Ellis
Daniel Malamud
J. H. Gardiner

Folder 3: Requests 1948-1949
- Requests for reprints, Rorschach materials, invitations to speak, etc.
- Questionnaire from the APA Committee on Standards for Psychological Service Centers
- Resume for Jean Liss

Correspondents Include:
R. B. Malmo
J. S. Bassell
Samuel L. Bulser
Leah Levinger
Eugene Kline
A. H. Hilden
L. C. Steckle
Marguerite R. Hertz
Irving A. Fosberg
John T. Saidy
Florence Schumer
Robert A. Holloway
William Clark Trow
Gladys Frith
Gustav Raabec
Sydney G. Margolin
Murray Delloff
Samuel Bunker
Irving Barnett
Leonard S. Abramson
William Coleman
Emily S. Dexter
Rebekah Earle
Lenore R. Dumas
Mike Dunn
Edward J. Kelly
Alma Paulsen
Prescott Vernon
Ben Dempsey
Ernest G. Schachtel
Victor W. Eisenstein
Renata A. Calabresi
Lester F. Beck
Theodora Abel
Walter W. Stewart
Joan Fisher
Robert I. Watson
Jessica Linkenmann
Gloria Kay
Marjorie Levi Bristol
Irving P. Dryman
Jack Jaffe
Rita Wertheimer
Jean Liss
Folder 4: Requests 1950-1954

- Requests for reprints, Rorschach material, help finding work, and contains copies of resumes from various people

**Correspondents Include:**

- Irving Maltzman
- Jack Jaffe
- Nathan Greenbaum
- Frances Margolin
- Esther R. Steiner
- Wilson H. Guertin
- William K. Lyles
- D. Spearman
- Robert M. Roman
- Cesareo D. Pena
- Harry W. Graly
- Mildred Satinoff
- Irving A. Dryman
- Pierre A. Ventur
- Marguerite R. Hertz
- Wentworth Quast
- Robert M. Allen
- Jose Germain
- Gerd H. Fenchel
- Alan Taylor
- Mary Cohert
- Wallace W. Lindahl
- Charles D. Griffith
- Sidney Yudin
- Alexander Simon
- Rose W. Marks
- Judson G. Parker
- James C. Stauffacher
- Spencer B. Sterne
- H. J. Eysenck
- Leonard T. Kurland
- Allan H. Frankle
- Veronica C. Sullivan
- George Spache
- Boleslaw A. Wysocki
- Mary Alice White
- Arthur Weider
- Mortimer M. Meyer
- George W. Kisker
- Paul G. Murphy
- Leo Shatin
- Joseph A. Zatzkin
- Howard F. Gloyne
- Anthony B. Gabriele
- Walter Simon
- Vera V. French
- Robert M. Kark
- Jack T. Huber
- Edward Weiss
- Francois LaPointe
- John T. Auston
- Joseph R. Royce
- George James
- Howard T. Blane
- Cecil R. Miller
- Robert L. Watson
- Robert E. Dean
- Donald R. Meyer
- Louis Brown
- David Murray
- Walter Kass
- Erwin J. Lotsof
- Wayne K. Detloff
- Anthony W. Martin
- Clifford H. Swensen, Jr.
- Henry P. David
- Dale S. Higbee
- Margaret L. Hayes
- Pauline Austin
- Norman Prentice
- Robert Bloomberg
- W. H. Burba
- Harriet Black
- Thomas G. Kemp
- R. J. Graff
- Norman Ellis
- Jules D. Holzberg
- Herbert J. Grossman
- Roberta B. Kiefer
- Helen A. Diers
- Laurence F. Shaffer
- Herbert J. Zucker
- Prudence E. Burchard
- Helen R. Smith
- R. Gaston Scott
- Edward J. Shohen
- Maria H. Nagy
- William Ryan
- J. S. Felton
- John T. Stone
- Frank B. Strange
- George Colden
- Alvin R. Howard
- A. D. Krems
Folder 5: Requests 1955-1957
- Requests for reprints, requests for help finding work, and copies of various resumes and curriculum vitae

**Correspondents Include:**

Albert Chaykin  
Robert M. Huntington  
Juliet C. Diller  
William Langthu  
M. A. Record  
Timothy Leary  
Eva el Masri Sidhom  
Sujata Sen  
Alex L. ter Braake  
Alexander Bassin  
Wallace Clark  
Mahesh Desai  
Dorothy S. Norman  
Barbara Robideaux  
Don E. Anderson  
Norman C. Morgan  
Hilde T. Himmelweit  
C. Leonard Muskin  
Robert V. Hamilton  
Walter A. Fabian, Jr.  
Sohan L. Sharma  
Daniel Malamud  
Dell Lebo  
Leo Shatin  
Vaughn Crandall  
O. G. Johnson  
Leah M. Loehrke  
Richard H. Dana  
Max Siegel  
Darrel J. Mase  
Harold L. Lief  
Earl H. Purgeson  
Marvin Reznikoff  
Melvin A. Gravitz  
Bob Allen  
Rudolf Ekstein  
Richard B. Harkey  
Victor Santamarina  
Jan H. Bruell  
Lawrence S. Kubie  
Bear Berthold Wolff  
T. H. Harwood  
Bert Friedman  
Benjamin Goodnich  
Lark O. Daniel  
William W. Wattenberg  
J. P. Guilford  
William W. Michaux  
Irvin S. Wolf  
Joseph L. Brozgol  
George A. Schumacher  
William Wells  
Lothar Pickenhain  
Bernard L. Bloom  
Frederick Wyatt  
Robert I. Watson  
Irwin Sarason  
Wilfred Quaytman  
Hanna F. Paterson  
S. L. Garfield  
Norman S. Greenfield  
F. A. Freyhan  
Myra S. Young  
Henry F. David  
William Seeman  
Marvin L. Kaplan  
Leonard S. Abramson  
Leonore Boehm  
Robert F. Cahill  
Leo Srole  
Janet M. Lyon  
Arthur S. Tomkin  
Matthew B. Miles  
Hans-Joachim F. Junken  
J. S. Felton  
Mauro Gonzalez  
Charles W. Stewart  
Earl A. Loomis, Jr.  
Irving Weinstein  
Charles F. Mitchell  
Charles Kram  
Louis Aarons  
Joy Distenfeld  
Alexander Simon  
John M. Davis  
Mortimer Brown  
W. L. Barnette, Jr.  
H. Kaplan  
Harold Bosowitz  
Edward L. French  
M. Kubovy  
Howard E. Mitchell  
Carmine Casella  
George G. Reader  
A. D. Krems  
Helen Gofman  
M. Ricklan  
C. W. Eriksen

Folder 6: Requests 1958-1962
- Requests for reprints, requests for help finding work, and copies of various resumes and curriculum vitae
- Request for Harrower to write a review of *Neuroses and their Treatment* edited by Edward Podolsky. There is a copy of the completed review.

**Correspondents Include:**

Charles D. Smock  
R. G. Stennett  
Margaret E. Porter  
Harold Seashore  
George Rosen  
David T. Graham  
James M. Holt  
Alexander C. Rosen  
Joseph R. Royce  
Claus Munk Plum  
Alba Watson  
James C. Logan  
Herbert Lipton  
William Ryan  
Robert L. McDonald  
Olga W. McNemar  
Sidney Adams  
Sol Feldman  
Merilyn B. Woods  
Bette Kaufman  
Adrian M. Ostfeld  
Bob J. Williams  
Milton Komrich  
Estelle Wolfe Hirsch  
Robert C. Killough, Jr.  
Helen Oxle Pierce  
Eugene E. Levitt  
C. Michael Levy  
D. J. Torney  
W. A. Tillmann  
Suzanne Reid  
Jack O. Rice
Folder 6, continued

Agnes Mueller
Beatriz H. W. Ferreira
C. Wesley Jackson, Jr.
Maria Estelle F. de Lencero
Walter O'Connell
George Spivack
Biswa B. Chatterjee
J. Peter Denny
Ida Linnick
Rita J. Wetzel
Uwe Gunersen
Irwin M. Stein

Helen B. McMurray
Ernest L. V. Shelley
Richard H. Dana
David W. Bortree
Helen E. Williams
William J. Ruzicka
Glenda R. Axel
Raymond D. Dennerll
James D. Wood
Allen E. Bergin
Earl M. Kliman
Clayton E. Ladd
Thomas M. Magoon

Martin Kohn
Kenneth R. Newton
Scott Brier
Clare A. Robinson
Haitung King
Joseph P. Lord
George Parker
Samuel S. Dubin
Ralph S. Long
Seymour Levy
Marianne T. Larson
Myron Koluv

Folder 7: Requests 1963-1966

- Requests for reprints, Rorschach material, and help finding work in clinical psychology. Several resumes of various persons are included

Correspondents Include:

Marvin R. Goldfried
A. Barclay
Joseph P. Lorel
Uwe Geertz
Malcolm Huckabee
F. M. Ledyard
Carl Binger
Helen M. Angelo
Sam Berkowitz
Joseph W. Wuenn
Erich H. E. Coche
Eugenia M. Koos
James A. Knight
Sophie M. Silverstein
Habib Ahmad

Ben S. Price
Judith Spitz
Martin D. Adler
John Mann
George Domino
Martin J. Krakauer
Richard H. Dana
Robert H. Thrasher
Justin Ciale
Julius Hegelmann
Emeline Place Hayward
Edward Wallach
Barbara Brandt
Kenneth R. Newton
Russell H. Levy

Benjamin D. Benincasa
Lawrence S. Kubie
Holly Wight Robinson
Bruce J. Richman
Richard James
Ross Fendergast
Josef E. Garai
Leonard Pearson
Yechiel Lander
Leah Gold Fein
Bernard Segal
Ellen V. McEvoy
Martin R. Gluck
Naohiko Fukada

Folder 8: Requests 1967-1970

- Requests for testing materials, reprints, and requests for more information regarding various articles written by Harrower

Correspondents Include:

Magdalene M. Kaiser
Ronald C. Johnson
Harold H. Morris
Clement Haimowitz
Stanley Schneider
Paul Zelhart
Jonathan Kogan
Israel W. Charray
Henry Kavkewitz
Sarah Schoonover

Robert F. Cahill
Mary Anne Gallant
David A. Cook
Lucitia S. Hall
Raul Paramo Ortega
Michael M. Stewart
G. Krip
R. Reynolds
George Wolf
R. K. Baker

Manuel Martinez-Moldenado
Eric J. Marx
Clive L. Hart
Mazie Earle Wagner
J. Richard Marshall
Mieczyslaw Choynowski
Boris Semenoff
David M. Klingel
Claude Wiart

The University of Akron
Folder 9: University of the State of New York 1956
- Correspondence regarding Harrower serving as an advisory member of the State Board of Examiners, the University of the State of New York
- Correspondence from the Psychology Department at Queens College to the members of the state Board of Examiners regarding the certification of psychologists

Correspondents Include:

Robert C. Killough, Jr.  Arnold Bernstein  Joseph Miller
Ewald B. Nyquist  E. M. L. Burchard  Nicholas J. Pastore
J. Albert Holbrietter  Mildred E. Hamilton  Emma Spaney
S. C. S. Spragg  Marvin A. Iverson  Wilma A. Winnick
F. A. Morse  Milton W. Horowitz  Arthur A. Witkin
Gregory Razzan  Seymour Levy  Joseph Sanders

Folder 10: University of the State of New York 1957
- Correspondence regarding applications for certification
- Correspondence regarding a meeting of the Advisory Committee in which the grandfather clause of the Psychologists Bill will be discussed and at which representatives from various groups wish to attend
- Correspondence regarding the practice of psychotherapy by persons other than physicians

Correspondents Include:

Florence Halpern  Edward Girden  Solomon Machover
Joseph Sanders  Betty Feldman  Jacques Barzun
Danica Deutsch  V. Elise Sayfarth  Stuart W. Cook
Alan Grey  Emanuel K. Schwartz  Frank G. Millard
Arlene Wollberg  Barbara Suprenant  Peter F. Birkel
Alma A. Paulsen  Marvin J. Feldman  Charles A. Brind, Jr.
Robert C. Killough, Jr.  Mark E. Clevans  Mabel D. Mundet
Thomas E. Tierney  Noble H. Kelley  William K. Selden
Jule Nydes  Anne Roe  Bruce V. Moore
Frank S. Freeman

Folder 11: University of the State of New York 1958
- Correspondence regarding appropriate educational backgrounds of persons seeking certification under the grandfather clause
- General business of the Advisory Committee such as scheduling meetings

Correspondents Include:

Gordon F. Derner  Robert C. Killough, Jr.  Wallace Gobetz
Joseph R. Sanders  Emanuel K. Schwartz  James E. Allen, Jr.
G. R. Wendt  Raymond A. Katzell  Harry Bone
Frank S. Freeman  Anne Roe  Bernard N. Kalinkowitz
Samuel Pearlman
Folder 1: University of the State of New York 1959
- Correspondence regarding the legality of the use of the titled psychotherapy by persons not licensed to practice medicine in the State of New York
- Meeting reports of the Advisory Council in Psychology
- Correspondence regarding general business of the Advisory Council

Correspondents Include:
Joseph R. Sanders
Lawrence S. Kubie

Folder 2: University of the State of New York 1960
- Correspondence regarding appropriate backgrounds of persons seeking certification under the grandfather clause
- Correspondence regarding general business of the Advisory Council

Correspondents Include:
Charles A. Brind
Gilbert M. Treachtrman
Paul Cornyetz

Folder 3: Advisory Council Meeting, The University of the State of New York 1961
- Paper titled "History & Implications of the State Regulation for Registration of Graduate Curriculums in Psychology for Admission to the Examination for Certificate as Psychologist" by Joseph R. Sanders
- Page listing what is considered unprofessional conduct for a psychologist
- 1961-1962 Annual Report of the Psychological Board Secretary
- Outlines of 3 working papers of the New York State Psychological Association Policy and Planning Committee

Correspondents Include:
Joseph R. Sanders
Albert S. Thompson
Max Siegel
Gordon F. Derner

Folder 4: University of the State of New York 1961-1964
- Correspondence regarding curriculum registration
- General correspondence of the Advisory Committee
- Minutes of the Meeting of the Advisory Council in Psychology

Correspondents Include:
Louis Long
Donald E. Baier

Folder 5: University of the State of New York - Expense Accts., Finances, etc.
- Travel expense vouchers for the University of the State of New York and instructions on how to complete them
- Correspondence regarding travel vouchers filled out by Harrower

Folder 6: University of the State of New York - Poem 1958(?)
- Poem written by Molly Harrower, presumably written after the certification bill passed
Folder 7: Notes on a Hierarchy of Values – undated
- Various poems and notes written by Harrower on the concept of “values”

Folder 8: Vassar College 1948
- Correspondence between Harrower and Sarah Gibson Blanding and C. Mildred Thompson regarding a theoretical budget for an experimental testing program at Vassar
- Outline for the proposed program for screening freshmen at Vassar

Folder 9: Vellore Christian Medical College, India 1957
- Correspondence requesting information on the testing being conducted in Galveston
- Paper titled “The Validity of the Vellore Medical College Selection Methods”

Correspondents Include:
John S. Carmen
Naomi Carmen
Joy Paul

Folder 10: William S. Verplanck 1966
- Request for Harrower’s opinion, criticism, and evaluation of a program for a different type of training for clinical psychologists. Includes a copy of the grant proposal for this program.

Correspondents Include:
William S. Verplanck
Kenneth R. Newton
Lawrence S. Kubie

Folder 11: Veterans Administration – East Orange, NJ 1954-1955
- Correspondence with J. Sobin regarding Harrower’s participation in their “First Annual Institute”

Folder 12: Veterans Administration – Miami Beach 1950-1952
- Correspondence with Syvil Marquit regarding various aspects of testing
- Order for psychograms and summary charts
- Correspondence regarding Harrower conducting a lecture

Folder 13: Veterans Administration – Montrose, NY 1956
- Correspondence with Seymour G. Klebanoff regarding a TAT project in which Harrower was invited to participate

Folder 14: Veterans Administration – Perry Point, MD 1966
- Correspondence with John F. McCarthy regarding the possibility of Harrower becoming a consultant for the Veterans Administration

Folder 15: Veterans Administration – Northampton, Mass 1952
- Invitation to lecture on the topic “Value of the Rorschach in Aiding Psychotherapy”
- Correspondence discussing an outline of a book by Isidor Scheerer – title is not provided

Correspondents Include:
Lionel M. Ivers
Isidor W. Scheerer

Folder 16: Veterans Administration – Roanoke, VA 1957
- Correspondence with John J. Mallet regarding administration of psychodiagnostic tests to “test-wise” clinical psychologists
Folder 17: Veterans Administration – St. Cloud, MN 1965
- Correspondence with Charles G. Watson asking Harrower to participate in a study on the accuracy of DAP diagnoses

Folder 18: James M. Vicary Company 1954-1955
- Correspondence regarding Harrower serving on the Social Sciences Panel at the Annual Conference of the Public Relations Society of America
- Brief notes of comments made by the Social Sciences Panel at the PRSA 7th Annual Conference

Correspondents Include:
James Vicary
Franklin Waltman
Ralph G. Graeter

Folder 19: Vogue Magazine 1958
- Correspondence regarding an article by Harrower that appeared in Vogue
- Rough draft of article which appeared in Vogue on marriage counseling

Correspondents Include:
Allene Talmey
Lawrence Q. Crawley
Jo Caro

Folder 20: Voices 1966-1969
- Correspondence with John Warkentin regarding various poems by Harrower and the possibility of publishing some in Voices: the Art and Science of Psychotherapy
- Copy of Harrower’s poem “The Confluence of Religion and Psychiatry”

Folder 21: Seth Wakeman 1958
- Correspondence with Seth Wakeman regarding Harrower conducting testing on one of his patients

Folder 22: Grey Walker 1957
- Correspondence regarding Grey Walker speaking at the Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy as a part of the International Seminars series.
- Various press releases announcing Grey Walker’s lecture and discussing his lecture on predicting behavior through electrical discharges of the brain

Folder 23: Zev W. Wanderer 1959-1964
- Correspondence requesting Harrower to participate in Zev Wanderer’s doctoral study
- Abstract of Zeb Wanderer’s dissertation, “The Validity of Diagnostic Judgements based on ‘blind’ Machover Figure Drawings”

Correspondents Include:
Zev Wanderer
Edward Shobin

Folder 24: War Price and Rationing Board 1942
- Letter turning down Harrower’s application for a typewriter
Folder 25: Franklin Watts, Inc. 1963-1965
- Correspondence regarding Harrower's contribution to *The Encyclopedia of Mental Health*
- Correspondence regarding publishing a new edition of *Appraising Personality*
- Royalty statements for *Appraising Personality*
- Correspondence regarding a proposed book titled “Psychologists and What They Do”
  
  **Correspondents Include:**
  
  Franklin Watts
  Helen Fishman

Folder 26: Waves Commencement Address 1943
- Correspondence with Irene Williamson regarding Harrower’s address at the commencement of the US Naval Training Schools, Division VI – Radio School for Enlisted Women, and regarding Harrower administering a test to one division
- Program for the commencement ceremony for the Radio School for Enlisted Women

Folder 27: Wilse B. Webb 1959-1963
- Correspondence with Wilse B. Webb regarding the book *Profession of Psychology* in which Harrower wrote a chapter

Folder 28: David Wechsler 1951-1959
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s use of the Wechsler-Bellevue
- Correspondence regarding Harrower serving as an examiner for ABEPP
- Photocopies of Harrower’s testing results for the medical students in Texas and the Unitarians

Folder 29: Arthur Weider 1949-1954
- Correspondence with Arthur Weider regarding Harrower’s contribution to *Contributions Towards Medical Psychology*

Folder 30: John Weir 1958
- Correspondence between Lawrence S. Kubie, John Weir, and Harrower regarding testing

Folder 31: Dean Weld 1933
- Letter from the Dean of the University of Rochester regarding Harrower’s request that her papers be sent to her

Folder 32: Wells College 1930
- Letter from Ivy Campbell regarding Harrower’s first teaching job at Wells

Folder 33: Frederick Lyman Wells 1943
- Correspondence with Frederick Lyman Wells and Frank Fremont-Smith regarding Harrower’s Multiple Choice Rorschach procedure

Folder 34: Gerald Wendt 1944-1964
- General personal correspondence between Harrower and Wendt
- Numerous poems - unknown if written by Harrower, Wendt or both
Folder 35: Max Wertheimer 1937
- Short handwritten note from Max Wertheimer regarding driving directions given to Harrower

Folder 36: Western Psychological Services 1960-1967
- Correspondence with Morse P. Manson regarding Western Psychological Services publishing the Harrower Inkblots, and a Projective Battery
- Drafts of the preface to the Harrower Inkblot Test

Folder 37: Milton Wexler 1950-1952
- Twenty-eight page paper by Milton Wexler titled “The Structural Problem in Schizophrenia: Therapeutic Implications” with handwritten annotations made by Harrower
- Invitation from Harrower to Milton Wexler asking him to give a lecture to the New York Clinical Psychologists
Folder 1: Raymond H. Wheeler 1934
- Letter to Harrower from Raymond H. Wheeler in which he mentions his dreams of building a center for study in Gestalt Psychology

Folder 2: William Wilson 1933
- Letter to Harrower from William Wilson in which he agrees to meet Kurt Koffka

Folder 3: Wednesdays in Mississippi 1964-1966
- Various materials regarding the civil rights group Wednesdays in Mississippi including: updates of recent activities, reading lists for members, itineraries, schedules of activities, etc...
- Several pages of handwritten notes by Harrower
- Seventeen page paper by Harrower discussing her experience in Mississippi with the group

Correspondents Include:
John W. Brigham      Peter Libassi      Ellen Winston
Marge Gross         Polly Cowan

Folder 4: Wednesdays in Mississippi – Reports 1964-1965
- Paper providing background information about the state of Mississippi for members of the group Wednesdays in Mississippi – sponsored by the National Council of Negro Women, Inc.
- Preliminary report on “Wednesdays in Mississippi” written by Elizabeth B. Barnes & Frances M. Tanenbaum
- Final report on Wednesdays in Mississippi by Margery Gross & Frances Tanenbaum
- Report from the Special Training Institute on Problems of School Desegregation titled “Using a Team Study Technique to Analyze Problems Arising from Multi-Cultural School Population” by Roscoe A. Boyer
- Report on the Second Wednesdays in Mississippi conference held November 11-12, 1965

Folder 5: Windham House 1946-1969
- Correspondence regarding Harrower conducting psychological testing on students at Windham House
- Discussion of the results of the testing on some of the students
- Description of the various ways that Windham House has utilized the psychological tests administered by Harrower

Correspondents Include:
Helen Turnbull      J. G. Darley      Boyd R. McCandless
Walter Kass         Dael Wolfe      Jo Coudert
Jack R. Ewalt

Folder 6: Lewis R. Wolberg 1954-1963
- Letter to Wolberg from Harrower recommending Harold Goolishian to the Postgraduate Center
- Correspondence regarding the International Lecture Series at the Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy
- Invitation to Harrower from Wolberg to participate in an American Psychiatric Association roundtable on “Can Psychiatric Diagnosis Be Made More Meaningful for Prognosis and Therapy?”
- Correspondence regarding Harrower speaking on “Applications of Psychology to Short-term Approaches” at the Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy

Correspondents Include:
Lewis R. Wolberg      Konrad Lorenz
Arlene Wolberg

The University of Akron
Folder 7: Benjamin B. Wolman 1962-1966
- Correspondence with Benjamin Wolman regarding the *Handbook of Clinical Psychology* for which Harrower was one of the editors
- Paper by Benjamin Wolman titled “The Continuum Hypothesis and Psychosis and the Classification of Mental Disorders”

Folder 8: Woman’s Home Companion 1955
- Drafts of an article by Harrower titled “Reading Failure: A Warning Signal” that appeared in the magazine *Woman’s Home Companion*

Folder 9: Yeshiva University 1966
- Correspondence from Adelaide Jablonsky regarding Harrower reading and reviewing a dissertation for a student of Yeshiva University

Folder 10: Young Men’s Christian Association 1957
- Correspondence and publicity regarding Harrower speaking at the Young Men’s Christian Association on the Battle of the Sexes
- Harrower’s handwritten notes on her presentation regarding the battle of the sexes

Folder 11: Young and Rubicam, Inc. 1960
- Letter to Harrower from Frank Mayans of Young and Rubicam, Inc. asking if she would be interested in working for them to develop management selection procedures for choosing high level executives

Folder 12: Richard Yontz 1964
- Summary of a report by Richard P. Youtz on “The Case For Skin Sensitivity to Color: With a Testable Explanatory Hypothesis”

Folder 13: Oliver Zangwill 1940
- Correspondence regarding Zangwill’s interest in Harrower’s papers in the *Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry* on Personality Changes Accompanying Cerebral Lesions

Folder 14: Carter Zeleznik 1947-1965
- Note from Harrower included in this file stating: Carter Zeleznik appeared mysteriously – I’m not quite sure how recommended, and offered to do a computer study on my follow-up case. Some of his various codes and methods of handling the material together with a summary which he called “Automatic Inductive and Abductive Analysis” are included in this file.

Folder 15: Ziv - United Artists 1961
- Letter from Ziv – United Artists regarding Harrower’s concern of copyright infringement over the appearance of inkblots in a television movie

Folder 16: Joseph Zubin 1959
- Correspondence with Joseph Zubin regarding papers they each presented at the “Wolberg Round Table” and their interest in the use of projective test material for diagnostic and prognostic purposes
Folder 17: Kohler References 1930-1941
- This folder contains excerpts of letters between Harrower and Kurt Koffka in which Wolfgang Kohler is mentioned

Folder 18: Wertheimer References 1930-1941
- Excerpts from letters between Harrower and Koffka in which Wertheimer was discussed

Folder 19: Lewin References 1930-1940
- Excerpts from letters between Harrower and Koffka in which Kurt Lewin is discussed

Folder 20: Walter N. Pahnke 1966
- Correspondence between Harrower and Walter N. Pahnke regarding Harrower’s desire to take LSD

Folder 21: Helen Papanek 1965
- Letter from Harrower answering Papanek’s question regarding the likeability of a patient and the whole clinical picture presented by testing

Folder 22: Conference on Patient Care 1966-1967
- Invitation for Harrower to attend a symposium on the Multidisciplinary Group Teaching of Psychosocial Aspects of Patient Care sponsored by the Columbia University Departments of Nursing and Psychiatry
- Program for the symposium

Folder 23: Peace Corps 1961
- Correspondence with Nicholas Hobbs in which Harrower is offering to assist the Peace Corps in their selection process

Folder 24: Social Scientists for Peace 1961
- Memos and correspondence regarding an organization called Social Scientists for Peace

Correspondents Include:
- Stanley Zuckerman
- Raymond S. Rubinow

Folder 25: Ruth Peachev 1964
- Correspondence from Ruth Peachev requesting Harrower as consultant on a research project sponsored by NIMH

Folder 26: Harris B. Peck 1953-1965
- Correspondence with Peck regarding publishing difficulties
- Harrower’s reactions and criticisms of a draft of an un-named manuscript by Peck
- Invitation to Harrower and her husband to attend a screening of a film titled “Uptown” there is also a description of the film which was the first in a series of community mental health films

Folder 27: Pedersen-Kreg Paper and Test - undated
- Twenty-page paper titled “A Psychoanalytic Approach to Industry” by Pedersen-Kreg (first name unknown)
- Untitled test that has been completed in pencil
Folder 28: Rockefeller Foundation 1934-1946
- Memo discussing Harrower’s original proposed program of study for her fellowship application of 1934

Folder 29: Wilder Penfield (Montreal Neurological Institute) 1934-1942
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s application for a fellowship from the Rockefeller Foundation and the question of where she should work during the fellowship
- Discussion of lobotomy procedures and their effectiveness
- Discussion of various projects

Folder 29: Continued
- Announcement of Harrower receiving a grant from the Josiah Macy Foundation for work on the development of a group method of the Rorschach
- Discussion between Harrower and Wilder Penfield of a patient’s Rorschach

Correspondents Include:

Bradley M. Patten
Wilder Penfield
Walter Freeman
Frank Fremont-Smith
Robert A. Lambert
Karl Zener
Floyd Lyle
David C. Wilson
Arnold Gesell
F. Cyril James
Lawrence K. Frank

Folder 30: Zygmunt Piotrowski 1938-1961
- Correspondence regarding an article on the Rorschach that Harrower & Piotrowski wrote together
- Discussion of the “epileptic personality”
- Piotrowski’s comments on an article by Harrower called “Diagnosis of Psychogenic Factors in Disease by Means of the Rorschach Method” to be published in The Psychiatric Quarterly
- Invitation for Harrower to participate in a symposium at the Eastern Psychological Association called “Current Developments in Rorschach Technique”
- Correspondence asking if Harrower would be interested in publishing the “Hand Test” in the American Lecture Series
- Copy of Piotrowski’s obituary

Correspondents Include:

Zygmunt Piotrowski
George M. White
Julius Wishner
Barry Bricklin
Edwin E. Wagner
Albert Scheflen

Folder 31: Police Magazine 1958
- Correspondence from V. A. Leonard editor of Police asking Harrower to write an article on the subject of police personnel selection

Folder 32: Justine Wise Polier 1957
- General personal correspondence with Justine Wise Polier – a judge of the children’s court

Folder 33: Charles M. Pomerat 1954-1961
- General personal correspondence with C. M. Pomerat

Folder 34: Noel Porter 1930
- General personal correspondence with Noel Porter – owner of the “Half Moon” in Cambridge where many famous people lunched on Saturday afternoons
Folder 1: Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy 1956-1967
- Correspondence regarding Harrower participating in the Postgraduate Center's 3rd year trainee and staff seminar – The Field of Psychotherapy
- Invitation to participate in a round table of active researchers in psychotherapy at the Postgraduate Center
- Correspondence regarding the Postgraduate Center's International Seminars
- Correspondence regarding the Postgraduate Center meeting of the Committee on Juvenile Delinquency
- Copies of summaries of three lectures to be given by Konrad Lorenz, sent by Lewis R. Wolberg for Harrower to review
- Invitation for Harrower to be a member of the editorial board of the *International Research Newsletter in Mental Health*
- Correspondence regarding the fifth annual three day Workshop in Group Psychotherapy
- Invitation to become Research Coordinator for the Group Therapy Department at the Postgraduate Center

Correspondents Include:
Emanuel K. Schwartz
Lewis R. Wolberg
Bernard F. Riess
Martha Sharp Cogan
Theodora M. Abel
Erik Stromgren

Folder 2: Air Force – Gary Powers Case 1960
- Correspondence and newspaper and magazine articles regarding the incident in which a U.S. U-2 plane piloted by Gary Powers was shot down by the Soviet Union in 1960. Harrower was contacted and asked to examine letters from Powers to his wife and determine if he were being drugged.

Correspondents Include:
Don Flickinger

Folder 3: Projective Psychology, Ed. Abt & Bellak 1959
- Letter to Harrower from Grove Press regarding new edition of *Projective Psychology: Clinical Approaches to the Total Personality* edited by Lawrence Abt and Leopold Bellak in which Harrower was a contributor

Folder 4: Montreal Neurological Institute 1940-1964
- Price list for Rorschach examinations conducted at the Montreal Neurological Institute in 1940
- Proposed budget for the Psychoneurosis Fund for 1940-1941
- Obituary for William Cone (a brain surgeon at the Montreal Neurological Institute) and a memorial poem written by Harrower
- Invitation to address the Montreal Neurological Society

Correspondents Include:
Francis L. McNaughton

Folder 5: Asenath Petrie 1957-1962
- General personal correspondence between Harrower and Asenath Petrie

Correspondents Include:
Hanna Moser
Asya L. Kadis
Marvin L. Aronson
Robert Thorne
Myron Gordon
Folder 6: Philadelphia Psychiatric Society 1961
- Correspondence with William A. Phillips regarding Harrower presenting a paper to the Philadelphia Psychiatric Society

Folder 7: Phillips Exeter Academy 1955
- Correspondence regarding factors involved in screening large numbers of 14 to 16 year old boys using the projective techniques

Folder 8: Jean Piaget 1957-1958
- Copy of a letter to Lewis R. Wolberg from Barbel Inhelder regarding the possibility of Inhelder and Piaget participating in the International Lecture Seminars on Mental Health at the Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy
- Tentative itinerary for Piaget and Inhelder for the International Seminars on Mental Health
- Letter from Wolberg announcing that Piaget cannot participate in the International Seminar due to poor health

Folder 9: Piotrowski’s Report on Harrower’s Rorschach 1937
- Two-page interpretation of the results of Harrower’s Rorschach test. The interpretation is written by Zygmunt Piotrowski

Folder 10: Projective Techniques – Experiments 1946
- Contains pages of data of an early experiment on the projective techniques. The pages are titled: “Rough Draft of an Outline Which Might be Followed in the Analysis and Comparison of the Results of Different Projective Techniques, and Their Psychiatric Evaluation”

Folder 11: Association for Psychoanalytic Medicine 1950
- Correspondence from David M. Levy and Richard L. Frank regarding candidates for membership in the Association for Psychoanalytic Medicine

Folder 12: Psychoanalytic Institute 1948
- Letter to Heinz Hartmann regarding his suggestion of conducting a psychodiagnostic testing of patients at the Psychoanalytic Institute Clinic

Folder 13: Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry 1949
- Report from a Committee on Clinical Psychology for the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry. The Committee members are: George E. Gardner, Daniel W. Badal, Normon Cameron, Joseph O. Chassell, Herbert I. Harris, Paul Huston, James G. Miller
- Questionnaire Regarding Adequate Psychiatric Safeguards, formulated by the Committee on Clinical Psychology for the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry

Folder 14: Psychological Corporation 1944-1967
- Correspondence and orders for Harrower’s Group Rorschach materials

Correspondents Include:

- Harold Seashore
- Jeannette Iwaniuk
- Albert Krangel
- J. H. Ricks, Jr.
- Geraldine Doherty
- Wallace Robbins
- George K. Bennett
- J. Yoshizaki
- Barry I. Oshry

The University of Akron
Folder 15: Psychological Evaluation of Children in Schools and Clinics 1965
- Invitation for Harrower to write a chapter on “Objective Tests of Personality and Social Development” for the book *Psychological Evaluation of Children in Schools and Clinics* compiled by Jeanne L. Rivoire and Irla L. Zimmerman

Folder 16: Psychologist at Work 1951-1953
- Correspondence with Routledge and Keegan Paul, Ltd. Regarding possibility of creating a second edition of *The Psychologist at Work*

Folder 17: Psychologists’ Status as Therapists 1953
- Letter from Harris B. Peck regarding possible legislation to prevent persons without a medical degree from administering therapy

Folder 18: International Psychosomatic Cancer Study Group 1961
- Correspondence with Lawrence Le Shan discussing possible publishers for material created by the International Psychosomatic Cancer Study Group

Folder 19: Psychological Examination (undated)
- This folder included the following statement from Harrower regarding the contents: “of interest historically in that it was necessary in the late 40’s to provide each patient with a printed statement concerning the bona fide need of psychological examinations”. The folder contains two copies of a statement on “The Purpose of the Psychological Examination”

Folder 20: Psychological Laboratory (Harry Sands) 1956
- Letter from Harry Sands discussing patient referrals and asking if Harrower would be interested in conducting a weekly radio program

Folder 21: Psychologists in Private Practice 1960
- Correspondence with Syvil Marquit regarding Harrower writing an article on Psychodiagnosics in Private Practice for the Psychologists in Private Practice Newsletter

- Correspondence regarding an article Harrower wrote for the *American Journal of Psychotherapy*
- Correspondence explaining who and what the American Academy of Psychotherapists are.
  Correspondents Include:
  - Emil A. Gutheil
  - George Dolger
  - John Warkentin

Folder 23: Psychosomatic Medicine 1946-1968
- Meeting minutes for the American Society for Research in Psychosomatic Problems
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s selection as a member of the advisory board for *Psychosomatic Medicine*
- Eight-page rough draft of a paper titled “Abstract of a Proposed Session on Psychological Techniques”
- Correspondence asking Harrower to review various articles for *Psychosomatic Medicine*
  Correspondents Include:
  - Carl Binger
  - Joan K. Erpf
  - Janet K. Schneider
  - Abby Friedman
Folder 24: Public Health Service Grants 1949-1950
- Copy of Public Health Service Research Grant Programs Statement of Policy
- Telegram regarding the creation of a National Institute on Neurological Diseases and Blindness
- Outlines of three research projects in connection with Multiple Sclerosis which Harrower sent to the Surgeon General regarding the need for grants

Correspondents Include:

Ernest M. Allen
Cornelius H. Traeger
Leonard Scheele
Leverett Saltonstall
David E. Price

Folder 25: Radio Corporation of America 1961
- Correspondence with William Swartley of the Radio Corporation of America regarding use of the group Rorschach

Folder 26: Radio Program on WEVD 1948
- Correspondence regarding Harrower being the first speaker on a series of programs on psychology held on the radio station WEVD – “The University of the Air”
- Copy of the presentation Harrower made on the International Congress on Mental Health for the WEVD radio program on psychology

Folder 27: Radio Script – Make Up Your Mind 1954
- Scripts for two weeks of shows called “Make Up Your Mind” on which Harrower appeared

Folder 28: Victor Raimy 1962
- Correspondence with Victor Raimy regarding the research of John Rosen at Temple University

Folder 29: Milton J. Raisbeck 1959-1966
- Correspondence regarding patients of Raisbeck, which were referred to Harrower for psychological testing. Patient names have been removed.
- Announcement of Milton Raisbeck’s retirement

Folder 30: Project RAND – Douglas Aircraft Co. 1948
- Correspondence with Joseph M. Goldsen & Lawrence S. Kubie regarding the screening of personnel
- Series of press releases announcing the establishment of the RAND corporation – a non profit organization to study methods of improving national security

Folder 31: Randolph Field Assignment (undated)
- Excerpt from an unpublished manuscript by Saul B. Sells. There are two sections, the first titled “10. Adjustment to the Training Situation” and the second section called “12. Prediction Hypothesis”

Folder 32: Readers 1962-1963
- Information regarding publication and ordering of The Barger Mirror Technique for Difficult Readers
Folder 33: Research Proposal 1964
- Research proposal seeking foundation support to explore the hypothesis that the therapist’s Personality Endowment & its relation to that of the patient being treated is a factor in the success or failure of the therapy

Folder 34: Fritz Redlich 1949-1957
- General professional correspondence, among the topics discussed: Army Teaching Classes, Redlich turning down offer to be president of the American Group Therapy Association, Harrower’s attempt to find funding for a follow-up study of medical students
  
  Correspondents Include:
  Lawrence S. Kubie
  Samuel Slavson
  Sibylle Escalona

Folder 35: John R. Rees 1956-1966
- General personal correspondence & some discussion of the World Federation of Mental Health, of which Rees was the Director

Folder 36: Hans Reese 1950-1967
- General personal correspondence with the neurologist Hans Reese

Folder 37: Religious Conferences 1955-1956
- Invitation to participate in a symposium on “Issues in Present-Day Psychology of Religion” at the APA Conference
- Program for a meeting of the Committee for the Scientific Study of Religion
- Invitation to participate in The Metropolitan Geneva Fellowship Council Conference on “Religion and Psychiatry”
  
  Correspondents Include:
  Ralph Mason Dreger
  Walter Houston Clark
  Robert B. Reeves
  Robert P. Groff

Folder 38: Religious Education Association of the U. S. and Canada 1963
- Letter from Herman E. Wornom asking Harrower to become Director of the Research Department of the Religious Education Association
- Five-page specification sheet for the position of Director of Research for the Religious Education Association

Folder 39: Religion and Psychiatry 1956
- Outline of a talk titled “Ontology, Paul Tellich and Psychiatry” by Paul W. Pruyser. This talk was presented at a seminar on Religion and Psychiatry
Folder 1: Thomas Rennie 1948-1956
- Invitation for Harrower to serve on the Scientific Advisory Council for the Institute for Group Psychotherapy
- Correspondence with Thomas Rennie regarding a study to determine the epidemiology of mental health problems in urban areas

Folder 2: Rexall Drug, Inc. 1953
- Letter from Justin Dart, president of Rexall Drug, Inc., regarding a conference which was attended by Dart and Harrower

Folder 3: J. B. Rhine 1969
- Letter from J. B. Rhine regarding his book Parapsychology Today which was sent to Harrower

Folder 4: Otis Rice 1948
- Correspondence regarding Rice’s patients sent to Harrower for psychological testing, and a letter thanking Harrower for a talk she gave

Folder 5: Marija-Osiankina Rickers 1965
- Letter asking Harrower for advice in finding a post-retirement job teaching or consulting for a large internationally based organization

Folder 6: Rioch Seminar 1961-1965
- Fifteen-page document titled “Summary of Pilot Project in Mental Health Counseling” written by Margaret J. Rioch
- Correspondence regarding a conference on Group Relations held at Mt. Holyoke
- List of Names and addresses titled “Class List – Rioch”

Folder 7: Clarence L. Robbins 1955
- Correspondence regarding Harrower’s evaluation of a test report written by an unnamed clinical psychologist. A copy of the report is included

Folder 8: Ann Roe 1957
- Correspondence informally discussing some of Harrower’s ideas for papers that could be presented at the American Psychological Association Conference

Folder 9: Klara G. Roman 1953-1955
- Correspondence regarding work in graphology
- Letters of recommendation for a Guggenheim Fellowship on Klara Roman’s behalf
- Klara Roman’s reactions to Harrower’s book Appraising Personality
  
  **Correspondents Include:**

  Klara G. Roman
  Albert Szent-Gyorgyi
  Stephen Rath
  James F. Mathias
Folder 10: Rorschach Request for Interpretation 1942
- Letter from C. J. C. Earl asking Harrower to interpret an unusual Rorschach record

Folder 11: Rorschach Project (undated)
- Correspondence regarding a research project in which Rorschach experts are asked to make various quick rankings of the Rorschach cards based on traits provided. The research project is conducted by Harold C. Peters and Erwin Lesser

Folder 12: Early Mention of Group Rorschach 1941-1944
- Copy of part of an article from Psychological Bulletin, Oct. 1941 by Stanley Lipkin in which the Group Rorschach is mentioned
- Copy of a letter to W. J. Meek from Frank Fremont-Smith emphasizing the importance of the Group Rorschach

Folder 13: Group Rorschach: Abstract of APA Paper 1941
- Two abstracts of a paper on the “Modification of the Rorschach Method for Use as a Group Test”

Folder 14: Project on Psychodiagnostic Testing (undated)
- Twenty-page manuscript by Harrower titled “Project on Psychodiagnostic Testing”
- Drafts of the paper on Psychodiagnostic Testing

Folder 15: Don Ross 1940-1959
- Correspondence between Harrower and Ross regarding various Rorschach research projects as well as the Stress Tolerance Test
- Correspondence regarding various personal and professional topics

Folder 16: Elizabeth Ross 1952-1955
- General professional correspondence between Ross and Harrower

Folder 17: Rorschach: Comparative Study of Harrower and Behn Blots (Maymen) (undated)
- Contains a paper titled “A Comparative Study of the Rorschach Harrower and Behn-Eschenburg Ink-Blots Test” (assuming from folder-name that the author is Maymen) undated, with three pages of handwritten notes

Folder 18: Russell Sage Foundation 1955
- Letter from Donald Young, president of the Russell Sage Foundation, thanking Harrower for sending a reprint of the article “Screening...For What?”

Folder 19: Unpublished Papers by Koffka 1936-1940
- Photocopy of a six-page paper titled “My Summer in Germany” written in 1936
- Paper titled “Some Remarks on the Psychology of the Dog”
- Paper describing Koffka’s visit to Uzbekistan – undated
- Twenty-six page paper titled “Reflections of a Psychologist” from 1940
Folder 20: Koffka's Rorschach (undated)
- Koffka's responses to the Rorschach

Folder 21: Harrower's Rorschach 1937
- Interpretation of Harrower's Rorschach. The Interpretation is written by Zygmunt Piotrowski

Folder 22: Benjamin’s Request to Quote from Koffka Letters 1991
- Letter to Harrower from Ludy T. Benjamin, Jr. requesting permission to quote excerpts of four letters from Koffka to Harrower in his book *A History of Psychology in Letters* the excerpts are included in the folder

Folder 23: Koffka's Play (undated)
- Contains a copy of a play written by Koffka. There is no date or title on the play, and the copy appears to begin with Scene VI
- Obituary for Koffka from the New York Times

Folder 24: Koffka & Boring Correspondence 1927-1930
- Letter to Koffka from Edwin G. Boring regarding the possibility of Boring taking half a year off from Harvard
- Letter to Boring from Koffka discussing the Gestalt Movement

Folder 25: The Principles of Gestalt Psychology 1932-1934
- Contains excerpts of correspondence from Kurt Koffka to Harrower regarding work on his book *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*

Folder 26: Koffka: Molly Harrower as Executor (undated)
- Letter from Harold Israel notifying Harrower that Koffka's lab will be kept locked until she arrives. Harrower was appointed Koffka's Scientific Executor

Folder 27: Letters Re Koffka's Death 1937-1942
- Numerous letters to Harrower regarding Kurt Koffka's death
  **Correspondents Include:**
  - Beatrice Edgell
  - A. M. O'Keefe
  - Marjorie Nicolson

Folder 28: Letter from Schrödinger 1940
- Contains a handwritten letter in German to Kurt Koffka from Schrödinger

Folder 29: Mira Koffka Letters 1948-1976
- Extensive personal correspondence between Mira Koffka (Kurt Koffka's first wife) and Harrower

Folder 30: The Professional Woman in Distress – undated
- Notes for an unpublished article titled "The Professional Woman in Distress"
Folder 31: Harrower's Intro to Koffka-Eddington Letter – undated
- Contains the introduction Harrower wrote regarding correspondence between Koffka & Sir Arthur Eddington

Folder 32: Goldstein, Jacob 1952-1953
- Letter to Harrower from Jacob Goldstein asking for advice on where to get additional funding for his research on the impact of concentration camp experience on personality
- Letter from Harrower to Max Boll asking for possible funding for Goldstein’s project
- Two progress reports and some general information regarding procedures of Goldstein’s study

Folder 33: Frieda Fromm-Reichmann 1953
- Correspondence between Harrower and Frieda Fromm-Reichmann each asking the other for copies of lecture/study which involves the topic of loneliness

Folder 34: Emily Deans – undated
- General personal correspondence to Harrower from Emily Deans

Folder 35: Koffka’s Rorschach Experiment 1971
- Draft of an article by Harrower titled “Koffka’s Rorschach Experiment” which appeared in the Journal of Personality Assessment, V. 35, No. 1 1971

Folder 36: Fred Lindholm’s Notes on Eddington’s Concepts 1978-1979
- Explanatory notes written by Fred Lindholm explaining the principles of physics and engineering that are discussed in Eddington’s letter to Koffka
- Biographical statement on Fred Lindholm
- Correspondence regarding the publication of the correspondence between Koffka and Eddington

Folder 37: Letters to Harrower about Koffka 1976-1979
- Correspondence regarding an address made by Harrower on Kurt Koffka’s values and beliefs. Among the correspondents are: David M. Wulff and Ronald G. Heyduk

Folder 38: Eddington Letter – undated
- Contains a paper titled “Gestalt Theory and the Limits of Science: The Koffka-Eddington Letter” by Mitchell Ash
- Biographical statement on Mitchell Ash
Folder 1: Correspondence with Barbara Ross 1977-1979
- Correspondence with Barbara Ross (editor of the Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences) regarding the possibility of publishing the Koffka/Sir Arthur Eddington letter and Mitchell Ash’s article “Gestalt Theory and the Limits of Science: the Koffka – Eddington Letter” in JHBS

Folder 2: Kurt Koffka – Molly Harrower Project 1978
- Correspondence regarding obtaining funding to support Harrower’s work on the Kurt Koffka letters

Correspondents Include:
Harry Sisler
Wilse B. Webb

Folder 3: Reactions by Scholars to Koffka – Eddington Letter 1978
- Correspondence from various persons discussing their reactions to the Koffka – Eddington letter

Correspondents Include:
Harold P. Hanson
Ellen S. Haring

Folder 4: Koffka’s Quotations for Merton’s Proposed Book 1987-1988
- Correspondence with Robert K. Merton and Mary Henle regarding quotations taken from Koffka’s work to be used in a book titled Social Science Quotations

Folder 5: Pfizer Prize 1984
- Correspondence with Roger H. Stuewer regarding the consideration of Harrower’s Kurt Koffka: an Unwitting Self-Portrait for the Pfizer Prize

Folder 6: Eugene M. Kayden Award 1984
- Correspondence with Allan Taylor regarding the consideration of Harrower’s Kurt Koffka: an Unwitting Self-Portrait for a Eugene M. Kayden Award

Folder 7: The Koffka Eddington Letter (undated)
- Copy of Harrower’s manuscript regarding the Koffka – Eddington letter
- Several index cards with references regarding the Eddington letter written on them
- Short description of Koffka’s writing style as well as Harrower’s

Folder 8: Koffka: Steven Brown 1984
- Correspondence between Steven Brown and Harrower discussing Koffka correspondence that mentions a colleague named “Stephenson” – who was Brown’s mentor

Folder 9: Koffka: Edward Reed 1986
- Correspondence between Edward Reed and Harrower regarding Reed’s work on a biography of James Gibson. Reed asks Harrower for information regarding the relationship between Koffka and Gibson, and Harrower’s personal reminiscences of the Smith Psychology Department

Folder 10: Koffka Book: Sarris’ Dog Experiments 1987
- Correspondence with Viktor Sarris regarding Koffka’s interest in Emanuel G. Sarris’ dog experiments
- Copy of Koffka’s 1938 paper “Some Remarks on the Psychology of the Dog”
- Correspondence regarding Harrower writing the entry for Kurt Koffka in the American National Biography. Includes a draft and final version of the entry Harrower wrote.

Folder 12: Koffka – Predicting Rorschach Scores from Biographical Material (undated)
- Contains twelve pages in which individual biographical information is completed and a prediction of Rorschach scores is provided for each.

Folder 13: MH: Tests Horn-Hellersberg (undated)
- Contains a completed Horn-Hellersberg test blank. Unknown if it was completed by Harrower or someone else.

Folder 14: Archives Material – General Considerations (undated)
- Two-page description of how the material in the Harrower papers demonstrates the development of clinical psychology over a period of 20 years. This description was written by Harrower.

Folder 15: Miscellaneous Letters 1935-1937 (AHAP)
- General personal correspondence. Various handwritten letter addressed to both Harrower and Koffka.

Folder 16: Case Involving Loss of Koffka Reprints 1962-1974
- Correspondence regarding an incident in which Harrower loaned Koffka’s collection of 2,000 or more reprints to the Adelphi College library, and when she asked to have them moved to the University of Florida was informed that Adelphi had lost the collection.

Correspondents Include:
- Paul Dawson Eddy
- Gordon F. Derner
- Marvin A. Iverson
- Charles Vervier
- Vincent J. Anthony
- Louis Cohen
- Wilse Webb
- Merle Meyer
- Mary Henle
- John A. Popplestone

Folder 17: Exploring the Idea of How to Write a Book with Maximum Quotes & Interlacing Comments (undated)
- Three-page handwritten description of the relationship between Koffka and Harrower and some of the friends and family discussed in the correspondence.
- Collection of excerpts from correspondence between Harrower and Koffka – these are in the same order in which they were sent to AHAP from Harrower.

Folder 18: Excerpts: Koffka on Dean Roys, Harrower on Susan Stebbing (undated)
- Two excerpts in which Koffka and Harrower discuss their feelings about Dean Roys.
- Excerpt in which Harrower discusses her feelings about Susan Stebbing.

Folder 19: Miscellaneous Correspondence 1928-1963 (AHAP)
- Miscellaneous personal correspondence. Most of the Correspondence is with Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka.

Correspondents Include:
- Mira Koffka
- Elizabeth Nielson
- William Allen Nielson
- Hugh Cairns
- Elisabeth Nielson
- William Allen Nielson

The University of Akron
Folder 20: Letters from Ina Harrower to Koffka 1931-1939
- Letter from Molly Harrower’s mother, Ina Harrower, (aka – the Hat) to Kurt Koffka. Many of these letters discuss Molly Harrower’s health

Folder 21: Poems, Molly Harrower and Kurt Koffka (undated)
- Contains numerous poems – unknown which are written by Harrower and which by Koffka

Folder 22: Telegrams, Molly Harrower and Kurt Koffka 1933-1941
- General personal telegrams send between Harrower and Koffka

Folder 23: Special Letters, Kurt Koffka to Molly Harrower 1937
- Photocopies of handwritten letters as well as typed copies, written to Molly Harrower from Kurt Koffka that Koffka never sent. The letters discuss personal matters.

Folder 24: Koffka’s Hats (undated)
- Contains several drawings of various hats with anecdotes on each page. These drawings were made by Kurt Koffka.
Folder 1: KK – MH Correspondence 1928
- The beginning of the correspondence between Kurt Koffka and Molly Harrower. Contains a letter from Harrower thanking Koffka for the secretarial job. Also contains some personal correspondence and a poem written by Harrower.

Folder 2: KK – MH Correspondence 1929
- General personal correspondence between Koffka and Harrower.

Folder 3: KK – MH Correspondence July 1930
- Letters to Molly while Koffka was in Berlin. He urges her to come to Switzerland with him.

Among the persons discussed:

I. Huang  Wolfgang Kohler  E. Hanfman
Clark Hull  Kurt Lewin  Max Wertheimer
Tamara Dembo  Schroedinger  C. K. Ogden
Fritz Heider  A. Mintz

Folder 4: KK – MH Correspondence August - December 1930
- August: Letter from Koffka while in Berlin after he, Molly, and Mira Koffka had a mountain climbing holiday in Switzerland.
- September: Koffka writing to Harrower who is now teaching at Wells. Discussion of work on color and organization.
- October – December: General personal correspondence.

Among the persons discussed:

Ingeborg Flugel  Harold White  Sara Brown
I. Huang  George Kreezer  Poffenberger
A. Mintz  Wilbur Ellis  Ogden
Tamara Dembo  Grace Moore  Sturm
E. Hanfman  Annetta Clark  Vera Mintz
William Allen Nielson  Veleria Burgess  Oeser
Mira Koffka  Frances Wells  Jaensch
Victoria Hazlett  Timbey  E. G. Boring
George Cadbury  Alvin Johnson  V. Benussi
Wolfgang Kohler  Vera Brown  R. McCleod
Charles Myers  Fritz Heider  Jean McMillan

Folder 5: KK – MH Correspondence January – February: 1931
- January topics: Discussion of seeing a lecture by G. W. Russell on “Some Personalities in the Irish Literary Movement”; lecture by Max Eastman on modernistic poetry; difficulties with Harrower getting her Ph.D. at Smith, Koffka’s work on a book about color and organization.
- February topics: Koffka mentions meeting Charles Lindberg and his wife and gives his impression of them; correspondence regarding the book on color and organization; correspondence regarding Harrower’s difficulties with getting her Ph.D. from Smith College.
Folder 5: Continued:

Among the persons discussed:

Lenore Lloyd
Fernberger
Timbey
Vera Brown
Bixler
Seth Wakeman
Grace Moore (Heider)
Sara Brown
Geoffrey Marks
Ogden

Weld
Flugel
Dr. Wolf
Madison Bentley
Tamara Dembo
Charles Lindberg
Hindemith
John Goss
Orton
Valeria

Sir James Jean
Horace Kallen
Neilson
Churchill
Frau Von Allesch
Hugh Miller
Evelyn Clarke
Mulholland
F. C. Bartlett

Folder 6: KK – MH Correspondence March – May 1931

- March topics: Koffka visit to Wells College; Harrower being named Research Fellow in Koffka’s lab for 1932
- April topics: Work on the book on Color and Organization; Koffka’s feelings on animal experimentation; gossip regarding the relationship between Koffka and Harrower; disparaging remarks made about Koffka (i.e., intellectual outcast)
- May topics: Work on color and organization book; discussion of a lecture delivered by Harold Laski

Among the persons discussed:

Kardos
Dame Adelaide Anderson
S. Bixler
Grace Heider
Fritz Heider
McAlpine
Huang
Vera Mintz
Von Allesch
Timbey
Weld
Dallenbach
Madison Bentley
Raymond Dodge
Robinson
Miles

Dashiel
Peterson
Woodworth
Poffenburger
Langfeld
Washburn
Ross MacFarland
Ivy Campbell Fisher
W. Taylor
Israel
Jones
Wakemann
Max Eastman
Geoffrey Marks
Bluma Zeigarnik
Wolfgang Kohler

Tamara Dembo
Eugenia Hanfman
Harry Nelson
Clark Hull
A. Mintz
Neilson
Evelyn Clarke
E. G. Boring
Sylvia D’Lougasch
Janice Tarlin
Vera Brown
Lawrence Stapleton
A. Gelb
Harold Laski

Folder 7: KK – MH Correspondence June – August 1931

- June topics: Discussion of Grace Moore’s (Heider) Ph.D. examination and the effects it may have on Harrower’s upcoming exam
- July topics: Brief mentions of conditions in Germany
- August topics: Mostly personal correspondence regarding Harrower and Koffka meeting in Berlin
Folder 7: continued

Among the persons discussed:

R. M. Ogden  
E. G. Boring  
Kurt Lewin  
Duncker  
Meyerson  
Alvin Johnson  
Neilson  
Timbey  
Mintz  
Orton  
Madison Bentley  
Purdy  
Ross McFarland  
Sara Brown  
Max Eastman

Among the persons discussed:

Francis Rich  
Grace Moore  
Rogers  
Wakeman  
Israel  
Taylor  
Mira Koffka  
Elizabeth Koffka  
Von Allesch  
Janice Tarlin  
E. C. Tolman  
Leonard Carmichael  
Gordon Allport  
Sir John Adams

Folder 8: KK – MH Correspondence May – August 1932

- May topics: encouragement for Harrower taking her Ph.D. exams; discussion of Koffka’s time in Moscow – the lecture he gave there and meeting the film director Sergei Eisenstein
- June topics: Koffka’s first descriptions of Uzbekistan
- July topics: Koffka’s illness – first thought to be malaria was actually relapsing fever which cut short his visit to Uzbekistan; Koffka beginning work on Principles of Gestalt Psychology; Harrower appointed for a year at London University and therefore won’t be at Smith with Koffka
- August topics: discussion of Kohler’s reaction to Harrower’s dissertation and her appointment in England; discussion of differences in Spearman’s concept of organization from those put forward in Harrower’s dissertation

Among the persons discussed:

Mira Koffka  
Alexander Luria  
Wolfgang Kohler  
Bondi

Among the persons discussed:

Schrödinger  
Sergei Eisenstein  
Charles E. Spearman  
Elizabeth Koffka

Klaus Schilling  
Geoffrey Marks  
Helen Knight  
Valeria

Folder 9: KK – MH Correspondence September 1932

- September topics: Harrower giving speech at Godolphin; sending off the proofs of Harrower’s dissertation; Koffka gives Harrower advice regarding her figure-ground experiments; discussion of Koffka’s opinion of E. C. Tolman’s work; issues regarding Harrower getting her Ph.D. at Smith

Among the persons discussed:

Geoffrey Marks  
Mira Koffka  
Elizabeth Koffka  
Yda Irvine  
Geoffrey Winthrop Young  
Sidney Cox  
Pear

Among the persons discussed:

Lockheart  
Edgell  
Stout  
Hazlitt  
Charles Spearman  
Charles Myers  
Mitson

Cyril Burt  
Neilson  
E. Siipola  
Hilda Rees  
C. Pratt  
Miriam Ramer  
C. M. Hartrell
Folder 10: KK – MH Correspondence October 1932
- Topics discussed: Harower’s Ph.D. exams; Koffka’s opinion on reading Tolman; Koffka’s work on what was to become the *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*; state of psychology in England

  Among the persons discussed:

| Israel       | Edward Tolman             | Schroedinger          |
| Pratt        | E. Siipola                | Samuel Alexander     |
| Edgell       | Hanna Paterson            | Samuel Alexander     |
| Geoffrey Winthrop Young | Woodworth             | Paterson             |
| Hazlitt      | Morris Ginsberg          | Kimball              |
| Mira Koffka  | Cyril Burt               | Churchill            |
| Neilson      | B. Malinowski            | Bixler               |
| Alexander Luria | Lindemann            | Norman Thomas        |
| Annette Clarke | Vera Brown             | Roosevelt            |
| Susan Isaacs | Susan Stebbing           | Hoover               |
| Leland Hall  | Wolfgang Kohler          | Hodgins              |
| Theobald     | Harry DeSilva            | Larkin               |
| Tamara Dembo | Howard Becher            | Guilleton            |
| Eugenia Hanfman | Rex Knight            | Helgerson            |
| Fritz Heider | Geoffrey Marks           | Elizabeth Koffka     |
| Grace Heider | R. Wansborough           | Antonio Borgese      |
| Myers        | Gobat                     | Geri Abbott          |
| Seth Wakeman | Lyn Irvine                | Yda Irvine           |
| Vera Mintz   | Philip Whitcomb          | William Brown        |

Folder 11: KK – MH Correspondence November 1932
- Topics discussed: Koffka lecturing at the New School in a series arranged by Jastrow, circumstances involved in Harower passing her Ph.D. exams, and Koffka’s opinion on the 1932 presidential election.

  Among the persons discussed:

| Josten       | Philip Whitcomb          | Wakeman               |
| Bixler       | May Smith                | Herbert Hoover        |
| Mensel       | Yda Irvine               | Franklin D. Roosevelt |
| Susan Stebbing | Lascelles Abercrombie   | Timbey               |
| Edgell       | Noel Porter              | Mira Koffka           |
| Ginsberg     | Neilson                  | Helgessons            |
| George Wansbourgh | Grace Heider      | William Brown         |
| Lawrence Stapleton | Fritz Heider     | Richardis Wansbourgh  |
| Portia Holman | Theoalb                 | Geoffrey Marks        |
| Schroedinger | Leland Hall              | Helen Knight          |
| Wilhelm Wundt | Cooper                  | Betty Roys            |
| Israel       | Borgese                  | Hazleton              |
| Pratt        | Goethe                   | Orton                 |
| Elizabeth Koffka (Doci) | Springer     | Vera Mintz            |
|             | Legros                   | Clare Gerry           |
Folder 1: KK – MH Correspondence December 1932
- December topics discussed: Harrower presenting a paper at the British Psychological Association; Koffka discussing Socialism and the Socialist Dr. Bohn in New York; Koffka describing his version of Wertheimer’s contrast experiment; discussion of what Harrower what position Harrower should apply for after her year of teaching in London is complete.

Among the persons discussed:

| Edgell                  | Geoffrey Tillotson            | Eugenia Hanfman            |
|                       | John Butt                    | Grindley                  |
| Wertheimer             | Consuello Oppenheim          | Hankins                   |
| Fritz Heider           | Neilson                      | Janice Tarlin             |
| Aveling                | Kimball                      | Bixler                    |
| Charles Spearman       | Lieder                       | Borgese                   |
| Flugel                 | Edith Burnett                | Teresina Rowell           |
| Bartlett               | Orton                        | Harold White              |
| Rex Knight             | Wolfgang Kohler              | Jean Piaget               |
| Lawrence Stapleton     | Oeser                        | Mira Koffka               |
| Schrieber              | Elizabeth Koffka             | C. D. Ellis               |
| M. E. Clarke           | Waterman                     | Theobold                  |
| Kent Fellows           | Geoffrey Marks               | Dorothy Parker            |
| Timbev                 | Valeria                      | Molly Milner              |
| Kurt Lewin             | Siipola                      | Lyn Irvine                |
| Grace Heider           | Hazleton                     | Edith Hill                |
| Susan Stebbing         | Tamara Dembo                 | Gobat                     |
| Helen Knight           |                             |                          |
| Clare Gerry            |                             |                          |

Folder 2: KK – MH Correspondence January 1933
- January topics include: Harrower’s study of Piaget’s work and several experimental questions it raised with her; complaints from Koffka’s students that they feel that they cannot disagree with him and that there can be no open discussion in his classes; Koffka’s work on his book on Gestalt Psychology.

Among the persons discussed:

| Sara Brown             | Hilde Lynker                 | James Gibson             |
| Polly Dodge            | Theobald                     | Eugenia Hanfman          |
| Jean Piaget            | Tamara Dembo                 | Willis Ellis             |
| Morris Ginsberg        | W. A. Neilson               | Edward Tolman            |
| Howard Becker          | Grace Heider                 | Harold Richardson        |
| Laurence Stapleton     | Harold Israel                | C. E. Spearman           |
| C. M. Joad             | June Buck                    | Sonia Henie              |
| Norman Haire           | Consuello Oppenheim          | Jervis                   |
| Pryns Hopkins          | Bici Tudor-Hart              | Philip Butler            |
| Portia Holman          | Wertheimer                   | Charles Myers            |
| Harold White           | Kohler                       | Francis Aveling          |
| Elizabeth Koffka       | Harold Nicholson             | Stafford Crips           |
| Edgell                 | Victoria Sackville-West      |                          |
| Mira Koffka            | Nathalie Starr               |                          |

Folder 3: KK – MH Correspondence February 1933
- February topics include: Koffka’s opinion of Boring’s book The Physical Dimensions of Consciousness; discussion of Grace Heider’s PH.D. exams; Koffka’s work on his Gestalt book; Koffka’s impression of T. S. Elliott; Harrower’s experiments with children based on Piaget’s work.
Folder 3 Continued

Among the persons discussed:

Philip Whitcomb  
Geoffrey Marks  
Willis Ellis  
Becker  
Edgell  
Mira Koffka  
Leider  
Neilson  
Tamara Dembo  
Eugenia Hanfman  
E. G. Boring  
Tolman  
Elizabeth Koffka  
Valeria  
Harold White  
Ingelborg Flugel

Among the persons discussed:

June Buck  
Doris Silbert  
Ray Welch  
Leland Hall  
Carol Pratt  
Elsa Siipola  
Susan Stebbing  
Harold Richardson  
Lawrence Stapleton  
HeLEN Knight  
Wertheimer  
R. M. Ogden  
Vera Mintz  
Bixler  
Kimball

Folder 4: KK – MH Correspondence March 1933

- March topics include: Koffka receives a one-year appointment at Smith and Harrower urges him to make contacts elsewhere; Harrower’s figure-ground experiments; Grace Heider’s Ph.D. exam; Koffka discusses the election of Hitler; Koffka’s work with Zeigarnik experiments; Koffka’s theory on the Ego; excerpts from correspondence between Harrower and Alexander Berkman regarding his opinion that Harrower’s poetry lacks “universality”

Among the persons discussed:

Ginsberg  
T. S. Elliott  
Mira Koffka  
Elizabeth Koffka  
Drury Smith  
E. G. Boring  
Ogden  
Tolman  
Archie McDonell  
Edgell  
Susan Stebbing  
Ellis  
Guilloton  
Fritz Heider

Among the persons discussed:

Grace Heider  
Wolfgang Kohler  
Mintz  
DeSilva  
Geoffrey Marks  
Charlotte Buhler  
Dashiel  
Milner  
Theoebold  
Valeria  
Bixler  
Helgesson  
Albert Einstein

Folder 5: KK – MH Correspondence April 1933

- April topics include: Harrower expresses disgust with events in Germany – taking Einstein’s money because it was going to be used for sedition; Harrower’s experiments based on Piaget’s work; Koffka’s book on Gestalt Psychology; Kurt Lewin’s attempts to secure a position at Stanford and thereby leave Germany; Discussion of concepts of God and doing work in which you contribute to the betterment of the world; Koffka’s complaints about the Nazi party; Koffka’s impression of Kohler’s *Psychologische Probleme*; Koffka’s “Harvard Notes” on the organization of the ego; Koffka’s advice to Harrower regarding a thesis she wrote in regard to her Piaget experiments
Folder 5 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jean Piaget</th>
<th>Alexander Berkman</th>
<th>Harterbusch</th>
<th>Ellis</th>
<th>Kurt Lewin</th>
<th>Lewis Terman</th>
<th>Calvin Stone</th>
<th>Neilson</th>
<th>Heine</th>
<th>Elizabeth Koffka</th>
<th>Ginsberg</th>
<th>Mira Koffka</th>
<th>E. G. Boring</th>
<th>Orton</th>
<th>Theobald</th>
<th>Valeria</th>
<th>Ramer</th>
<th>Fritz Heider</th>
<th>Grace Heider</th>
<th>DeSilva</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Folder 1: KK – MH Correspondence May 1933
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower discusses her feelings on the concept of love
- Koffka’s view on Noel Coward
- Koffka’s work on his Gestalt Psychology book
- Discussion of conditions in Germany and attempts to find positions for Wertheimer and Lewin

Among the persons discussed:

Mira Koffka
Orton
Borgese
Theobold
Elizabeth Koffka (Doc)
Guilhoton
Valeria
Edgel
June Buck
Ginsberg
Susan Stebbing
Eliis
Wolfgang Kohler
Wertheimer
E. G. Boring
Kurt Lewin
Fritz Heider
Grace Heider
Bixler
Neilson
Wheeler

Purdy
Harms
Bott
Aveling
Virginia Corwin
Timbey
Consuello Oppenheimer
De Silva
Ramsey McDonald
Frederick Ponsonlay
Lieder
Leland Hall
Liselotte
R. M. Ogden
Emanuel Miller
K. S. Lashley
Cyril Burt
Edna Heidbreder
Zimmern
Hulda Rees
Hazleton

George Humphrey
Geoffrey Marks
Geoffrey Tilletson
Dawes Hicks
Tamara Dembo
Eugenia Hanfman
Doris Silber
Heinz Werner
Ruth Saw
John Butt
Levy Bruhl
Jean Piaget
Norman Haire
Grindley
Blackburn
F. C. Bartlett
M. De Montpallier
Mishotte
Luis Jameson
Alexander Berkman

Folder 2: KK – MH Correspondence June 1933
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka’s progress in writing his book on Gestalt Psychology
- Harrower attempting to find a position in London for Tamara Dembo
- Planning of Koffka’s visit with Harrower in England

Among the persons discussed:

Ginsberg
Edgell
Laurence Stapleton
Susan Stebbing
June Buck
Reinecke
Tamara Dembo
Ogden
Theobold
A. E. Houseman
Wertheimer
Kurt Lewin
Grace Heider
Humphrey
John Butt

Harold Richardson
Ellis
Peter Legros
Valeria
Elizabeth Koffka
Titchener
Wolfgang Kohler
T. S. Elliot
Leider
Guilhoton
Kimball
Orton
Bartlett
Vera Mintz
Siipola

Ross McFarland
Terissina Rowell
Mira Koffka
H. G. Hartgenbusch
W. E. Bohn
Janice Tarlin
Eileen O’Daniel
Liselotte
Emanuel Miller
Lashley
Purdy
Nathalie Starr
Eleanor Fayson

Property of the Archives of the History of American Psychology - The University of Akron
Folder 3: KK – MH Correspondence July & August 1933
- Correspondence regarding Koffka & Harrower’s plans to stay together in a cottage on the S. E. coast of England – this is why there are no letters for the rest of July or all of August

Among the persons discussed:
Valeria Theobold Liselotte
Mira Koffka

Folder 4: KK – MH Correspondence September 1933
- Harrower being turned down a job at Rochester because of rumors about her and Koffka
- Discussion of Greek philosophy

Among the persons discussed:
Alvin Johnson Sara Brown Geoffrey Tillotson
Marianne von Allesch Ivy Campbell John Butt
E. M. Hornbostel Elizabeth Koffka Mira Koffka
Wertheimer Neilson June Waldron
Horace Kallen Wolfgang Kohler
Peter Legros Reinecke

Folder 5: KK – MH Correspondence October & November 1933
- Personal notes exchanged between Koffka and Harrower while both were at Smith College

Folder 6: KK – MH Correspondence December 1933
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka’s progress on his book on Gestalt Psychology
- Harrower observing surgery on brain lesions
- Harrower expressing desire to conduct clinical studies of patients recovering from brain operations

Among the persons discussed:
Dr. Harris Theobold Orton
Valeria Mary Roys Laurence Stapleton
Ross McFarland John Butt Ellis
E. G. Boring Geoffrey Tillotson Edgell
Elizabeth Koffka Virginia Corwin

Folder 7: KK – MH Correspondence January – June 1934
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka’s progress with his book on Gestalt Psychology
- Harrower having difficulty securing work
- Possibility of Harrower getting a fellowship from the Rockefeller Foundation to do clinical work with surgery patients

Among the persons discussed:
Becker Gibson Whitmore
Minton Wertheimer Louis Clark
Roys Minnie Radner Reymer
O’Keefe Theobold Grace Heider
Harris Paul Valerie Fritz Heider
Elizabeth Koffka Julian Blackburn Welch
Margaret Sanger Kraushaar

The University of Akron
Folder 8: KK – MH Correspondence July 1934
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka’s progress on his Gestalt Psychology book
- Vygotsky’s death due to tuberculosis
- Harrower decides to take the Rockefeller offer

Among the persons discussed:
- Elizabeth Koffka
- Ogden
- Theobold
- Stephen Spender
- E. M. Hornbostel
- Bob Gilchrist
- Borgese
- Mira Koffka
- Dorothy Canfield
- Schalks
- Warburg
- Blackburn
- Heider
- Neilson
- D’Arcy Thompson
- Orton
- Clothier
- Ruth Connely
- Anita Loos
- Sylvia Welch
- Helgesson
- Valeria Burgess
- Horace Kallen
- Geoffrey Marks
- Janice Tarlin
- A. Luria
- Vygotsky

Folder 9: KK – MH Correspondence August 1934
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka’s progress on his Gestalt Psychology Book
- Description of figure ground experiments on which Harrower was working
- Discussion of the fact that G. E. Muller (enemy of Gestalt Psychology) is enthusiastic about the Koffka – Harrower article
- Harrower’s invitation to the annual “Week of Work” of the Fellows of the National Council of Religion in Higher Education

Among the persons discussed:
- Emma McClintock
- Agnes Clothier
- Elizabeth Koffka
- Rex Knight
- Geoffrey Marks
- Helgesson
- Liselotte
- Frankford Williams
- Borgese
- Ivy Campbell
- Blackburn
- Eddie Newman
- Sylvia Welch
- Gibson
- Mira Koffka
- Mark Rutherford
- William Hale White
- Ogden
- Ellis
- De Silva
- Max Eastman
- Kimball
- Lindemann
- Sontag
- Stanley Cobb
Folder 10: KK – MH Correspondence September 1934
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower’s first impressions of the New Jersey College for Women – where she has started working
- Discussion of Koffka’s Principles of Gestalt Psychology
- Koffka writing about his trip to Asia and asking Harrower to read it
- Koffka discusses an apparatus designed by DeSilva to test motor car drivers
- Harrower expressing her preference for research and writing to teaching

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elizabeth Pugh Thomas</th>
<th>Hornbostel</th>
<th>Warburg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Neilson</td>
<td>Wertheimer</td>
<td>Mary Henle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean Bodie</td>
<td>Ruth Hausman</td>
<td>Ross MacFarland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borgese</td>
<td>Boring</td>
<td>Peggy Lafoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Luria</td>
<td>De Silva</td>
<td>Bohdan Zawadzki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace &amp; Fritz Heider</td>
<td>Ellen Huckabee</td>
<td>Mira Koffka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theobald</td>
<td>Margaret Judson</td>
<td>Elizabeth Koffka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohler</td>
<td>Doris Ruehe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Nicolson</td>
<td>Evelyne Clarke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 11: KK – MH Correspondence October 1934
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower’s proposed book for Kegan Paul
- Koffka discusses finding out that the Kohler’s were strongly anti-Nazi
- Business details involved with Harrower’s proposed book
- Discussion of what Koffka’s lecture topic should be for a lecture at the New Jersey College for Women

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dorothy Canfield</th>
<th>Mary Henle</th>
<th>John Duke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Judson</td>
<td>Valeria</td>
<td>Abbot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warburg</td>
<td>Kimball</td>
<td>Baird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mira Koffka</td>
<td>Gillilton</td>
<td>Helen Richardson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Koffka</td>
<td>Clothier</td>
<td>Jessica Linnemann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis</td>
<td>Borgese</td>
<td>Stutevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackburn</td>
<td>Orton</td>
<td>Tanis Tugwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfgang Kohler</td>
<td>Janice Tarlin</td>
<td>McCoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Heider</td>
<td>Dorothy Thompson</td>
<td>Helgessen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Huckabee</td>
<td>Katz</td>
<td>Lieder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreutzer</td>
<td>Tamara Dembo</td>
<td>Larkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siipola</td>
<td>Kurt Lewin</td>
<td>Theobald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon Allport</td>
<td>Bartlett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Folder 1: KK – MH Correspondence November 1934
Among the topics discussed:
- Plans for Koffka to lecture at the New Jersey Women’s College
- Discussion of Koffka’s book Principles of Gestalt Psychology
- Harrower tells Koffka that he must be more aggressive and not let people take advantage of him
- Discussion of Hitler and Nazism in Germany & Wolfgang Kohler’s views on the subject
- Koffka makes glowing comments regarding Kohler

Among the persons discussed:

Welch
Clothier
Jenny Brown
Laurence Binyon
Jessica Linnemann
Elizabeth Koffka
Neilson
Leland Hall
Roger Sessions
Helen Richardson
Kreutzer
Reinike

Wolfgang Kohler
Warburg
Hornbostel
Basil Orton
Archie MacDonnell
Bartlett
Blackburn
Margaret Judson
Wheeler
Peterman
Wakeman
Boring
Peggy Lafoy
Dorothy Canfield

Guilloton
Stebbing
K. M. Dallenbach
Nathalie Starr
Alice White
Borgese
Ellis
Baird
Packard
Loche
Josten
Loenthal
Heider
Ross Finney

Folder 2: KK – MH Correspondence December 1934
Among the topics discussed:
- Frank discussion between Koffka and Harrower about marriage – Harrower explains her reasons for not wanting to marry Koffka
- Discussion of Koffka’s lecture at the New Jersey Women’s College

Among the persons discussed:

Clothier
Harry Elmer Barnes
Lucy Driscoll
Wakeman
Welch
Kreutzer
Jenny Brown
Jessica Linnemann
Mabel Garrison
Leland Hall

Neilson
Orton
Borgese
Wolfgang Kohler
Wertheimer
Einstein
Dorothy Canfield
Helen Richardson
Ellen Huckabee
Mira Koffka

Warburg
Elizabeth Koffka (Doci)
Ellis
Ross Finney
Mary Henle
Theobald
Proctor
Heidbreder
Stapleton
Reinke

Folder 3: KK – MH Correspondence January 1935
Among the topics discussed:
- Attempts to get Mabel Roys (Donkey) an honorary degree from Smith College
- Koffka’s invitation to a conference arranged by the General Education Board on the topic of: The Study of Personality Development in the Light of Contributions from Gestalt Psychology
- Correcting proofs of Koffka’s book Principles of Gestalt Psychology
Folder 3 Continued

Among the persons discussed:

- Ross McFarland
- Jenny Brown
- Neilson
- Leland Hall
- Fosdick
- Wolfgang Kohler
- Wertheimer
- Kurt Lewin
- Gordon Allport
- Gardner Murphy
- Lawrence K. Frank
- Theobald
- Borgese
- Sylvia Welch

- Ellis
- Mabel Roys (Donkey)
- Pratt
- Betty Williams
- Annetta Clark
- Helgesson
- Dorothy Canfield
- Warburg
- Tamera Dembo
- Patten
- Lambert
- Vera Brown
- Meyerhoff

- Jean Davis
- Heidbreder
- Archie MacDonnel
- Ellen Huckabee
- Mintz
- Grace Heider
- Elizabeth Koffka
- Mary Henle
- Helen Richardson
- Eugenia Hanfmann
- Weyl
- Von Erhardts
- Hans Kohn

Folder 4: KK – MH Correspondence February 1935

Among the topics discussed:

- Correcting galleys for Koffka’s *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*
- Kohler’s departure to Berlin to look after his financial affairs and then return to U.S.
- Koffka provides advice to Harrower on a draft of her lecture to the Rutgers Science Club
- Summer plans to sail to Europe together
- Koffka discusses relationships and aspects of Harrower’s personality
- Harrower’s impressions on meeting the Wertheimers

Among the persons discussed:

- Orton
- Stebbing
- Ellis
- Cook
- Hanfmann
- Peters
- Nielson
- Heider
- Borgese
- Kimball
- Jostens
- Helgesson
- Curti
- Jacobi
- Locke
- Wolfgang Kohler
- Larkin
- Jessica Linnemann

- Elizabeth Koffka
- Meder
- Weyl
- Mabel Roys
- Charlie Renn
- Perry
- Stern
- G. E. Muller
- Warburg
- Atkinson
- Barth
- Blackburn
- Valeria Burgess
- Abbot
- Jenny Brown
- Theobald
- Ross McFarland
- June Waldron

- Mary Henle
- Frances Robinson
- Bertie Baird
- Gertrude Stein
- Tannis Tugwell
- Vera Mintz
- Mira Koffka
- Desmond MacCarthy
- Wertheimer
- Lieder
- Eddie Newman
- Helen Richardson
- Tanice Tarlin
- Roger Sessions
- Doris Silbert
- Reinicke
- Eva Rummelin
Folder 5: KK – MH Correspondence March 1935

Among the topics discussed:

- Radio programs – classical and opera performances that they like
- Harrower’s reading group at the New Jersey Women’s College
- Harrower’s “Sentence of Death Dream” which Harrower takes as a warning against marriage
- Harrower urges Koffka to tell people that he is interested in leaving Smith College for a different position – he would particularly like to go to Swarthmore

Among the persons discussed:

Becker  Kimball  Ross McFarland
Bickelhaupt  Leland Hall  Ellis
Whitham  Orton  Kardos
Monaco  Scrumuzza  June Waldron
Furpal  Neilson  Mabel Roys
Reinecke  Welch  Lieder
Wolfgang Kohler  Vera Brown  Charlie Renn
Tolman  Kreutzer  Siebbling
Jenny Brown  Harris  Mira Koflka
Elizabeth Koflka  Jessica Linneman  Archie MacDonell
Mark May  Peggy Lafoy  Russel McCallum
Stacy May  Peter Freund  Roger Sessions
Borgese  Mary Henle  Lashley
Cook  Clothier  Purdy
Hanfmann  Corwin  MacLoed
Edgell  Helen Richardson  Theobald
Hankins  Sarah Brown  Kohn

Folder 6: KK – MH Correspondence April 1935

Among the topics discussed:

- Koffka working on the index of *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*
- Harrower trying to help Koffka get a position at Swarthmore
- Harrower’s concern about Koffka’s low self-esteem
- Harrower turned down the for the Kent Fellowship because of her relationship with Koffka
- Mabel Roys resignation

Among the persons discussed:

Wolfgang Kohler  Ellis  Borgese
Mary Henley  Heider  Roger Sessions
Welch  Kohns  Baird
Clothier  Kardos  Jacobi
McLeod  Reinhold Niebuhr  Harris
Jenny Brown  Stevens  Wheeler
Newman  Aydelotte  Peter Freund
Karl Lashley  Mabel Roys  Dorothy Rockwell
Angell  Elizabeth Koflka  Wertheimer
Walter Miles  Vera Brown  Lawrence Frank
Nielson  Dolly Dodge  Leland Hall
Constance Morrow  Mira Koflka  Orton
Helgesson  Stapleton  Orton
Folder 7: KK – MH Correspondence May 1935
Among the topics discussed:
• The appearance of Koffka’s book *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*
• Responses to Koffka’s *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*
• Lengthy discussions regarding summer travel plans

**Among the persons discussed:**

|-------------|------------|------------|---------|-------------|----------------|--------|--------|--------|----------|----------|---------|-------|-------|---------|---------|-------|--------|--------|----------|------|-------|--------|----------------|---------|-----------|-------------|------------|-------------|-----------|---------------|--------|

Folder 8: KK – MH Correspondence June 1935
Among the topics discussed:
• Reactions to Koffka’s *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*
• Possible job for Koffka at the University of California - Berkeley

**Among the persons discussed:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elizabeth Koffka</th>
<th>Jenny Brown</th>
<th>Lieder</th>
<th>Ellis</th>
<th>Kohn</th>
<th>Heider</th>
<th>Lucy Driscoll</th>
<th>Neilson</th>
<th>Orton</th>
<th>Peter Freund</th>
<th>Borgese</th>
<th>Blackburn</th>
<th>Wolfgang Kohler</th>
<th>Rann Kennedy</th>
<th>Edith Mattison</th>
<th>Stanley Cobb</th>
<th>Mabel Roys</th>
<th>Welch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Thomas Mann | Mira Koffka | McLeod | Helson | Paul Weiss | Ellen Huckabee | Geoffrey Marks | Edgell | Peter LeGros | Tolman | Kimball | Leland Hall | Lawrence Frank | Orton | Guilloton | Helen Richardson | Mary Henle | Hanfmann | Peggy LaFoy | Bea Rich | Bergel | H. S. Langfeld |
Folder 9: KK – MH Correspondence July 1935
Among the topics discussed:
- Page written by Harrower in 1970’s describing the strains on the relationship between her and Koffka at the time of the letters
- Koffka discovers the reason Kohler has not written – he is suffering from heat in Iowa and has learned that his assistants in Berlin have been dismissed, which means that Kohler cannot return to Berlin
- Difficulties with the publishers regarding sending out the complimentary copies of *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*
- Reactions to Koffka’s *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*

Among the persons discussed:

Edgell
Ginsberg
Stebbing
Bartlett
Mira Koffka
Neilson
Jenny Brown
Schroedinger
Wolfgang Kohler
Dunker

Lauenstein
Restoff
Max Wertheimer
Bixer
Wilhelm Wundt
Mach
Avenrius
Mary Ellen Chase
Blackburn
Oldfield

Leland Hall
Harold Laski
Ellen Huckabee
Locke
Welch
Ellis
Fred Hyde
Geoffrey Tillotson
Frances Reineck

Folder 10: KK – MH Correspondence August 1935
Among the topics discussed:
- Response of British friends to Koffka’s *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*
- Harrower and Koffka’s plans for the summer

Among the persons discussed:

Mira Koffka
Schroedinger
Max Wertheimer
Wolfgang Kohler
Lawrence Frank

Hornbostel
Geoffrey Tillotson
Edgell
Stebbing
Blackburn

Joachim
Flugel
Cheever
Menzel
Ellis

Folder 11: KK – MH Correspondence September 1935
Among the topics discussed:
- General correspondence keeping each other abreast of daily occurrences

Among the persons discussed:

Stout
Kimball
Phil Irwin
Anna Campbell
Salas
Thouless
Gordon Allport
Edgell
Neilson
Baird
Kohn
Roger Sessions

Kennedy
Borgese
Blackburn
Timbey
Heider
Spear
Stapleton
Elizabeth Koffka (Donc1)
Mabel Roys (Donkey)
Jenny Brown
Joe Louis
Baer (boxer)

Hildt
Becker
Mensels
Schultz
Orton
Mira Koffka
Albert Freund
Welch
Mina Curtiss
Goldstein
Cantril
Ellis
Folder 1: KK-MH Correspondence October 1935
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower starts working on the book *The Psychologist at Work*, which was published in 1937
- Koffka working on writing a letter to Eddington
- Koffka working on old experiments on color and organization that Koffka and Harrower did together – hoping to publish
- Koffka conducting experiments with Mary Henle as his assistant
- Boring’s review of *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*
- Koffka suggests several psychiatrists that may be good for Donkey’s daughter

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max Eastman</th>
<th>Dorothy Ott</th>
<th>Withington</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roger Sessions</td>
<td>McGrath</td>
<td>William P. Sears, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabel Roys (Donkey)</td>
<td>Salas</td>
<td>E. G. Boring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Brown</td>
<td>Wren</td>
<td>Bortschi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergel</td>
<td>Lloyd George</td>
<td>Reinecke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meder</td>
<td>Theobald</td>
<td>Helgersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Koffka (Doci)</td>
<td>Gilbert</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mira Koffka</td>
<td>Anita Freedman</td>
<td>David Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauptman</td>
<td>Kennedy</td>
<td>Frankwood Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neilson</td>
<td>Mary Henle</td>
<td>Helgessen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddington</td>
<td>Krausshaur</td>
<td>George E. Daniels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bondi</td>
<td>Paul Henle</td>
<td>Theodore Robie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orton</td>
<td>Sears</td>
<td>Wolfgang Kohler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohn</td>
<td>Kimball</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 2: KK-MH Correspondence November 1935
Among the topics discussed:
- Boring’s review of *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*
- Salas proposes marriage to Harrower
- Changes made by editor to Harrower’s article for the British Journal
- Koffka working on a contribution to a memorial volume in memory of Vygotski

Among the persons discussed:

| Mabel Roys (Donkey)         | Bartlett                      | Orton                            |
| Blanton                    | Clothier                      | Neilson                          |
| Vada Evans                 | Roger Sessions                | Myerhoff                         |
| Salas                      | Jenny Brown                   | Dorothy Rockwell                 |
| Max Wertheimer             | Bortschi                      | Frances Isaacs                   |
| Wolfgang Kohler            | Sears                         | Mathilda Steiner                 |
| McGarvey                   | Bixler                        | C. Seashore                      |
| Angier                     | Elizabeth Koffka (Doci)       | Max Eastman                      |
| Hull                       | Bartlett                      | Lucy Driscoll                    |
| Miles                      | Blackburn                     | H. W. Hartley                    |
| Mark May                   | Kohn                          | Ross Finney                      |
| E. G. Boring               | Heider                        | Dorothy Ott                      |
| Wakeman                    | Theobald                      | Gilbert Ross                     |
| Mira Koffka                | Tolman                        |                                   |
Folder 3: KK – MH Correspondence December 1935
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka receives a reply to his letter to Eddington
- Koffka and Harrower discuss reading their letter to each other together in the future
- Koffka to speak at Syracuse, Harrower helps him by giving him notes on his speech
- Koffka becomes a U. S. citizen

Among the persons discussed:

- Mabel Roys
- Salas
- Israel
- Albardye Nicoll
- Kohn
- Neilson
- Roger Sessions
- Kurt Lewin
- Jenny Brown
- Elizabeth Koffka (Doci)
- Eddington
- Hornbostel
- Mary Henle
- Wren
- Mira Koffka
- Bondi
- Doris Gilbert
- Marion De Ronde
- Frances Robinson
- Paul Hartley
- G. B. Stern
- Loeffel
- Spemann
- Abbot
- Borgese
- Lowenthal
- Floyd Allport
- Joseph Presser
- Rex Knight
- Blackburn
- Philip Vernon
- Shepard Dawson
- Professor Washburn
- Lillian Cohen
- Lawrence Frank
- Max Kimmie
- Bartlett

Folder 4: KK – MH Correspondence January 1936
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of psychoanalysis & statistics of cases at the Psychoanalytic Institute of Berlin
- Lawrence Frank's desire to establish Kurt Lewin at Yale in order to use Gesell's apparatus to greater advantage
- Death of King George
- Harrower considers a job writing pamphlets for adolescents for the Committee on Progressive Education

Among the persons discussed:

- Max Wertheimer
- David Levy, M.D.
- Lawrence Frank
- Manuel Salas
- Elizabeth Koffka
- Jenny Brown
- Ellis
- Grace Heider
- Edith Wynne Kennedy
- Mira Koffka
- Bondi
- Kohn
- Neilson
- Louise Jones
- Frances Reinecke
- Doris Stibert
- Beatrice Edgell
- Leland Hall
- Borgese
- Kurt Lewin
- Homburger (Erick Erickson)
- Roger Sessions
- Maurice Orton
- Mary Henle
- Lawrence Packard
- Jenny Brown
- Grace Gilkyson
- Mabel Roys
- Clother
- Lynce Irwin
- King George
- Schroedinger
- Wolfgang Kohler
- Wakeman
- Theobald
- Alexander Luria
- Piaget
- Bartlett
- Lowell Thomas
- Jean Wilson
- Stanley Baldwin
- Hanfman
- Wren
- Mary Fisher
- Peter Friend
- Austin Dobson
- Larkin
- Anita Freedman
- Dorothy Rockwell
- Sir Arthur Eddington
- Helgessson
- Alice Kelimer
- Margaret Mead
- Louise Rosenblatt
Folder 5: KK – MH Correspondence February 1936
Among the topics discussed:

- Harrower’s work on her book *The Psychologist at Work*
- MacDougall’s reaction to Koffka’s *Principles of Gestalt Psychology*
- Discussion of difficulties with Grace Heider obtaining her degree

**Among the persons discussed:**

- Lawrence Frank
- Mary Henle
- Wolfgang Kohler
- Alice Kaliher
- Sir Arthur Eddington
- Neilson
- Borgese
- Arthur Balfour
- E. G. Boring
- Louise Jones
- R. H. Thouless
- McCloed
- Sylvia McCall
- Manual Salas
- Elizabeth Koffka
- Mabel Roys
- Zeigarnick
- Kurt Lewin
- Margaret Mead
- Grace Heider
- Hulda Reis
- Roger Sessions
- Gilbert Ross
- Marion DeRonde
- Dorothy Rockwell
- Manual Azana
- Clothier
- Elsa Siipola
- MacDougall
- Sears
- Van Dusen

Folder 6: KK – MH Correspondence March 1936
***Note: There was an additional copy of the excerpts from the letters in which Koffka’s letters were typed on the left side of the page and Harrower’s were typed on the right. These are now located in Harrower Depot 2.***

Among the topics discussed:

- Discussion of Hecht & Hering’s color theories
- Germany moves troops into demilitarized Rhineland – Koffka fears war
- Harrower having difficulty with her work. Koffka urges her to find work to which she can devote her life.
- Koffka’s 50th birthday
- Harrower trying to determine to what type of work she wants to devote her life

**Among the persons discussed:**

- Wren
- Antonio Borgese
- Roger Sessions
- Mary Fite
- Pit Van Dusen
- Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
- Grace Heider
- Selig Hecht
- Welch
- Sears
- Langfeld
- Louise Jones
- Manual Salas
- Jean Wilson
- Sir Arthur Eddington
- Eugenia Hanfman
- Mintz
- Max Eastman
- Mira Koffka
- Wolfgang Kohler
- Alexander Luria
- Kohn
- Neilson
- Orton
- Lowenthal
- Metzger
- Mabel Roys
- Clothier
- Lieder
- Lawrence K. Frank
- Wakeman
- Mary Henle
- Edgell
- Blackburn
- Siipola
- Edith Burnett
- Jacobi
- Ivy Campbell Fisher
- Thorndike
- McDougall
- Homberger (Erik Erikson)
Folder 7: KK – MH Correspondence April 1936
Among the topics discussed:

- Koffka invited to be a guest speaker at a conference at the College of William and Mary
- Koffka invited to be “rapporteur” for a symposium on Law of Effect at the Madrid Congress
- Harrower’s opinion on progressive education at Sarah Lawrence College
- Harrower begins to express interest in clinical work
- Harrower buys a new 1936 Ford car – there is a note to the effect that she took this car with her to Spain that summer and the car was commandeered by Franco.

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neilson</th>
<th>Wolfgang Kohler</th>
<th>Earl Bond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mabel (Donkey) Roys</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
<td>Robert Frost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothier</td>
<td>Lois Murphy</td>
<td>Dorothy Rockwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michotte</td>
<td>Langfield</td>
<td>Meyerhoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter</td>
<td>Manuel Salas</td>
<td>Margaret Mead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt</td>
<td>Lawrence K. Frank</td>
<td>Janice Tarlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauptman</td>
<td>Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka</td>
<td>Louise Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohns</td>
<td>Orton</td>
<td>Harms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Borgese</td>
<td>Jean De Bow</td>
<td>Dorothy Ott</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Folder 1: KK – MH Correspondence May 1936
Among the topics discussed:
- Mention of the death of Henry Starr and its impact on his widow
- Koffka discusses his thoughts on psychopathology
- Discussion of research topics in which Harrower is interested
- Harrower tells Koffka about a new model of car made by Ford motor company that has an “inside rumble”, i.e., a back seat.

Among the persons discussed:

Mary Henle
Antonio Borgese
Mintz
Lawrence Frank
Orton
Helgesson
Neilson
Manuel Salas
Evelyn Clarke
Kalbanowsky
Homerger (Erik Erikson)
Rann Kennedy
Elizabeth Koffka (Doci)
Mabel Roys (Donkey)

Earl Bond
Mira Koffka
Priscilla Paine
Jean Wilson
Dorothy Ott
Roger Sessions
Sylvia Welch
Eugenia Hanfman
Tamara Dembo
Peggy Lafky
Kraushaur
Edith Burnett
Marion DeRonde

Langfeld
Sir Henry Head
Louise Jones
Nathalie Johnson
Grace Gilkyson
Siipola
George Vei
MacDougal
Helen Richardson
Margaret Judson
Ellis Freeman
Frank Freeman
Kurt Lewin
Felix Frankfurter

Folder 2: KK – MH Correspondence June 1936
Among the topics discussed:
- Plans to meet on Fire Island
- Discussion of summer travel plans
- Koffka’s attempts to find a position away from Smith College

Among the persons discussed:

Mary Henle
Theobald
Neilson
Jacob Jacobi
Kohn
Jean Wilson
Harr Harris
Lady Zimmern
Elizabeth Koffka (Doci)
Hulde
Helen Knight
Lawrence Frank

Hannawald
Wolfgang Kohler
Dorothy Rockwell
Roger Sessions
Manuel Salas
Rosalind Bigelow
Langfeld
Peter Friend
Janice Tarlin
Louise Jones
Jean De Bow
Bertha Kelser

Max Wertheimer
D. M. Purdy
Gillian Barker
Frances Reineke
Margaret Fyfe
J. F. White
John Butt
Jeffrey Tillotson
Susan Stebbing
Kurt Lewin
Sylvia Welch
Folder 3: KK – MH Correspondence July & August 1936
Among the topics discussed:
• Koffka describes Fritz & Grace Heider's form
• Harrower discusses work on her book The Psychologist at Work
• Harrower describes her experience being in Spain during the revolution

Among the persons discussed:
Manuel Salas
Lady Zimmern
Mira Koffka

Folder 4: KK – MH Correspondence September 1936
Among the topics discussed:
• Koffka visiting the Wertheimers
• Discussion of to whom Harrower should send offprints
• Harrower discusses a student with great interest in Native Americans
• Harrower sick – 20 pounds underweight & low blood pressure

Among the persons discussed:
Elizabeth Koffk (Doel)
Lawrence Frank
Max Wertheimer
Sinclair Lewis
Wolfgang Kohler
Peter Friend
Mira Koffka
Hannawalt
Lillian Cohen
Bohn

Rosalind Bigelow
Gunther Stern
Max Wertheimer
Kitsy Bigelow
Kupper
Vera Brown

Lionel Elwin
Antonio Borgese
Louis Jones
Mabel Roys
Earl Bond
Adam
Zener
Heidbreder
Carmichael
Israel

Washburn
Gardner Murphy
E. G. Boring
Ivy Campbell
Helson
Sara Brown
Dorothy Ott
Max Eastmen
Ross MacFarland
Folder 5: KK – MH Correspondence October 1936
Among the topics discussed:
- Poem written by Harrower to Koffka’s dog Jolly and a letter to Harrower by Koffka as the dog Jolly
- Discussion of the revolution in Spain
- Possibility of King Edward VIII abdicating the throne due to his affair with Mrs. Simpson
- Harrower meets Frank Fremont-Smith who is later responsible for funding Harrower’s work for many years through the Macy Foundation

Among the persons discussed:

Maier
Gibson
Israel
Hulda Rees
McGarvey,
Faterson
Paul Henle
DeGorgorzas
Kohn
Antonio Borgese
Leland Hall
Harris
Carmichael
Manuel Salas
Lawrence Frank
Flanders Dunbar
F. D. Roosevelt
Grace Heider
Mace
Max Wertheimer
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Neilson
Meyerhoff
Helfgessson
Klaus Mann
Erica Mann
Ogden
Wakemann
Ellis
Moulton
Hannawalt
Janice Tarlan
Harold Laski
Guilloton
Max Eastman
Alice White
Lillian Cohen
Elsa Einstein
MacDougall
Wolfgang Kohler
King Edward VIII
Dorothy Rockwell
Dorothy Ott
Ivy Campbell
Jean Wilson
Lovejoy
Mary Ellen Chase
Agnes Clothier
Peggy La Foy
Priscilla Paine
Susan Stebbing

Folder 6: KK – MH Correspondence November 1936
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower’s experiment on recognition
- Discussion of F. D. R.’s re-election
- Harrower invited to the Montreal Neurological Institute by Wilder Penfield – to discuss possible position for her should she get funding through a foundation

Among the persons discussed:

Eddie Duchin
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Wolfgang Kohler
Mabel Roys
Murchison
Harris
Mace
Hanawalt
Max Eastman
Kurt Lewin
Norman Angell
Gilbert Murray
Mira Koffka
Wilder Penfield
Grace Heider
Scrammuzza
Orton
Roger Sessions
Agnes Clothier
Lawrence Frank
Kohn
Louise Jones
Guilloton
Klaus Mann
Dorothy Rockwell
E. G. Boring
Helgesson
McDougall
Peter Friend
Folder 7: KK – MH Correspondence December 1936
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower says if King Edward VIII is forced to abdicate, she will become an American citizen
- Harrower is offered a position in Montreal by Penfield – she asks Koffka’s opinion
- Koffka having difficulty with his heart – doctor orders complete bed-rest for 4 weeks
- Harrower working on her book *The Psychologist at Work*

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antonio Borgese</th>
<th>Kurt Lewin</th>
<th>Lambert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka</td>
<td>E. S. Robinson</td>
<td>Louie Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leopold K. Simon</td>
<td>Louise Jones</td>
<td>Meyerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabel Roys</td>
<td>Meyerson</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilder Penfield</td>
<td>Sir Oswald Moseley</td>
<td>Alice White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphrey</td>
<td>Klineberg</td>
<td>Reinecke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neilson</td>
<td>Kogan</td>
<td>Heider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hummel</td>
<td>Betty Boyd</td>
<td>Meyerhof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMillan</td>
<td>Mira Koffka</td>
<td>Kimball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Frank</td>
<td>Jessy Taft</td>
<td>Whitmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untermeyer</td>
<td>Wolfgang Kohler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rothermore</td>
<td>Karl Lashley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baldwin</td>
<td>Babkin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Laski</td>
<td>Klver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 8: KK – MH Correspondence January 1937
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower planning to take physiology courses in order to prepare for work at the Montreal Neurological Institute
- Harrower’s experiments with discrimination in dogs
- Harrower working on her book *The Psychologist at Work*, Koffka providing criticisms & corrections
- Draft of Harrower’s letter to Wilder Penfield explaining that she felt she should spend a year in Boston acquiring training before going to Montreal

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wilder Penfield</th>
<th>Neilson</th>
<th>Max Eastman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kimball</td>
<td>Jean Wilson</td>
<td>Norman Maier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Dembo</td>
<td>Mira Koffka</td>
<td>Pavlov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugenia Hanfmann</td>
<td>Hartmann</td>
<td>Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heider</td>
<td>Earl Bond</td>
<td>Zangwill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donley</td>
<td>Kurt Lewin</td>
<td>E. G. Boring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Frank</td>
<td>Alice White</td>
<td>Betty Boyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross McFarland</td>
<td>Dorothy Ott</td>
<td>Vera Brittain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyn Newman</td>
<td>Starr</td>
<td>Sarah Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothier</td>
<td>Anrep</td>
<td>Mary Fite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Richardson</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>Mabel Roys (Donkey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsa Keil</td>
<td>Josten</td>
<td>Sir Henry Head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull</td>
<td>Goldstein</td>
<td>Helgesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebb</td>
<td>Manuel Salas</td>
<td>Peggy Lafoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelb</td>
<td>Agnes Clothier</td>
<td>Frank Fremont-Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flanders Dunbar</td>
<td>Wolfgang Kohler</td>
<td>Alexander Luria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobb</td>
<td>Zener</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Folder 1: KK – MH Correspondence February 1937
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower mentions wanting to see a psychiatrist and Koffka is against the idea
- Harrower describes her trip to Washington and the various patients and their cases
- Worries regarding Koffka’s health / heart problems and Harrower’s health / anemia

Among the persons discussed:

Frank Fremont-Smith
Kurt Lewin
Alexander Luria
Husserl
Jacobi
Wacman
Meyerson
Wilder Penfield
Cobb
Flanders Dunbar
Gelb
Goldstein
Minna Gilbert
Mary Fite
Betty Boyd
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Marianna von Allesch
Jo Evans
Lambert
Mira Koffka

Neilson
Max Eastman
Israel
Elsa Keil
Lawrence Frank
Clothier
Helgesson
Orton
Lieder
Fernberger
Anna Campbell
Wolfgang Kohler
Hunter
Klaus Schilling
Heider
Alvin Johnson
Edith Burnett
Fuchs
Becker
H. E. Barnes

Adolf Meyer
Ross McFarland
Lilian Cohen
Louise Jones
Dorothy Ott
Norma Hildebrand
Zangwell
Blackburn
Mabel Rays
Loeffle
Evelyn Clarke
Roger Sessions
Minna Curtis
Josten
Kraushaur
Victor Prahl
Mabel Garrison
Aurora Alberti
Eugenia Hanfmann

Folder 2: KK – MH Correspondence March 1937
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower’s work on her book The Psychologist at Work
- Koffka reports on a meeting of the Experimentalists at Smith College of which he was the chairman
- Harrower completes a review of Max Eastman’s book

Among the persons discussed:

Max Eastman
Guilloton
Harris
Kurt Lewin
Mira Koffka
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Arnold Gesell
Roger Sessions
Pratt
Kayser
Canterella
Wolfgang Kohler
Frances Perkins

Fernberger
Dorothy Rockwell
Peter Friend
Ellis
Leland Hall
Louise Jones
Elsa Keil
Leonard Carmichael
E. G. Boring
Karl Lashley
Ernest R. Hilgard
Kluver
Bray

Clothier
Toni Sanjenjo
Agnes Clothier
Margaret Floy Washburn
Hannawald
Grace Heider
Fritz Heider
Marianna von Allesch
Lucy Driscoll
Cecil Beaton
Blackburn
McGeoch
Gutrzchuer
Folder 3: KK – MH Correspondence April 1937
Among the topics discussed:

- Plans to sail to Europe together in the summer
- Reactions to Harrower’s finished draft of her book *The Psychologist at Work*
- Discussion of possibility of Koffka being asked to fill Washburn’s position at Vassar

**Among the persons discussed:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>McDougall</th>
<th>Spearman</th>
<th>Kohn</th>
<th>Jacobi</th>
<th>Lucy Driscoll</th>
<th>Grace Heider</th>
<th>Fritz Heider</th>
<th>Femberger</th>
<th>Weber</th>
<th>Max Eastman</th>
<th>Piotrowski</th>
<th>E. G. Boring</th>
<th>Carmichael</th>
<th>Cobb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pratt</td>
<td>Hartman</td>
<td>Helen Peak</td>
<td>Ernest Hilgard</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
<td>Russell Meyers</td>
<td>Helgesson</td>
<td>Roger Sessions</td>
<td>Julian Benda</td>
<td>Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka</td>
<td>Marian Anderson</td>
<td>Ellis</td>
<td>Bray</td>
<td>McGeoch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanawalt</td>
<td>Flanders Dunbar</td>
<td>Wolfgang Kohler</td>
<td>Theobald</td>
<td>McCleod</td>
<td>Newman</td>
<td>Hoveland</td>
<td>Hull</td>
<td>Zangwell</td>
<td>Canterella</td>
<td>Mary Henle</td>
<td>Finney</td>
<td>Neilson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 4: KK – MH Correspondence May 1937
Among the topics discussed:

- Discussion of summer plans
- Harrower having some difficulty finding a publisher for *The Psychologist at Work*

**Among the persons discussed:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sylvia Welch</th>
<th>Lambert</th>
<th>A. Gregg</th>
<th>Max Eastman</th>
<th>Locke</th>
<th>Edith Bumett</th>
<th>Larkin</th>
<th>Ross</th>
<th>Donna Lindsey</th>
<th>Speare</th>
<th>Ellis</th>
<th>Mildred Moulton</th>
<th>Balfour</th>
<th>Elsa Keil</th>
<th>Wilder Penfield</th>
<th>Alice White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kogan</td>
<td>Neilson</td>
<td>Lin Yutang</td>
<td>Piotrowski</td>
<td>Rorschach</td>
<td>Hilde</td>
<td>Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka</td>
<td>Goldstein</td>
<td>Hanawalt</td>
<td>Jean Wilson</td>
<td>Heider</td>
<td>Clothier</td>
<td>Louise Jones</td>
<td>Wolfgang Kohler</td>
<td>Helen Richardson</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphrey</td>
<td>Mary Flaherty</td>
<td>Jane Quarnell</td>
<td>Atkins</td>
<td>Ellen Huckabee</td>
<td>Helgesson</td>
<td>Paul Henle</td>
<td>Hankins</td>
<td>R. A. Atkinson</td>
<td>Dorothy Ott</td>
<td>Lyn Irvine</td>
<td>Chalmers</td>
<td>Campbell</td>
<td>Lee Furman</td>
<td>Janice Tarlin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Folder 5: KK – MH Correspondence June 1937
Among the topics discussed:

- Summer plans
- Harrower’s difficulty finding a publisher for *The Psychologist at Work*
- Discussion of articles they plan on discussing together in the summer
- Kohler is resigning as editor of the Forschung due to German government interfering with editorial policy

Among the persons discussed:

Eugenia Hanfmann
Humphrey
Lillian Cohen
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Janice Tarlin
Mira Koffka
Dorothy Ott
Speare

Edith Burnett
Fuchs
Gelb
Goldstein
Clothier
Manley Jobbins
Campbell
Putnam
Marion de Ronde

Folder 6: KK – MH Correspondence July 1937
Among the topics discussed:

- Harrower’s book *The Psychologist at Work* is accepted by Kegan Paul in England
- Koffka asks Harrower to read his lecture for a meeting in Paris & give him feedback

Among the persons discussed:

Lady Head
Henry Head
Mira Koffka
Kurt Lewin

Lyn Newman
Max Newman
Margo Asquith
Zangwell

Folder 7: KK – MH Correspondence August 1937
Among the topics discussed:

- Various personal correspondence regarding travel plans etc....
- Obituary 1977 New York Times on death of physiologist Lord Adrian

Among the persons discussed:

John Buston
Mira Koffka
W. Konig
Jane Dyer Bennett
Meyerson
Henri Pieron

Frances Reinecke
Cairns
Myers
Oldfield
Benary Hoscheimer Siikmann
Lady Head

George Wansborough
Wilder Penfield
G. B. Stern
McDougall
Edgell
Geoffrey Marks

Folder 8: KK – MH Correspondence September 1937
Among the topics discussed:

- Harrower’s book is published by Kegan Paul in Europe
- Koffka decides he and Harrower should stop writing and meeting each other
- Harrower diary recounts her first days working with Kurt Goldstein at the Montefiore Hospital

Among the persons discussed:

John Bunston
Mira Koffka
Geoffrey Marks
Dorothy Ott
Alice White

Lambert
Cairns
Thouless
Speare
Dorothy Armitage

Kurt Goldstein
Piotrowski
Walter Freeman
Neilson
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Folder 9: KK – MH Correspondence October 1937

Among the topics discussed:

- Harrower beginning work with Kurt Goldstein
- Harrower attempts to find an American Publisher for The Psychologist at Work
- Discussion of Gelb – Goldstein theory of brain injury

Among the persons discussed:

- Cairns
- Neilson
- Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
- Grace Heider
- Alice White
- Kurt Goldstein
- Mabel (Donkey) Roys
- Myers
- Frances Reinecke
- Hochheimer
- Kogan
- Speare
- Wolfgang Kohler
- Max Wertheimer
- Ellis
- Walter Freeman
- Gelb
- John Bunston
- Mira Koffka
- Dorothy Ott
- Piotrowski
- Nadal
- Lillian Cohen
- Dorothy Fosdick

- Husserl
- Lee Furman
- Horace Kallen
- Jan Chstian Smuts
- Zangwell
- Hanawalt
- Henry Holt
- McDougall
- Flanders Dunbar
- Madelaine Rowse
- Jeanne Comings
Folder 1: KK – MH Correspondence November 1937
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower’s testing of patients with brain lesions
- Koffka’s work on an article on McDougall
- Harrower praises Koffka’s McDougall article
- Discussion of Harrower’s analysis of a patient - highly technical & relates to this particular case only

Folder 2: KK – MH Correspondence November 1937, continued
Among the topics discussed:
- More discussion of Harrower’s patient
- Discussion of work on figure-ground experiments
- Death of Dorothy Ott
- Possibility of Koffka working with Cairns at Oxford

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt Goldstein
Lucy Driscoll
McDougall
Kurt Lewin
Kogan
Katz
Nadel
Jacob
Piotrowski
William Alan Neilson
Lambert
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Max Wertheimer
Waterman
Kimball
Head
Dick Sheppard
Kolisch
Locke
Oldfield
Helen Lloyd
Eleanor Paison
R. M. Brickner
Wolfgang Kohler
Vera Brittain
Eugene Friedmann
Jean Wilson
E. Newton Harvey

Folder 3: KK – MH Correspondence December 1937
Among the topics discussed:
- Goldstein asks Harrower to stay & work with him longer, but she decides to leave and begin her work in Montreal with Penfield
- Discussion of stimulation experiments
- Koffka suggests articles that may be helpful for Harrower to read before beginning her work in Montreal

Among the persons discussed:
Cairns
Kurt Goldstein
Lambert
Dewey
O’Keefe
Jean de Bow
Edna Heidbreder
McDougall
Helen Weld
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Wolfgang Kohler
Kogan
Susan Stebbing
Piotrowski
Sipola
Erwin Wexburg
Hope Lewis
Antonio Borgese
Canterella
Max Wertheimer
Lyn Newman
Lucy Driscoll
Weyl

The University of Akron
Folder 4: KK – MH Correspondence January 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Detailed discussion of Harrower’s experiments on perception of ambiguous figures, this article is later published as “Changes in Figure Ground Perception in Patients with Cortical Lesions” in the British Journal of Psychology
- Discussion of attempts to get Koffka the position at Vassar – taking Washburn’s place
- Possibility of Koffka taking a sabbatical from Smith to teach at Oxford
- Harrower leaves for Montreal

Folder 5: KK – MH Correspondence January 1938 continued
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of Harrower’s first days at the Montreal Neurological Institute
- Koffka giving lectures in Chicago
- Koffka hears from Heidbreder that they are considering Harrower for a position at Wellesley
- Harrower describes sexism in Montreal
- Discussion of micropsia

Among the persons discussed:

Lawrence Frank
Frank Fremont Smith
Kurt Goldstein
Zener
Heider
Sidonie Gruenberg
Max Wertheimer
McDougall
Margaret Floy Washburn
Wolfgang Kohler
Clothier
Caims
Roger Sessions
Wilder Penfield

Letty Grierson Lehman Haupt
Mira Koffka
Henry Head
Lambert
Piotrowski
Lucy Ziuminium
Lucy Driscoll
Annetta Clark
D. O. Hebb
Valeria Burgess
Hope Lewis
Dyhren Furth
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
John Bunston

Steven Penton
Antonio Borgese
Mabel Garrison
Abeling
Bartlett
Harris
William Alan Neilson
Edna Heidbreder
Kimball
Eddington
Rutherford
Lyn Newman
Emily Hale

Folder 6: KK – MH Correspondence February 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower discussed the testing work she is doing at the Montreal Neurological Institute
- Koffka giving a lecture in Chicago
- Discussion of Koffka going to Oxford for the 1939-1940 year
Folder 7: KK – MH Correspondence February 1938 Continued

Among the topics discussed:

- Discussion of Harrower’s work in Montreal
- Harrower expresses her growing interest in the Rorschach
- Discussion of various speaking engagements for both Harrower and Koffka

Among the persons discussed:

Antonio Borgese
Wolfgang Kohler
Lambert
Lawrence Frank
Valeria Burgess
Kurt Goldstein
Susan Stebbing
Lucy Driscoll
Edna Heidbreder
Wilder Penfield
Berrill
Eugenia Hanfmann
Dorothy Ott
McEckern

David Thompson
Cairns
Max Wertheimer
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Sturm
William Alan Neilson
Siipola
Carmichael
Mintz
Mariam Kaufmann
Mira Koffka
Sommerfeld
Grace Heider
Eberhardt

Dorothy Canfield
Guilloton
Kathleen Balfour
D. O. Hebb
Helson
John Bunston
William Vincent Vitarelli
Zimmern
Farquard Buzzard
Lehman Haupt
Philip Stevens
Ross McFarland
L. Von Bertalanffy
Folder 1: MH – KK Correspondence March 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower's work with Donald O. Hebb to develop tests
- Harrower's paper for the philosophical society
- Discussion of political turmoil in Europe

Folder 2: MH – KK Correspondence March 1938 Continued
Among the topics discussed:
- Plans to travel to Europe together
- Political unrest in Europe
- Harrower discusses case of a patient with hysterical color-blindness

Among the persons discussed:

Max Wertheimer
Orton
Jean Wilson
Donald O. Hebb
Jean Rice
Kurt Goldstein
Piotrowski
Ellis
Heider
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Heidbreder
Wilder Penfield
Sylvia Hazelton McColl
Aline Cohn
Martin Scherer
John Bunston
McDougall
William Alan Neilson
Terissina Rowell
Dean Hendell

Wolfgang Kohler
Valeria Burgess
Mira Koffka
Lyn Newman
J. D. S. Haldane
Hartman
Grierson
Theobald
Lucy Driscoll
Guilleton
Peter Friend
Wooseley
E. G. Boring
Kurt Lewin
Fernberger
Langfeld
Leonard Carmichael
Clark Hull
W. Hunter
R. M. Ogden
E. Tolman
Valerie Burgess
R. H. Thouless
H. Cairns
Flagel
R. McCloed
Harry Helson
R. Wheeler
J. F. Brown
Rosemarie Freeman
Sir Henry Head
George Humphrey
Janice Tarlin
Ivy Campbell
Elsk Ludvig
Ellen Huckabee
William Stern
Guy Odom

Folder 3: MH – KK Correspondence April 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Belief that Neilson ruined Harrower's chance of working at Rochester
- Harrower trying to decide between jobs in Montreal, Rochester, and possibly Wellsley
- Theodore Erickson proposes to Harrower and she tries to decide whether to accept

Among the persons discussed:

Mira Koffka
R. M. Ogden
Cairns
Alice Brown
Valentine
Carmichael
William Alan Neilson
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Heider
Jean DeBow
Kogan

Vygotski
Wildner Penfield
Lambert
John Bunston
Thouless
Lucy Zimmern
Hanawald
Valeria Burgess
Carol Patterson Smythe
Jasper
D. O. Hebb

Helen Richardson
Don Marquis
Berrill
Lawrence Frank
Aline Cohn
Heidbreder
Clothier
Lucy Driscoll
Thurstone
Gordon Allport
Sylvia Hazelton McColl
Folder 4: MH – KK Correspondence May 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower visits Northampton to tell Koffka her decision to marry Theodore Erickson
- Harpers agrees to publish the American edition of *The Psychologist at Work*
- Harrower’s marriage and how it will affect her relationship with Koffka

Among the persons discussed:

Grace Heider
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Kurt Goldstein
Wolfgang Kohler
Mira Koffka
Theodore Erickson
Wilder Penfield
E. G. Boring
Alice (Wren) Brown
MacDougall
Kurt Lewin
William Alan Neilson
Valentine
Humphrey

Folder 5: MH – KK Correspondence June 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka’s plans to be at Oxford in 1939 with Cairns
- Harrower on her honeymoon, wants Koffka to meet Erickson

Among the persons discussed:

Kurt Goldstein
Albert Einstein
John Bunston
Bartlett
Theodore Erickson
Oldfield
Cairns
Grindley
Zangwell
Mira Koffka
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
William Alan Neilson
Donald Fisher
Peter Friend
Valeria Burgess
Lawrence Stapleton
Ellis

Folder 6: MH – KK Correspondence July 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Personal correspondence regarding the change in Harrower and Koffka’s relationship since Harrower’s marriage to Erickson

Among the persons discussed:

Susan Stebbing
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Oldfield
Aline Cohn
Albert Einstein
Max Wertheimer
Mary Winslow
Dorothy Rockwell
Mira Koffka
Theodore Erickson
Wilder Penfield
Cairns
Katz
Edgell
Weyl

Folder 7: MH – KK Correspondence August 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower asks Koffka for suggestions of experiments she could undertake in the coming year
- Harrower expresses interest in using passages of her letters to Koffka for a novel

Among the persons discussed:

Mira Koffka
Katz
Alice (Wren) Brown
Theodore Erickson
Wilder Penfield
Oldfield
Cairns
Max Wertheimer
Kurt Goldstein
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Folder 8: MH – KK Correspondence September 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower has developed hay fever – allergy to ragweed and feathers
- Koffka describes current situation in Germany
- Koffka’s belief that war in Europe is unavoidable
- Harrower’s work with the Rorschach and other testing

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kupper</th>
<th>Piotrowski</th>
<th>G. E. Muller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bondi</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
<td>Vygotski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mira Koffka</td>
<td>Kortner</td>
<td>Fritz Heider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Meyerdorf</td>
<td>Elizabeth (Doc) Koffka</td>
<td>Grace Heider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bee Rich</td>
<td>Kurt Goldstein</td>
<td>Hanfmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairns</td>
<td>Neville Chamberlain</td>
<td>Mussolini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilder Penfield</td>
<td>Adolf Hitler</td>
<td>Max Eastman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Erickson</td>
<td>H. V. Kaltenborn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoffrey Marks</td>
<td>William Alan Neilson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 9: MH – KK Correspondence October 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of politics involving Hitler & Chamberlain
- Harrower working on psychological difficulties in epileptics – her belief that difficulties arise from psychological frustration rather than the organic condition
- Koffka teaching Wertheimer’s seminar at The New School in New York
- Harrower’s work with Piotrowski while he’s visiting the Montreal Neurological Institute

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Albert Einstein</th>
<th>Rickers</th>
<th>Mira Koffka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Erickson</td>
<td>Dorothy Thompson</td>
<td>Paul Frankl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neville Chamberlain</td>
<td>Max Reinhardt</td>
<td>Morris Fyfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolf Hitler</td>
<td>Antonio Borgese</td>
<td>Valeria Burgess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benito Mussolini</td>
<td>Lucy Driscoll</td>
<td>William Alan Neilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden</td>
<td>Piotrowski</td>
<td>Canterella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohn</td>
<td>Orton</td>
<td>Aline Cohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trenenfels</td>
<td>Elizabeth (Doc) Koffka</td>
<td>John Forbes White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillich</td>
<td>Sir Henry Head</td>
<td>Alice (Wren) Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. V. Kaltenborn</td>
<td>Hanfman</td>
<td>Wilder Penfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janice Tarlin</td>
<td>Kurt Goldstein</td>
<td>Scherer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfgang Kohler</td>
<td>Adolph Meyer</td>
<td>Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
<td>Barbara Burks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The University of Akron
Folder 1: MH – KK Correspondence November 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower describes Piotrowski’s visit to the Montreal Neurological Institute
- Kohler’s new book *The Place of Value in a World of Facts*
- Political situation in Germany

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Piotrowski</th>
<th>Robin Travers</th>
<th>William Alan Neilson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valeria Burgess</td>
<td>Aline Cohn</td>
<td>Ruth Draper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Erickson</td>
<td>Wolfgang Kohler</td>
<td>Louise Rood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirshman</td>
<td>Mira Koffka</td>
<td>Guilloton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilder Penfield</td>
<td>Sylvia McColl</td>
<td>William Bohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka</td>
<td>McDonnall</td>
<td>Morris Fyfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trenenfels</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
<td>Frances Reinecke</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 2: MH – KK Correspondence December 1938
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka describes Maslow’s presentation of his work with the Blackfoot Indians
- Announcement for Harrower’s *The Psychologist at Work*, put out in the U.S. by Harper & Brothers
- Discussion of the Rorschach
- Article by Harrower and Piotrowski on Rorschach work at the Montreal Neurological Institute
- Koffka’s efforts to help his family get out of Germany

Among the persons discussed:

| William Alan Neilson | Maslow | Cairns |
| Frances Reinecke | Max Wertheimer | Peter Friend |
| Theodore Erickson | Allport | Kurt Lewin |
| Hazelton McColl | Flanders Dunbar | Louis Muhlstock |
| Mira Koffka | Valeria Burgess | John McGarvey |
| Ann Lindberg | Wilder Penfield | Hulda Aces |

Folder 3: MH – KK Correspondence January 1939
Among the topics discussed:
- Rumors regarding Koffka and a young student named Emily
- Letter to Albert Einstein from Koffka written in German
- Harrower auditions to conduct radio broadcasts in Canada
- Harrower’s work with the Rorschach

Among the persons discussed:

| Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka | Landis | Ann Delrimple |
| Robin Travers | Wilder Penfield | Bixler |
| Cattell | Mira Koffka | Kraushaur |
| Theodore (Specky) Erickson | Sylvia McColl | Valeria Burgess |
| Bill Read | Rapaport | Alice (Wren) Brown |
| Piotrowski | Piaget | |
Folder 4: MH – KK Correspondence February 1939
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower’s experiences with epileptic patients at the Montreal Neurological Institute
- Koffka & Harrower giving lectures at Duke University at separate times
- Discussion of Rapaport’s lectures on the Rorschach

Among the persons discussed:
- Polly Dodge
- Kurt Goldstein
- Wallach
- Alex Mace
- Krauszaur
- Theodore (Specky) Erickson
- Rapaport
- Klopf
- Zener
- Wilder Penfield
- Wolfgang Kohler
- Stanley Cobb
- Piotrowski
- Lady Eve Balfour
- Robert Graves
- Barnes Woodhall
- Ellen Huckabee
- Zener
- Cairns
- Max Wertheimer
- Mira Koffka
- Alice (Wren) Brown
- Margo Harvey
- Claperede
- Alexander Forbes

Folder 5: MH – KK Correspondence March 1939
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower giving several lectures at various colleges
- Koffka’s mother & brother trying to leave Germany
- Meeting in Bryn Mawr

Among the persons discussed:
- Abraham Maslow
- Max Wertheimer
- McDougall
- Graves
- Woodhall
- Theodore (Specky) Erickson
- Vera Brittain
- Nelson
- Tallulah Bankhead
- Antonio Borgese
- Waterman
- Woodhall
- Wake
- Guillow
- Leland Hall
- Maude Abbot
- Gisella Friedman
- Kurt Goldstein
- Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
- Kantorowicz
- Sommerfeld
- Packard
- Woodhall
- Ellen Huckabee
- Langfield
- McDougall
- Jack Ferguson
- Theodore (Specky) Erickson
- Mary Henle
- William Alan Neilson
- Donald O. Hebb
- W. B. Cannon
- Mabel (Donkey) Roys
- Peggy Helmholtz
- Kurt Goldstein
- Heidbredder
- Helson
- Lawrence Stapleton
- Paul Weiss
- Sir Henry Head
- Ernst Morwitz

Folder 6: MH – KK Correspondence April 1939
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower describes a successful visit to Duke University
- Koffka giving a lecture at Bryn Mawr on art
- Koffka provides comments on an article Harrower has written for Leonard Carmichael

Among the persons discussed:
- Lucy Driscoll
- Antonio Borgese
- Leonard Carmichael
- Max Wertheimer
- Sylvia Welch
- Roger Sessions
- Wolfgang Kohler
- Klaus Mann
- Wilder Penfield
- Zener
- Woodhall
- Ellen Huckabee
- Langfield
- McDougall
- Jack Ferguson
- Theodore (Specky) Erickson
- Mary Henle
- William Alan Neilson
- Donald O. Hebb
- W. B. Cannon
- Mabel (Donkey) Roys
- Peggy Helmholtz
- Kurt Goldstein
- Heidbredder
- Helson
- Lawrence Stapleton
- Paul Weiss
- Sir Henry Head
- Ernst Morwitz
Folder 7: MH – KK Correspondence May 1939
Among the topics discussed:
• Harrower describes a successful visit to Chicago
• Koffka invited to speak at the Clark Seminar
• Discussion of summer plans

Among the persons discussed:
Hulda McGarvey
H. Brosin
Kurt Goldstein
Orton
Kurt Goldstein
Wallach
Cairns
Cone
Duncker
Helga Malloy
Cattell
Vernon Jones
Adolph Meyer
Grace Heider
Oberholzer
Dalrymple
Maude Abbot
Lindeman
DeBow
Theodore (Specky) Erickson
Erika Fromm
William Alan Neilson
Max Werheimer
Leonard Carmichael
Eugenia Hanfman
Maude Abbot
Helgesson
H. Brosin
William Alan Neilson
Kurt Goldstein
Angier
Koffka
Huang
Duncker
Cairns
Cone
Theodore (Specky) Erickson
Vernon Jones
Leonard Carmichael
Grace Heider
Maude Abbot
Erika Fromm
William Alan Neilson
Kurt Goldstein
Angier
Koffka
Huang
Duncker
Cairns
Cone

Folder 8: MH – KK Correspondence June 1939
Among the topics discussed:
• Koffka meets Harrower’s husband for the first time
• Koffka teaching summer school at Ohio State University
• Koffka asks Harrower to proofread his Bryn Mawr lectures for publication and she agrees to do so

Among the persons discussed:
Emily Deans
Alice (Wren) Brown
William Alan Neilson
Helga Malloy
Teresina Rowell
Selye
Theobald
Wilder Penfield
Theobald
Wilder Penfield

Folder 9: MH – KK Correspondence July 1939
Among the topics discussed:
• Harrower describes a week in Carmel NY for intensive instruction on Rorschach
• Harrower writing articles later published in *Archives of Neurology & Psychiatry* the articles are
  “Personality Changes Accompanying Cerebral Lesions”
• Discussion of political tensions in Europe
• Harrower giving psychology talks on Canadian radio
• Harrower has been made a fellow of the Rorschach Institute
• Koffka describes a very successful and wonderful time at Ohio State

Among the persons discussed:
Colin Russell
Margaret Harvey
Kurt Goldstein
Louttit
Emily Deans
Mira Koffka
Jean Wilson
Wilder Penfield
Lady Zimmern
Elizaeth (Doci) Koffka
Donald O. Hebb
Sir Henry Head
Folder 10: MH – KK Correspondence August 1939

Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka leaves for England
- Harrower working on an article about her Rorschach testing of patients with brain lesions
- Discussion of tensions in Europe with the announcement of the German – Russian pact

Among the persons discussed:

Emily Deans
Theodore (Specky) Erickson
Mira Koffka
Kurt Goldstein
Jean Wilson
Holmes
Cairns
Max Wertheimer
Frances Reinecke
Helga Malloy
Piotrowski
Wilder (the chief) Penfield
Margo Harvey
Dorothy Thompson
Pennybacker

Folder 11: MH – KK Correspondence September & October 1939

Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka describes the British Association meetings in Dundee
- Germany invades Poland, England prepares for war
- Harrower awarded a National Research Fellowship for work in the war effort – weeding out unstable personalities for the military
- Koffka provides good descriptions of his work at Oxford
- Discussion of the “human appeal” of clinical work

Among the persons discussed:

Cairns
Mira Koffka
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Theodore (Specky) Erickson
R. J. Bartlett
Walters
Aveling
Rex Knight
Julian Huxley
Vernon
Stephenson
Zimmer
Wilder (the chief) Penfield
J. Z. Young
Sir Farquar Buzzard
Dorothy Thompson
Max Newman
Leonard Carmichael
Kurt Goldstein
Mathilda Steiner
Pat Smyth
Florence Miale
Klopfer
Lawrence Stapleton
Symonds
Sir Henry Head
Billy Gibson
Valeria Burgess
Weisenberg
McBride
Charles Lindberg
Oldfield
Hortega
Riddoch

Folder 12: MH – KK Correspondence November & December 1939

Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower’s broadcasts on Canadian Radio, includes descriptions of the topics of each broadcast
- Very detailed descriptions by Koffka of the work he is doing at Oxford
- Discussion of various articles written by Harrower

Folder description continued on next page.
Folder 12: continued

Among the persons discussed:
- Wilder (the chief) Penfield
- Cushing
- Theodore (Specky) Erickson
- Riddoch
- Cairns
- Sir Henry Head
- Symonds
- William Brown
- Zuckerman
- Oldfield
- Zangwell
- Gelb
- Kurt Goldstein
- Sir William Osler
- Pennybacker
- Alfred Zimmer
- Mira Koffka
- Schroedinger
- Valeria Burgess
- Helen Nebulseen
- Martin Nichols
- Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
- Oberholzer
- Piotrowski
- Florence Miale
- Harold Nicolson
- William Brown
- Sir Richard Livingstone
- MacDougall
- Schiller
- Hal Fisher
- Lloyd George
- Donald O. Hebb
- Lindeman
- Thouless
- Kloiber
- Alice (Wren) Brown
- Emily Deans
- William Alan Neilson
- Jean Wilson
- Flugel
- Stanley Cobb
- Leonard Carmichael
- Landis
- Cone
- C. J. C. Earl
- Pryncce Hopkins

Folder 13: MH – KK Correspondence January & February 1940

Among the topics discussed:
- Lengthy discussions about daily work
- Harrower defends the Rorschach to Koffka
- Lengthy discussion of Koffka’s opinion of the Rorschach and criticisms of Harrower’s articles
- Discussion of politics and war
- Harrower mentions that she may be unable to have children
- Harrower giving many lectures to various groups

Among the persons discussed:
- Alice (Wren) Brown
- Theodore (Specky) Erickson
- Dorothy Russell
- Cairns
- Cone
- Bill Stewart
- Wilder Penfield
- Reinecke
- June Buck
- Valeria Burgess
- Emily Deans
- Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
- Edith Burnett
- Colin Russell
- Stanley Cobb
- William Alan Neilson
- Wolfgang Kohler
- Oldfield
- Kurt Goldstein
- Mira Koffka
- Symonds
- Pennybacker
- Leonard Carmichael
- C. J. C. Earl
- Pamela Frankau
- Sir Farquar Buzzard
- Don Piopo Hortega
- Antonio Borgese
- Sir Richard Livingstone
- Unity Mitford
- Lord Tweedsmuir
- Wheeler
- Max Wertheimer
- Francis Koenig
- Schroedinger
- Margo Harvey
- Blackburn
- Gunsberg
- Alan Gregg
Folder 1: MH – KK Correspondence March & April 1940
Among the topics discussed:
- War in Europe
- Koffka describes the British Psychological Association meeting in Birmingham
- Harrower giving numerous lectures

Among the persons discussed:

Ribbontrop
Cone
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Duncker
Wolfgang Kohler
Wellenberg
Erb
Pieron
C. J. C. Earl
Bartlett
Ross McFarlane
Oldfield
Emily Deans
Theodore (Specky) Erickson
Cairns
John Lindgren
Daisy Peterson
Kurt Goldstein

Braithwaite
Lord Tweedsmuir
Violet Markham
Mabel (Donkey) Roys
Mary Royce
Becky Royce
Alice (Wren) Brown
Florence Miale
Mintz
Thoulless
Stephenson
Walters
Spearman
Marie Jahoda
Oeser
Myers
Sir Henry Head
Edgell

Rex Knight
Plugel
James Stevens
Mira Koffka
William James
Joe Pennybacker
Sir Thomas Baisley
Ivy Campbell
Pratt
Artzlander
Barbara Burk
Langfeld
Margo Harvey
Dennis Little
Debora Mitford
Harold Nicolson
Beverly Daxter
Sir Farquar Buzzard

Folder 2: MH – KK Correspondence May & June 1940
Among the topics discussed:
- War in Europe & the invasion of Norway
- Koffka giving a series of lectures at the Nuffield Institute, and talk of them being published
- Harrower testing troops in Canada
- Koffka must return from Oxford early due to war situation

Among the persons discussed:

Valeria Burgess
Francis Konig
Margo Harvey
C. J. C. Earl
Cairns
Oldfield
Sir Farquar Buzzard
Mira Koffka
Denys Brown

G. Clifford
Darell Fancourt
Sydney Granville
Dan Williams
Pennybacker
Theodore (Specky) Erickson
Bott
Dorothy Thompson
Jefferson

Kurt Goldstein
Walters
Sir Henry Head
Alice (Wren) Brown
Mary Louise Williams
Anne Lindberg
Orton
Van Waggonen
Folder 3: MH – KK Correspondence July & August 1940
Among the topics discussed:
- Plans for meeting
- Koffka’s Bryn Mawr lectures
- Harrower decides to propose to Lawrence Frank that he sponsor a Rorschach conference
- Koffka provides criticisms on Harrower’s articles
- Koffka discusses his views of Wertheimer’s new book

Among the persons discussed:
Emily Deans
Elsa Keil
Jean Wilson
Theodore (Specky) Erickson
Alice (Wren) Brown
Max Wertheimer
Wakeman
Elizabeth (Doci) Koftka
Alice Buell
Henri Delacreix

Lascelles Abercrombie
Oldfield
Denny Brown
Wilder (The Chief) Penfield
Ina Claire
Kurt Goldstein
Patterson Smythe
Grugg
Dennis Williams
Martin Nichols

Folder 4: MH – KK Correspondence September 1940
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka has administered the Rorschach to two people and has sent the records to Harrower for analysis, he later tells Harrower that the 2 Rorschach records are from the same person
- Bombing of England by Germany
- Lengthy discussions regarding scoring of Rorschach records
- Koffka calls the Rorschach pseudo-science and criticizes Klopfer’s article on it
- Copy of the article “Koffka’s Rorschach Experiment” which Harrower wrote in 1971 regarding this correspondence

Among the persons discussed:
Emily Deans
Elizabeth (Doci) Koftka
William Alan Neilson
Wolfgang Kohler
Theodore (Specky) Erickson
Piotrowski
McClure
Kurt Goldstein

Max Wertheimer
Hansfman
Lawrence Frank
Don Ross
Madie Christian
Mira Koffka
E. G. Boring
Langfeld

Weld
Wheeler
Fernberger
Guilford
Janice Tarlin
Grace Heider
G. E. Moore
Lynn Newman
Klopfer

Folder 5: Koffka’s Rorschach Experiment
This folder contains material relating to the Rorschach experiment discussed in the correspondence of September 1940. Includes Harrower’s scoring of the Rorschach records.
Folder 6: MH – KK Correspondence October & November 1940
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower giving a lecture on psychology and literature – formulates an idea that later becomes her book "The Therapy of Poetry" in 1971
- Koffka arranges for his mother to come to the U. S. from London
- Harrower invited to Smith College to talk on the Rorschach
- Macy Foundation has agreed to sponsor a Rorschach conference

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Klopfer</th>
<th>Levine</th>
<th>Marguerite Hertz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unity Mitford</td>
<td>William Alan Neilson</td>
<td>Florence Miale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairns</td>
<td>Walter Freeman</td>
<td>Louis Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Richard Livingston</td>
<td>Alice (Wren) Brown</td>
<td>Ruth Monroe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Ross</td>
<td>Oesler</td>
<td>Stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siipola</td>
<td>G. E. Moore</td>
<td>Piotrowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilder (The Chief) Penfield</td>
<td>Lynn Newman</td>
<td>Guilloton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ellen Chase</td>
<td>Eugenia Hanfman</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore (Specky) Erickson</td>
<td>Rickers</td>
<td>Aliport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valeria Burgess</td>
<td>Asche</td>
<td>Cantril</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aathlone</td>
<td>Bob McCloud</td>
<td>Mathilda Steiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heider</td>
<td>Katona</td>
<td>Zangwill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geraldine Head</td>
<td>Werner Wolf</td>
<td>Maurice Evans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Deans</td>
<td>Beck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka</td>
<td>Oberholtzer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 7: MH – KK Correspondence December 1940
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka sends the introduction to his new book for Harrower to read
- Discussion of the German bombing of England
- Harrower tries to arrange for Koffka to come and lecture at the Montreal Neurological Institute
- Harrower working on developing a group Rorschach – the work sponsored by the Macy Foundation

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unity Mitford</th>
<th>Mira Koffka</th>
<th>Winston Churchill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geraldine Head</td>
<td>Eric Homberger Ericson</td>
<td>Mathilda Steiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka</td>
<td>Kurt Lewin</td>
<td>Florence Miale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Little</td>
<td>Wilder (The Chief) Penfield</td>
<td>Wallach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Smith</td>
<td>Frank Fremont-Smith</td>
<td>Sara Jane Holtzberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hankins</td>
<td>Theodore (Specky) Erickson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Folder 8: MH – KK Correspondence January 1941
Among the topics discussed:

- Maslow asks Koffka if he would consider a job offer from Brooklyn College
- Harrower complains about changes that have been made to her chapter that is to be included in *Epilepsy and Cerebral Localization* by Penfield & Erickson. She also explains what Penfield considers psychology to be. Copy of Harrower’s chapter is included.
- Harrower working on developing the group Rorschach
- Koffka working on book: *Psychology in Neurology* – and sends the 1st chapter for Harrower to read
- Koffka asks Harrower a question concerning hemisphere dominance

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eric Homberger Ericson</th>
<th>Doris Twitchell Alan</th>
<th>Kurt Goldstein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Frank</td>
<td>Wallach</td>
<td>Wilder (The Chief) Penfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Klopfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfgang Kohler</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCloud</td>
<td>Theodore (Specky) Erickson</td>
<td>Norman Cameron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maslow</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
<td>Ann Dalrymple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka</td>
<td>Harry Murray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 9: MH – KK Correspondence February & March 1941
Among the topics discussed:

- Discussion of Harrower’s lecture on the psychology of poetry
- Harrower provides feedback and criticism of Koffka’s 1st chapter of *Psychology in Neurology*
- Discussion regarding the Rorschach Conference plans
- Harrower work on developing the group Rorschach

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theodore (Specky) Erickson</th>
<th>Donald Tobey</th>
<th>Justa Arroyo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilder (The Chief) Penfield</td>
<td>Orton</td>
<td>Manuel Salas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. B. Cattell</td>
<td>Emily Deans</td>
<td>Muriel Relman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoagland</td>
<td>Siipola</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Driscoll</td>
<td>Donald O. Hebb</td>
<td>Lashley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathilda Steiner</td>
<td>Lawrence Frank</td>
<td>Pratt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archie McDonnell</td>
<td>Jean Mitchell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Folder 1: MH – KK Correspondence April 1941
Among the topics discussed:
- The upcoming Eastern Psychological Association meeting and the Rorschach conference
- Koffka asks Harrower questions regarding scoring Rorschach records
- Contains reprints of two articles directly related to the work Harrower was reporting on at the 1941 Rorschach conference. The articles are: “Modification of the Rorschach Method for Use as a Group Test” and “Directions for Administration of the Rorschach Group Test”
- Notes taken by Koffka at the Rorschach conference
- List of those people who were invited and those who actually attended the Rorschach conference

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emily Deans</th>
<th>Hilgard</th>
<th>Alice (Wren) Brown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathilda Steiner</td>
<td>Florence Miale</td>
<td>Siipola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck</td>
<td>Bruno Klopfer</td>
<td>Georgia Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schachtel</td>
<td>Bob McCloud</td>
<td>Clothier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross</td>
<td>Lawrence Frank</td>
<td>Mabel (Donkey) Roy's</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 2: MH – KK Correspondence May & June 1941
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka’s work on his book Psychology in Neurology
- Harrower has meetings regarding standardizing the Group Rorschach procedure and production and sales of the booklets
- Lyrics Harrower wrote for a Neurological meeting, one to the tune of “I’ve got a little list” from the Mikado and the other to the tune of “If you’re anxious for to shine in the high aesthetic line” from Patience
- Possible job offer to Koffka from Brooklyn College
- Theodore Erickson is offered a position at the University of Wisconsin

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frank Fremont Smith</th>
<th>Alan Gregg</th>
<th>Theodore (Specky) Erickson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Frank</td>
<td>Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka</td>
<td>Harry Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Munroe</td>
<td>Alice (Wren) Brown</td>
<td>Leonard Carmichael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rusch</td>
<td>Alice White</td>
<td>Orton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klopfer</td>
<td>Florence Miale</td>
<td>Siipola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilder (The Chief) Penfield</td>
<td>Abraham Maslow</td>
<td>Gertrude Stein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Deans</td>
<td>Mira Koffka</td>
<td>Douglas Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Goldstein</td>
<td>Max Wertheimer</td>
<td>Wolfgang Kohler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Folder 3: MH – KK Correspondence July & August 1941
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of an article Harrower sent to Koffka regarding skin cancer and exposure to the sun
- Koffka begins work on an article titled “The Psychologist among the Scientists”. A copy of the article published as “The Place of a Psychologist among Scientists” which was published posthumously by Harrower in *Texas Reports on Biology and Medicine* is included
- Harrower’s husband accepts a job at the University of Wisconsin
- Koffka reports having a heart attack and will be in the hospital for seven weeks
- Koffka working on the 3rd chapter of his book *Psychology in Neurology*

**Among the persons discussed:**

Theodore (Specky) Erickson
Norman Cameron
Alan Gregg
Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Florence Miale
Reinecke

Valeria Burgess
Ross
Emily Deans
Janice Tarlin
Philip Stevens
Mira Koffka

Winston Churchill
Margaret Mead
Sir Thomas Lewis
C. J. C. Earl

Folder 4: MH – KK Correspondence September 1941
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower at APA in Chicago
- Harrower finding a house in which to move in Madison, WI
- Koffka still recuperating from heart attack

**Among the persons discussed:**

Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
Emily Deans
Florence Miale
Jean Wilson
C. J. C. Earl

Unity Mitford
Sidney Dean
Wilder (The Chief) Penfield
Denny Brown
Alice White

Theodore (Specky) Erickson
Wakeman
William Alan Neilson

Folder 5: MH – KK Correspondence October & November 1941
Among the topics discussed:
- Koffka teaching his classes from home while still recuperating from heart attack
- Harrower planning on going to Sing Sing to administer Rorschach for a study there
- Koffka’s opinion of Harrower’s chapter in Penfield & Erickson’s book on epilepsy
- Koffka describes an experiment in color constancy on which he plans to work with a student
- Harrower arrives in Madison, WI
- Koffka reports having another heart attack in his last letter to Harrower
- Letter from Emily giving an account of Koffka’s death
- Copy of the obituary for Koffka written by Harrower

**Among the persons discussed:**

Wilder (The Chief) Penfield
Langfield
Israel
Wakeman
Kimball

Josten
Manuel Salas
Alice Eyster
C. C. Thomas
Theodore Erickson

Emily Deans
Neil Gilkyson
Muriel Relman
Gibson
Folder 6: MH – KK Correspondence Undated

Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of Harrower’s meeting with Penfield before deciding to work at the Montreal Neurological Clinic
- Harrower having difficulty with tonsil infection
- Poem titled “Who is Muffin?”

Among the persons discussed:

| Wilder Penfield | Max Wertheimer | Witmore
| Gelb | Valeria Burgess | Kimball
| Dunbar | E. G. Boring | Clothier
| Bixler |

Folder 7: MH – KK Correspondence – Kohler comments 1930-1941

This folder contains cards listing quotations from the correspondence between Harrower and Koffka regarding Wolfgang Kohler. The cards are arranged chronologically.

Among the persons discussed:

| Wolfgang Kohler | Antonio Borgese | Newman
| Woodworth | Cobb | Wallach
| Oeser | Gordon Allport | Speare
| Jaensch | Gardner Murphy | Stumpf
| Flugel | Lawrence Frank | Kurt Goldstein
| Beatrice Edgell | E. C. Tolman | Margaret Floy Washburn
| Willis Ellis | Robert McCloed | Tait
| E. G. Boring | Adeylotte | David Thompson
| Kurt Lewin | Langfeld | Dean Hendel
| Max Wertheimer | Ivy Campbell Fisher | Sylvia Welch
| Heider | E. L. Thorndike | Elizabeth (Doci) Koffka
| Morris Ginsberg | McDougall | Duncker
| Reinicke | Wilder Penfield | Mandelbaums
| Ogden | Donald O. Hebb | Helson
| Carr | Hanawald | Emily Deans

Folder 8: MH – KK Correspondence – Wertheimer Comments 1930-1941

This folder contains cards listing quotations from the correspondence between Harrower and Koffka regarding Max Wertheimer. Cards are arranged chronologically.

Among the persons discussed:

| Max Wertheimer | Antonio Borgese | Levy
| Kurt Lewin | Sylvia Welch | Katona
| Wolfgang Kohler | Hanawalt | Traves
| Heider | McCloed | Abraham Maslow
| Marianne von Allesch | Karl Lashley | Erika Fromm
| Gordon Allport | Kurt Goldstein | Wheeler
| Gardner Murphy | Zygmunt Piotrowski | Werner Wolff
| Lawrence Frank | Albert Einstein | Emily Deans
| Laura Spellman | Paul Frankl | |
| Eddie Newman | Alice Kohn | |
Folder 9: MH – KK Correspondence – Lewin Comments 1930-1941

This folder contains cards listing quotations from the correspondence between Harrower and Koffka regarding Kurt Lewin. Cards are arranged chronologically.

Among the persons discussed:

Kurt Lewin
Hans Cohn
William Alan Neilson
Hornbostel
Ogden
Max Wertheimer
Ellis

E. G. Boring
Ginsburg
Heider
Wolfgang Kohler
Gordon Allport
Gardner Murphy
Lawrence Frank

Tamara Dembo
Sylvia McColl
Zeigarnik
Alexander Luria
Dunker
Eric Homberger Ericson
**Note** There are several folders of letters between Harrower and Alice Brown. Most of these letters are undated & have therefore been left in the order in which they arrived at AHAP with the original folder titles.

**Folder 1: Alice Brown To and From 1937?**

Among the topics discussed:
- General news from the New Jersey Women’s College
- Harrower’s book *The Psychologist at Work* being published in the U.S.
- Disappearance of Amelia Earhart
- Harrower’s marriage to Theodore Erickson
- Information regarding Macy grant Harrower received while at the University of Wisconsin

   **Among the persons discussed:**
   
   Theodore Erickson
   Kurt (Assey) Koffka
   Dorothy Carpenter
   Clothier
   
   Amelia Earhart
   William Alan Neilson
   Helen Richardson
   Roger Sessions
   
   Wilder Penfield
   Frank Fremont Smith
   Klopfer

**Folder 2: Alice Brown 1937**

Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower reports on her trip to Europe with Koffka
- General personal correspondence regarding Harrower’s romantic relationships

   **Among the persons discussed:**
   
   Kurt (Assey) Koffka
   Kurt Goldstein
   
   Gerald Wendt

**Folder 3: Alice Brown 1938-1939**

Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower’s work on the Group Rorschach
- Plans to visit each other

   **Among the persons discussed:**
   
   Theodore Erickson
   Stanley Cobb
   Kurt (Assey) Koffka
   Clothier

   Klopfer

**Folder 4: Alice Brown 1938-1940**

Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence
- Harrower’s early days working at the Montreal Neurological Institute

   **Among the persons discussed:**
   
   Wilder Penfield
   Gardner Murphy
   Theodore Erickson
   
   Flanders Dunbar
   Piotrowski
   
   Lois Murphy
   Kurt (Assey) Koffka
Folder 5: Alice Brown 1943-ish from Montreal
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower's difficulty conceiving
- Harrower adjusting to marriage
- Harrower's work on the Rorschach
- Harrower describes attending a psychological meeting
- Harrower writes about Koffka's death

Among the persons discussed:
Flanders Dunbar
Kurt (Assey) Koffka
Theodore Erickson

Folder 6: Alice Brown 1943
Among the topics discussed:
- Decision for Harrower and Erickson to separate
- General personal correspondence – mostly regarding marital problems

Among the persons discussed:
Klopfer
Theodore (Specky) Erickson

Folder 7: Alice Brown 1949-ish
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower reports that she may be leaving for Paris on behalf of the State Department
- Macy Foundation sending Harrower to Dartmouth to observe experimental work on perception
- Harrower accepts job as vice chairman of the Executive Committee of the World Federation of Mental Hygiene
- Harrower gets a grant to work on Multiple Sclerosis books

Among the persons discussed:
Wendt

Folder 8: Alice Brown 1951-ish
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence – no work matters discussed

Folder 9: Early Letters from Gainesville to Alice Brown undated
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence. Some discussion of Harrower beginning to work in Gainesville

Among the persons discussed:
Bernie Webb

Folder 10: Alice Brown 1957-1970
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence between Harrower and Alice Brown
- Talk of Harrower beginning a biography on Kurt Koffka
- Letters regarding the death of Alice Brown
- Copy of Alice Brown's will
Folder 1: Letters to Alice Brown from Harrower’s Mother (undated)
- General personal correspondence from Harrower’s mother to Alice Brown

Folder 2: Letters to Harrower & Forwarded to Alice Brown
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of Psychical Research
- General personal correspondence, mostly regarding financial matters

Among the persons discussed:

William James
Gardener Murphy
Robert Olson Ballou
Arthur Ford
M. Edmond Speare
John A. Popplestone
Lawrence Kubie
Bruce L. Maliner
Helen Durkin
Manny Schwartz
Leonard M. Marx

Folder 3: John Bunston 1928-1938
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal letters from John Bunston to Harrower
- Harrower beginning work in Montreal
- Harrower’s book *The Psychologist at Work*

Folder 4: Kershman 1945-1946
Among the topics discussed:
- Marriage difficulties between Harrower and Erickson
- Psycho-drama and Psychodramatic theater

Among the persons discussed:

Wilder Penfield
Theodore Erickson
William Karliner
S. Russo

Folder 5: Mortimer Lahm – 1 1955-1967
- General personal correspondence between Mortimer Lahm and Harrower. There is also a laminated copy of the death announcement for Mortimer Lahm.

Folder 6: Mortimer Lahm – 2 (undated)
- General personal correspondence between Mortimer Lahm and Harrower

Folder 7: Mortimer Lahm – 3 (undated)
- General personal correspondence between Mortimer Lahm and Harrower

Folder 8: Prof. Rene Legres 1932-1933
- General personal correspondence from Prof. Rene Legres to Harrower
**Note** These folders have been preserved the way that Molly Harrower had kept them with the same titles which she had labeled.

**Folder 1: Mabel Roys 1937-1942**
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower’s marriage to Theodore Erickson
- Roys’ job for the Church Committee for China Relief

**Among the persons discussed:**
Kurt (Assey) Koffka  
Theodore Erickson

**Folder 2: Mabel Roys Correspondence Re Koffka 1933-1953**
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of religion and the concept of God
- Roys’ feelings regarding Harrower’s poetry and Koffka’s effect on Harrower’s poetry

**Among the persons discussed:**
Kurt (Assey) Koffka

**Folder 3: Mabel Roys – Undated**
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower getting her degree and accepting a job at New Jersey Women’s College
- General personal correspondence

**Among the persons discussed:**
Wolfgang Kohler  
Kurt (Assey) Koffka  
Earl Bond

**Folder 4: Mabel Roys – Letters from 1931**
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of religion
- General personal correspondence

**Among the persons discussed:**
Kurt (Assey) Koffka

**Folder 5: Mabel Roys – Syracuse as a Symbol (undated)**
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence from Roys – discussion of the importance of Syracuse in their relationship, vague references to an important occurrence there in the past between Harrower and Roys

**Folder 6: Mabel Roys – Regarding Roys’ Illness (Undated)**
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence mostly relating to Mabel Roys’ health problems

**Among the persons discussed:**
Kurt (Assey) Koffka

**Folder 7: Mabel Roys – Religion & Values (undated)**
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence from Mabel Roys mostly regarding her views on religion

**Among the persons discussed:**
Kurt (Assey) Koffka
Folder 8: Mabel Roys – Sarah Brown Mentioned (undated)
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of the death of a mutual friend named Sarah Brown

Folder 9: Mabel Roys – Very Early Notes (undated)
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence

Folder 10: Mabel Roys 1932
Among the topics discussed:
- Mention of Koffka having health problems
- News of happenings at Wells College
- General personal correspondence

Among the persons discussed:
Harry Fosdick
Kurt (Assey) Koffka

Folder 11: Mabel Roys Telegrams – 1931-1933
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence sent via telegram

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt (Assey) Koffka

Folder 12: Mabel Roys – undated
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence from Mabel Roys to Harrower

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt (Assey) Koffka
Harlow

Folder 13: Mabel Roys 1933
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence from Mabel Roys to Harrower

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt (Assey) Koffka

Folder 14: Mabel Roys 1934
Among the topics discussed:
- Molly Harrower’s tonsillectomy
- The death of Mabel Roys’ father
- General personal correspondence

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt (Assey) Koffka
Folder 15: Mabel Roys 1935
Among the topics discussed:
- Roys traveling to various cities trying to increase enrollment at Wells College
- Roys’ arthritis and various serious health problems
- Illness of Roys’ daughter

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt (Assey) Koffka

Folder 16: Mabel Roys 1936
Among the topics discussed:
- Illness of Roys’ daughter
- General personal correspondence

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt (Assey) Koffka
Earl Bond

Folder 17: Mabel Roys No Date
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt (Assey) Koffka
Myron Taylor

Folder 18: Charles Stewart – 1 Undated
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence from Charles Stewart to Harrower
Folder 1: Charles Stewart – 2 undated
Among the topics discussed:
- General personal correspondence from Charles Stewart to Harrower

Folder 2: Philip Whitcome 1926-1930
Among the topics discussed:
- 8 typed pages of notes on Laird’s “Our Minds and Their Bodies” and McDougall
- Copy of a letter to Professor Watson regarding behaviorism. Unknown if the letter is written by Whitcome or Harrower
- General personal correspondence from Philip Whitcome to Harrower

Among the persons discussed:
John Laird
McDougall
John Watson

Folder 3: Philip Whitcome – undated
Among the topics discussed:
- 3 typed pages (front & back) of general notes on psychology
- General personal correspondence from Philip Whitcome to Harrower

Among the persons discussed:
McDougall
John Watson

Folder 4: Philip Whitcome – undated
Among the topics discussed:
- Handwritten notes on behaviorism
- Typed notes on behaviorism, consciousness, time, etc.

Among the persons discussed:
John B. Watson
S. Haldane
McDougall
Herman Ould

Folder 5: Caroline Bedell Thomas, M.D. 1974
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of Thomas’ paper “Closeness to Parents and the Family Constellation in a prospective study of Five Disease States: Suicide, Mental Illness, Malignant Tumor, Hypertension, and Coronary Heart Disease”
- Harrower asked to look at the figure drawings gathered by Thomas’ study and offer some suggested hypotheses
- Harrower & Thomas working on a paper together titled “Human Figure Drawings in a Prospective Study of Six Disorders: Hypertension, Coronary Hearth Disease, Malignant Tumor, Suicide, Mental Illness, and Emotional Disturbance”
- Lengthy description of Harrower’s Advanced Course in the Projectives, which she taught at the University of Florida

Among the persons discussed:
George Caranosas
Leona Jones
Thomas Schori
Lucy Briggs
Richard C. Reynolds
C. Richard Conti
Caroline Bedell Thomas, M.D.
Karen Duszynski
Ann Altman
Folder 6: Thomas Material 1973-1975
Among the items included:
- Rough draft of paper titled “Human Figure Drawings in a Prospective Study of Six Disorders: Hypertension, Coronary Heart Disease, Malignant Tumor, Suicide, Mental Illness, and Emotional Disturbance” by Harrower, Thomas, and Altman
- Thomas asks Harrower to co-author a volume on “The Psychological Precursors of Disease” for the American Lecture in Psychology Series. Harrower’s response is not included.

Among the persons discussed:
Caroline Bedell Thomas, M.D.
Ann Altman

Folder 7: CBT & MH Paper 1975
Among the items included:
- Draft of the paper “Human Figure Drawings in a Prospective Study of Six Disorders: Hypertension, Coronary Heart Disease, Malignant Tumor, Suicide, Mental Illness, and Emotional Disturbance.
- Copy of a series of Newsletters put out by Caroline Bedell Thomas, M.D. from the Fall of 1963 to 1974 titled the Study of Precursors of Hypertension & Coronary Disease: A Program in Preventive Medicine
- Notification that Harrower and Thomas’ paper was accepted by the Journal of Nervous and Mental Disorders

Among the persons discussed:
Caroline Bedell Thomas, M.D.
Ann Altman
Victor A. McKusick, M.D.
Dr. Roger Sider

Folder 8: Figure Drawings (undated)
Among the items included:
- Draft of a paper titled: “Some Observations on the Figure Drawings of Patients with Hypertension, Coronary Disease, Tumors, Mental Illness, Suicide, Emotional Disturbance, and Selected Controls”
- Sample illustrations of the figure drawings used in the study

Folder 9: MH Scrapbook Items 1948-1986
Among the items included:
- Letter admitting Harrower to the Group for Advancement of Psychiatry
- Letter to Harrower from Vin Rosenthal complementing Harrower on her book (book is not named)
- Announcement of Harrower winning the Distinguished Contributor Award at the First World Poetry Therapy Conference
- Announcement of Harrower being honored for outstanding achievement in the fields of Psychology and mental health by the Creative Arts Rehabilitation Center
- Funeral announcement for Harrower’s first husband Theodore Erickson
- 15 handwritten pages – written in journal style – regarding a trip west. Harrower tours San Francisco, Seattle and Canada
- Christmas card to Harrower from Alexander Luria
- Poem written by Harrower titled “A Prayer in Time of War”

Among the persons discussed:
Frank Fremont-Smith, M.D.
Vin Rosenthal, Ph.D.
Theodore Erickson
Tony Eaton
Alexander Luria
Folder 1: Letters to Alice Brown 1938-1969 (most are undated)
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower’s divorce from Theodore Erickson
- Harrower marrying Mortimer Lahm
- Harrower’s book “The Psychologist at Work” picked up to be used as a high school text
- Harrower handling money & living changes after Mortimer Lahm’s death
- Harrower decides to live in Florida and write a book about Kurt Koffka based on their extensive correspondence
- Some discussion of the Group Rorschach
- Koffka’s death

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt Koffka (Assey)  Frank Fremont-Smith  Bob Williams
Theodore Erickson  Leonard Marx  Klopfen
Lawrence Kubie  Joe Klingenstine
Bernie Webb  Mac Pasternack

Folder 2: MH Golf (undated)
This folder contains correspondence between Harrower and her golf instructor regarding Harrower’s golf swing.

Folder 3: Miscellaneous Correspondence 1937-1994
Among the topics discussed:
- Harrower in Europe with Kurt Koffka
- Koffka’s death
- Harrower nominated for President of the Rorschach Institute
- Harrower’s marital problems with Erickson
- Harrower’s divorce from Erickson
- Program for a meeting on “The Veteran & the Community” sponsored by the New York Times

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt Koffka (Assey)  Dunbar  Matilda Steiner
Susan Stebbing  Margaret Mead  Helen Richardson
Henry Head  Lawrence Kubie
McCulloch  Erik Erickson

Folder 4: Miscellaneous Correspondence (undated)
Among the topics discussed:
- Contains general personal correspondence, mostly regarding various personal relationships in which Harrower was involved over the years

Among the persons discussed:
Theodore Erickson  Kurt (Assey) Koffka  Mortimer Lahm
Folder 5: Writing in the Upward Years 1976-1990
Among the items included:
- Correspondence regarding a conference and documentary regarding creativity, writing, and the aging process, in which Harrower participated
- Copy of a grant proposal to the I. M. Stevens Foundation for a documentary titled “Writing in the Upward Years” to explore creativity in older age

Among the persons discussed:
Stephen Robitaille
Mary Anne Hilker
William Suchy
Aurelia “Chick” Wallace
Carolyne Smith
Judy Block
Richard Eberhart
Isaac Bashevis Singer
Eudora Welty
May Sarton
Doug Milne

Folder 6: Lisa Lovely 1984
Among the topics discussed:
- Correspondence between Harrower and Lovely regarding Harrower’s book “Kurt Koffka: An Unwitting Self Portrait” based on Harrower and Koffka’s correspondence

Among the persons discussed:
Kurt Koffka
Theodore Erickson

Folder 7: Dudek Letters 1989
Among the topics discussed:
- Correspondence with Stephanie Dudek regarding Harrower’s work regarding creativity

Among the persons discussed:
Sternberg
Taylor
Barron
Caranasos

Folder 8: Jo Roman 1979-1980
Among the topics discussed:
- Correspondence and newspaper articles regarding Jo Roman’s planned suicide.

Folder 9: Kubie: Orlando MS and Harrower’s Notes (undated)
Among the items included:
- A manuscript written by Lawrence Kubie titled “The Beauty and Tragedy of Orlando” with extensive handwritten notes made by Harrower throughout

Folder 10: Oral History Project, Interview with Molly Harrower 1983-1984
Among the items included:
- Transcript of an interview conducted by The University of Florida in which Harrower discusses her life and work

Among the persons discussed:
Emily Ring
Samuel Proctor
Kurt Koffka
Theodore Erickson
C. K. Ogden
Harold Lasswell
Mortimer Lahn
Willie Meyer
Wilse (Bernie) Webb
Bob Allen
Nel Miller
Kurt Goldstein
Folder 11: Graduating Address to the Waves, Madison 1943
Among the items included:
- Transcript of an address that Harrower gave to a group of graduating waves in Madison, Wisconsin in 1943

Folder 12: Kubie on Karen Hornery 1972
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of Kubie’s memories of Karen Hornery while she was at the New York Psychoanalytic Society and Institute
- Paper titled “Statement on the Situation in the New York Psychoanalytic Society and Institute” describing controversy with one of the faculty.
- Copy of a paper titled “Statement on Behalf of the New York Psychoanalytic Society and Institute”

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jack L. Rubins</th>
<th>Levy</th>
<th>Lawrence Kubie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karen Horney</td>
<td>Abe Kardiner</td>
<td>Zilboorg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rado</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 13: “His Ancestor” an Original Opera by Harrower (undated)
- Typescript of an opera written by Harrower titled “His Ancestor” – says music is by Sir A. Sullivan.

Folder 14: Letter Autobiography Written in Reno 1945
Note: This has been left in original order.
- An autobiographical account of Harrower’s life up to the point of her divorce from Erickson

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theodore Erickson</th>
<th>Lawrence Kubie</th>
<th>Elisabeth Koffka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Koffka</td>
<td>Larry Frank</td>
<td>E. G. Boring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald Wendt</td>
<td>Frank Fremont Smith</td>
<td>Kurt Goldstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren McCulloch</td>
<td>Alvin Barach</td>
<td>Stanley Cobb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Alan Neilson</td>
<td>Mortimer Lahn</td>
<td>Wilder Penfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matilda Steiner</td>
<td>C. K. Ogden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 15: Kubie – The Drive to Become Both Sexes with Responses by Harrower 1954-1955
Among the items included:
- Draft of a paper titled “The Drive to Become Both Sexes” by Lawrence Kubie. This paper was presented to the American Psychoanalytic Association on May 22, 1954
- Letter from Harrower to Kubie providing comments on his paper

Among the persons discussed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lawrence Kubie</th>
<th>Margaret Ball</th>
<th>Charles Ball</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 16: Buck’s H-T-P 1947
- Copy of a paper by John N. Buck titled “The H-T-P: A Projective Device and a Measure of Adult Intelligence”. There is a copyright date listed as 1947. This could be an early draft of a later published version.
Folder 1: MH Credentials for Certification 1931-1958
Among the items included:
- Koffka’s scoring comments of Harrower’s exam for the Ph.D.
- Numerous letters in which Harrower attempts to contact people in England to substantiate & document her pre-doctoral education in order to obtain certification as psychologist from the New York Board of Regents
- Letter announcing Harrower has received certification as a psychologist in the State of New York

Among the persons appearing:
Grace Heider
Arnold Gesell
Harold Israel
Robert McCleod

Joe Sanders
Elsa Sipola
Lawrence S. Kubie
Oliver Zangwill

Robert C. Killough, Jr.
Morris Ginsburg

Folder 2: MH Credentials – References 1932-1934
Among the items included:
- Several letters of recommendation written on Harrower’s behalf

Among the persons appearing:
Beatrice Edgell
Kurt Koffka

Bradley M. Patton
Leah Bodie

Mabel Roys

Folder 3: Lawrence Kubie 1963
Among the items included:
- Contains personal correspondence between Lawrence Kubie and his wife

Folder 4: Miscellaneous 1927-1977
Among the items included:
- Letter from C. K. Ogden confirming Harrower’s appointment to work for him
- Harrower’s original research proposal to the Rockefeller Foundation from 1934
- Ogden’s letter recommending Harrower for a position as Koffka’s assistant
- Brief description of Harrower’s work with Goldstein at the Montefiore Hospital
- Memo addressed to “Members of the Conference on Teleological Mechanisms” from 1947
- Photocopy of a letter from Wilder Penfield thanking Harrower for the poem she wrote on the occasion of his retirement
- Obituary for Alvan Barach

Among the persons appearing:
C. K. Ogden
Bradley Patton

Kurt Koffka
Kurt Goldstein

Wilder Penfield
Alvan Barach
Folder 5: Graphology – Samples 1919-1989
Among the items included:
- Photocopy of a letter written by Sigmund Freud
- Letters of condolence on the death of Harrower’s father
- Handwritten notes taken by Harrower on a talk given by Lawrence Kubie
- Photocopy of a letter written by John Brown dated 1858 – with handwriting analysis by Harrower
- Many samples of handwriting from partial and undated letters from unidentified authors.

Among the persons appearing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sigmund Freud</th>
<th>Beatrice Edgell</th>
<th>Lawrence Kubie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harold White</td>
<td>Edith J. Hipkins</td>
<td>Leah Boddie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Brown</td>
<td>Maryline Barnard</td>
<td>Roy Dickenson Welch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Alice</td>
<td>E. H. L. Corwin</td>
<td>Helen Penfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernst Gundelfinger, M. D.</td>
<td>Grace Hughes</td>
<td>Mary Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora Kubie</td>
<td>Jack Kershman</td>
<td>Bill Caranasos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. P. Legros</td>
<td>Wilder Penfield</td>
<td>Bertram Wyatt-Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabel Roys</td>
<td>Winifred Koer</td>
<td>John Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Langston</td>
<td>William Joseph Crosby Turner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Ross</td>
<td>William A. Orton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder 6: Graphology Class Notes – Undated
Among the items included:
- Contains a notebook with Harrower’s handwritten notes from a class in graphology

Folder 7: Graphology 1939-1985
Among the items included:
- Photocopy of a newspaper article in which Harrower talks about graphology
- Analysis of a sample of Harrower’s and Ann Page’s handwriting. The analyses were conducted by Carlos Pedregal

Folder 8: Graphology – Examples & Analyses 1941-1967
Among the items included:
- Letters to Harrower from Gerald Wendt and an analysis of his handwriting. The analysis was written by Meta Steiner
- Analysis of Harrower’s handwriting. Analysis was done by Meta Steiner circa 1945-1947
- Analysis of Ina Harrower’s (Molly’s mother) handwriting and that of her sisters.

Among the persons appearing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>George Wendt</th>
<th>Frank Victor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meta Steiner</td>
<td>Florence Miale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Among the items included:

- Contact for a book titled "Becoming a Therapist" written by Jacquelin Goldman and edited by Molly Harrower for the American Lectures in Psychology Series
- Letter written by Harrower supporting Jacquelin Goldman’s bid for a full professorship
- Letter from Harrower supporting Goldman’s application to Division 12 (clinical psychology division) of APA.
- Copy of Jacquelin Goldman’s Vita dated February 1984

Among the persons appearing:

Arthur Rosenthal    Jacquelin Goldman    Louis Cohen
Kurt Koffka         Erwin A. Glikes     Russell L. Adams

Folder 10: Jo Coudert 1953-1996
Among the items included:

- Story titled “The Cooee Bridge” written by Jo Coudert and dedicated to Molly Harrower on the occasion of her birthday on January 25, 1953
- Correspondence regarding several books and stories on which Coudert was working at the time
- General personal correspondence

Folder 11: Miscellaneous 1937-1998
Among the items included:

- November 1952 newsletter of the New York Society of Clinical Psychologists in which Harrower, as president of the society, wrote a profile of herself.
- Copy of a chapter written by Bernard J. Paris titled “Middlemarch Revisited” – it is unknown in which book this chapter appeared.

Among the persons appearing:

Jerome W. Kosseff    Constance T. Fischer
T. David Brent     Bernard J. Paris

Folder 12: Margaret Morris Summer School (undated)
This folder contains a journal kept by Harrower while attending the Margaret Morris Summer School in Antibes. A dance school in France.

Folder 13: Graphology Miscellaneous (undated)
Among the items included:

- Analysis of handwriting identified only as “Handwriting Analysis of W by Mrs. Fabisch”
- Analysis of handwriting identified as “Comparative Analysis: Female, 40; Male, 40”. Analysis conducted by Frank Victor
- Graphology instruction chart titled “Factors of Expression”
- Various graphology charts explaining personality traits revealed by certain characteristics of handwriting
- Booklet on the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, titled “Introduction to Type”
Folder 14: Miscellaneous 1933-1971
Among the items included:
- Correspondence with Alexander Sasha Berkman – noted anarchist
- Section of a pamphlet written by Lawrence Kubie regarding “Problems of Sex at the George Junior Republic”
- Undated address given by Harrower to Montclair High School titled “Problems of Adolescence”
- Lecture delivered by Harrower at the Connecticut State Hospital as part of the course in Clinical Psychology of the Third Connecticut Postgraduate Seminar in Neurology, Psychiatry, and Related Fields of Medicine on 1/27/50. Titled “An Introduction to Projective Techniques”
- Paper titled “Masculine Will and Feminine Response: A Consideration of Petruchio-ism” by Alvan L. Barach
- Paper titled “The Feminine Impulse to Surrender” by Alvan L. Barach
- Paper titled “Why Women Must Think” by Alvan L. Barach
- Paper titled “In Defense of Promethean Anxieties: An Exploration of the Hazards of Creativity” by Alvan L. Barach
- Short story titled “The Saddest Thing in Life” written by Barach under the pen-name John Coignard
- Articles about Alvan L. Barach’s career
- Paper titled “Promethean Anxieties I” by Barach

Among the persons appearing:
Alexander Sasha Berkman
Jean Cluett
Lawrence S. Kubie
Robert Penn Warren
Robert S. Lee
Alvan L. Barach, M.D.
John Coignard

Folder 15: Harrower Material Donated by Marianne Simmel 1945-1999
Among the items included:
- Discussion of the relationship between religion and neuroticism
- Correspondence between Harrower and Simmel regarding Elisabeth Koffka
- Correspondence in which Marianne Simmel is trying to obtain a copy of Harrower’s Koffka: An Unwitting Self Portrait and Plain Jane after Harrower’s death

Among the persons appearing:
Edward J. Kempf
Joseph Barth
Marianne Simmel
Eugenia Hanfmann
Elisabeth Koffka
Donald Dewsbury
COLLECTION NAME: Harrower (Molly) Papers

LOCATION: 215 A56

Tape 7

Projective Use of Wechsler - Bellevue Test by M. Harrower, Bound Seminars, Recorded Lectures and Discussions, 75811, no date.

(Transcription in Harrower Papers M1044)
ARCHIVES OF THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGY
REGISTER OF CONTENTS OF A COLLECTION

COLLECTION NAME: Harrower Papers

LOCATION: V3 - Folder #3 and V4 #3

Photograph of Dr. Harrower - 1969 (2 photos)

Photograph of Dr. Harrower - 1971
COLLECTION NAME: Harrower Papers

LOCATION: Depot - General Box 14

Reprint by Harrower, *A Note on the Koffka Papers*, in *Journal of History of Behavioral Sciences*, 1971, 141-153

COLLECTION NAME: Harrower Papers
LOCATION: Depot - General

COLLECTION NAME:  Harrower (Molly) Papers

LOCATION:  Depot General Box #37

No. 1 - Bulletin of the American Board of Examiners in Professional Psychology, No. 1

1951-52 Bulletin - National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis

Various versions of the New York State Licensure Act
ARCHIVES OF THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGY
REGISTER OF CONTENTS OF A COLLECTION

COLLECTION NAME: HarrowerPapers

LOCATION: Harrower Depot Boxes 1, 2, 3.

All three boxes contain an unedited typescript of original letters between Kurt Koffka and Molly Harrower.
**THE ENTIRE CONTENTS OF THIS BOX ARE RESTRICTED**

Folder 1: Koufka & Harrower Correspondence 1936
Among the topics discussed:
- Discussion of relationship between Mary Henle and Mintz
- Possibility of Harrower working at Sarah Lawrence

Folder 2: Test Scores 1951-1952
Among the items included:
- Various test results in which patient names appear

Folder 3: Alice Brown’s Rorschach (undated)
Among the items included:
- Rorschach cards with Alice Brown’s responses written on them & Harrower’s scoring of the responses

Folder 4: Patient Information 1939-1957
Among the items included:
- Various items including test scores and diagnosis on which patient names appear

Folder 5: Review of Colleagues 1947-1958
Among the items included:
- Various correspondence in which Harrower was asked to review or give opinion on the work of colleagues
  
  Among the persons appearing:
  
  Alfred O. Mendel
  Cattell
  Luborsky
  Glik
  
  Hsu
  Schwartz
  Philip Solomon, M.D.
  Wainerdi
  Daniel
  Jack Rees

Folder 6: Restricted Benjamin Wolman Letter 1966
Among the items included:
- Letter from Mrs. Wolman to Harrower in which she attacks the professional and personal reputation of Benjamin B. Wolman

Folder 7: US Naval Reserve Aviation Base Group Rorschach 1941
Among the items included:
- Correspondence regarding a group Rorschach conducted by Harrower on students at the US Naval Reserve Aviation Base. Student names appear along with their performance on the Rorschach

Folder 8: Patient Information 1945-1967
Among the items included:
- Correspondence and test scores in which patient names appear
** THE ENTIRE CONTENTS OF THIS BOX ARE RESTRICTED **

**Folder 9: Patient Information 1945-1967**
Among the items included:
- Correspondence and test scores in which patient names appear

**Folder 10: Restricted Maslow Letter 1958**
Among the items included:
- Personal correspondence to Harrower from Abraham Maslow

**Folder 11: Patient Information 1960-1975**
Among the items included:
- Correspondence and test scores in which patient names appear

**Folder 12: Criticisms of Students 1941-1981**
Among the items included:
- Correspondence between Harrower and various colleagues concerning students

**Folder 13: Review of Manuscript 1987**
Among the items included:
- Harrower’s review of the manuscript “J. S. Mill: The Evolution of a Genius” by Peter Glassman
- Correspondence regarding the manuscript “J. S. Mill: The Evolution of a Genius” by Peter Glassman

**Folder 14: Correspondence with a Patient 1968**
Among the items included:
- Correspondence with a patient, a professional writer, whose treatment was carried out in written notebooks

**Folder 15: Evaluations of Manuscripts 1974-1978**
Among the items included:
- Review of a manuscript titled “Epilepsy Revisited: Results of a Psychological Test Battery”
- Review of a manuscript titled “The Uses of Written Production in Psychotherapy” by Alice G. Brand
**THE ENTIRE CONTENTS OF THIS BOX ARE RESTRICTED**

Folder 16: Interview with Holocaust Survivor (undated)
Among the items included:
- Typed interview with holocaust survivor Kurt Einstein, in which some very personal information is discussed

Folder 17: Patient Record 1952-1969
Among the items included:
- Correspondence regarding a patient – includes a portion of the patient’s record

Folder 18: Opinions on Fees 1947-1948
Among the items included:
- Correspondence regarding fees for Harrower’s private practice. Includes some patient names

Folder 19: Correspondence Regarding Patients 1958-1971
Among the items included:
- Correspondence between Harrower and colleagues regarding patients – some patient names appear

Among the persons appearing:
- O. Spurgeon English
- Jeanne Speiser
- Herbert Feis
- Lawrence S. Kubie

Folder 20: Restricted E. G. Boring Correspondence 1953-1954
Among the items included:
- Personal correspondence from E. G. Boring to Harrower

Folder 21: Lawrence Kubie Correspondence 1962-1970
Among the items included:
- Personal correspondence between Lawrence Kubie, M.D. and Harrower

Folder 22: Correspondence with Kubie Regarding Patients 1944-1960
Among the items included:
- Correspondence between Harrower and Lawrence Kubie, M.D. regarding patients

Folder 23: Four Unitarian Controls Used in Nazi Study (undated)
Among the items included:
- Contains projective test battery for four Unitarians used as controls in the Nazi study (study of the Nazi personality). Contains patient names
** THE ENTIRE CONTENTS OF THIS BOX ARE RESTRICTED **

Folder 1: Correspondence with Susan Deri 1949-1978
Among the topics discussed:
- Lengthy discussions of the Szondi test
- Personal correspondence between Harrower and Susan Deri

Folder 2: Correspondence with William Caveness 1952-1954
Among the topics discussed:
- Correspondence between Harrower and Caveness regarding Harrower’s fee for seeing two of Caveness’s patients. Patient names appear.

Folder 3: Cade Project (undated)
Among the items included:
- Description of the project conducted by Robert Cade regarding schizophrenics and dialysis
- Psychological battery of tests given by Harrower to some of the schizophrenics in Cade’s study – patient names are listed

Among the names appearing:
- Robert Cade
- Carol Lingenfelter
- Eduardo Cinca
- George K. Anderson
- Alice G. Bower
- R. J. Widener
- Ted Hayes
- Laura E. Newman

Folder 4: Cade Project Correspondence 1975-1976
Among the items included:
- Correspondence regarding the Cade Project in which patient names appear

Folder 5 is restricted until 2012 at which time the restriction will be reviewed

Folder 5: Richard Alpert & the APA Ethics Committee 1962-1965
Among the items included:
- Correspondence regarding accusations that Richard Alpert and Timothy Leary behaved unprofessionally and violated APA ethical standards in their research of Psilocybin at Harvard University
- Correspondence regarding Harrower being chosen to serve on the APA appeal committee on Scientific Ethics and Conduct regarding the Richard Alpert case

Among the names appearing:
- Richard Alpert
- Timothy Leary
- Richard A. Sternbach
- Joseph B. Margolin
- Paul E. Eiserer
- Howard F. Hunt
- Samuel Pearlman
- Ernest R. Hilgard
- Forrest L. Vance
- Billy M. Crement
Folder 1: “Poet and Poem in the Making”
- Folder contains a manuscript of poetry by Molly Harrower.

Folder 2: “Poet and Poem in the Making”
- Folder contains a manuscript of poetry by Molly Harrower.

Folder 3: Miscellaneous Items, 1928-1977
- Folder contains several miscellaneous items.
  - List of publications by Harrower, 1928-1965
  - Photocopy of a letter from Mira Koffka to Molly Harrower, 1971
  - Photocopy of an obituary for A.R. Luria, 1977
  - “A.R. Luria: A Personal Remembrance” by Harrower, undated

Folder 4: Reminiscences, undated
- Folder contains an autobiographical manuscript by Harrower which includes memories and poetry.

Folder 5: Miscellaneous Items, 1948-1953
- Folder contains correspondence, minutes of the meeting, memoranda, agendas and reports.
  - Organizations mentioned include the New York State Psychological Association, the New York Society of Clinical Psychologists, the American Psychological Association and the Association for the Advancement of Clinical Psychology
  - Correspondents include Warner Munsterberger and Arthur W. Combs

Folder 6: New York Academy of Medicine, 1946-1950
- Folder contains correspondence, agenda and bulletins regarding the New York Academy of Medicine.
  - Correspondents include H.S. Mustard and E.H.L. Corwin

Folder 7: Minutes of Executive Committee Meetings, 1952-1953
- Folder contains minutes of the meeting for the Executive Committee of the New York Society of Clinical Psychologists.

Folder 8: Minutes of Joint Council Meetings, 1951-1953
- Folder contains reports and minutes of the meeting for the Joint Council of Psychologists on Legislation (New York State). Also included are by-laws for the New York Society of Clinical Psychologists.
Folder 9: Advisory Council ’59–’60, 1959-1960

- Folder contains correspondence, memoranda, minutes of the meeting and bulletins regarding the Advisory Council of Psychology, the New York State Psychological Association and the National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis.

Folder 10: Advisory Council, 1961

- Folder contains correspondence and minutes of the meeting of the Advisory Council of Psychology.

Folder 11: Advisory Council, 1962-1965

- Folder contains correspondence, reports and memoranda of the Advisory Council of Psychology.

Folder 12: By-laws NYSPA, 1951

- Folder contains the minutes for a NYSPA meeting regarding the revision of their by-laws.
Folder: Professional Correspondence, Folder 1
- Folder contains a series of correspondence addressed to Kurt Koffka.
  - Correspondents include John Holmes, Harold Israel, Wolfgang Köhler, Richard Hill, Martin Scheerer, Kurt Goldstein and Gordon Allport.

Folder: Letter to Eddington, Folder 2

Folder: Correspondence of 1939, 1940 (in English), Folder 3
- Folder contains correspondence between Kurt Koffka and others.

Folder: German Documents and Correspondence, Folder 4
- Folder contains correspondence between Kurt Koffka and others in German dated 1939-1940. Also includes Kurt Koffka’s birth certificate and other “official” documents, also in German.

Folder: 1948
- Folder contains correspondence dated January 1948 – December 1948 regarding the question of certification of clinical psychologists for individual therapy and a bill proposed by a senator specifying such certification in New York State.
  - Correspondents include Harrower, Chester C. Bennett, the New York Society for Clinical Psychologists, Florence Halpern, Karl Heiser, G.R. Wendt, Joe Hunt and the New York Academy of Medicine.
- Folder also contains minutes from the 5/26/1948; 6/9/1948 and 10/1/1948 meetings of the Subcommittee on the Certification of Psychologists.

Folder: 1949
- Folder contains correspondence regarding the certification of clinical psychologists.
  - Correspondents include Harrower, G.R. Wendt, Jerome Kosseff and the New York Academy of Sciences.

Folder: 1950
- Folder contains correspondence regarding the certification and licensure of clinical psychologists.
  - Correspondents include Harrower, Morton Seidenfeld and G.R. Wendt.
Folder: 1951
- Folder contains correspondence concerning the Joint Council of New York State Psychologists on legislation and its attempts to affect a compromise with the American Psychiatric Association regarding the licensing of clinical psychologists in New York.

Folder: 1952
- Folder contains correspondence, statements, memoranda and agenda regarding various psychological organizations and the certification and licensure of clinical psychologists.
  - Correspondents include Harrower, the Joint Council of New York State Psychologists on Legislation, Rollo May, Emerson Coyle, Arthur Combs, H.M. Hildreth, Florence Halpern, Sadi Oppenheim, Carleton Scofield, Doris Schulman, Arthur Teicher, Thomas Tierney, Gerald Wieder and Max Siegel.

Folder: 1953
- Folder contains correspondence regarding various psychological organizations and the certification and licensure of clinical psychologists as well as best practice issues.
  - Correspondents include Harrower, Hal Wells, Max Siegel, Brian Tomlinson, Robert Kronemeyer, Doris Schulman, Emanuel Schwartz, Leo Shatin, Laurence Shaffer, Percival Symonds, Jack Elias, Rollo May, L.S. Kubie, J. Emerson Coyle, Jean Stralem, Fillmore Sanford and Stuart Cook.

Folder: 1956
- Folder contains memos, agendas and minutes for meetings of the Department of Education of New York State, New York Advisory Council in Psychology and the State Board of Examiners regarding the training and certification of clinical psychologists.

Folder: 1957
- Folder contains correspondence, memos, agendas and minutes for meetings of the Department of Education of New York State, New York Advisory Council in Psychology and the State Board of Examiners regarding the training and certification of clinical psychologists.
  - Correspondents include Harrower, Harold Seashore, Frank Freeman, Stuart Cook and Joseph Sanders.

Folder: 1958
- Folder contains correspondence, memos and reports regarding training, certification and licensure of clinical psychologists.
Folder 1959
• Folder contains correspondence, memos, reports and minutes of the meeting regarding training, certification and licensure of clinical psychologists.

Folder 1959a
• Folder contains correspondence, memos, reports and bulletins regarding training, certification and licensure of clinical psychologists.
Folder 1: Autobiography
- Folder contains chapters 1-5 of Harrower’s autobiography.

Folder 2: Autobiography
- Folder contains chapters 6-10 of Harrower’s autobiography.

Folder 3: Autobiography
- Folder contains chapters 11-17 of Harrower’s autobiography.

Folder 4: Autobiography
- Folder contains chapters 18-21 of Harrower’s autobiography and typed biographical notes about some of her colleagues.

Folder 5: “Projective Use of the Wechsler-Bellevue Test”
- Folder contains a typed transcript of a lecture Harrower delivered of the same title for Sound Seminars in New York City. Undated.
  - See Box A56, Tape 1 for the reel-to-reel audio recording.

Folder 6: Inkblots, 1945
- Folder contains two sets of Harrower Diagnostic Inkblots.